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Abstract
Integration of breakthroughs in micro- and nano-technology into consumer products to save energy, space and
increase mobility is only possible if cost effective manufacturing of miniature devices is realised. Current process
chains for mass manufacturing of miniature components lack a machining process which is able to produce high
precision features with macro to micro scale dimensions from hard materials. The trend of hybrid solutions such as
micromilling and micro-EDM milling requires upgrade of workshops resulting in high investment costs and
personnel training, restricting its acceptance in industry. Thus, aim of current work is to establish die-sinking EDM
as an efficient machining process to manufacture miniature dies and moulds, with smallest dimensions below 1mm.
High electrode wear and machining of complex electrodes in micro-scale are considered to be the main
challenges for micro die-sinking EDM. Thus, a strategy is developed to machine micro-electrodes with high aspect
ratios and form accuracy from the conventional electrode materials, graphite and copper. Through process
analysis, a low wear strategy consisting of wear-neutral pulse packets is conceptualised. A long duration pulse is
used to generate protective carbonaceous layer on the micro scale electrodes, followed by a group of short
duration pulses to remove the generated build-up, thus delivering virtually zero-wear. Electrodes with a cross
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section as small as 0.04 mm have been used to erode cavities with near zero-wear in steel 1.2343 and with aspect
ratio greater than 10. In-depth analysis of the protective carbonaceous layer reveals diamond like carbon. Also, a
simple thermal model is proposed to predict the pulse duration values at which near-zero wear can be achieved.
The optimal pulse durations required to achieve the highest material removal rate are found to be dependent on
the electrode projection area. Short duration pulses (20 µs) result in high material removal rate for micro-electrodes
compared to the long durations (> 150 µs) for macro electrodes. High-speed imaging in quasi-real erosion
conditions reveal the gas bubble dynamics, where erosion in a micro-cavity leads to smaller material removal per
discharge partially due to lack of gas bubble implosion. Time-resolved optical plasma spectroscopy of single
discharges reveals evolution of plasma constituents, where metallic vapour increases with increasing pulse
duration and decreasing instantaneous electrode area, contributing to the scaling effects. Also, simulations of
material removal by a single discharge are correlated with calculated mean material removal in the multi-discharge
erosion process, in order to consolidate the used boundary conditions for simulations by different researchers.
Using concurrent visual and electrical signal information of the sparks in quasi-real erosion conditions,
dependence of mean discharge voltage on the spark location is established, enabling an adaptive process
parameter control at the micro-second level for each spark. The benefits are low corner - edge wear, and near-zero
frontal wear without increasing the machining time for combination electrodes consisting of macro to micro scale
dimensions. Lateral spark suppression further leads to better form accuracy, lower side gap, lower re-solidified
layer thickness and burrs and reduced electrode vibrations. Also, a low stray capacitance electrical circuit of the
machine tool along with stochastic orbiting of tool electrode facilitates super-finishing of free-form surface with Ra <
0.1 µm in meso-micro scale, without the need to pre-polish copper electrodes.
Advances and knowledge gained from the research is demonstrated by machining simultaneous micro-features
and macro to micro scale features. Through resource efficiency, an economic and energy efficient micromachining
process, namely meso-micro EDM is realised, supporting the sustainable growth of product miniaturisation.
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Zusammenfassung
Der Durchbruch der Mikro- und Nanotechnologie im den Konsumgüterbereich, mit der Forderung von Energieund Platzeinsparung sowie erhöhter Mobilität, ist nur durch kosteneffiziente Herstellung von miniaturisierten
Bauteilen realisierbar. In herkömmlichen Prozessketten für die Massenherstellung von solchen miniaturisierten
Bauteilen fehlt ein Bearbeitungsprozess, welcher hochpräzise Merkmale in harten Materialien sowohl an
grossen/makroskopischen wie kleinsten/mikroskopischen Objekten erzeugen kann. Der Trend von
Hybridprozessen wie z.B. Mikrofräsen / Mikro-EDM bedingt einen Ausbau der Werkstätten, welcher von hohen
Investitionen und intensiver Personalschulung begleitet ist. Solche Aufwendungen können in der Industrie nicht
unmittelbar getätigt werden. In dieser Hinsicht soll die vorliegende Arbeit das Senkerodieren als effizienten Prozess
zur Bearbeitung von miniaturisierten Abformwerkzeugen mit Geometriemerkmalen < 1 mm etablieren.
Die grössten Herausforderungen beim Mikrosenkerodieren sind der hohe Elektrodenverschleiss und die
Herstellung von komplexen Mikroelektroden. Dazu wurden Technologien für die Bearbeitung von Mikroelektroden
mit sehr hohen Seitenverhältnissen sowie hohen Formgenauigkeiten in üblichen Materialien wie Graphit und
Kupfer entwickelt. Über eine sorgältige Prozessanalyse konnte eine Niedrigverschleissstrategie entwickelt werden,
bei der mit verschleissneutralen Pulsfolgen erodiert wird. Ein Langzeit-Strompuls erzeugt eine kohlenstoffhaltige
Schicht auf der Mikroelektrode - identifiziert als diamant-ähnliche Kohlenstoffschicht - gefolgt von mehreren
Kurzzeit-Srompulsen. Diese tragen die erzeugte Schicht wieder ab, was praktisch Nullverschleiss ergibt.
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Elektroden mit einem Querschnitt von 0.04 mm und einem Seitenverhältnis >10 wurden zum nahezu
verschleissfreien Erodieren von Kavitäten in Stahl 1.2343 benutzt. Zudem wurde ein thermisches Modell zur
Vorhersage von Pulszeiten entworfen, die faktisch frontalen und lateralen Elektrodenverschleiss verhindern.
Skalierungseffekte zwischen Elektrodengrösse und Pulsdauer konnten beobachtet werden, d.h. optimale
Pulslängen sind bei kleinen Elektrodenquerschnitten kürzer als die bei grossen Elektrodenquerschnitten.
Hochgeschwindigkeitsaufnahmen unter realitätsnahen Bedingungen zeigen eine Gasblasen-Dynamik, bei der die
Erosion in Mikrokavitäten zu kleinerem Materialabtrag pro Funken führt. Die beobachtete Gasblasendynamik
behindert die Mikroerosion, das Gasimplosionen fehlen. Zeitaufgelöste optische Plasmaspektroskopie von
Einzelentladungen zeigt, dass mit zunehmender Funkenzeit das Plasma immer mehr Metallanteile aufnimmt. Die
Zunahme metallischer Anteile wird auch für abnehmende Elektrodenquerschnitte beobachtet. Auch wurde der
simulierte Materialabtrag bei Einzelfunken mit dem berechneten, mittleren Materialabtrag beim
Multifunkenerosionsprozess korreliert. Dies, um die benützten Randbedingungen der Modellierung für den
Materialabtrag zu fundieren.
Durch die simultane Erfassung von visuellen und elektrischen Signalen an einem realitätsnahen
Erosionsprozess konnte die Abhängigkeit des Funkenortes von der mittleren Entladungsspannung ermittelt
werden. Somit wird eine adaptive Prozessparameterregelung im Mikrosekundentakt ermöglicht. Die daraus
erwachsenden Vorteile sind ein tiefer Ecken- und Kantenverschleiss sowie praktisch kein Abbrand an der
Elektrodenfront, ohne dabei die Bearbeitungszeit zu erhöhen. Zugleich findet diese Technologie Anwendung bei
Kombielektroden, welche Makro- und Mikrogeometrien enthalten. Die Unterdrückung von lateralen Funken führt
zudem zu erhöhter Formgenauigkeit, kleinerem Erosionsspalt, geringerer wärmebeeinflusster Zone, weniger Grat,
verringerter Elektrodenvibration und dadurch kleinerem Elektrodenbruchrisiko sowie zu einem stabileren Prozess
ohne Oberflächendefekte. Die Kombination von tiefer Streukapazität im elektrischen Schaltkreis zusammen mit
einer stochastischen Verfahrbahn der Elektrode erleichtert das Superfinishing mit R a < 0.1 µm von Freiformflächen.
In der Forschung gemachte Fortschritte und gewonnenes Know How wurden durch gleichzeitiges Bearbeiten
von Mikro- und Makro- / Meso-Geometrien demonstriert. Durch Erreichen einer hohen Ressourceneffizienz wird
der ökonomisch und energieeffiziente Mikrobearbeitungsprozess „Meso-Mikro EDM“ realisiert, welcher das
nachhaltige Wachstum der Produktminiaturisierung unterstützt.
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Riassunto
L’ introduzione di soluzioni innovative nelle micro e nanotecnologie applicate nei prodotti di consumo aventi l’
obiettivo di risparmiare energia, spazio e aumentare la mobilità è possibile solo se realizzabili tramite una metodo
di produzione redditizio. Negli attuali processi di produzione di massa per componenti miniaturizzati vi è un’
assenza di un sistema di lavorazione in grado di creare elementi di alta precisione dalle macro alle micro
dimensioni in materiali ad alta durezza. Le attuali tendenze con soluzioni ibride, come la micro fresatura e la microerosione fresatura, richiedono aggiornamenti nei laboratori, di conseguenza grossi investimenti e ulteriore
formazione di personale; questo ne limita l’introduzione nelle industrie. Scopo di questo lavoro è quindi quello di
portare l’elettroerosione a tuffo come processo di lavorazione efficiente per produrre stampi e matrici dalle
dimensione inferiori al millimetro.
L’ esecuzione di micro-elettrodi complessi e la loro alta usura sono considerate le sfide principali per la micro
erosione a tuffo. Per questo occorre sviluppare una tecnologia che permetta di lavorare con questi elettrodi
dagl’importanti rapporto di forma e precisione, ottenuti con materiali quali grafite e rame. Attraverso l’analisi del
processo di erosione, sarà strutturata una strategia atta ad ottenere una bassa usura, basata su pacchetti d’impulsi
particolari. Un impulso di lunga durata è utilizzato onde generare uno strato protettivo di carbonio sui microelettrodi, esso è poi seguito da una serie di impulsi corti incaricati di rimuovere lo strato stesso, ottenendo così
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come risultato finale un’usura dell’ elettrodo nulla. Elettrodi dalla superficie sezionale minore di 0.04 mm sono stati
usati per erodere con usura quasi zero l’acciaio 1.2343, con rapporti di forma più grandi di 10.Un analisi
approfondita dello stato protettivo di carbonio ha rilevato carbonio tipo diamante. Viene inoltre proposto un
semplice modello termico con l’obiettivo di prevedere i valori del tempo d’impulso che comportino un usura quasi
nulla a livello frontale e laterale.
Effetti di scala sono osservati sotto l’ aspetto della ricerca della durata dell’impulso che conduca alla più alta
velocità di asportazione del materiale. Impulsi di corta durata (20 µs) comportano una velocità d’ asportazione alta
per micro-elettrodi, mentre impulsi più lunghi (> 150 µs) sono richiesti per elettrodi maggiori. Imaggini ad alta
velocità in condizioni vicine a quelle della normale erosione svelano la dinamica delle bolle di gas, in cui l’erosione
in micro-cavità conduce ad una minore velocità d’asportazione per ogni scarica, parzialmente dovuta alla
mancanza dell’ implosione della bolla di gas. Spettroscopia plasma ottica risolta in tempo di single scariche
rilevano l’ evoluzione del plasma costituito, i vapori metallici aumentano con l’ incremento della durata d’ impulso e
diminuiscono con la superficie dell’ elettrodo, contribuendo così all’ effetto di scala. Anche le simulazioni
dell’asportazione per ogni singola scarica sono correlate con l’asportazione media ottenuta con le varie scariche
del processo di erosione, consolidando così le condizioni al contorno utilizzate per le simulazioni di rimozione del
materiale da parte dei ricercatori.
Tramite la sincronizzazione dell’immagine visiva ed il segnale elettrico di ogni singola scarica in condizioni di
erosione quasi-reali, la relazione tra il valore medio della tensione di scarica e la posizione della scintilla è
identificato, permettendo così un controllo adattativo dei parametri del processo per ogni scarica a livello di micro
secondo. I benefici sono bassa usura negli spigoli e negl’ angoli e usura frontale quasi-zero, senza causare un
incremento dei tempi di lavorazione per combinazione di elettrodi combinati costituiti da parti nella scala macro e
micro. La soppressione delle scariche laterali conduce inoltre ad una precisione di forma più alta, minore gap
laterale, minore spessore dello strato risolidificato e soppressione di sbavature, le vibrazioni dell’elettrodo sono
ridotte ed il processo più stabile annulla difetti come sovra-asportazione. Anche una bassa capacità parassita
dell’impianto ed un utilizzo di un’orbitazione stocastica del elettrodo facilitano la super-finitura di forme libere di
superficie con Ra < 0.1 µm in meso-micro scala, senza la necessità di utilizzare elettrodi di rame pre-lucidati.
I progressi e le conoscenze acquisite da questa ricerca sono dimostrati lavorando simultaneamente microcavità e macro al micro scala cavità Grazie ad un uso efficace delle risorse è realizzato un economico ed
energeticamente efficiente processo di microlavorazione, denominato meso-micro EDM, supportando così una
crescita sostenibile della miniaturizzazione dei prodotti.
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Intelligent pulse packets
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Adaptive current control for lateral electric discharges
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Laser chemical vapour deposition
Light emitting diode
Lithography, Electroplating, Moulding
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Macro
MATLAB
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MEMS
Meso
MET
Micro
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Mode
MRR
MSL
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Ref2
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RTA
SE
SEM
SM
SP
T-F
TIFF
TTL
UR
WEDG
WEDM
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Laminated object manufacturing
Feature surface area above 10mm2
High-level technical computing language
Mega bytes
Microelectromechanical systems
Feature surface less than 10mm2
Micro-engineering technology
Feature surface less than 1mm2 or smallest feature dimension below 1mm
Micro-laser sintering
A/ µs
Current rise or current pulse shape
3
mm /min Material removal rate
Micro-stereo-lithography
Microsystems technology
Nanoelectromechanical systems
Oscillator current pulse
Oscillator discharge pulse
Printed circuit board
%
Plasma flushing efficiency
Physical vapour deposition
Random access memory
Resistance – Capacitance
V
Voltage threshold
V
Voltage threshold
Rotations per minute
Real time process data acquisition tool from AgieCharmilles SA
Secondary electrons
Scanning electron microscopy
Servo regulation mode
Single pulse: erosion using singular set of parameters
Thermo-field
Tagged image file format
Transistor-transistor logic
Unit removal
Wire- electrical discharge grinding
Wire- electrical discharge machining

Nomenclature
Symbol
a
ai
A
Aij
Ap
CP
DE
E
e
E1, E2
Ea
Ec
Fa
Fc
g1, g2
HF
I
I1, I2
k
kB
LF
̅
𝐧
Ng
Ø
P
Q
q0
Ra
rp
t
T
Td
Te
TON
U
̅
𝐮
Ue
Ui
VV+
Ve
Vm
Vq
Z
Γ
ε0

Unit
m2/s
nm
mm2
s-1
mm2
J/Kg·K
Mm
W
C
eV
W
W

A
W/m·K
J/K

mm
µs
J/mm3
W/mm2
µm
µm
s
K
µs
eV
µs
V
V
V
mm3
mm3
mm3
mm3
mm3
C·V-1·m-1

Description
Thermal diffusivity
Mean inter-particle distance
Surface area
Probability of transition from state into state j
Electrode projection area
Specific heat capacity
Depth of erosion
Total discharge energy
Elementary charge
Energy of the excited level
Discharge energy entering into the anode
Discharge energy entering into the cathode
Fraction of energy entering into the anode
Fraction of energy entering into the cathode
Statistical weight of the excited level
High frequency
Current
Intensity of spectral lines
Thermal conductivity
Boltzmann constant
Low frequency
Normal vector of the boundary
Total number of good sparks
Diameter
Pause / interval duration
Thermal energy per unit volume
Heat flux per surface area
Average surface roughness
Plasma radius / heat source radius
Time
Temperature
Delay time
Electron temperature
Pulse / discharge duration
Voltage
Velocity vector
Discharge / burning voltage
Ignition / open circuit voltage
Eroded crater volume
Re-solidified rim volume around crater
Effective eroded crater volume
Mean crater volume per discharge
Eroded crater volume in quasi-real erosion condition
Charge of the particle
Plasma coupling parameter
Vacuum permittivity
XI

λ
ρ
σ
σp

XII

nm
Kg/cm3
Ω-1m-1

Wavelength
Density
Standard deviation
Spitzer’s electrical conductivity
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1 Introduction
1.1 Miniaturisation
Miniaturisation of systems and components result in some obvious benefits such as lower space requirement,
lighter weight, higher portability and multi-functionality, e.g. smartphones. Reduced mass of system may also lead
to reduced energy consumption and in some cases, offer higher efficiency of the system. Also, requirements of
sample volumes needed for laboratory testing are also reduced. The trend of miniaturisation is growing and is
widespread in a number of industries, as listed below and from [164]. Also, a few examples are shown in fig. 1-1:


Consumer electronics: lenses for smartphone cameras, flat panel displays for tablets, wireless devices [66].



Micro power generators: turbines [70, 208], fuel cells [96, 199], heat exchangers [266], engines [153] and
micro-pumps [133].



Healthcare: diagnostic chips, drug delivery [273], biochemical processing [46], micro fluidics [338], lab-on-chip
systems [1] and stents [11].



Robotics: aerial vehicles [37, 178] and robots [38, 247].



Sensors and actuators: sensors in automobiles [65] such as accelerometers, gyros, pressure, gas sensors
and actuators [83].

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1-1: (a) micro gas turbine [257]; (b) comparison of accelerometer made using conventional means and with the MEMS
technology [281]; (c) mixing by chaotic advection using a microfluidic network [36].
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The product miniaturisation requires development in micro-scale processes, machines, materials and metrology
to meet the needs related to minimum feature size, feature tolerance, feature location accuracy and surface
finishing. However, direct scaling of the existing systems and products is not always possible, because as system
reduces in size, its surface area to volume ratio increases, thus surface effects dominate volumetric effects.
Viscous, electrostatic / electro dynamic forces and surface tension forces play crucial role in the miniaturised
systems. Vollertsen et al. [360] have presented size effects found in manufacturing of metallic components. In fact,
the scaling effects are observed both in terms of feature dimensions and in grain sizes. Additionally, the
manufacturing technologies and parameters need to be adapted for miniaturisation.
1.2 Meso- Micro- machining
Micromachining can be defined as machining of features with dimension in micro scale, i.e. 1µm to 999µm.
However, the contemporary levels of conventional technologies must also be considered. While Masuzawa [222]
limits the maximum dimensions at 500 µm, meso-micro scale in this work refers to precision machining of 3D
features with minimum size ranging from tens of micrometres to a few millimetre, as shown in fig. 1-2.

Tolerance ~ Object size

Object size (mm)

1.E+1

1.E+0
1.E-3

1.E-6
1.E-9
1.E+0

Conventional &
Ultra-precision
Micro/Meso
manufacturing
MEMS
NEMS

Object < Atom size
1.E-1

1.E-2

Relative accuracy

1.E-3
1.E-4 1.E-5 1.E-6
(feature tolerance/object size)

Fig. 1-2: Micro-manufacturing size/precision domain, adopted from Ehmann et al. [66].
While micro-manufacturing can be classified in various ways, two main types can be categorised as silicon
based micro-fabrication and non-silicon-material-based manufacturing. Due to the rapid advances in
microelectronics, silicon micro-fabrication has grown rapidly. These includes mainly photolithography, chemical
etching, LIGA, plating, laser fabrication, etc. [214]. However, these processes meet the limitations in terms of
material (limited to silicon and thin film coatings), geometry (2D, 2.5D), performance requirements (mechanical
strength, etc.) and manufacturing costs [164]. Since the MEMS based methods are not capable of meeting every
demand, other alternative processes are needed to bridge the gap between meso- and micro- scale manufacturing
of discrete parts or dies and moulds for micro-forming, micro-injection moulding type mass manufacturing
processes, as shown in fig. 1-3. In fact, micro-manufacturing is predicted to be a critical enabling technology in
bridging the gap between nano-science and MEMS technology developments and their realisation in useful
products and processes [66]. An increasing growth of the MEMS industry as shown in fig. 1-4 gives an idea of the
future trend in micro-manufacturing. Considering micro-manufacturing complementary to MEMS / NEMS, research
funding in micro-engineering of metal and ceramics achieved through DFG SFB 499 [18] and EU - MASMICRO
project [265] underlines the importance of non-MEMS based micro-manufacturing techniques. The status of
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international micro-manufacturing technology development in different countries was analysed in 2005 by [66], as
summarised in table 1-1.

Fig. 1-3: An example of micro-machining processes for micro-injection moulding [164].
Table 1-1: Summary of the relative status of international micro-manufacturing technology development in 2005 by [66].
Activities
Government funding in
micromanufacturing
State of the micromanufacturing
technology
Industry / University / Government
partnership

Taiwan

Korea

Europe

USA

****

****

***

****

*

*****

****

***

*****

**

***

***

****

*****

*

****

**

*

***

****

MEMS market forecast (in $ B)

State of nanotechnology

Japan

Fig. 1-4: MEMS market forecast by devices according to Mounier and Robin [239].
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An overview of some micro-manufacturing techniques is provided below. The processes are mainly divided as
subtractive, near net shape processes, generative processes and joining processes. However, the processes can
be used in combination as evidenced from fig. 1-3. For example, subtractive processes are needed to generate
dies and moulds for near net shape processes. A number of features such as material hardness, needed quantity,
smallest structure size, aspect ratio (L/D), machining time, surface quality, etc. determine the process that can be
used. Some widely used processes such as micro-milling, micro-EDM, micro-ECM, laser ablation are briefly
discussed here.
1. Subtractive processes
 Mechanical: milling, drilling, turning, grinding
 Physio-chemical: EDM, ECM, spark assisted electrochemical machining, plasma machining, ELID
 Energy beam: laser, electron beam, ion beam, LIGA
2. Near net shape processes: forming, injection moulding, casting, extrusion, embossing, stamping, forging
3. Generative processes: selective laser melting / sintering, inkjet printing, electroforming, micro-spark coating
4. Joining processes: welding, soldering, bonding

1.2.1

Subtractive processes

Micro-milling is a suitable micromachining process due to smaller machining times and flexibility. However, for
structures with aspect ratio more than 3 or if workpiece material hardness exceeds 62 HRC, its use is limited. The
achievable surface roughness is limited to R z ≈ 0.3 µm [18]. Diamond cutters are effective to generate high
precision features with surface roughness within a few nanometres, however are not applicable to steel workpiece.
Given the economic efficiency of steel moulds, cemented carbide tools are used for steel micro-cutting using high
spindle speeds. Also, micro-milling of titanium and nickel based alloys has been demonstrated [111]. Some active
topics of research in micro-milling process are tool material and coatings [14, 73, 350], tool geometry design [203],
tool wear and breakage [382, 406] stress-force modelling [138, 192] and laser assisted micro-milling [62, 224].
Tools are often prepared using grinding, laser, ion beam or EDM [43, 236]. An overview of mechanical
micromachining is presented in [63] and machine tools in [207]. Fig. 1-5 shows some examples of micro-milled
parts from metal and plastic. Apart from milling, micro-drilling is widely used to make holes for products such as
nozzles, filters, watch cases, air bearings, medical needles and mostly in printed circuit boards (PCB) using coated
HSS or cemented carbide tools. Micro grinding is mainly used when high surface qualities are required [53], for
slicing of silicon wafers to make electronic chips and MEMS [334] and to machine brittle materials [16].

Fig. 1-5: From left to right: planet wheel with tooth flank in volute shape mill machined in X38CrMoV5-1 (1.2343) with
hardness 52 HRC [376]; cryogenic micromachining of microfluidic chip made from Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) [143];
example of ultra-precision 3D complex shape from brass machined using micro-milling [285].
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Electrical discharge machining (EDM) with mainly three variants, namely micro die-sinking EDM, micro-wire
EDM and micro-EDM milling is widely used to machine components for accelerometers, force-based transducers,
fibre optic light detector fixtures, micro-shafts, gears, springs, micro-moulds, dies and drilling micro-holes. EDM can
produce smaller structures than milling, in hard materials and with high aspect ratios without taper, however it is a
relatively slower process. Also, the applicability is largely limited to electrically conductive materials. Recently, nonconductive ceramics have also been machined in micro-scale using EDM by [291, 373]. The economic production
of the electrodes, usually done by milling, sets the limitation on further miniaturisation in micro die-sinking EDM
[18]. Micro-EDM milling overcomes the difficulty to machine complex electrodes by using WEDG to machine
cylindrical electrodes on-machine, for example on Sarix micro-EDM machines. A few examples of the EDM process
for micromachining are presented in fig. 1-6.

200 µm

1 mm

Fig. 1-6: Left: meso-scale stepper motor components machined by micro die-sinking EDM (source: Sandia national
laboratories); Centre: precision cavity machined using micro-EDM milling (source: Sarix SA); Right: micro gear with
integrated shaft machined using micro-WEDM [289].
Electrochemical machining (ECM) has recently gained increasing interest due to the pulsing technique, where
electrochemical reactions down to nanometre precision achieve high resolution microstructures [271]. While it can
be used to generate burr free features with no thermal damage on the machined surface, the fatigue strength of the
surfaces or parts is reduced. No tool wear is an advantage of ECM, however the machining accuracy and inability
to machine sharp corners remain as drawbacks. Also, filtration of electrolyte used during ECM process is
environmentally hazardous. While ECM is widely used in the applications such as surface finishing for shaving
heads [10], it is being analysed for application in aero-engine industry [163]. Examples of micro-features generated
using micro-ECM are shown in fig. 1-7. While ECM is also limited to electrically conductive materials, spark
assisted chemical engraving (SACE) or electrochemical discharge machining (ECDM) has been used for
micromachining of non-conductive materials, such as flexible glass micro-structuring [373, 403] as shown in fig.
1-8. The typical applications for Pyrex

®

glass can be found in biomedical and optical devices, where it can be

bonded well to the silicon microstructures. However, its application is limited to non-conductive materials and an
uncontrolled process can lead to micro-explosions causing damage to the workpiece.

50 µm

50 µm

50 µm

Fig. 1-7: From left to right: groove array in the hole machined using ECM [139]; holes drilled in stainless steel using ECM
[254]; ECM using dilute sulphuric acid to machine a 3D cavity; and fins cut by wire-ECM [154].
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500 µm

500 µm

500 µm

Fig. 1-8: Various examples of 3D microstructures in Pyrex® glass machined using ECDM milling process [403].
Laser is a powerful tool in micromachining and already finds application in a multiple industries, for example
dielectric removal in microelectronics, drug delivery channels in stents, holes in micro filters, micro-structuring of
surfaces, thin films and LED as summarised by Schaeffer [286]. Being a non-contact method, laser has an
advantage of no tool wear and it can machine almost any material and achieve very small feature sizes. However,
processing speeds, machinable aspect ratio of structures, form precision and accuracy are drawbacks. While
lasers offer high flexibility, the laser processing systems are expensive and limited to their use according to the
laser source type, e.g. excimer, CO2 or picosecond pulse. Some examples of laser micromachining have been
shown in fig. 1-9. Table 1-2 presents a comparison of some micromachining techniques.

200 µm

50 µm

Fig. 1-9: From left to right: microstructures in polycarbonate mould machined using excimer laser [376]; micro-hole drilled
in steel using femtosecond-pulse laser ablation [44]; micro-pores generated on coated tool insert to improve tribology in metal
cutting using UV laser; laser micro-cutting employed to machine stents (source: MLPC Inc.).

Table 1-2: Comparison of some micromachining methods and their characteristics, adapted from Liow [207].
Minimum
feature

Tolerance

Material removal
rates

Mechanical micromachining
Diamond milling and
micromachining

10 µm

1 µm

High

10 µm

1 µm

High

Focused ion beam / 2D & 3D

100 nm

10 nm

Very low

Excimer laser / 2D or 3D

6 µm

0.1 – 1 µm

High

Femto-second laser / 2D or 3D
Micro-EDM (wire or sinking) /
2D or 3D

1 µm

0.5 µm

Low

Any
Not suitable for ferrous
materials
Tool steels, non-ferrous,
plastics
Polymers, ceramics, some
metals
Any

10 µm

1 µm

Very high

Conductive material

0.01 µm

0.02 µm

Depends on
process

Electroformable: copper,
nickel, permalloy

Machining method

LIGA / 2D
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1.2.2

Near net-shape processes

For high-volume-low-cost applications, near net shape processes are ideally suited. Replication technologies
are among the most promising production technologies for producing micro-parts [376]. Of these, micro-forming
[82, 361], micro injection moulding [15, 18] and micro casting [19] are being widely developed. Shaping processes,
especially micro injection moulding is capable of bulk production of parts made from plastics, metals and also
ceramics. Size effects or scaling effects is a key issue in micro-forming processes [360], as the surface friction is
dominant in micro-scale products due to high surface to volume ratio. Also, grain sizes and feature sizes contribute
to the scaling effects. For, micro-injection moulding, small dimensions and high aspect ratios of components
prompt high demands on tools and machines, apart from the process control [66]. Some examples of micro-parts
produced using micro-injection moulding and made of plastic, metal and ceramic are presented in fig. 1-10.

Fig. 1-10: Left: multi fibre connector made using microinjection moulding (PMMA), macro mould is made from micro diesinking EDM [362]; Centre: micro-metal (17-4PH steel) injection moulded turbine housing where LIGA mould insert was
used [18]; Right: Various sintered ZrO2 micro-parts made by high-pressure ceramic injection moulding [376].
1.2.3

Generative processes

Generative processes in micro-manufacturing, also known as micro-additive manufacturing or micro-layered
manufacturing add successive layers of material(s) without the use of specialised tools, moulds or dies as shown in
fig. 1-11. Powder bed sintering, photo-polymerisation, printing and deposition are some of the manufacturing
processes classified as additive or generative processes. Micro-stereo lithography is widely used to makes parts
from polymers, ceramics and composite in a number of industries, where layers as thin as 1 µm and feature
definition of less than 10 µm can be achieved using Micro-Tec GmbH (Germany) machines [164]. Vaezi et al. [352]
have recently presented a review on the key micro-additive manufacturing processes, demonstrating its capability
for micro-component fabrication and assembling. Also, a comparison between conventional and micro-additive
processes is presented in fig. 1-12.

a

b

120 µm

c

700 µm

Fig. 1-11: (a) micro-part with blade thickness of 100µm fabricated by micro-stereolithography MSL system [352]; (b) 3D part
produced using micro laser sintering MLS [274]; (c) 3D micro threads with outside M5 thread and two M2 inside threads
fabricated using Digital Metal 3DP process [352].
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Metal injection moulding

LOM

1 mm
Bulk Si,
Poly Si

Object size (mm)

FDM

100 µm

Milling,
turning,
grinding

LIGA

3DP

Photochemical machining
MLS
Inkjet printing

10 µm

EFAB
Stamping, fine blanking, deep drawing
Laser machining

LCVD

Electrical discharge machining
MSL

1 µm

2PP

100 nm

FIB direct writing

3D

2.5 D

3D assembly

Complexity

Fig. 1-12: Comparison of micro-additive manufacturing with conventional micro-manufacturing processes [352]. Microstereo-lithography MSL, micro-laser sintering MLS, 3D printing 3DP, continuous inkjet CIJ, drop-on-demand DOD, fused
deposition modelling FDM, laminated object manufacturing LOM, focused ion beam direct writing FIBDW, laser chemical
vapour deposition LCVD, electrochemical fabrication EFAB, two-photon polymerisation 2PP.
Table 1-3: Comparison of micro-manufacturing processes, adopted from [271]. Legend: + Good; o Fair; - Poor.

+

Mass
production
o

Surface
quality
+

o

+

-

o

+

o

+

+

-

o

o

Near net shape

o

o

-

+

o

o

Additive

+

-

+

o

o

+

Lithography

-

-

-

+

+

-

Processes
Mechanical
Electro physical chemical
Energy beam

Geometric
complexity
+

Range of
materials
o

+

Prototyping

Affordability
+

While the microsystems technology (MST) based on silicon fabrication are well developed, micro-engineering
technologies (MET) for the production of highly precise mechanical components, moulds and micro-structured
surface are growing and is an active area of research. While processes such as near net-shape processes and
additive processes exist in micro-manufacturing, subtractive process are crucial, as they are needed either to make
moulds or dies for the net shape processes or can be used for final machining of parts produced using the additive
processes. From the comparisons presented in table 1-2, table 1-3 and fig. 1-12, it can be inferred that electrical
discharge machining (EDM) is suitable to machine 3D structures from most metals with high accuracy - precision,
high aspect ratios without taper and with relatively high material removal rates. These characteristics make microEDM a highly suitable process for micromachining of dies and moulds, especially for micro-injection moulding
[343]. However, die-sinking EDM has main disadvantages of high electrode wear, lower material removal rate
owing to the scaling effects, micro-electrode machining and higher surface roughness. Thus, current work focuses
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on implementation of die-sinking EDM in meso-micro machining with the economic and energy efficiencies
comparable to the conventional EDM for macro scale dimensions.
Emerging global trend is towards the miniaturisation of manufacturing equipment and systems for micro-scale
components and products, i.e. small equipment for small parts. It is also referred to as the micro-factory
manufacturing paradigm or desktop manufacturing paradigm, an example of which is micro-EDM milling machine
from Sarix SA (Switzerland) and Panasonic (Japan). Current work aims to enable precision meso-micro machining
on conventional machines, which are already available in workshops, as EDM is a well-established die and mould
machining process. Since roughing step is responsible for most of the material removal in EDM and also affects the
resource efficiency for subsequent finishing steps, the focus of the research mainly lies on the roughing technology.
1.3 Overview of thesis
In the current chapter, an introduction to the trend of miniaturisation, various applications of miniaturised devices
and an overview of the micro-manufacturing processes is presented. Following is the outline of the thesis focused
on meso-micro EDM.
Chapter 2 begins with a brief introduction to EDM, followed by state-of-art in 3D micro-EDM. Research in microEDM milling and micro die-sinking EDM is presented, followed by research in EDM process modelling. Open
questions in meso-micro scale die-sinking EDM are outlined to present the research gap in micro-EDM technology.
The aim to bridge the gap between this research gap and proposed potential approach is then enlisted.
In chapter 3, the experimental setup and methods have been described briefly. Microelectrodes are machined
using conventional EDM electrode materials, namely graphite and copper. The erosion test setup is then
described, followed by the EDM process analysis methods. Concurrent analysis method using high-speed imaging
is used for process analysis in quasi-real erosion conditions. Also, time-resolved plasma spectroscopy setup and
spectrum processing method is described. Heat conduction simulations are performed to analyse the plasmamaterial interactions. The simulation tool developed based on FEM method is described. Dimensional metrology in
micro-manufacturing is crucial, and the used methods in this work are elaborated.
Chapter 4 deals with the fundamental analysis of discharges used for meso-micro EDM, especially during
roughing operation. At first, gas bubble and light emission region are measured using high-speed imaging, followed
by the light emission spectroscopy of discharge plasma. Erosion craters generated on anode and cathode using
single discharges are then analysed and simulated using the heat conduction theory. Thus the basic understanding
of process parameter effect on discharge and its interaction with the cathode and anode is developed.
Chapter 5 analyses the effect of process parameters on material removal in the multi-discharge process.
Scaling effects are seen in the material removal rate when decreasing the machined feature dimensions. Thus, the
underlying scaling effects are analysed using the multi-discharge process. An attempt has been made to
understand the discrepancies observed in the energy fraction values proposed by different authors for material
removal simulations, both for single and multiple discharge process.
Chapter 6 focuses on the fundamental drawback of EDM process, namely electrode wear. After analysing the
effect of different process parameters on graphite and copper electrode wear behaviour, low wear strategies are
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conceptualised. Also, in-depth analysis of protective layer is performed, which facilitates low electrode wear. A
preliminary model of low wear through protective layer build-up is presented, especially for the graphite electrodes.
Chapter 7 presents a novel spark location detection technique using high-speed imaging. Furthermore, a spark
location based adaptive control is conceptualised. The concept has been demonstrated to improve accuracy and
form precision in both meso-micro scale and conventional macro scale EDM.
Chapter 8 briefly shows the preliminary results on low wear in semi-finishing steps and current status of tool
wear in finishing steps. Using a novel electrode orbiting and low energy pulses, super-finishing is performed to
generate surfaces with Ra < 0.1 µm using die-sinking EDM. Also, surface defects encountered in meso-micro EDM
are presented.
Chapter 9 summarises the gained scientific understanding and technical advances by current research. The
potential direction for further research within the scope of this work and some important open questions are
outlines. Resource efficiency achieved by the technical advances is shown to improve the economic and energy
efficiency of die-sinking EDM in meso-micro machining.
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2.1 Electrical discharge machining (EDM)
Electrical discharge machining is based on the material removal of conductive metals through electric
discharges. Originally industrialised by Lazarenko in 1940s as mentioned by [297], the method employs a series of
pulsed discharges. Depending on the used process parameters, material removal is higher on one electrode and
lesser on the other. Thus, the former is used as workpiece and the later as tool electrode. Fig. 2-1 shows the
simplified schematics of EDM equipment arrangement and phenomena involved in a single discharge. It can be
seen that the tool electrode and workpiece are placed near each other with a micro gap in between them. Using a
power source, voltage is applied between the electrode and workpiece in a pulsed sequence, using a pulse switch.
The electrode and workpiece are immersed in a dielectric, which essentially fills the gap between them. Upon
application of sufficient voltage, the dielectric breakdown occurs, forming a discharge plasma channel, which is
electrically conductive. The electrical power is converted into heat, which is conducted into the gap surroundings,
which are dielectric, electrode and workpiece. Immense heat generated in order of a few thousand kelvin vaporises
the liquid dielectric to form a gas bubble around the plasma channel and expands due to high pressure in the gap
region. On the other hand, the heat entering into the workpiece and electrode leads to vaporisation and melting of
the material in local region. Upon termination of the discharge current, the plasma channel extinguishes and gas
bubble implodes on the discharge spot, causing partial removal of the molten material. Generating a few thousand
to some million discharges at kHz to MHz frequency, an eroded cavity with mirror shaped form of the used
electrode is obtained.
Electrode

Pulse switch

Electrode

Dielectric
Plasma
channel

Gas
bubble
Power source

Workpiece

Workpiece

Fig. 2-1: Left: basic arrangement of electrical discharge machining consisting of power source, switch, electrode, workpiece
and a dielectric tank; Right: EDM phenomena consisting of anode, cathode, plasma channel and gas bubble in dielectric oil
(source: AgieCharmilles SA).

2 State-of-art in Micro-EDM
An EDM machine tool requires main components such as machine tool structure with basic 3 axes and a
dielectric bath, electrical components for power modulation and process control, servo regulation to maintain the
gap between electrode and workpiece during erosion. Fig. 2-2 gives an overview of die-sinking EDM process at
multi-time scales. Here, a single discharge in micro-nano second scale generates a crater. Successive discharges
cause more removal of the workpiece, causing debris generation in the discharge region. In order to remove the
debris from the erosion region, flushing jump cycle is actuated by quickly retracting the tool electrode from the
cavity. Thus intermittent erosion and flushing cycles are observed at larger time scales. Three main process
outputs are considered, i.e. material removal rate (MRR), electrode wear and surface quality. Kunieda [179] and
Schumacher [298] provide a good overview of the advances in understanding of the EDM gap phenomena.
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Fig. 2-2: Overview of die-sinking EDM process at multi-time scales. Clockwise from top left: single discharge phenomenon;
series of pulsed discharges; erosion cycle consisting of a few hundred sparks; intermittent flushing jump to remove the erosion
debris; main process outputs, namely material removal rate (MRR), electrode wear and surface quality.
2.2 Micro - EDM variants
Over the evolution of EDM, three main variants are developed, namely die-sinking EDM, wire-EDM and EDMdrilling. An overview of EDM variants for machining of miniaturised dies and moulds is presented by Uhlmann et al.
[343] and is summarised in fig. 2-3. While the electric discharge phenomena remain more or less unchanged in
these variants, used process conditions and parameters differ. While die-sinking EDM is described above, another
variant is wire-EDM, where the tool electrode is in form of a continuously travelling wire pulled from a spool. Thus,
tool wear is less significant in wire-EDM, as a local region of wire is used only once. This has proven to be a highly
applicable technology for machining of 2D and 2.5D structures, for example for stamping and punching dies and
moulds.
Another variant of EDM is EDM drilling, where mostly cylindrical, rotating electrodes are used. Depending on the
diameter of the electrode, inner cooling holes are used in the electrode to supply dielectric at high pressures for the
debris flushing purpose. Thus, flushing jump cycles as in the case of die-sinking EDM are not needed. Mostly, deionised water is used for the drilling applications. The drilling is further classified as mini drilling EDM and microdrilling EDM. In drilling EDM, the machined hole size ranges from Ø3 mm down to Ø0.2 mm, where electrodes with
inner cooling holes are available. Mini-drilling is often used to make starting holes for wire-EDM and recently it is
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being established for the cooling hole drilling of aerospace components, such as turbine blades made from nickel
and titanium based alloys. Micro-EDM drilling is a key technology to generate high precision micro holes in the fuel
injection nozzles.

Fig. 2-3: Overview of micro-EDM process variants and their applications from Uhlmann et al. [343].
Micro - EDM milling is basically a drilling based technology, which employs a rotating cylindrical tool electrode.
The electrode moves along a defined contour to generate 3D cavities. In order to achieve required accuracy and
precision, electrode wear compensation is used. Since it employs cylindrical electrodes, wire electrical discharge
grinding (WEDG) is used to machine the electrodes with required diameters in micrometre scale. A typical microEDM milling machine consists of a WEDG unit to prepare electrodes and a dedicated computer aided
manufacturing (CAM) system to generate defined contours in 3D with wear compensation, in addition to the
standard machine components.
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Micro die-sinking EDM is similar to die-sinking EDM, where a tool electrode machined using the techniques
such as milling, turning, electroplated LIGA, etc. is used to machine 3D cavities in the workpiece. Compared to the
micro-EDM milling, obvious drawbacks of sinking EDM are the need to machine micro-electrodes and high
electrode wear. Due to the simple geometry of the electrode in micro-EDM milling, tool wear compensation is
feasible. This is difficult for the complex shaped electrodes required for die-sinking version. In order to reduce the
tool wear, electrode materials such as hard metal and tungsten carbide with high boiling temperature, high thermal
conductivity and high hardness are required as suggested by [271]. However, they are extremely difficult to
machine in micro-dimensions using the conventional machining techniques.
2.3 Research trends in 3D micro-EDM
Since current work relates to the machining of meso / micro components, dies and moulds with 3D geometries,
only micro-EDM milling and micro die-sinking EDM research trends are presented in detail. Fig. 2-4 presents an
overview of the challenges in micro-EDM. In terms of miniaturisation using EDM, one may consider the machine
tool capability and the process capability. In terms of machine tool precision for micro-EDM, Beltrami et al. [24]
3

have developed a micro-factory suitable high-precision EDM machine called Delta (see fig. 2-5 left). By using the
parallel kinematics based flexure joints, the friction, wear and backlash are avoided to reach the mechanical
resolution of 20 nm. Using a similar concept, Beltrami [23] also developed a nano-platform which can be attached
to the conventional high-precision sinking EDM machines (fig. 2-5 right). The with positioning accuracy of ± 0.1 µm
(± 100 nm) and the dynamic response capability with an utilisable bandwidth of about 500 Hz are achieved.

Fig. 2-4: Main problematic areas in micro-EDM as outlined by Pham et al. [261].
In terms of the process miniaturisation, discharge craters having 0.43 µm diameter were generated using a
capacity coupled pulse generator by [181], whereas Ø 10 nm holes are machined using nano electro-machining,
which is comparable to the EDM process [129]. Usually, the capacitance type pulses with low current (I< 3 A) and
short pulse durations (T ON < 1 µs) are used for micro-EDM milling and die-sinking micro-EDM, where the electrode
polarity is kept negative.
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Fig. 2-5: Left: Delta3 prototype; Centre: position measurements showing resolution of 20 nm; Right: nano-platform with
parallel kinematics as an accessory for conventional high precision die-sinking EDM machines shown by [23, 24].

2.3.1

Micro-EDM milling

Using cylindrical electrodes and CNC control, EDM was used to machine 3D surfaces and cavities in 1980s [20,
144, 228, 282] by moving the electrode along a specified tool path. However, the development of uniform wear
method by Yu et al. [390] enabled precision machining of complex 3D cavities with micro-dimensions. In this
method of layer-by-layer machining, using shallow depth of layers and small electrode wall thickness,
homogeneous wear along the electrode face can be maintained. Thus, wear correction can be done by a one
dimensional motion parallel to electrode axis, as shown in fig. 2-6. The wear compensation method is done offline,
by calculating the wear along the tool path and integrated into the CAD/CAM as presented by Rajurkar and Yu
[270] and Zhao et al. [402]. This method however required a CAD model of the workpiece and was unable to cope
with the bulk material dimension variance to reach the desired precision. In order to overcome this problem, Bleys
and colleagues [31, 32] developed a real-time wear compensation based on pulse analysis. It was found that using
the pulse analysis, wear per discharge could be determined, however slight error in the estimation could lead to the
errors in depth, which was then solved by combined wear compensation, which uses real time wear sensing and
periodical measurement of the electrode to adjust the wear correction factor.

Fig. 2-6: (a) layer-by-layer milling EDM using a tubular electrode; (b) small layer thickness and electrode wall thickness to
retain the electrode shape; (c) downward-motion vector to compensate electrode wear along the tool path [32].
Yan et al. [377] used a machine vision system to monitor frontal and corner electrode wear for compensation.
Recent approaches are either based on the estimation of volumetric wear ratio with a continuous downward
movement of the electrode proportional to the relative in-plane displacement (off-line) or real-time compensation
based on discharge counting. Real time compensation is furthermore either based on full discharge pulse
discrimination as used by Aligiri et al. [8] or based on discharge counting and statistical treatment of the discharge
population. In the former method, theoretical electro-thermal model, number of discharge pulses and pulse
discrimination ae used to correct tool wear for micro-EDM drilling. The later method is developed for both the
material removal per discharge [29] and tool wear per discharge [27], where periodic electrode wear length
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measurements for the wear correction are required to achieve better form accuracy. Jung et al. [141] proposed a
model based control considering the real-time pulse monitoring and pulse frequency. Chang and Chiu [42]
presented a robust gap width controller to remove the influence of longitudinal tool wear in scanning process. Tong
et al. [333] developed a layer depth constrained servo scanning to automatically compensate the axial wear by
controlling the discharge gap and thus reduced the accumulated layer thickness error below 2 µm.
In terms of modelling and simulation, Yu et al. [389] presented a model for surface profile generation taking into
account the effect of electrode wear. Heo et al. [108] developed a virtual EDM simulator to simulate the electrode
profile after micro-EDM milling and surface geometries of the workpiece. Yeo et al. [384] developed an electrothermal model for single discharges on anode and cathode for parameters used in micro-EDM milling, which was
further extended for multi-discharge process in [325]. Bissacco et al. [29] have performed material removal
simulations by considering removal per discharge through the on-line process monitoring. Deshmukh [56] recently
developed a model and simulated single craters on anode (workpiece) for micro-EDM milling. Ivanov et al. [124]
and Kozak et al. [174] developed two mathematical models for frontal and lateral electrode shape deformation (see
fig. 2-7), to show the effect of electrode shape deformation on micro-EDM milling accuracy, apart from the effect of
variation in the volumetric wear ratio [61].
Electrode

Workpiece
Electrode at start

Electrode at 10 µm depth

Electrode at 60 µm depth

Fig. 2-7: Electric field strength │E│ (V/m) in the discharge gap region at different erosion times [124].
In terms of the machine tool, Bissacco et al. [28] analysed the thermal behaviour of micro-EDM milling machine
and analysed its influence on the electrode wear compensation. Qian et al. [264] developed a holistic approach for
zero defect in micro-EDM milling. For this, an in-situ process monitoring is developed for wear compensation, a
continuous moving wire-EDM milling is developed for machining micro-channels and the machine hardware is
upgraded by providing a linear scale on the Z-axis in addition to a standard rotary encoder to improve precision.
Tristo et al. [337] used the micro electrode as a touch probe for on-machine volume measurement of eroded
cavities. Tong et al. [332] developed a dual feed spindle consisting of linear motor for macro scale motion and
piezoelectric actuator for micro scale motion to achieve high dynamic response for gap control. Recently, Richard
and Demellayer [278] used a very high electrode rotation of about 10,000 rpm for Ø 0.2 mm copper electrode in
micro-EDM milling. The high spindle speed is used for electrode self-centring effect according to the Steiner rule,
where minimising inertial momentum effect leads to the electrode stability. Here, micro cavities with an aspect ratio
greater than 30 have been machined to prove the concept.
Regarding the process analysis, Liu et al. [209] analysed the effect of different input parameters on the
discharge pulses to understand the functioning of commercial micro-EDM milling machine. They also applied
micro-EDM milling to machine miniature gas turbine parts made from the conductive ceramics. Pulse duration
range was found to be between 40 ns - 400 ns, whereas the current ranged from 0.6 A - 18 A [27]. Karthikeyan et
al. [150] experimentally investigated the effect of parameters on material removal rate and tool wear ratio, where
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they found the electrode rotation speed to have a significant influence on the debris flushing. Ferraris et al. [77]
analysed the micro-milling capabilities for electrically conductive ceramics, whereas Schubert et al. [291] used
micro-EDM milling to machine non-conductive ceramics, using the assisting electrode method developed by Mohri
et al. [230]. Kunieda et al. [187] used the gaseous dielectric for EDM milling, where using a quasi-explosion mode
due to the oxygen assist gas, high material removal rates were achieved. Hao et al. [101] used vibration assisted
servo scanning in micro-EDM milling to improve the machining stability and the effective discharge ratio. Liao et al.
[205] developed an on-line monitoring system to analyse the different types of discharges used in micro-EDM.
Jahan et al. [132] used nano-powder in micro-EDM milling to improve the surface quality of tungsten carbide
workpiece.
Summary of advantages (+) and disadvantages (-) of micro-EDM milling:


Electrodes are of standard sizes, so it is not necessary to prepare electrodes with complex shapes.



Electrodes are machined on-machine using WEDG with diameter as small as 10 µm.



Workpiece material is removed by the sparking only at the tip of the electrode.



Electrode wear is compensated to achieve high accuracy and remains an active area of research.



Desktop machines are commercialised, and are less precise compared to its die-sinking counterparts.

-

A dedicated machine tool for micro-EDM milling is required apart from personnel training for the new process.

-

Machining speeds for the parts involving macro, meso and micro scale features are lower.

-

Periodic electrode wear measurement, electrode change due to wear and electrode machining leads to idle
times in production, thus limiting its applicability to the small batch productions and prototyping.

2.3.2

Micro die-sinking EDM

Die-sinking EDM is the original variant of EDM and is widely used to machine dies and moulds. Micro diesinking EDM usually refers to using low discharge energies to achieve reduced unit removal (UR) as suggested by
Masuzawa [222]. In fact, in terms of the process technology, it is to be considered identical to micro-EDM drilling,
although complex shape electrodes are usually required in sinking EDM. Yu et al. [392] applied micro-EDM to
machine high aspect ratio complex shaped non-circular holes. Recently, Fonda et al. [81] used micro die-sinking
EDM in combination with the traditional MEMS fabrication techniques to create freeform features in silicon wafers.
Nakaoku et al. [244] used micro-EDM to machine the sintered diamond with a high mechanical strength for micromould applications to achieve long tool life. This section describes technological advancements in micro die-sinking
EDM, whereas scientific insights are described in the process modelling section 2.4. Due to a similarity in the used
process technology, some research in micro-EDM drilling has been integrated when found relevant.
2.3.2.1 Micro-electrode machining
Machining of the electrodes for micro die-sinking EDM has been a challenge and it is widely cited as the primary
restriction apart from the electrode wear. However, before the advancements in micro-EDM milling owing to the
uniform wear method, several methods such as wire-EDM, wire-EDG, reversed sinking EDM (sacrificial block
method), generative techniques (electroplated LIGA structures), turning and high precision milling have been used
as the micro-electrode machining techniques [165, 279, 319, 320]. Due to incurred electrode wear in micro-EDM,
especially for negative polarity capacitance type pulses, materials with high hardness and melting point are used,
e.g. tungsten carbide and hard metal [341]. While wire-EDM and the silicon micro-fabrication based technologies
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are limited to 2D - 2.5D geometries, milling the hard materials in micro dimensions is also challenging. On the other
hand, graphite and copper have better machinability, but incur high wear during micro-EDM. Some examples of
meso-micro scale electrodes are shown in fig. 2-8. An overview of electrode design and manufacturing for diesinking EDM is presented in [137].
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 2-8: (a) electroplated copper electrode fabricated using LIGA [312]; (b) fine-grained graphite electrode machined using
Ø 0.2 mm end mill [343]; (c) miniature ceramic turbine and corresponding graphite electrode used for erosion [208]; (d)
combination electrode consisting of multiple micro-scale features (source: Otto Pro, Belmont EDM Inc.).
With the developments in EDM grade graphite with fine grain sizes (<5µm), machining of extremely small
structures with high aspect ratios and complex structures have become possible. Machining of graphite, mainly in
macro scale has been experimentally investigated by various authors [9, 169, 252, 290, 381], where tool wear and
coating of the tools to machine graphite are the main topics. While Mizugaki [228] proposed an on-machine
preparation of graphite electrodes for EDM milling, Tang et al. [327] and Gu et al. [92] proposed a rapid tooling
method to produce graphite electrodes. Rapid tooling methods used to manufacture EDM electrodes has been
further summarised in [151]. Zhou and colleagues [117, 404, 405] have investigated high-speed milling of graphite
using micro end mill in terms of wear characteristics, chip formation and cutting parameter optimisation. Recently,
Mijušković et al. [226] analysed the tool deflection in micro milling of graphite electrodes and Huo et al. [119]
experimentally investigated micro-milling of fine-grained graphite.
Takahata et al. [320] used electroplated copper electrodes formed by LIGA technique to machine fine features,
including the batch mode machining. Stampfl et al. [312] used a plasma etched silicon mould to manufacture
electroplated copper electrodes, which are then used to machine meso-scale parts using micro die-sinking EDM.
Rahman et al. [268] analysed the influence of tool geometry and the process parameters for micro-milling of
copper, whereas Filiz et al. [79] investigated the effect of tool wear on surface roughness, burr formation and
cutting forces for micro-milling of copper. Lee and Dornfeld [197] and Hunziker [118] analysed burr formation in
micro-milling of copper, where the later machined has precision micro-features from copper to erode dies for microfluidic applications.
2.3.2.2 Material removal
Traditionally, lower discharge energies are used in micro-EDM. Gostimirovic et al. [88] analysed the effect of
discharge energies ranging from 100 mJ - 100 µJ on material removal rate, using a macro scale copper electrode
2

2

(Ap: 200 mm ). Valentinčič et al. [354] used macro copper electrodes (Ap: 20 mm ) and copper workpieces to
compare the material removal in micro-EDM and conventional EDM by applying the discharge energies ranging
from 3000 µJ to 100 µJ. They found that for the discharge energies below 100 µJ, material removal rate remained
indifferent. While Jahan et al. [131] compared RC type (capacitance) and transistor type pulses for micro-EDM of
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holes and found RC type pulses superior, Han et al. [99] achieved high material removal rate by using the
transistor type iso-pulse generator producing ns duration pulses compared to RC generator pulses. Koyano and
Kunieda [172], [173] developed an induction feeding method to overcome the disadvantages of RC type generator
and increased the erosion speed by about four times in micro-EDM. In terms of comparison of micro-EDM milling
and micro die-sinking EDM, the use of rotating cylindrical electrodes (~600 rpm) with the pressurised inner flushing
and the open erosion regions provide better flushing conditions in the milling variant. On the other hand, applicable
current density which is dependent on the electrode surface area is reduced in milling EDM, whereas up to 10
2

A/cm is conventional for sinking EDM [88]. Comparison of the optimal parameters for sinking EDM in macro and
micro scale has been performed by Blatnik et al. [30], where the influence of pulse duration, pause duration,
current and reference voltage was analysed using the Taguchi method. Such statistical techniques have also been
used to optimise the process parameters in micro-EDM by various authors [26, 309, 397].
Ghoreishi and Atkinson [87] improved the material removal rate by analysing vibratory and rotary effects on the
electrode, whereas Yeo and Tan [387] used ultrasonic vibration for erosion of micro holes, where it is believed that
the debris removal and molten metal ejection is improved by the vibratory effects. Gao and Liu [84] applied
vibration to the workpiece, Sundaram et al. [314] analysed the process parameters of ultrasonic assisted micro
EDM and Yu et al. [393] used ultrasonic vibration and planetary electrode movement for micro hole machining.
Tong et al. [331] used the vibration assisted EDM to erode micro-structures with non-circular cross-section. Yeo et
al. [386] introduced magnetic field to improve debris circulation in EDM of micro-holes, whereas Heinz et al. [107]
investigated the magnetic field assisted material removal in micro-EDM of nonmagnetic materials. Chow et al. [47]
added a powder in kerosene for micro-slit machining of titanium alloy, whereas Jahan et al. [132] used nanopowder mixed dielectric in micro die-sinking and micro-EDM milling. The addition of the powders such as graphite,
silicon carbide, aluminium and others leads to an increased discharge gap, thus better debris distribution in the gap
and gas bubble dynamics, resulting in higher material removal rate apart from the improved surface finish [135,
229, 342]. Kunieda et al. [180] supplied oxygen in the machining gap to improve the material removal rate, which
was further developed into dry-EDM [190], where the dielectric is a gaseous medium. Higher material removal rate
and lower relative tool wear obtained by dry-EDM further led to the development of high speed dry EDM milling
[187]. Also, deionised water has been investigated as a dielectric medium [136], which is widely being used in
micro-EDM drilling and milling [302, 303].
With the implementation of CNC in EDM machine tools, several researchers tried to replace the complex
electrode geometries by a simple shaped wire, frame, plate or cylindrical tube and disk type electrodes to increase
material removal rate in sinking EDM and EDM milling [20, 21, 282]. While using the cylindrical electrodes evolved
into micro-EDM milling, other methods are not usable for micro-EDM. Electrode shape effect on the material
removal in conventional die-sinking EDM has been presented in [152, 308]. Furthermore, the effect and choice of
different electrode materials is investigated by numerous authors both for macro and micro EDM [148, 162, 339,
341]. Kunieda and Muto [188] used the method of dividing the electrode into multiple electrically insulated
segments, similar to that proposed by Mohri et al. [233] and applied parallel sparks to improve material removal
rate and reduce energy consumption. In terms of the machine tool design, effect of flushing efficiency for debris
removal to improve material removal rate using a linear motor driven sinking EDM machines has been investigated
[41, 113, 114, 116, 206]. Recently, MRR improvement methods in conventional sinking EDM are reviewed by Ojha
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et al. [249]. Also, the methods involving moving arcs have been developed to achieve very high material removal
3

rates (>1,000 mm /min) and low relative tool wear (<3%) [100, 182, 367, 394], however they are currently not
suited for the micro and precision applications.
2.3.2.3 Electrode wear
Electrode wear compensation is not possible in die-sinking EDM due to the complex electrode shapes, as in the
case of micro-EDM milling and drilling. Thus, usually a multi-electrode strategy is used in die-sinking EDM to
achieve the desired accuracy and form precision. In case of conventional die-sinking EDM, a number of
researchers and machine tool manufacturers have developed the low wear strategies to promote resource
efficiency. While Nicolas Mironoff already observed the carbon build-up on electrodes in late 1960s, Gutnajer [94]
had proposed a method to generate a high hardness pyrolytic graphite layer over the machined electrode before
the erosion. However, this layer is worn off during the erosion process. Livshits and Otto [210] proposed a method
to form a protective film on the tool electrode during the erosion process from the products of the dielectric liquid
cracking. Mohri et al. [231] provided a method for machining insulating or high electrical resistance material by
controlling the process based on the discharge voltage. It is suggested by the inventors that the long duration
pulses cause a protective layer over the electrode surface, whereas short duration pulses cause higher material
removal for insulating materials having high electrical resistivity. On the other hand, in order to avoid generation of
such build-up, Goto et al. [89] provided a method for tar build-up detection using impedance of the machining gap.
Itoh [123] used a touch type sensor to sense the graphite build-up on electrode corners and modify the process
technology parameters accordingly. Recently, the need to make EDM a competent machining technology by
enhancing the economic and energy efficiency, EDM machine manufacturers such as AgieCharmilles
(Switzerland), Sodick (Japan), OPS Ingersoll (Germany), Makino (Japan) and Belmont EDM (USA) have
introduced the zero-wear or nano-wear technologies in macro-scale die-sinking EDM for graphite and copper
electrodes, which rely on achieving almost zero wear during the roughing using the long duration pulses and
positive electrode polarity. The primary mechanism in these low wear strategies is generation of a carbonaceous
protective layer over the electrode surface during the erosion itself, which is further discussed in section 2.4.2.
The zero-wear technologies have not yet been established in micro-EDM, where usually the use of low energy
and short duration capacitance pulses may result in more than 30% relative tool wear [344]. While this gave a rise
to micro-EDM milling technology as an alternative to die-sinking micro-EDM, some researchers have attempted to
reduce wear in die-sinking variant. Suzuki et al. [315] demonstrated the capability of electrically conductive CVD
diamond as an electrode material by machining cavities with 0.5 mm thin rib electrodes using high current density
2

of 10 A/mm and shown that low wear could be achieved with pulse durations as short as 10 µs. With further
research [316], they suggested the use of PCD as a cheaper alternative to costlier CVD diamond as the electrode
material, while achieving similar low wear results for the electrodes with projection area in meso-scale (Ap: 2.5
2

mm ) and minimum dimension of 0.5 mm. Uhlmann and Roehner [345], [346] further investigated PCD and boron
doped CVD diamond (B-CVD) as the electrode materials for micro-EDM by using electrodes with projection area
2

Ap: 1 mm and negative electrode polarity with low energy pulses (~5 µJ). While they observed lower relative wear
compared to the other materials such as graphite, copper and tungsten copper, machining of PCD and B-CVD
poses a challenge due to their high hardness, for which laser ablation and wire-EDM were suggested as the
possible machining technologies. The electrode machining problem could be solved by coating a tungsten copper
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substrate with B-CVD as shown by Uhlmann et al. [344], [347]. Wear could be reduced by using the B-CVD coated
electrodes, where nano crystalline grain size of B-CVD was found to be more effective than the micro crystalline
grain sizes [348]. Yuangang et al. [395] used Cu-ZrB2 coating and Wu et al. [372] used Cu-TiN coating on Ø0.5
mm copper tube electrodes to reduce wear and retain the electrode shape during erosion as shown in fig. 2-9
(left). Skin effect was proposed to be the dominant factor for occurrence lateral sparks (secondary discharge) by
the authors, which could be reduced by their technique of gradient material electrode through the multilayer
coatings [365]. Slatineanu et al. [305] discussed the theoretical considerations concerning the electrode wear in
micro-EDM and used the conventional EDM parameter range (3.4 A current and 110 µs discharge duration) to
analyse wear during simultaneous EDM of rectilinear holes using copper electrodes with diameter ranging from 1.8
mm down to 0.27 mm. While the Ø1.8 mm feature incurred wear below 100 µm after 60 min. erosion, the micro
electrode feature with Ø0.27 mm had the axial wear of about 5 mm, as shown in fig. 2-9. Thus, apart from microEDM parameters using the low spark energies, conventional EDM parameters also result in a high wear of micro
electrode features. Also, micro and macro features on a single electrode introduce different wear ratios as the
sparking surface area changes, requiring more electrodes [25]. Using the reverse simulation in sinking EDM as
presented by [185], Kunieda et al. [183] demonstrated that using the electrode shape derived from the reverse
simulations having an oversize equal to the predicted wear, the eroded cavity shape closer to the target shape can
be achieved as shown in fig. 2-10.

Fig. 2-9: Left: eroded cavities using Ø5 mm copper tube electrodes without and with Cu-ZrB2 coating [395]; Right: axial wear
results from the simultaneous erosion of rectilinear holes using the copper electrodes with different diameters [305].

Fig. 2-10: Example of reverse simulation in die-sinking EDM, where an oversized electrode shape derived from the
simulations results in a better form conformity of the eroded cavity [183].
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2.3.2.4 Surface finishing
Surface finish obtained in EDM is mainly dependent on the used discharge energy, where lower discharge
energies usually result in smaller craters and thus lower roughness [95, 157, 272]. Luo [212] investigated the
2

2

influence of process parameters, especially pause duration for small area erosion (A p: 80 mm - 9 mm ). Lee et al.
2

[193] used a copper-tungsten electrode (Ap: 1.77 mm ) and found that above a certain pulse duration, surface
roughness decreases due to the plasma expansion. Yu et al. [391] analysed the effect of process parameters in
micro-EDM and found that other factors such as aspect ratio, debris distribution, dielectric and tool path may also
affect surface roughness and integrity in micro-EDM. Tai et al. [317] found the electrode size effect on the surface
roughness to be negligible. Jahan et al. [130] analysed the effect of electrode materials to achieve fine-finish in
tungsten carbide workpiece using micro die-sinking EDM. Shin et al. [302] used deionized water for micro hole
machining and achieved surfaces with Ra of 0.07 µm through electrochemical dissolution in deionized water. Luo
and Chen [213] investigated the effect of pulsed electromagnetic field and designed a generator to achieve best
surface roughness Ra of about 0.04 µm.
Surface and sub-surface integrity of EDM generated surfaces gains considerable attention from various
researches [33, 198, 329], as it considerably affects wear properties [2] or fatigue life [134, 318] of the machined
parts or dies and moulds. Main consideration in surface integrity is on the heat affected zone known as white layer
[176], surface cracks [196] and metallurgical changes in the bulk material as investigated by Cusanelli et al. [48] for
steel workpiece (see fig. 2-11). Lee et al. [195] analysed the relation between electrode size and surface cracks,
whereas Lee et al. [194] and [67], Ekmekci et al. [68] analysed the surface damage in micro-EDM of micro holes.

Resin
crack
White
layer

20 µm

Fig. 2-11: Left: cross section of a surface generated using roughing EDM with 20A and 400 µs pulses; Right: white layer /
matrix steel interface with a very thin austenitic sublayer and columnar and dendritic structures in white layer [48].
Apart from surface roughness and surface defects, the appearance of surfaces generated using EDM is also
interesting, where the achieved mirror finish surfaces find wide application, e.g. electronic displays. Mohri et al.
[233] used a multi-divided electrode method to achieve mirror-like finish in EDM, whereas later Mohri et al. [232]
used the silicon powder suspended dielectric oil to achieve mirror like free-form surfaces without any pre-polishing
of electrode. Jeswani [135] first introduced graphite powder in kerosene dielectric and reduced the surface
roughness, whereas Takawashi et al. [322] performed mirror finishing by a planetary movement of the electrode.
Wong et al. [371] studied near-mirror finish or glossy surface generation using the powder-mixed dielectric,
whereas Klocke et al. [161] found the aluminium powder to be suitable to achieve the lowest white layer thickness
and high material removal rates for machining Inconel 718 with Ø1 mm tungsten electrode. Jahan et al. [128] used
graphite nano-powder mixed dielectric and generated fine surfaces using micro-EDM. Pecas and Henriques [256]
analysed the effect of surface area in macro and meso scale on surface roughness and topography for both simple
and powder mixed dielectric. Dayong and Fenggou [50] used RC type generator pulses to achieve mirror finish
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using the powder mixed dielectric and achieved surface roughness R a of about 0.05 µm for a surface area of 490
2

mm . Powder mixed-dielectric have certainly improved the surface finishing operation in EDM, where lower white
layer, surface cracks and surface inhomogeneity is achieved due to larger discharge gap, thus improving the debris
removal and distribution. However, in order to avoid the surface defects such as shadowing which appear like black
spots on the machined surfaces as shown in fig. 2-12, Han and Kunieda [98] divided the electrode in electrically
insulated segments and applied parallel spark to improve surface finish and also MRR. According to Garbajs and
Peklenik [85], the discharges localised on a single region can be considered abnormal discharges, which might
cause such surface defects. Obara et al. [248] used branched wire method to locate the discharges on workpiece
with ±3 mm precision and using HF of the discharge voltage signals, characterised the discharges as normal and
abnormal for on-line detection of surface damage in die-sinking EDM. Several hybrid methods have been
developed to combine EDM with other technologies such as ECM [10, 52, 115], laser ablation [80, 202] and
electron beam machining [241, 251, 349], where EDM is used to generate high precision 3D cavities followed by
surface finishing using a second process, which is especially useful to remove white layer generated by EDM.

Conventional

Parallel sparks

Fig. 2-12: Effect of the parallel spark EDM on surface homogeneity compared to the conventional EDM as shown by [98].

2.3.2.5 Accuracy and precision
It is a well-known fact that in die-sinking EDM, volumetric wear at sharp edges, corners and needle like
microstructures is much more pronounced than for larger tool surface areas [336]. Since wear in these regions
affect the form accuracy and thus also the required number of electrodes to reach desired precision, optimisation of
the process parameters based on the local surface area is necessary. However, since the distribution of discharges
in EDM is chaotic [97], a surface area dependent adaptive control is difficult. Various adaptive control techniques
have been developed to keep the process stable and avoid arcing by discriminating the pulses as open circuit,
normal discharge, transient arc, stable arc and short circuit based on the discharge electrical signals as presented
by Snoeys et al. [306], [307], Behrens et al. [22] and Yeo et al. [383]. Also, delay time is used to regulate the servo
control in sinking EDM, as it is believed to indicate the gap status as suggested by [12, 51, 366].
In order to adapt the process parameters according to the active surface area, a concept of constant current
density EDM system capable of automatically responding to the changing machining area was patented by Inoue
[120]. Furthermore, Inoue [121] devised a cutting area responsive method, where by detecting the rate of advance
of the electrode relative to the workpiece, pulse packet settings such as time duration, pause duration and pulse
packet interval were optimised to achieve a constant current density in spite of the changing surface area of the
tool electrode. Toshiaki [335] proposed using inter-electrode impedance to determine the electrode region and
apply suitable technology. Magara [215] patented a method to calculate the rise time of a pulse voltage applied to
machining gap for relaxation generators and identified the surface area of current machining. A detailed review on
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the on-line spark location detection methods using either acoustic emission or electrical signal methods has been
published by Li et al. [204]. Kunieda and Takanobu [189] analysed the factors determining discharge location in
EDM through debris analysis, whereas Morimoto and Kunieda [237] analysed the capability to locate discharges on
electrode based on the delay time. Valentinčič and Junkar [356] proposed a model for detection of the eroding
surface area based on discharge parameters using machine learning and evaluated the discharge voltage
dependence on the active surface area. Based on this theory, on-line selection of rough machining parameters
[357] and selection of optimal machining parameters for a given surface have been proposed in [358]. Some
achieved results using the parameter selection algorithm are shown in fig. 2-13. Here, the process control model is
based on analysing a finite number of sparks to determine the average values and ratio of the short sparks and
arcs [355]. However, it is unable to react when machining two different surface areas at the same depth. Since the
lateral sparks cause taper of the vertical wall and thus poor form accuracy [227], Kumagai et al. [177] developed an
EDM drilling system employing a composite electrode, where a simple cylindrical electrode is encased in a
dielectric jacket to prevent the secondary discharges occurring between the sidewalls of the rod electrode and the
fabricated hole. Klocke et al. [158] analysed the electrode deflection for high aspect ratio cavity erosion, which is
found to be caused due to the discharge forces, especially by the lateral discharges.
IN

EDM
process

OUT
analyser

Machining
parameters

model
EDM
machine

Machining
parameters

Fig. 2-13: Left: eroding surface area of a conical electrode; Centre: adaptive control for spark location based on a model
considering discharge voltage, short sparks and arcs; Right: obtained results by using surface dependent parameters [355, 358].
A stochastic phenomenon has been observed by Murray et al. [242] during micro-EDM using a tungsten copper
electrode (cross section: 0.2 mm x 2mm), where an overcut in the machined cavity in cobalt chrome alloy was
found, visible only through the cut cross section as shown in fig. 2-14. The high concentration of debris particles
inducing the excessive secondary discharges (lateral sparks) is proposed to be the cause for this instability.
Recently, Okada et al. [250] evaluated spark distribution in respect to wire vibration in wire-EDM using high-speed
imaging. Kitamura et al. [156] used electrically conductive transparent SiC single crystal workpiece and copper
electrodes to observe the EDM gap phenomena using high speed camera. Distribution of the discharge locations
and volume fraction of bubbles in the working gap were analysed for a first few seconds from the start of erosion.

Fig. 2-14: (a) Cross-section of deformed cavity; (b) Schematics of debris movement due to a reciprocation induced vortex
resulting in the deformed hole due to excessive discharge [242].
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2.3.3


Summary of technical advances

With the ability to use standard electrodes, on-machine electrode dressing and achievable dimensions down
to 10 µm, micro-EDM milling has increasingly gained attention from the researchers as a potential micromachining technique.



Requirement of the electrode wear compensation affects achievable accuracy in micro-EDM milling. Also,
lower material removal rates require hybrid machines equipped with micro-milling or laser ablation.



Ultra-precision machine tools for the micromachining applications have been developed, however the process
miniaturisation is still far from the industry-ready stage, mainly due to the poor process efficiency and lack of
understanding.



Micro die-sinking EDM is restricted in its use mainly due to the complex micro-electrode machining from
difficult to machine materials. On the other hand, conventional electrode materials incur very high wear, thus
requiring large number of electrodes, resulting in the poor productivity and resource efficiency.



Different discharge energies and materials have been investigated to analyse the scaling or size effects,
however the geometric influence of the electrode projection while keeping all the discharge conditions same
as conventional EDM has not been analysed. Upon the application of conventional EDM parameters on the
micro-scale electrode, high electrode wear is observed.



Electrode wear in micro die-sinking EDM is reduced by using the novel materials or coatings, which requires
additional equipment on-machine or in workshop and are difficult to machine in complex shapes using the
conventional techniques.



Protective carbon layer reduces electrode wear in conventional die-sinking EDM, however this has not been
achieved for meso-micro scale erosion, mainly due to the use of RC type pulses and negative electrode
polarity in micro-EDM.



Use of the combination electrodes consisting of macro to micro scale features is restricted due to electrode
wear, resulting in high wear of micro scale features or lower overall material removal rate.



On-line detection of spark location has been attempted, however despite the advances in electronics and
digital control, control of each spark has not been realised.



Stochastic phenomenon has been observed in micro die-sinking EDM causing an oversize in the eroded
cavity. Further understanding is required to realise the zero-defect micro die-sinking EDM.



Powder mixed dielectrics improve material removal rate and surface quality in both micro-EDM milling and
micro die-sinking EDM, however an increased discharge gap between electrode and workpiece limits the
achievable accuracy.



Surface defects such as re-solidified or white layer, surface cracks and black spots have been analysed and
some methods have been developed to reduce or avoid them. However, without the powder mixed-dielectric,
there is no existing robust process control to generate ‘zero-defect’ surfaces using EDM.
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2.4 Research trends in EDM process modelling
EDM process modelling is a complex task due to the involved multi-physics at multi-time scales. The single
discharge phenomena in EDM consist of solid, liquid, gas and plasma states confined within a few hundred
micrometres region and occur at the time scales ranging in micro- to nano-seconds. The involved thermodynamics,
plasma physics - chemistry, magneto-hydrodynamics and fluid dynamic effects require several simplifications in
order to model and simulate the process. A generalised model for EDM processes according to Hinduja and
Kunieda [109] is shown in fig.

2-15 (left). The authors have recently provided an extensive review of EDM

modelling and simulation. Also, the fundamental research in EDM is well summarised by Kunieda et al. [186].
Dhanik et al. [58] and Mohd Abbas et al. [229] compiled different approaches used in EDM process modelling, as
shown in fig. 2-15 (right). Hence, repetition of state-of-art in fundamentals and modelling-simulation is restricted by
relevance to this work and recently published research. Also, the discussion is restricted to the physical description
of the EDM process.
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Fig. 2-15: Left: generalised model for EDM processes according to Hinduja and Kunieda [109]; Right: Overview of EDM
process model approaches from literature compiled by Mohd Abbas et al. [229].
2.4.1

Discharge gap phenomena

2.4.1.1 Breakdown
Discharge breakdown occurring in gas along with the associated physical phenomena have been studied
thoroughly, especially for the discharge gaps larger than 1 mm as summarised by Meek and Craggs [223] and
Raizer [269], along with the widely accepted theory of streamers to explain the discharge breakdown in gas by
Loeb and Meek [211]. On the other hand, breakdown mechanism in liquid is still disputed as reviewed by Kolb et al.
[167]. With the advent of microplasma, breakdown in microgaps filled with gas [267] and water [149] is important to
understand. Schulze et al. [292], [295] analysed the pre-ignition stage in EDM using high-speed imaging. The
debris particles in discharge gap lead to an increase in gap width, however discharge breakdown in EDM is found
to be probabilistic by [189]. The role of debris particle and gas bubbles in the discharge gap is further investigated
in [296] to understand the discharge breakdown behaviour. The debris distribution and gas bubble growth are well
summarised in [186]. Recently Gatto et al. [86] provided the experimental proof of the bridges of debris in small
hole drilling, which affects the spark ignition process.
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2.4.1.2 Gas bubble and debris
Hockenberry and Williams [110] used high-speed imaging to analyse the gas bubble in EDM, where recently
Wang et al. [364] and Kitamura et al. [156] used transparent materials like PMMA and SiC to observe the EDM gap
phenomena during multiple discharge process, especially gas bubble and debris movement. The later authors also
analysed the spark distribution in gap and classified the sparks occurring in liquid, in gas and on gas-liquid
interface. Hayakawa et al. [105] analysed the machining properties at gas-liquid interface, as the gas bubble
occupy most of the cavity after a certain time of erosion. Wang and Han [363] simulated debris and bubble
movement for consecutive pulse discharges, an example of which is shown in fig. 2-16. Hayakawa et al. [103] also
observed flying debris scattered from the discharge point and recently analysed a relationship between the
occurrence of material removal and bubble expansion using high-speed imaging in [104]. Schulze et al. [293]
analysed the gas bubbles in microgaps which are common in micro-EDM. Kanemaru et al. [145] observed the
bubble dynamics by applying double-pulsed micro-discharges. Here, the plasma generated by a second pulse
within the bubble resulted from the first discharge is also analysed. Shervani-Tabar et al. [301] and Zhang et al.
[398] used numerical methods to study the dynamics of gas bubble in EDM. Adachi et al. [3] calculated bubble
oscillation in plane-plane electrode configuration and calculated the reaction forces by bubble formation, whereas
Klocke et al. [159] measured the forces induced by the single discharges to be within a few newton. A method
combining a high repetition rate imaging and a short pulse laser as an illumination source has been developed by
Tanabe et al. [326], where an example of 30 A discharge images with a band-pass filter (532 nm) to block the
plasma light is shown in fig. 2-17.

Fig. 2-16: Simulation results and experimental observation of the bubble and debris movement by Wang and Han [363].

Fig. 2-17: Typical oil blow-off in a single discharge with negative electrode polarity acquired using a novel method by Tanabe
et al. [326].
2.4.1.3 Plasma
Eckman and Williams [64] analysed the physical theory concerning the state and dynamics of the ionised
column for first micro second after the arc formation, where arc radial growth, column pressure, temperature, and
electron density were calculated for discharge plasma in liquid nitrogen dielectric. Eubank et al. [72] developed a
variable mass cylindrical plasma model with water as dielectric, where plasma radius, temperature and pressure
are calculated by considering plasma enthalpy, mass density and inclusion of the heats of dissociation and
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ionisation. Radiation from plasma is considered as the main mechanism of heat dissipation from the plasma into
the dielectric and electrodes. Hayakawa [102], [106] carried out magneto-hydrodynamics analysis of a steady state
arc in gas, with plane-plane copper electrode configuration. Thermo-physical properties of the plasma such as
electromagnetic field, temperature, pressure and velocity distributions were calculated, an example of which is
shown in fig.

2-18 (left). In terms of the experimental analysis of discharge plasma, Albinski et al. [7] used

photomultipliers and using relative intensities of two Fe I spectral lines, determined the EDM plasma temperature at
about 8,000 K - 10,000 K. Pillans et al. [262] used a fibre optic to detect arcing through plasma and measured the
temperature ranging from 30,000 K down to 9,000 K. A first detailed analysis of EDM discharge plasma was carried
out by Descoeudres [54], where both time-resolved and spatially-resolved optical plasma spectroscopy was
performed. Examples of the acquired time- and space-resolved spectra of EDM discharges are shown in fig. 2-18
(centre, right). Plasma temperature of about 8000 K and electron density in order of 10

17

18

- 10

have been

determined which relates to the cold dense plasmas, as the coupling factor of EDM plasmas is 0.33.
Nagahanumaiah et al. [243] characterised the plasmas in micro-EDM where the capacitance type pulses are used.
Electron density in order of 3.5 × 10

18

-3

cm and plasma temperature between 5000 K - 8000 K with an average of

6170 K has been determined. Also, plasma coupling parameters is determined to be 0.475 apart from the
observation of broadened Hβ spectral line. Kanmani Subbu et al. [146] characterised the plasma in dry-EDM, where
electron density of 10

13

- 10

14

-3

cm and plasma temperature of 4,000 K ± 500 K has been determined, suggesting

ideal plasma. It must be noted that for all the mentioned work in EDM plasma characterisation, thousands of
discharges have been considered and average plasma values have been calculated, since the emitted light signal
from a single discharge is weak. Recently, Braganca et al. [35] used optical emission spectroscopy and semiempirical resistive plasma model to understand the effect of gap size, pulse duration and current on electrode
density of single discharges, which was determined to be in order of 10

16

- 10

17

-3

cm . Kojima et al. [166] used high

speed imaging up to one million frames per second and used spectroscopy to determine EDM arc plasma diameter
in gas and correlated to the discharges in oil. It was observed that the discharge crater expands much slowly
compared to the arc plasma channel. Using the measured properties by experimental analysis from the above
mentioned authors, Adineh et al. [5] calculated thermodynamic and radiative properties of plasma excited in EDM
in liquid nitrogen dielectric, where the net emission co-efficient method has been used [4]. The modelling and
simulation of plasma opens up a new way to increase the understanding of EDM plasma, such as the cooling effect
in a plasma due to increasing iron vapour content, as shown by [5].

Fig. 2-18: Left: temperature distribution in electrode and gap obtained by magnetohydrodynamics analysis [102]; Centre,
Right: measured spatial and time resolved spectra of 12 A discharges in oil between copper anode and steel cathode with
elapsed time from discharge breakdown of 0 µs - 2 µs and 48 µs - 50 µs [54].
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In order to better understand and interpret the discharge plasma spectrum, recently spectrum simulations have
been performed by Hollenstein [112]. It is shown that using the commercial simulation software such as
PrismSpectra, one may simulate the discharge plasma spectra with the inputs such as electron density, electron
temperature, atomic composition and plasma size. The simulations may be useful for element line identification,
analyse the opacity of the plasma, ionisation of the plasma, contribution of the different plasma components, etc. In
addition, simulation of the spectrum has been proven to be an efficient tool to analyse the effect of electron density
and electron temperature as shown in fig. 2-19. Also, spectral line identification and degree of ionisation can be
analysed by comparing the measured spectrum with the simulated spectrum as shown in fig. 2-20.
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Fig. 2-19: Analysis of the effect of electron density (left) and electron temperature (right) on the resulting plasma spectrum
[112].
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Fig. 2-20: Identification of different degrees of ionisation of Aluminium (Al) in the measured spectrum using spectra
simulation [112].
2.4.2

Plasma - material interactions

2.4.2.1 Material removal mechanism
A first comprehensive physico-mathematical model of material removal in cathode and anode has been
provided by Van Dijck [359], based on the theories proposed by Zolotykh [411], [412] and Zingerman [410]. Using
the heat conduction theory from Carslaw and Jaeger [39], a time dependent circular heat source is used to
analytically calculate temperature in cathode and anode with energy fractions of 0.5. The heat source, i.e. the
plasma was considered to expand such that the centre temperature on the cathode surface remains about 200° C 300° C higher than its boiling temperature, due to the consideration of average gas bubble pressure. The forces
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required to eject the molten material from electrode were calculated considering the electrostatic, electromagnetic,
hydraulic, aerodynamic forces and boiling of superheated metal. It was proposed that in the beginning phase of a
discharge, material removal takes place by the electromagnetic forces due to high current densities and the boiling
of superheated metal due to large pressure drop. At the end of a discharge, a second pressure drop leads to
further material removal due to boiling of superheated metal. The simulated results were compared with both single
and multiple discharges. Here, temperature dependent properties of material and latent heats of vaporisation and
melting were not considered. The ratio of ejected to melted volume, also known as plasma flushing efficiency (PFE)
was found within 1% to 10%. Joule heating, radiation and convection effects were found to be negligible compared
to the heat conduction into the electrode with plasma as the heat source.
Yeo et al. [385] compared the five well-cited models from Snoeys, Van Dijck, Beck, Jilani and DiBitonto, and
found that simulated results using the DiBitonto’s model yielded closest approximation to the measured crater
geometries, especially for the discharge energies larger than 1.2 mJ. DiBitonto et al. [59] used a point heat source
and photoelectric effect in cathode erosion model, where discharge power instead of the surface temperature and
energy fraction of 0.183 entering into the cathode are considered. Also, temperature dependent properties of
materials are included, while ignoring the latent heat of vaporisation and melting, as their contribution is considered
to be less than 2% on simulation results. An anode erosion model was presented by Patel et al. [255], belonging to
the same group as DiBitonto, where a time dependent circular heat source with Gaussian-distributed heat flux is
considered. The heat source radius r p expansion with discharge time t is considered as rp ∝ (t)

0.75

, derived from the

studies on exploding wires in water. Using the energy fraction entering into anode of 0.08, rapid melting of the
anode material (copper) and subsequent re-solidification of the material for longer discharge times, leading to low
wear has been simulated. It is seen that for the heat conduction simulations, different boundary conditions are used
by different authors, which has been found to exert a significant influence on the calculation of boiling and melting
point isothermal surfaces, as mentioned by Kunieda et al. [186] from Xia [374]. Thus, research state in the energy
balance, plasma or heat source properties and molten material ejection mechanism is presented here.
For the discharge durations shorter than 20 µs, anode removal amount is greater than cathode, which is
explained by Motoki and Hashiguchi [238] and Van Dijck [359] as the variation in energies distributed into the
anode and cathode, on the basis of T-F electron emission theory [200]. While König et al. [170] measured the
temperature of electrodes and dielectric fluid to determine the energy distribution, Xia et al. [375] measured
temperature of electrodes and compared with the calculated results to obtain energy distribution. They found that
the energy fraction into anode is always higher than cathode, with values ranging from 0.40 - 0.48 and 0.25 - 0.34
respectively, both for single and multiple discharges. Similar approach has been taken by Revaz et al. [277], where
using a high resolution and fast response temperature measurement device [276], reverse simulation is performed
to calculate energy fraction, which was found to be 0.10 for a single discharge and 0.15 for the multiple discharges.
Singh [304] used temperature measurement and simulations to determine the effect of current, pulse duration,
materials and polarity and found the energy fraction into cathode ranging from 0.06 - 0.268. Using different current
emission mechanisms and cathode space charge characteristics, and on basis of the spot current density values
including electronic and ionic contributions, a model for relative power dissipation in EDM discharges is presented
by Perez et al. [259]. Fig.
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2-21 shows the schematics of the EDM process modelling concept and energy
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distribution proposed by different authors according to the discharge duration. An overview of the used values and
important concepts by different authors for EDM material removal simulations is presented in Table 2-1.
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Fig. 2-21: Left: schematics of the thermo-physical model of single discharge in EDM from [59, 385]; Right: energy
distribution into anode and cathode for different discharge durations shown by [109].
Table 2-1: EDM material removal simulations by different authors and used energy distribution for cathode F c and anode Fa.
Year

Authors

Concept

Fc (%)

Fa (%)

1973

Van Dijck [359]

Thermophysical model with disc heat source

50

50

1986

Pandey & Jilani [253]

Constant cathode boiling temperature condition

50

50

1989

Dibitonto et al. [59]

Point heat source with photoelectric effect

18.3

-

1990

Patel et al. [255]

Disc heat source with photoelectric effect

-

8

1996

Xia et al. [375]

Temperature measurements: single, multiple sparks

25 - 34

40 - 48

2005

Revaz et al. [277]

Temperature measurement: single, multiple sparks

10 - 15

2012

Zahiruddin and
Kunieda [396]

Micro-EDM with small energy discharges, TON: 70 ns

2012

Singh [304]

Temperature measurements: multiple sparks

2013

Zhang et. al [401]

2013
2014

-

10.37

6 - 27

-

Gaussian heat source, validated for single craters

44

-

Shabgard et. al [299]

Gaussian heat source, plasma flushing efficiency

4-9

4 - 36

Zhang et al. [400]

Metallographic analysis of craters to derive energy input

42 - 60

36 - 50

Another important aspect in simulations is the heat source properties, where a point heat source, a disc heat
source and a time-dependent heat source has been considered [359]. While Zingerman [409] proposed the heat
source radius to be similar to the discharge crater, Natsu et al. [246] used high-speed imaging and spectroscopy to
observe that the plasma region is much larger than the crater diameter. Patel et al. [255] and Van Dijck [359] used
a time dependent circular disc heat source, where Gaussian heat flux profile is used by the former authors,
compared to a uniform heat flux used by the later author. Zhang et al. [401] found a circular heat source and the
Gaussian heat flux profile to provide better correlation with the measured results, compared to a point heat source.
The simulation results were consistent with the single discharge measurements obtained by the metallographic
method, where energy fraction of 0.44 is used. Guo et al. [93] used the time dependent Gaussian heat flux
expanding according to an empirical relation based on the discharge duration and energy fraction of 0.183. Based
on the condition that the cathode spot temperature remains constant throughout the pulse duration and is equal to
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the boiling temperature of the cathode material, Pandey and Jilani [253] derived an analytical relation for the
plasma heat source expansion and used energy fraction of 0.5, however no validation using the measured results
is performed. Shabgard et al. [299] analysed the effect of parameters on plasma flushing efficiency by validating
the simulated and measured re-solidified layer thickness. Recently, Escobar et al. [71] analysed influence of the
assumptions on simulation results, and found that the latent heat of vaporisation and melting significantly affects
the results, as also shown by Weingärtner et al. [369] and Joshi and Pande [140].
Van Dijck [359] and DiBitonto et al. [59] considered that most of the metal removal occurs due to boiling of the
superheated molten mass in the craters at the end of discharge because boiling of superheated metal is prevented
by the bubble pressure during the discharge. Hockenberry and Williams [110] proposed that after the discharge
termination, during the bubble collapse, the gas bubble is fragmented and the liquid jets penetrating the bubble
impinge upon the electrode crater to eject the molten metal. However, as reported in [109] from various sources, Xray analysis showed that 85% of the material removal occurs during the discharge duration, whereas material
removed per pulse in air is almost equal to that in liquid when the discharge duration is longer than 100 µs.
Recently, Hayakawa et al. [104] analysed relationship between the occurrence of material removal and bubble
expansion. Through high-speed camera observation it was found that material removal occurs while the generated
bubble is expanding and at the end of discharge, where the effect of pressure drop causes cavitation like effect on
molten metal. Takezawa et al. [323] observed that the timing of the material removal is after the discharge end,
where a low melting temperature (47 °C) alloy is used for analysis. Mesyats [225] observed micro-explosions on
cathode resulted from the plasma-material interactions. Akematsu et al. [6] used acoustic emission signals to
detect cavitation occurrence times for discharges in air and in liquid. Tamura and Kobayashi [324] measured
impulse forces generated by motion of a bubble in single discharge, and found a negligible effect on the craters.
Instead, they found the effect of polarity to be dominant for crater geometry, where Wei et al. [368] found impact
function of positive ions to the cathode much lower than that of electrons to the anode. For longer pulse durations,
the impact on anode is believed to be reduced due to protective carbon layer generation. Zhang et al. [399]
analysed the effect of gaseous and liquid dielectric for single discharge crater generation and found that water-oil
emulsion resulted in higher removal due to high pressure generated over the discharge spot, compared to gaseous
dielectrics. An example of the discharge craters generated in different dielectrics is shown in fig. 2-22, where
similar results are also reported by Yoshida et al. [388].
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Fig. 2-22: Comparison of the external appearance of craters formed in different dielectrics for 105 µs pulse duration [399].
In order to understand the crater formation, Samela and Nordlund [284] and Timko et al. [330] used the particlein-cell method in spark-material interaction through ion bombardment. Yang et al. [378], Yang et al. [379] used
molecular dynamic simulations to simulate crater generation in micro-EDM. While the space and time domains
used in these methods are extremely small, mainly limited by the computational power, crater formation is well
understood using these methods. Witz et al. [370] considered the Marangoni effect, where using surface tension
driven convection, rim formation around the craters is explained. Tao et al. [328] simulated realistic crater
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morphology by incorporating both molten and solid materials using the volume of fraction method. Schulze et al.
[294] also reported differing crater geometries resulting from motion of the plasma channel and plasma channel
jump.
Most of the above mentioned literature deals with modelling of single and multiple discharges used for sinking
EDM in macro scale, thus with the high energy transistor type pulses. With increasing micro-EDM applications, the
capacitive pulse discharges with low energy pulses are also being investigated. Zahiruddin and Kunieda [396]
compared the removal efficiencies between macro EDM discharges and micro EDM discharges, where energy
fraction of 0.10 was found for the micro EDM discharges, compared to 0.34 suggested by Xia et al. [375] for macroEDM. It was found that higher power density in micro-EDM led to higher removal efficiency (PFE). Dhanik and
Joshi [57] provided a comprehensive model of capacitor type pulses with discharge energies below 100 µJ, by
considering the plasma model and pre-breakdown phenomena. Yeo et al. [384] developed an electro-thermal
models for anode and cathode erosion in micro-EDM, and validated with single discharge crater measurements.
Somashekhar et al. [310] and Tan and Yeo [325] simulated multi-sparks in micro-EDM.
2.4.2.2 Low electrode wear mechanism
Xia et al. [375] and Natsu et al. [245] explained that even though high energy is distributed into anode, for longer
discharge durations, a protective carbon layer on the anode surface is responsible for lower removal on the anode.
It was observed that, for single discharges higher anode fraction is measured compared to multiple discharge
process, where the protective layer gradually builds up. Higher boiling point temperature of carbon reduces the
anode erosion, thus also electrode wear. Mohri et al. [235] investigated time dependence of Ø10 mm copper
electrode wear in sinking EDM with 8 A, where they observed higher corner wear during the beginning of erosion
and lower wear on the frontal face of electrode. It was observed that edge portion is not covered with a black
carbon layer as opposed to the frontal region. Mohri et al. [234] investigated the carbon layer, which was identified
as turbostratic carbon through the X-ray diffraction technique. It was proposed that carbon cracked from
hydrocarbon oil precipitated at the electrode surface with a decrease in temperature along with the ejected
workpiece debris. Further, the workpiece debris such as iron, nickel and chromium support the carbon build-up
process as the known catalysts. The reason of rapid wear on the edges was explained by a lack of carbon
precipitation at the region with large curvatures. Also, through single discharge analysis, it was mentioned that the
long duration pulses increase the amount of carbon. Kunieda and Kobayashi [184] used spectroscopic
measurement of copper vapour density to verify if the protective carbon layer is responsible for lower tool wear
ratio. Copper electrodes with Ø2 mm diameter were used to erode steel in hydrocarbon oil with 20 A, 40 A and
different pulse durations (20 µs to 100 µs) to generate a carbon layer. These electrodes were then used to make
single discharges in gas and spectroscopic measurements were performed to observe relative vapour density of
the copper spectral lines. Also, X-ray micro analysis is performed over the electrode surface with the carbon layer
to analyse temporal evolution of main workpiece and electrode elements as shown in fig. 2-23. It was proposed
that the higher copper vapour density in the discharge beginning prevents carbon formation / adhesion.
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Fig. 2-23: Left: temporal element evolution on a copper electrode analysed using X-ray micro analysis; Centre: relative
density of the copper vapour from plasma radiance dependent on the carbon layer thickness; Right: relative density of copper
vapour evolution over the discharge duration [184].
While Soni and Chakraverti [311] investigated the migration of material during EDM, its effect on the electrode
2

wear was not analysed. Marafona [221] used a macro scale tungsten-copper electrode (Ap: 625 mm ) and
emphasised the role of workpiece material migration towards electrode and catalytic effect thereof for carbon
precipitation. A relation between percentage of equivalent carbon and relative tool wear during the erosion time
was also provided, and two sets of parameters for initial erosion and stable erosion were suggested. Murray et al.
[242] analysed the workpiece debris deposition on the tool electrode and lateral sparks (secondary discharges)
phenomena in micro-EDM. It was suggested that the debris reattachment onto the tool electrode is dependent on
re-melting of debris in the dielectric by secondary discharges. It was suggested that the deposited material can
offer a protective effect against wear, however the authors have misinterpreted the observations about the
influence of parameters on the workpiece debris deposition. Their inference that the layer by secondary discharge
increases with current and reduces with pulse duration does not consider the conical shape of the electrode
resulting due to wear. In fact, the use of parameters leading to higher electrode wear will result in a conical tool
shape leading to increased engagement of the lateral surface during erosion. As opposed to the observations from
Mohri et al. [234] and Murray et al. [242] for the copper electrodes, Itoh [123] and Klocke et al. [162] observed
deposits concentrated mainly on the edges and corners of macro graphite electrodes.

2.4.2.3 Surface quality
Tsai and Wang [340] developed a semi-empirical model using dimensional analysis, whereas Izquierdo et al.
[127] used thermal model and simulated multiple sparks to simulate surface roughness with an error below 6%.
The model was further enhanced by ability to predict thermally affected layers in [126]. Salonitis et al. [283]
provided similar thermal model to predict surface roughness, however analytical approach was taken by them.
Kansal et al. [147] simulated erosion with powder mixed dielectric, where it was inferred that the powder in
dielectric led to craters with a larger radius but shallow depths. Kurnia et al. [191] developed a thermal model for
estimation of surface roughness in micro-EDM and found a good agreement with the measured results. Kiran and
Joshi [155] developed surface roughness model by extending the single discharge simulations to predict surface
roughness and included the role of debris for the simulations. Das et al. [49] provided a FEM based calculation of
microstructure and residual stresses. Pérez et al. [258] analysed the metallurgical properties of steel influenced by
heat from the electric discharges using thermal simulations. Murali and Yeo [240] used FEM and Yang et al. [380]
used molecular dynamic simulations to analyse the residual stresses in micro-EDM.
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2.4.3


Summary of scientific aspects

The electric breakdown phenomena are well described for the discharges in gas, especially for inter-electrode
gaps of 1 mm or more, however it remains unclear for the discharge breakdown in liquid dielectric and micro
gaps.



Gas bubbles and debris distribution are studied in EDM for its importance in erosion stability and for
understanding of the material removal mechanism. High-speed imaging is used to observe gas bubbles and
debris, where mainly transparent materials are used to allow visual observation of the gap during the erosion.



EDM plasma is characterised based on the average of a thousands of discharges, due to the stochastic nature
of sparks. The plasmas are found to be cold dense plasmas when formed inside liquid dielectric oil and ideal
plasma when generated in gas. For most of the parameters except of pulse duration, plasma properties
remain fairly constant. The temporal characterisation of the discharge plasma is lacking since the plasma in
analysed only in the multiple discharge process.



The material removal mechanism by electric discharges remains unclear due to the involved complex
phenomena. Thermal modelling is mainly used to simulate the crater geometries, however the boundary
conditions used for the simulations vary from author to author and are based on several assumptions.



The boundary conditions such as energy distribution into electrodes, plasma channel radius and heat flux
significantly influence the simulated results. With the increase in available computation power, temperature
dependent material properties are used along with the consideration of latent heat of melting and vaporisation
to improve the simulation results.



Recently, material removal by the capacitive discharges has also been simulated due to its importance in
micro-EDM. Also, molecular dynamic simulation method is employed for material removal simulations, where
nano-scale geometries and picosecond time steps are considered due to the limits of computation power.



Low electrode wear in EDM is attributed to a protective carbon layer, generated by the long duration pulses.
Despite of higher energy fraction entering into anode, the carbon layer due to its high boiling point provides a
thermal shielding effect, resulting in the lower removal of anode material. However an in-depth analysis of the
protective layer has not been performed. Also, except of the expanding and receding melt fronts, no physical
model exists for the protective carbon layer generation.



A few models have also been developed to predict the surface roughness and residual stresses in the
multiples discharge process. The role of powders in dielectric is also theoretically being studied.
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2.5 Research gap and motivation
2.5.1

Micromachining of 3D geometries

Micro injection moulding provides a cost-effective way to mass produce micro-components from plastics, metals
and ceramics, thus offering a possibility for widespread miniaturisation. However, tooling for such net-shape
processes requires dies and moulds from hard materials, with high accuracy - precision and aspect ratios. The
conventional precision machining processes such as milling offer high material removal rate and 3D machining of
complex shapes, however they are unable to machine micro-scale cavities in hard metals, especially with high
aspect ratios. In the last decade, micro-EDM milling has been developed to machine 3D microstructures with high
accuracy and fine surfaces with aspect ratio up to 10. Also, several products have both macro and micro scale
features, which are not feasible to machine with any single process, as micro-EDM milling is too slow to machine
the macro features and micro-milling is unable to machine features in micro-scale from hard materials and with
high aspect ratios. While die-sinking EDM is a widely used process to machine accurate, high-aspect ratio
structures in macro-scale, its implementation in micromachining is restricted by the micro-electrode machining and
incurred high tool wear, requiring multiple electrodes. Thus, currently hybrid processes and machines are needed
such as combination of CNC-milling with micro-EDM milling [142]. The higher investment costs regarding the
machine tool and training in a new technology restricts the

widespread application of these technologies in

industry [353]. Thus, a micromachining process to machine meso-micro structures for dies and moulds in a costeffective and an industrially implementable manner is lacking.
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Fig. 2-24: Classification of micro- EDM variants and gap in the micromachining processes, along with the chosen domain of
research to machine high-precision 3D components. Examples of the miniature high-precision dies - moulds are also shown.
2.5.2

Motivation, aim and scope of current work

In the race for miniaturisation of micro-EDM process, while the research front has transgressed into sub-micron
scale dimensions, it has left behind a vacuum in meso-micro scale machining of complex 3D cavities at the
economic and energy efficiencies similar to that of the conventional die-sinking EDM process. Thus, the aim of
current work is to implement die-sinking EDM process as an efficient meso-micro machining process. Since most of
the die and mould manufacturing facilities are already equipped with precision die-sinking EDM machines and
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milling machines to manufacture electrodes, the secondary aim of this work is to enable high precision machining
of miniature dies and moulds without the requirement of any additional equipment or know-how, in order to facilitate

Current work

Front of technology

Front of request

Number of companies

its widespread applicability.

Peak of request

large
small
(Smallest diameter, width or thicnkess requested)
Fig. 2-25: Research and peak of request of a technology, adapted from Masuzawa [222].
The scope of the research work is machining of features with smallest dimensions below 3 mm (meso-scale)
and 1 mm (micro-scale). On the lower end, scope of the work is limited to the smallest dimensions of 0.2 mm, as
micro-EDM milling and other alternative processes currently are already suitable for such small dimensions and the
requirement of these products is still the front of technology. Given the market demand as a driving factor, scope of
the work can be considered to be between the front of technology and the peak of request, as shown in fig. 2-25.
In terms of EDM process parameters, considering the used discharge energies and electrode projection areas (A p),
scope of the work is presented as the red blocks in fig. 2-26. As depicted, the die-sinking EDM process is
considered to be efficient in the roughing operation for macro scale erosion owing to the latest innovations such as
zero-wear technology and high material removal rates due to the adaptive process controls. Also, finishing pulses
have been analysed well, where the research contribution is also made from micro-EDM milling and micro-EDM
2

drilling due to the similarity of used discharge pulses. Also, the electrode projection area below 0.1 mm finds
sufficient interest from the researchers. Hence, the scope of current work is to optimise the roughing operation in
meso-micro scale, since most of the material is eroded in this step and also the rough machined cavity influences
resource efficiency in the subsequent steps.
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Fig. 2-26: Scope of the research work compared to state-of-art in die-sinking EDM industry and trends in micro-EDM
research.
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2.5.3

Deficiencies in current knowledge and potential approach

In accordance with aim of the work, research is focused on improving the process efficiency measured by
material removal rate, electrode wear, surface finish and accuracy. Due to complexity of the electric discharge
phenomenon, an in-depth understanding is far from complete and a considerable amount of work is required to
make it comparable with the existing knowledge of electric discharges in large gaps. Thus, both scientific and
technical aspects are investigated in order to gain comprehensive knowledge of the die-sinking EDM process
behaviour in meso-micro scale. The deficiencies (-) in the knowledge and the potential approaches (+) are briefed
below.
Machining of micro-electrodes:
 Machining of copper electrodes in micro-scale is partially analysed due to its use in the manufacturing industry
to machine fine details with low aspect ratios. However, machining of micro-electrodes in graphite has not been
reported before the start of this work. Also, only a few publications are available discussing the graphite
machining.
 Analyse milling process parameters to develop a method to machine micro-electrodes from graphite and
copper.
Process analysis methods:
 High-speed imaging has been employed since more than 40 years to analyse the gap phenomena, mainly for
single discharges. Recent progress allows the use of electrically conductive transparent materials, however no
method or research exists to observe the process in the conditions similar to that of real erosion process.
 Analysis of single discharges is performed in fragments without consistency in the selected process parameters
and their values. Thus, analysis of single discharges including gas bubbles, discharge plasma and craters is
needed with consistent parameter values.
 Develop a method using high-speed imaging to observe the gap phenomenon in real erosion conditions.
 Systematically investigate single discharges concerning gas bubble dynamics, plasma and erosion craters.

Material removal and electrode wear:
 The effect of main process parameters such as current, pulse duration, pause duration and their typical values
used in conventional EDM are not analysed for meso-micro scale erosion, thus the scaling effects are not clear.
 Optimisation of process parameters is needed to achieve high material removal rate which is comparable to the
other micromachining processes such as micro-EDM milling and mechanical micro-milling.
 The possibility to generate a protective carbon layer during meso-micro scale erosion is not analysed.
 Process stability need to be analysed in order to avoid defects in the machined cavity. While stochastic
phenomenon causing overcut in the machined cavity has already been encountered by some researchers, its
origin and the ability to avoid it needs to be developed.
 Analyse the effect of process parameters on material removal and formulate a strategy to improve MRR.
 Investigate the electrode wear process of micro-electrodes and conceptualise a strategy to achieve low wear.
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Accuracy - Precision:
 Despite the efforts for on-line spark location detection, no industrial solutions are available as either they are
either based on a process model or require special equipment arrangements such as sensors or electrode
designs.
 A surface area dependent or spark location dependent process parameter control is essential to machine macro
to micro scale features on a single electrode without incurring high wear or low erosion time, however currently
this is not achievable.
 Using high-speed imaging, analyse the feasibility for on-line discharge location detection from the electrical
signals of sparks.
 Develop a process control strategy to achieve low wear and high material removal rate for the combination
electrodes, consisting macro to micro scale feature dimensions.

Surface finish:
 Electrode wear during the semi-finishing and finishing operations, especially in meso-micro scale has not been
analysed. Low wear in finishing steps is crucial for the resource efficiency and achievable precision. This will be
however out of the scope of present work.
 Miniature products in fluidics, optics, etc. often require super-finished surfaces which are difficult to achieve
using the conventional polishing method. The use of powder-mixed dielectric requires special filtering system
and reduces the achievable accuracy due to a large gap width. Also, pre-polishing of the electrodes is
conventionally required, though it is infeasible for complex meso-micro scale geometries.
 For a defect-free machining, surface defects caused by the erosion process have been analysed, but
understanding of the conditions leading to them and a control for their prevention is not available. This has also
not been attempted in present work.
 Analyse the cause of wear in semi-finishing and finishing steps for meso-micro scale.
 Analyse the process parameters to generate super-finished surfaces with minimal surface defects.

Modelling - Simulation:
 The boundary conditions used for simulation of material removal vary widely and thus consolidation is required
by analysing both the single discharge and multiple discharge process.
 A model for low wear by the protective carbon layer generation is also unavailable.
 Material removal simulations by the single discharges for different process parameters.
 Develop a preliminary model of carbon layer formation through an in-depth analysis of the protective carbon
layer and process parameter analysis.
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3.1 Machining of micro-electrodes
3.1.1

Graphite electrodes

A high precision 5-axis machining centre Willemin W518MT is used to machine micro-scale electrodes. To
prevent damage of the machine elements by graphite dust and to maintain a stable process, a graphite dust
suction system is devised (see fig. 3-1) using an industrial vacuum suction pump. Regulated air flow is provided to
keep the machining region of electrode free from dust-clogging, which may distort the machined electrode
geometry. A diamond coated end-mill for graphite machining from Fraisa SA is used. For roughing, 2 mm diameter
and 10 mm long end-mill is used, whereas 1 mm diameter and 10 mm long end-mill with 200 µm corner radius is
used for finishing operation. Spindle speed of above 85,000 RPM specified by the end-mill manufacturer was not
attainable with the specified machine and thus the maximum spindle speed used is limited to 20,000 RPM. Depth
of cut is kept at 0.1 mm, cutting velocity is set at 300 mm/min and feed is 0.075 mm/rot. Used graphite is mainly
Poco EDM-3 grade with an average particle size smaller than 5 µm and Ringsdorf R8650 with an average particle
size of 7 µm according to the data specifications from the manufacturers. Also, micro features with an electrode
projection area Ap below 0.1 mm are machined using Poco EDM-AF5 graphite (avg. grain size below 1 µm).
Further details on the graphite material is presented in section 3.2.3
Milling
cutter Ø1mm

Electrode
Regulated
air-flow

Graphite
dust suction

Electrode
holder

Fig. 3-1: Experimental setup for machining of meso-micro graphite electrodes using milling.
It is observed during the milling that for the used machine tool, when using exact stop check tool motion by the
CAM software, the electrode geometry deviates from the intended square cross section, as shown in fig. 3-2.
Thus, a manual tool path motion is used which employs a loop around tool movement. The loop around strategy
considerably improves the form precision as shown in fig. 3-2. Using the above mentioned milling parameters and
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machining strategy, high precision micro structures in graphite can be machined with relative ease in a
conventional workshop environment as shown in fig. 3-3. Fig. 3-4 shows the electrodes with projection area Ap
2

below 0.1 mm with L/D aspect ratio ranging from 20 - 55.
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Fig. 3-2: Different milling tool path strategies (left) and its effect on the form of the machined micro features from graphite
(right). The feed direction is clockwise for up-milling strategy.

1 mm

Fig. 3-3: A cluster of micro electrodes with different cross section areas and shapes machined in a graphite block.
Ø 0.145 x 8.3 mm3

0.150 x 0.150x 7.5 mm3

(a)

(b)

0.095 x 0.095 x 2 mm3

(c)

Fig. 3-4: (a) turned graphite electrode (Ap: 0.017 mm2); (b) mill-machined electrode (Ap: 0.023 mm2); (c) mill machined
electrode (Ap: 0.009 mm2).
Graphite can also be turned using a conventional lathe and conventional tool inserts to get finer electrode
dimensions with higher aspect ratios (> 5:1). An example of a turned graphite electrode with 0.145 mm diameter
and a length of 8.3 mm (aspect ratio > 50:1) is shown in fig. 3-4 (a). Thus, it can be inferred from the presented
results that graphite electrodes with high aspect ratios can be easily machined, including machining of the multiple
features on a single electrode. Further experimental investigation is performed in order to find current limits of the
smallest machinable features from graphite using the current setup. The smallest machined features with cross
2

section Ap below 0.1 mm along with the used machining parameters are presented in table 3-1. Furthermore, form
accuracy of the machined electrodes is analysed as shown in fig. 3-5 (left). It is seen that the achieved form
precision is within ± 5 µm, where further optimisation is required in the tool cutter radius compensation. The
deviations in the electrode cross section from the top plane to bottom plane have been measured as presented in
fig. 3-5 (right). Additionally, maximum corner radius in the transverse cross section has been measured using a 3D
optical microscope Alicona Infinitefocus (see 3.6.2.1). Fig. 3-6 and fig. 3-7 show the SEM images of the electrode
cross sections and achieved form accuracy.
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Table 3-1: The smallest machined dimensions of graphite electrodes and the used machining parameters.
Cross section
2
[mm ]

aE
[mm]

aP
[mm]

N
[rpm]

fz
[mm/rot]

MRR
3
[mm /min]

hm
[µm]

hmax
[mm]

Height
[mm]

0.2 x 0.2
0.1 x 0.1
0.05 x 0.05
0.03 x 0.03
Ø0.20
Ø0.10
Ø0.05

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

0.20
0.05
0.01
0.01
0.20
0.05
0.01

20000
20000
20000
20000
20000
20000
20000

0.0075
0.0075
0.0050
0.0050
0.0075
0.0075
0.0050

26
3
0.4
0.4
26
3
0.4

1
1
0.6
0.6
1
1
0.6

0.0075
0.0075
0.005
0.005
0.0075
0.0075
0.005

10
10
9
1
10
10
8
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Fig. 3-5: Form accuracy of the machined electrode with the intended cross section on the horizontal axis. Left: form precision
in the transverse plane; Right: maximum corner radius in the transverse cross section and the form deviation in the longitudinal
direction between the top and bottom cross sections of an electrode.

100 µm

200 µm

10 µm

50 µm

Fig. 3-6: SEM images of a micro electrode with projection area Ap: 0.04 mm2. Apart from the cross section form, the corner
radius is also shown. Additionally, the feed marks from the milling cutter are clearly visible along the longitudinal axis.

100 µm

50 µm

30 µm

100 µm

Fig. 3-7: Cross section of the electrodes with projection area Ap below 0.1 mm2. An electrode cross section with the smallest
machined dimension of 35 µm is also shown.
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3.1.2

Copper electrodes

While the graphite electrodes are useful regarding its machinability and the ability to machine various features
on a single electrode, copper electrodes in micro EDM are of a special interest for precision machining and where
fine surfaces with Ra < 0.3 µm are required. Here, wire erosion is an efficient process to machine 2.5D features
from copper. An example of a wire-eroded electrode is shown in fig. 3-8 (a), where a cross section of 0.3 mm x 0.3
2

mm (Ap: 0.09 mm ) and a length of 5 mm are achieved. Fig. 3-8 (b) shows a wire-eroded copper electrode with 1
mm thickness and the smallest feature width of 0.075mm. Micro-features with fine details having low aspect ratio
can be mill machined with very high accuracy and precision as demonstrated Hunziker [118], where the corner
radius of 2.8 µm has been achieved using a minimal burr formation strategy (see fig. 3-8 c). Here, milling cutter
tool path is shown with a red arrow, where up-milling strategy is used to achieve burr-free edges of the precision
copper electrode. Such electrodes are especially useful for machining of moulds for micro-fluidic devices requiring
tight sealing, such as micro mixers and lab-on-chips. In current work, attempts to mill the micro scale electrodes
with aspect ratio L/D higher than 3 have yielded poor results. The reason is attributed to good formability of copper,
leading to bending of the electrodes by the cutting forces.

(a)
0.300 x 0.300 x 5 mm3

(b)

(c)

0.075 mm

100 µm

Tool path

Fig. 3-8: (a) a wire eroded copper electrode with Ap 0.09 mm2; (b) wire eroded thin rib having 0.075 mm width and 1 mm
thickness (source: AgieCharmilles SA); (c) machined precision copper electrode with 2.8 µm corner radius [118].
It is clear from the above presented analysis that the graphite electrodes are easily machinable in meso-micro
scale dimensions with high precision and aspect ratios. On the other hand, copper electrodes are better suited for
applications where finer surfaces and smaller corner radii are required. Also, better contour strategies, such as loop
around strategy are required in the existing CAM software for meso-micro scale milling of graphite and copper
electrodes using a conventional CNC milling machine.

3.2 Erosion tests
3.2.1

EDM equipment

A die-sinking EDM machine Form 1000 from Agie Charmilles SA is used during current research. The machine
along with the schematic diagram of the main machine components is shown in fig. 3-9. The machine structure is
capable of a positioning accuracy of less than ±1 μm, thus ideally suited for micro and precision machining. This
precision ensured by design of the machine which considers the thermal effects and the use of precision elements
such as granite table. The typical arrangement of electrode and workpiece is shown in fig. 3-10, along with the
reference touch probe for electrode length measurements as discussed in section 3.6.1. The machine was placed
in a temperature controlled environment with reference value set at 20° C ± 0.5° C stabilised. Except of the
generator and process control algorithms implemented through the machine software, no changes were made in
the standard machine tool for the experiments.
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Fig. 3-9: High precision die sinking EDM machine Form 1000 from Agie Charmilles SA (source: Agie Charmilles SA).

Fig. 3-10: Experimental setup in the erosion region showing typical arrangement of electrode and workpiece used during this
work.
3.2.2

Erosion parameters

Voltage
Ui
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Time
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Fig. 3-11: Main electrical and time parameters depicted in the idealised voltage and current signals of the transistor type
pulses.
EDM process inputs mainly consist of the electrical, time and geometric parameters. The electrical parameters
such as open circuit voltage Ui, current I and time parameters such as pulse duration T ON and interval time or
pause duration P are considered as the primary process parameters. Schematic of the electrical signals of a typical
transistor type pulse used in this work is shown in fig. 3-11, along with the other time related parameters. For
current research, open circuit voltage Ui of 100V with positive electrode polarity is used for most of the
experiments. A servo regulation based on the measured discharge voltage Ue value is used. Delay time T d of
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pulses varied significantly due to the used servo regulation mode. Additionally, a rising slope and a falling slope are
seen in fig. 3-11 in the current signal. During this study, the effect of rising current slope has been analysed,
termed as mode M and defined by the increase in current per unit time. The examples of modes used for current
below 8 A are shown in fig. 3-12, where pulse duration is set at 75 µs and a division represents 20 µs horizontally.
For current above 8 A, mainly two modes have been used, where mode 1 refers to 3A/10µs current rise and mode
2 refers to current rise of 8A/10µs.

Fig. 3-12: Electrical signals (voltage and current) of the used current modes M: 10, 11 and 12. The important characteristic for
the classification is current rise with time in the beginning of a discharge (dI/dt).
The geometric parameters in EDM mainly refer to the electrode projection area or the smallest feature
dimension, which mainly restricts the applicable maximum current along with the allowable oversize of the
machined cavity. Thus, the undersize requirement for the electrodes may also be considered as a geometric
parameter. Although depth of erosion can be considered a geometric parameter, currently it has almost no
influence on the selection of parameter values.
3.2.3

Materials

Primarily hot working tool steel 1.2343 is used as workpiece material in this work. Additionally, Inconel 718 and
TiAl6V4 have been used during single discharge analysis and tool wear analysis, mainly due to their differing
thermal properties and chemical composition from the used steels. The electrode wear behaviour is also studied for
erosion of other difficult to machine materials, namely Inconel 738LC, powder metallurgy stainless steel Elmax
(X170CrVMo18-3-1), stainless steel used for underwater and chemical applications (1.4435) and aluminium. Main
properties of the used steel 1.2343 taken from the steel manufacturers’ information sheet are presented in fig.
3-13. Some typical properties of the considered materials taken from the manufacturer data sheets are shown in
table 3-3, which are also used for the heat conduction simulations.
All the experiments during this work are made in dielectric oil Oelheld IME110. The selected synthetic
2

3

hydrocarbon oil has a kinematic viscosity of 3.4 mm /s (at 20°C) and density 0.775 g/cm (at 15°C). Although other
dielectrics with lower kinematic viscosity are more suitable for micro-erosion, the choice is mainly based on the
versatile performance of the dielectric fluid and for the safety reasons. The flame point of IME110 is 106° C, which
is higher than the fluid used for micro erosion having the flashpoint of 63°C. No powder additives in the dielectric
fluid were added. The typical values of the material properties for graphite and copper are presented in table 3-2.
As it is seen, different graphite grades are available for EDM, where mainly the average grain size changes (see
fig.

3-14), affecting the EDM outputs such as wear, achievable surface roughness and MRR and also the

machinability and smallest machinable feature size of the electrodes. Temperature dependent properties of the
used graphite EDM-3 are shown in fig. 3-15.
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Fig. 3-13: Temperature dependent properties of steel 1.2343 (source: Böhler W300 info sheet).
Table 3-2: Typical values of the electrode material properties.

Graphite type

Average
grain
size [μm]

Density
3
[g/cm ]

Hardness
[Shore]

Young’s
Modulus
[MPa]

Bending
strength
[MPa]

Thermal
Conductivity
(@ 20°C)
[W/(m·K)]

Electrical
conductivity
[μΩm]

Poco EDM-1

<5

1,63

69

~ 13‘000

90

~ 120

19.3

Poco EDM-3

<5

1,74

73

~ 14‘000

90

~ 110

15.6

Poco EDM-AF5

<1

1,88

83

~ 15‘000

100

~ 60

21.6

-

8,96

-

~ 120‘000

-

401

0.017
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20 µm
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R8650

Fig. 3-14: Polished sections of the commercially available graphite grades having different grain sizes used for EDM.
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Fig. 3-15: Temperature dependent thermal properties of graphite EDM-3 from Poco [300].

Table 3-3: Properties of the used electrode and workpiece materials considered for the heat conduction simulations.
Specific heat
Cp [J/Kg·K]

Density
3
ρ [g/cm ]

Boiling point
temperature
Tb [K]

Melting point
temperature
Tm [K]

Thermal
Conductivity
k [W/m·K]

Steel 1.2343

460

7.64

3300

1783

27

Inconel 718

435

8.9

3200

1530

11.4

TiAl6V4

523

4.43

3600

1940

7.1

Inconel 738 LC

420

na

na

1520

10

Elmax

460

7.75

na

1770

18

Steel 1.4435

500

7.9

na

1650

17.5

Aluminium

900

2.7

na

930

237

Graphite Poco3

710

1.81

3923

-

90

Copper

385

8.96

2848

1620

401

Material

3.3 EDM Process analysis
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Fig. 3-16: Left: electrical signal (voltage, current) measurement using an oscilloscope; Right: different types of pulses
encountered during the EDM operation and sketch of their corresponding electrical signals (source: AgieCharmilles SA).
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A Lecroy 44Mxi oscilloscope and a Lecroy 604Zi oscilloscope with 400 MHz and 20 GS/s are used for the
electrical signal acquisition during this work (see fig. 3-16 left). The used voltage probe used is Lecroy PP008 with
500 MHz, 10 MΩ and 9.5 pF specifications. An AC current probe P6021 from Tektronix Inc. is used with the setting
of 2 mA/mV operating at LF 3 dB ≈ 450 Hz and TC ≈ 0.35 ms. The electrical signal analysis is crucial in EDM since
different types of pulses are generated during the process, as shown in fig. 3-16 (right). Here, a good spark is
characterised by a normal delay time followed by a drop in the discharge voltage in the range of 20 V - 30 V
(depending on the current, electrode material, size) and a rise in current up to the determined value. When the
voltage is applied to the gap between workpiece and electrode but no discharge takes place, it is called an open
pulse. Due to absence of the plasma channel, no current rise occurs for these discharges and they do not
contribute to the material removal. Short pulses are the pulses where the electrode and workpiece are supposedly
in the mechanical contact. Thus, current flows freely without any resistance and the voltage drops to value of about
5 V - 6 V. Arc discharges are usually unwanted discharges in EDM, as they are believed to cause surface damage.
Although it is difficult to precisely characterise an arc discharge, typically very low delay time followed by a high
drop in the discharge voltage to the values below 18 V can be considered as an arc discharge. Rarely one
observes closed pulses in EDM caused by the debris, where no delay time is observed but apart from the flow of
the current, the discharge voltage does not fall to the levels similar to that of the short sparks. Also, the measured
values can differ widely based on the used materials as suggested by Ferri et al. [78].
3.3.2

Real-time acquisition (RTA)

Fig. 3-17: Snapshot of RTA software GUI with a sample data showing the selected process parameters along the erosion time.
Real-time acquisition or RTA is a hardware-software tool developed by AgieCharmilles SA for recording the
measured process variables in real time. The variables may include electrical signals, time signals, reference
control values and the mechanical axes positions. The system basically acquires the data at every 1 ms and saves
it to the memory. While some variables such as good sparks are summed up for the sample duration of 1 ms,
variables such as discharge voltage or Z-axis are considered for the last position at the measurement time of 1 ms.
The option for summation of the data is also available at every 32 ms, in order to reduce the data size. A sample
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data acquired using 32 ms sample time is shown in fig. 3-17, where the chosen variables are z-axis position,
discharge voltage, number of open pulses and number of good sparks. The horizontal axis represents time. This
tool is extremely helpful for macroscopic and in some cases microscopic analysis of the process, especially when
the process analysis times are longer. While the electrical signals from the oscilloscope provide precise
information, the memory capacity limits the process acquisition time to a few seconds with suitable sample time.
The differentiation between the different types of pulses in RTA is based on the set internal parameters in the
machine control which uses the internal oscilloscope of the machine. The same reference parameters are usually
used for process control by the machine. The process analysis time is limited by the memory capacity of the
storage device.
3.3.3

High-speed imaging
EDM
machine

1

External
lighting

High-speed
camera

Oscilloscope

Telecentric
lens

Erosion
chamber

Mirror

Fig. 3-18: Experimental setup for the process analysis using high-speed imaging including an erosion chamber mounted on
the EDM machine table, external lighting, a high-speed camera and an oscilloscope.
Since the discharge or pulse frequency in EDM ranges from some kHz to MHz, high speed imaging is employed
to observe the gap phenomena. A high-speed camera Phantom 12.1 from Vision Research equipped with a
telecentric lens (1x magnification) is used, capable of max. 1 million frames per second (fps). To observe the
process, an erosion chamber is constructed with the glass windows on the front and back side. The chamber
mounted on the EDM machine table is filled with dielectric oil. Due to the used high frame rates (e.g. 20,000 fps)
and thus short exposure times, external lighting has been used as shown in fig. 3-18.
3.3.3.1 Time synchronisation
To synchronise acquisition from the camera and the oscilloscope, an auxiliary signal from the oscilloscope is
used to trigger the camera recording (see fig. 3-19). This signal from the oscilloscope is generated when the
Oscilloscope is triggered based on the current (I) signal, either at the beginning of erosion, or during the steadystate erosion condition. With a time lag in triggering of only a few nano seconds, one achieves time synchronised
photographs and electrical signal measurements of the sparks. The duration of acquisitions depends on the
memory capacity of each device, which in this work is limited to 8.4 GB by the camera RAM. As shown in fig. 3-20,
time synchronised images of the spark and its electrical signal are acquired. Given the exposure time of 19 µs,
green shaded region in the electrical signal (fig. 3-20 bottom) is the duration of image acquisition for the presented
spark image (fig. 3-20 top). It is seen that the spark with a mean discharge voltage Ue 33.07 V and a delay time Td
of 28.5 µs occurred on the electrode corner.
1

A part of the presented results concerning high-speed imaging have been published in Maradia et al. [216].
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Fig. 3-19: Schematics of the experimental setup, mainly comprising of EDM machine, high-speed camera and oscilloscope.
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Fig. 3-20: Example of time synchronisation: image of a spark occurring at the corner of tool electrode (top) with the
corresponding electrical signals (bottom) of the spark. Applied current is 20 A and pulse duration is 75 µs.

3.3.3.2 Quasi-real erosion conditions
Visually analysing the process during erosion inside a cavity is impossible using the conventional electrode
materials. While Kitamura et al. [156] used a combination of transparent SiC workpiece and a copper electrode,
the analysed process deviates significantly from the real erosion process due to very high resistivity of the
transparent electrically conductive workpiece material. In order to achieve a situation similar to the real erosion
where the visual observation is still possible, the quasi-real erosion condition was simulated. Here, two of the four
walls of a machined cavity are replaced by tightly placed glass to visually observe the process, thus emulating the
real erosion conditions as shown in fig. 3-21. The glass plates allow observation of the gas bubble dynamics and
other gap phenomena in quasi-real erosion conditions with a limited dielectric fluid in the cavity. The obvious
difference between the process analysis in an open environment and inside the cavity partially sealed by the glass
plates is seen in fig. 3-22. Here, the gas bubbles originating from the process may spread around the erosion
region and take a spherical shape in an open gap environment. On the other hand, in the quasi-real erosion
conditions, gas bubbles including the debris remain inside the narrow cavity, restricted by the glass plates. Thus,
the real erosion process-like environment is emulated.
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Fig. 3-21: Left: schematics of a quasi-real erosion setup depicting workpiece steel plate sandwiched between the two glass plates; Centre:
image of the erosion with electrode inside the eroded cavity; Right: image of an eroded cavity in quasi-real erosion conditions without the
electrode.
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Fig. 3-22: Left: erosion at depth using a micro rib electrode where the eroded cavity is open on the front and back side; Right:
erosion in the quasi-real erosion conditions where the gas bubbles cannot form a spherical shape larger than the gap width
since the glass plates form a closed narrow cavity.
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Fig. 3-23: Concurrent process analysis method provides simultaneous information on a discharge, such as visual observation,
electrical signal, crater geometry and optionally the discharge plasma spectrum.
The ability of the proposed method to use real erosion parameters and conditions, apart from the synchronised
visual and electrical signal acquisition enables a concurrent process analysis method, especially for the single
discharge analysis. As shown in fig. 3-23, a single discharge can be observed visually through a high speed
camera, its electrical signals are acquired using an oscilloscope and the generated erosion craters can be analysed
separately. Also, using a spectrometer, discharge plasma properties and their effect on the electrode materials can
also be correlated.
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3.4 Plasma spectroscopy
The concurrent process analysis method mentioned above has the possibility to analyse the discharge plasma
at high speeds, if a spectrometer is placed in the optical path of light, from an electric discharge to the camera
sensor as shown in fig. 3-24. Since electric discharge plasma is a building block in EDM, time-resolved
spectroscopy is performed to analyse the effect of different used process parameters on discharge plasma,
especially for single discharges, which has not been performed until now.
3.4.1
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Fig. 3-24: Schematics of the experimental setup for light emission spectroscopy of EDM plasma using high-speed camera and
a spectrometer with 0.5 m focal length.
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Fig. 3-25: Experimental setup for light emission spectroscopy using a high-speed camera and a spectrometer.
Using the setup similar to the EDM process analysis using high-speed imaging, light emission spectroscopy of
EDM plasma is performed. A quartz fibre bundle with Ø1 mm and total length of 1.5 m has been used to collect
light from the discharge. Here, instead of using an erosion chamber, the fibre is directly inserted in the dielectric oil
bath and placed near the discharge region. The placement of the fibre to collect the light from a discharge is
performed using a laser pointer. Here, using a magnetic stand, the fibre is clamped near the discharge region and
laser beam is directed on the other end of the fibre. The resulting laser spot in the discharge region is then adjusted
such that it covers the gap region between the electrode and workpiece. The other end of the fibre is then inserted
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in the spectrometer. A SP2556 spectrometer with focal length of 500 mm from Princeton instruments is used as
seen in fig. 3-26. Since the light emitted from the discharges in liquid oil is weak, the spectrometer has Wconfiguration, where only two mirrors are required in order to reduce light intensity loss. In order to further reduce
the light intensity loss within the spectrometer, silver coating is applied on the mirrors in order to achieve light
reflectivity of above 95% in the visible region as shown in fig. 3-26. A slight adjustment in the exit mirror position is
performed in order to be in the focal range of the camera CMOS sensor. The spectrometer is equipped with 150
l/mm, 900 l/m and 1800 l/mm gratings, giving the spectral resolution of 0.263 nm, 0.041 nm and 0.0168 nm
respectively, for the given pixel width of the camera. During this work, only 150 l/mm grating has been used. Given
the CMOS pixel width of 20 µm, slit width of 20 µm and 60 µm have been used for the spectroscopy
measurements.

Fig. 3-26: The effect of different coatings on light reflectivity used on the spectrometer mirror (source: Princeton
instruments).
The camera is triggered using the oscilloscope as explained in section 3.3.3.1. However, using the setup for
spectroscopy, instead of an image of a spark, a spectrum image is acquired. Using high frame rates, one may
obtain consecutive spectrum of a single discharge, i.e. time resolved spectra of the discharge plasma. Since the
high-speed camera records a video in *.cine format, the video is converted into *.TIFF images. The images are
then used for the spectrum processing. Before the discharge plasma spectrum acquisition, system calibration is
required. This includes the wavelength calibration (x-axis) and intensity calibration (y-axis). An overview of the
system calibration and the used spectrum processing method are shown in fig. 3-27. For all the spectroscopy
measurements, CMOS sensor pixel region of 96 x 1280 is used. High speed acquisition at 50,000 fps is performed,
which is limited by the chosen pixel region. Thus, an exposure time of 19 µs and interval time of 20 µs are used for
spectrum acquisition. Central wavelength in the spectrometer is set at 550 nm. Using the 150 l/mm grating, 1280
pixels and 550 nm central length, spectrum are acquired within wavelength range of about 360 nm to 715 nm.
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Fig. 3-27: Overview of the spectra processing method including the system calibration method.
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Fig. 3-28: Wavelength calibration method using a wavelength calibration source.
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For the wavelength calibration, a Mercury-Argon calibration source HG-1 from Ocean optics is used. Spectrum
of the source is acquired as an image by the camera CMOS sensor. An exposure time of 24 ms is used for the
spectrum image acquisition. The image is then converted into a spectrum using vertical binning process. In vertical
binning, pixel values of a single column are summed up. Thus, for 120 x 1280 pixel region, for each column the
light intensity values from the 120 pixels are added up. Thus, 1280 values along the horizontal axis are obtained.
This operation is performed using a programmed MATLAB subroutine. Using a standard reference wavelength
calibration source spectrum in the chosen wavelength range, wavelength values of the main peaks are identified.
Using at least 3 peaks, a polynomial fit of 2

nd

order is performed to generate the X-axis scale. Thus, a wavelength

value for each corresponding pixel is obtained, as shown in fig. 3-28. If required, the camera orientation check can
be performed at this stage. Here, the image is split into two with respect to the horizontal axis. Thus, a 120 x 1280
pixel image is split into the two images each with a pixel region of 60 x 1280. Vertical binning of these two images
is performed and the horizontal pixel number having highest intensity peaks are compared for both. If the camera
sensor is not well aligned to the spectrometer, a shift of a few pixels for the peaks would be observed, indicating
the need for re-adjustment of the camera orientation with regard to the spectrometer. The wavelength calibration is
performed often, as the thermal drift may cause slight relative movement between the mirrors and the camera
sensor.
3.4.2.2 Intensity calibration

Response (A/W)

Analysed wavelength range

Wavelength (nm)

Fig. 3-29: Spectral sensitivity of the high-speed camera CMOS sensor (source: Phantom Research).
Intensity calibration is only required when the absolute intensity in a spectrum is desired. However, given the
spectral sensitivity of the used CMOS sensor of the high-speed camera as shown in fig.

3-29, an intensity

calibration source is used to correct both the spectral sensitivity of the optical system (fibre + spectrometer +
CMOS sensor) and obtain the absolute spectrum intensity. An intensity calibration source consisting of a halogen
lamp with precise power output is used for the intensity calibration. Using the wavelength range determined from
the above mentioned method, a reference spectrum of the intensity calibration source is retrieved. For the intensity
calibration, exposure time is 20 µs and slit width is set at 20 µm. A spectrum image is acquired using the mentioned
settings and converted into a spectrum using vertical binning. Fig. 3-30 shows the measured spectrum and the
reference spectrum of the intensity calibration source. It can be seen that the CMOS sensor quantum efficiency has
ripples mainly after the wavelength of 500 nm. By dividing the measured spectrum with the reference spectrum, the
intensity correction factor is obtained.
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Fig. 3-30: Left: measured and reference spectrum of the intensity calibration source; Right: intensity correction factor for
spectral sensitivity correction of the used optical system, i.e. fibre, spectrometer and CMOS sensor.

3.4.3

Spectra processing

Once the system calibration is performed, both the X-axis scale (wavelength in nm) and Y-axis scale (intensity
2

in µW / cm ·nm) are available. The spectrum acquisition is performed at an interval time of 20 µs for all the
experiments, with chosen pixel region of 120 x 1280. The image is then cropped to 96 vertical pixels from top and
bottom in order to exclude the noise present in the boundary pixels. Fig. 3-31 shows the spectrum processing step
performed by a programmed MATLAB subroutine. The image of a spectrum acquired by the high-speed camera
CMOS sensor is first converted into a spectrum using vertical binning. Since the central wavelength position of the
spectrometer is unchanged after the wavelength calibration, the previously determined wavelength scale remains
applicable.
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Fig. 3-31: Spectrum processing steps: 1. acquisition of a spectrum image; 2. vertical binning of the image to generate a
spectrum; 3. background subtraction; 4. spectral sensitivity correction; 5. baseline subtraction.
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Before the discharge breakdown, an image acquired using the high-speed camera is binned to generate the
background spectrum. This background caused by the CMOS sensor settings is subtracted from all the acquired
spectra of a discharge. It can be seen that the resultant spectrum consists of ripples owing to the spectral
sensitivity of the CMOS sensor. This is further corrected using the intensity correction factor shown in fig. 3-31 (4).
In the same spectrum, one may see the baseline, which is removed as a further step to obtain the final spectrum.
Calculations of the plasma characteristics such as electron density and electron temperature are performed using
this spectrum. Since each spectrum of a discharge may have different total collected light intensity, in order to
observe the plasma species evolution, normalisation of the spectra of a single discharge is performed using Hα
peak intensity, as shown in fig. 3-32. While one may not directly compare the intensity of metallic spectral lines
with the hydrogen spectral lines in a spectrum, the relative evolution over the discharge time may give an idea of
how different species evolve. For the example shown in fig. 3-32, it can be seen that the light intensity during the
first few microseconds was higher compared to the further acquired spectra. This makes sense because the light
intensity from a discharge is higher in the beginning, especially due to the smaller gas bubble, further growth of
which obstructs the light collection. The normalised spectra show that the intensities of the metallic spectral lines
increase considerably after about 150 µs. The identification of chemical elements is performed using the spectral
peak wavelength and by comparing them with the NIST atomic spectra database [175]. Only the first order spectral
lines of elements are considered in this work.

Fig. 3-32: Left: time resolved spectra of a single discharge acquired at an interval time of 20 µs; Right: Normalisation of the
spectra by Hα peak (656.3nm) intensity.
3.4.4

Characterisation method

Using the light emission spectroscopy, several plasma properties such as electron temperature, electron
density, electric - magnetic field and pressure may be determined. Descoeudres [54] presented an extensive
analysis on EDM plasma characterisation to determine these quantities, assuming local thermal equilibrium (LTE)
of the plasma. Thus, current work employs similar analysis for plasma characterisation and limits the analysis to
main plasma properties, i.e. electron temperature, electron density and plasma coupling factor.
3.4.4.1 Electron temperature
The two-line method, a particular case of Boltzmann plot method, based on measurements of the intensity ratio
of two spectral lines emitted by atoms or ions of the same element has been used for the electron temperature
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determination. The use of relative intensity further reduces the requirement to use the absolute intensities.
Equation (3.1) is used for electron temperature calculation.

𝐓𝐞 =

𝐄𝟐 − 𝐄𝟏
𝐤𝐁

−𝟏

𝐈 𝛌 𝐠 𝐀

∙ [𝐥𝐧 ( 𝐈𝟏 𝛌𝟏 𝐠 𝟐 𝐀𝟐 )]
𝟐 𝟐

𝟏

…(3.1)

𝟏

Here, Te is electron temperature, g1 and g2 are the statistical weights of the excited level, E1 and E2 are its
energies, kB is the Boltzmann constant, λ1 and λ2 are wavelengths, I1 and I2 are intensities of the spectral lines. For
the discharge plasma analysis, used cathode materials are steel 1.2343, TiAl6V4 (titanium based alloy) and
Inconel 718 (nickel based alloy). Graphite and copper are used as anode materials. In order to choose the two
spectral lines of a same element, Descoeudres [54] has outlined several points. The relative error of the
temperature is defined by Eq. (3.2). The two lines of a same element should be chosen with a difference │E 2 –
E1│as large as possible. Also, the chosen line wavelengths should be as close as possible in order to neglect
absorption by the dielectric oil and spectral sensitivity of the system. The lines should be isolated from the lines of
other elements. Considering the mentioned aspects, the chosen spectral lines for different elements is presented in
table 3-4. For the discharges generated using copper anode, irrespective of the cathode material, copper (Cu)
spectral lines are used. When using graphite anode, iron Fe lines are used when using steel 1.2343, titanium Ti
lines are used when using TiAl6V4 and chromium Cr lines are used when using Inconel 718 as cathode material. It
must be noted that a minimum error of 10% in the calculated results is expected using the two-line method [91].
∆𝐓𝐞
𝐓𝐞

=

𝐤 𝐁∙ 𝐓𝐞
|𝐄𝟐 − 𝐄𝟏 |

∙

∆ (𝐈𝟏 −𝐈𝟐 )

…(3.2)

𝐈𝟏 ⁄𝐈𝟐

Table 3-4: Spectral lines of different elements and their properties used for the electron temperature calculations.
Elements

Wavelength
(nm)

Ei [eV]

Ej [eV]

gi

gj

Aij [10 s ]

510.554

3.817

1.389

4

6

0.02

521.820

6.192

3.817

6

4

0.75

516.7488

3.884

1.4854

7

9

0.027

526.9537

3.211

0.858

9

11

0.0127

444.9142

4.673

1.887

11

11

0.97

453.3240

3.582

0.8484

11

11

0.883

529.827

0.982

3.322

5

5

0.033

540.977

1.030

3.321

7

9

0.062

8 -1

Cu

Fe

Ti

Cr

3.4.4.2 Electron density
Stark broadening of Hα spectral line is considered for the electron density measurements, as the stark
broadening mechanism dominates most other broadening mechanisms for the dense plasmas, such as EDM
plasma. The electron density ne measurements are performed using full width at half maximum (FWHM) of H α line
ΔλW according to Eq. (3.3). Lorentzian fit of Hα line by the maximum peak intensity is used for FWHM
measurements. One may also measure the electron density using Hβ spectral line as shown by Subbu et al. [313]
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for micro-EDM plasmas. However, due to the absence of Hβ spectral line and line merging as also observed by
Descoeudres [54], the electron density calculations are based on H α spectral line in this work.

𝐧𝐞 = 𝟖. 𝟖𝟑𝟎𝟖 ∙ 𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟔 ∙ (∆𝛌𝐰 )𝟏.𝟔𝟎𝟎𝟓

…(3.3)

3.4.4.3 Plasma coupling factor
Plasma coupling parameter Γ is used to determine if the plasma is ideal or not. In ideal plasmas, mean kinetic
energy of particles is much higher than the coulomb potential between them, thus particle movement is weakly
influenced by other particles. The plasma coupling parameter is defined by Eq. (3.4), where ai is mean inter-particle
distance given by Eq. (3.5). For Γ<<1, plasma is ideal (e.g. solar corona and glow discharges), for Γ ≤ 1 it is weakly
non-ideal (e.g. white dwarf and high pressure arc) and for Γ > 1, it is strongly coupled (e.g. Jupiter core).
Descoeudres [54] calculated the typical coupling parameter of EDM plasmas around 0.33, and 0.45 for first
microsecond from the discharge breakdown, thus indicating weakly non-ideal plasmas. Micro EDM plasmas
generated using capacitance pulses have been found to have the plasma coupling factor of about 0.475 [313].
Plasma coupling factor for dry micro-EDM plasmas is determined to be about 0.1 making them ideal plasmas [146].
-1

-1

Also, electrical conductivity σ (Ω m ) is calculated using Eq. (3.6) as presented by [54].

𝚪=

𝐙 𝟐 𝐞𝟐

…(3.4)

𝟒𝛑𝛆𝟎 𝐚𝒊 𝐤𝐁 𝐓𝒆
𝟏⁄
𝟑

𝟑

𝐚𝒊 = (𝟒𝛑𝐧 )

…(3.5)

𝒆

𝛔 = 𝟏. 𝟓𝟑 ∙ 𝟏𝟎−𝟐 ∙

𝟑

𝐓𝒆 ⁄𝟐
𝐥𝐧 𝚲

…(3.6)

Here, Z is the charge of the particles (Z=1 for hydrogen ions), e the elementary charge, ε 0 the vacuum
permittivity, ai is the mean inter-particle discharge and ln Λ is the Coulomb logarithm.

3.4.5

Spectrum simulation

Plasma spectrum simulations have been performed using PrismSPECT 4.7 software from Prism Computation
science. Since only a few elements were available in the atomic database license at the research institute,
simplified hydrogen plasma spectra have been simulated in this work. The full hydrogen plasma model is based on
low temperature spectroscopy, where steady state conditions are assumed. Considering the zero-width plasma,
Maxwellian electron distribution is used. Assuming the local thermodynamic equilibrium, ion density and plasma
temperature are used as the variable inputs. The simulations are performed for ions of hydrogen including the
bound-bound and bound-free transitions. Upon acquisition of the atomic data of required elements such as Fe, Cr
and Cu, the software can facilitate the spectrum simulation and estimation of ionisation and opacity of the plasma.
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3.5 Modelling and simulations
In a generalised model for EDM, a number of phenomena can be simulated such as discharge location on the
electrode, discharge plasma, discharge craters, energy balance, fluid dynamics effects; and process outputs,
namely electrode wear, material removal rate, surface roughness and form of the machine cavity. In this work, the
simulations are performed for the craters generated on cathode and anode by single discharges. Also, basic fluid
flow simulations have been performed in order to understand the effect of electrode shape on the fluid flow during
flushing.
3.5.1

Erosion crater simulations

The heat released from the plasma is dissipated into cathode, anode and dielectric. This causes the rise in the
temperature leading to vaporisation and melting of the electrode materials. The pressure exerted by the plasma
column during the discharge and gas bubble implosion during or after the discharge partially removes the molten
metal pool creating a crater. The portion of molten metal which remains in the discharge region cools down to form
a re-solidified layer. The ratio between the removed molten metal volume and remaining molten metal volume is
termed as plasma flushing efficiency (PFE) in EDM. In order to simulate craters generated using single discharges,
temperature distribution in the anode and cathode is analysed in this work. The simulations are performed for the
discharge parameters used for roughing operation, e.g. current of values 20 A, 5.4 A and pulse duration up to 300
µs.
3.5.1.1 Heat conduction in solids
Heat conduction in solids is calculated using Eq. (3.7), with the boundary conditions for general inward heat flux
defined by Eq. (3.8). The boundaries without heat flux are considered adiabatic, with thermal insulation defined by
Eq. (3.9). Here, T is the temperature, t is time or pulse duration, k is thermal conductivity of workpiece material, ρ is
material density, Cp is specific heat capacity, u̅ is velocity vector and n̅ is the normal vector of the boundary. Q is
thermal energy generated per unit volume, whereas q 0 is the heat flux per surface area from the plasma channel,
i.e. heat source as shown in Eq. (3.10). Heat source radius is rp, discharge voltage Ue and current I.
𝛛𝐓

̅ ∙ 𝛁𝐓 = 𝛁 ∙ (𝐤𝛁𝐓) + 𝐐
𝛒𝐂𝐩 ( 𝛛𝐭 ) + 𝛒𝐂𝐩 𝐮

…(3.7)

̅ ∙ (−𝐤𝛁𝐓) = 𝐪𝟎
−𝐧

…(3.8)

̅ ∙ (−𝐤𝛁𝐓) = 𝟎
−𝐧

…(3.9)

𝐪𝟎 =

𝐔𝒆 ∙𝐈∙𝐭
𝝅𝒓𝒑 𝟐

…(3.10)

3.5.1.2 Model description
In current work, plasma channel is considered as a time-dependent disc heat source with uniform heat flux
profile as shown in fig. 3-33. Different heat source expansions have been considered, for example measured
crater radius expansion or constant cathode boiling temperature conditions, as shown in chapter 4.2.3.1. The
roughing pulse parameters are used for simulations in this work, which deal with large pulse durations and
currents. Temperature dependent properties of the materials are considered when available and the latent heats of
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vaporisation and fusion have been ignored. In current work, energy fraction entering into cathode F c and anode Fa
have been used as the fitting parameters, and considered constant over the discharge duration. In order to
precisely estimate the energy fraction experimentally, one must analyse the re-solidified layer, from which the
plasma flushing efficiency may be calculated. In current work, it is assumed that the plasma flushing efficiency is
100%. It is shown in chapter 4.2 that the measured re-solidified layer is not thicker than 10% of the crater depth,
thus the energy fractions entering into anode and cathode are slightly underestimated. Although in real EDM
process conditions a portion of heat entering in the electrodes may be dissipated into dielectric through convection,
adiabatic conditions are considered, mainly due to the lack of convection co-efficient and complexity of
phenomenon which includes both the gas bubble and dielectric oil. Dijck and Dutré [60] have estimated the
influence of joule heating in crater formation to be negligible. Also, it is known from [269] and [223] that for the
current densities above 10

10

2

A/m joule heating is a dominant effect, whereas for lower current densities, crater

generation takes place by ion-bombardment which generates high temperatures in the electrodes. Thus, joule
heating is ignored in this work. Additionally, during the simulations, removal of the vaporised material from the
discharge region is ignored, thus no moving boundary conditions are used in this regard.
Plasma radius (rp)
Heat flux (q0)

Adiabatic
boundary

Workpiece
(cathode)
Fig. 3-33: Boundary conditions used for the heat conduction simulations in anode and cathode using a time dependent disc
heat source.
3.5.2

FEM based heat conduction simulation tool

In order to simulate temperature distribution in the material, finite element method (FEM) has been used.
COMSOL Multiphysics 4.3b software is chosen for the simulations, as it facilitates examinations of multiple aspects
of a complex physical phenomenon. Also, the software allows extension of the simulations for multiple discharges
and thermal residual stress calculations with relative ease.
3.5.2.1 Base model definition in COMSOL
A 2D axisymmetric model of electrode and workpiece has been created in COMSOL as shown in fig. 3-34. In
order to represent the actual erosion conditions, a micro electrode with a defined length, followed by the electrode
bulk has been created. Although the model consists of both the electrode and workpiece, there is no physical
correlation between them. The heat source is defined separately both on the electrode (anode) and workpiece
(cathode). Again, the description of anode and cathode is for the sake of understanding, and it plays no role during
simulations in terms of the involved physics. Using the feature of COMSOL, physics controlled meshing has been
-7

used for the simulations. While the smallest mesh size is 1.41×10 m at the heat flux boundary, largest mesh size
-7

is 7.04 ×10 m, far away from the heat flux boundary.
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3.5.2.2 GUI: ED-Simulator
Since no standard feature is available in COMSOL to include the time dependent heat source expansion, a
MATLAB sub-routine has been created for the data input in a base model created in COMSOL. The generated
routine in the form of graphic user interface (GUI) allows flexibility of various input parameters for the model such
as heat source expansion, time dependent energy fractions (Fc, Fa) and material parameters. Also, results can be
obtained in a desired form such as isotherm volume, temperature evolution in radial and axial directions. Thus, the
parameters such as electrode and workpiece geometries, electrical parameters such as voltage, current and
energy fractions, flux profile such as Gaussian and uniform, selection of materials can be done using the GUI. A
snapshot of the GUI is shown in fig. 3-36 and an overview of the input parameter flow is presented in fig. 3-35.
Electrode
bulk

Micro electrode
(anode)

Discharge
region
Workpiece
(cathode)

Fig. 3-34: Example of model geometry generated for simulations using COMSOL Multiphysics.
Input for simulation in GUI
Geometry definition of electrode (anode)
and workpiece (cathode)
Heat source expansion for anode, cathode
(power or logarithmic function)
Power input into anode, cathode
U(t), I(t), Fa(t), Fc(t)
Heat flux profile definition
(equilibrium, gaussian, parabolic)

Material definition of anode and cathode

Loading the input data into pre-defined
COMSOL model and running simulations

Output generation
Melt volume, melt front / isotherm radius and
depth, etc.

Fig. 3-35: Overview of inputs required in the COMSOL model for heat conduction simulations.
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Fig. 3-36: Graphic user interface (GUI) created using a MATLAB sub-routine for interactive input in the base COMSOL
model.
p1

p2
Electrode (anode)

t1

r1
r2

t2

Discharge region

t300

Workpiece
(cathode)

r3
r300

Fig. 3-37: A method to generate a time dependent heat source in the COMSOL based model. Here, line segments for each
microsecond are defined according to the chosen radius expansion equation. Successive inclusion of the segments over the
discharge time resembles the heat source expansion.
The heat source radius rp expansion over time is either based on the provided equation co-efficient for power or
logarithmic function or it is based on a polynomial fit of the entered values of the measured crater radius. The
simulation tool has the ability to simulate the longest discharge duration of 300 µs. Once the expansion rate is
defined in the GUI using this equation; 300 points (p1, p2,…) are written on each cathode and anode in the
COMSOL model. Schematic of the method is presented in fig. 3-37. Here, for the first microsecond t1, using point
p1, heat source radius is considered as r1. For the second microsecond t2, the heat source radius r1 is extended to
r2 using point p2. Thus, one achieves heat source radius r p expansion with the time resolution of 1 µs using the
simulation tool. Additionally, the heat flux q0 is constantly updated, where for the chosen uniform flux profile, power
2

2

is divided uniformly over the active surface area, e.g. πr1 , πr2 …
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3.5.2.3 Output generation
Once the heat conduction simulations are performed using COMSOL, various quantities can be calculated, such
as melt front of the crater depending on the melting temperature of the material. Additionally, temperature over the
pulse duration in radial and axial directions from the central axis can be calculated. Also, material volume having
temperature above the melting temperature, i.e. molten metal volume can be calculated. Generation of isotherm
surfaces and contours further enables visualisation of the crater shape and its evolution over the discharge
duration. The results for single discharge craters and different generated outputs are presented in chapter 4.2.3.
3.5.3

Fluid dynamic simulations

In order to explain the effect of electrode geometry on surface inhomogeneity found during surface finishing
(shown in chapter 8.5.1), basic fluid-structure interaction simulations are performed. The main motivation is to find
the fluid velocity vector profile during flushing jumps, where the electrode moves rapidly inside a cavity filled with
dielectric oil. While the fluid dynamic simulations can be used to optimise the process, especially flushing cycles as
shown by Pontelandolfo et al. [263], given the complexity of the model description and involved physics, the model
is simplified to a great extent in this work. Using the COMSOL fluid-structure interaction tool, a simple model has
been created. Here, dielectric blocks of the size and shape of the electrode are considered as shown in fig. 3-38.
Relaxing no slip boundary condition on the bottom wall of the cubical and cylindrical blocks is applied. Side walls of
the blocks are defined as inlet of the dielectric fluid and top surfaces are defined as the fluid outlet. The fluid
velocity vector profile generated by fluid flow is analysed over the square and circular walls, as shown in fig. 3-39.

Pressurized Outlet

Inlet

6

Wall
Fig. 3-38: Simple model to understand the fluid velocity vectors during flushing jump cycles using different shapes of the
electrodes. Here, the 3D geometries refer to the dielectric block having shape of the eroded cavity. Dielectric fluid flows from
the side walls towards the outlets. The fluid velocity vector profile is then obtained at the fixed wall.

Fig. 3-39: Fluid velocity vector profiles observed at the wall boundary for different shapes of the considered blocks.
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3.6 Dimensional metrology
3.6.1

On-machine measurements

Measurements of electrode frontal wear are performed on the EDM machine using a reference touch probe.
Here, the electrode length is measured before erosion on the spherical touch probe with Ø20 mm and 20 nm
spherical precision. Electrical contact based method is used to measure the length. Again, the electrode length is
measured at the same point after the erosion. The difference in the length gives the frontal electrode wear incurred
during the erosion. Given the high precision of the EDM machine in a temperature controlled environment, precise
measurements are expected using the described method. In order to verify the reliability of on-machine
measurements, comparison of the Z axis (machining axis) measurements on Form 1000 were performed using an
electrode and a reference touch probe with Ø3 mm. As shown in fig. 3-40, it was found that the measurement of Z
axis position using the electrode before erosion has a standard deviation < ±3 µm, compared to the deviation using
the touch probe having std. deviation < ±1 µm. Although, similar precision in the measurements was observed for
the measurements using electrode after erosion, the absolute measured values using the electrode and the touch
probe differed slightly. The electrode surface form due to wear is considered to be the cause for this deviation.
Also, since the electrode after erosion has some residues of dielectric oil despite proper cleaning using ethanol and
air, an arc may form between the electrode and touch probe due to the electrical contact method, reducing the
accuracy of the measurements.
Touch probe Electrode
Ø 3mm
3 x 3 mm2

Absolute measurement (mm)

Reference touch
probe fixed in
machine
workpiece

Absolute measurement (mm)

Ø 20 mm

Z axis position before erosion
0.0030
Electrode

0.0020

Probe

0.0010
0.0000
-0.0010
-0.0020
-0.0030
0

10
20
Number of samples

0.000
-0.005
-0.010
-0.015

-0.020
-0.025
-0.030

30

Fig. 3-40: On-machine measurement of electrode wear by measuring the difference in the length of electrode before and after
erosion.
3.6.2

Form measurements and imaging

In order to analyse and measure the micro-electrodes and eroded cavities with micro scale dimensions, optical
metrology is used. It must be noted that measurement of cavities with micro-scale dimensions and high aspect
ratios (L/D > 5) is a challenge for the tactile methods. While optical microscopes are useful for micro dimensions,
they fail to act as the nanometrology devices for high-aspect ratio structures. A method of using epoxies to
generate the positive form of the cavities and then the perform measurements also failed due to involved micro
scale dimensions and high aspect ratios. In order to analyse the workpiece in this work, mostly the eroded cavities
were cut in the longitudinal direction for measurements.
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3.6.2.1 Alicona Infinitefocus
Array detector

polariser

Optical components
analyser

optics Light beam

White light
source

Illumination beam
splitter
Ring light

specimen

Vertical scan

Focus information curve
with maximum position

Objective
Ring light

Fig. 3-41: Left: Alicona Infinitefocus microscope (source: Alicona) and its working principle using the focus variation
technique (source: ISO/DIS 25718-606).
An Alicona Infinitefocus microscope has been used for form and surface texture measurements. The focus
variation technique used in the microscope combines the small depth of focus of an optical system with vertical
scanning to provide topographical and colour information from the variation of focus (see fig. 3-41). Here, due to
the small depth of focus of the optics, only small regions of the object are sharply imaged. By performing vertical
scanning, complete surface of the object is scanned. Each region of the object is sharply focused at one of the
vertical positions of the scanner. Acquired sensor data is then converted into 3D information using internal
algorithms. Embedded information of colour for each region enables concurrent form and surface texture
measurements in 3D.
3.6.2.2 Leica DCM 3D

Fig. 3-42: A Leica DCM 3D microscope is able to perform bright field and dark field (BF/DF) microscopy, confocal
microscopy and interferometry (source: Leica microsystems).
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Apart from the measurements using focus variation, a DCM 3D from Leica microsystems has been used which
combines confocal microscopy and white light interferometry. The microscope is capable of high resolution
measurements down to 0.1 nm according to the specifications from the manufacturer. As shown in fig. 3-42, the
microscope provides simultaneous confocal and bright field images. Due to its high speed measurement capability,
single discharge crater profiles in this work have been measured using this microscope. Also, a simple Leica
microscope with XY-table equipped with the distance measuring gauges having 1 µm resolution is used to measure
lateral wear of the electrodes.
3.6.2.3 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
A Quanta 200 FEG from FEI is used for high resolution scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Secondary
electron (SE) and backscattered electron (BSE) detectors are used to generate images in high vacuum with
chamber pressure below 10

-3

Pa. Most of the images are acquired with an acceleration voltage of 20 kV and a

medium spot size with the optimal working distance of 10 mm. Furthermore, elemental compositions are
determined using energy-dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) with the EDAX Genesis software. In case of imaging
near the silver coated Bakelite region, lower chamber pressure has been used to avoid excessive scattering, thus
allowing imaging with a slightly reduced resolution.
3.6.3

Surface characterisation

Surface roughness Ra (µm)

0.7

(WEDM surfaces)

0.6

0.5513

Taylor Hobson AGIE
0.5153

0.5

Taylor Hobson ETHZ
Alicona

0.4

Leica 3D 150x
0.3

0.2552
0.1985

0.2

0.0688

0.1

0.0460

0.0365 0.0273

0

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

Samples

S6

S7
Std. deviation <

S8
1.5 nm

Fig. 3-43: Comparison of measured surface roughness using the tactile and the optical measurement methods. The sample
surfaces are generated using wire-EDM in oil by AgieCharmilles Cut 1000 machine.
Surface roughness measurement of the meso-micro scale surfaces is a challenging task, as the tactile
measurement is either infeasible or the micro probing instruments are too expensive. On the other hand, the optical
measurement technologies for surface roughness measurements have difficulties such as longer measurement
times and restrictions regarding the complexity of the machined geometries, e.g. vertical walls. Also related
standards ISO 25178 to specify the standardised parameters such as cut-off length were unavailable during the
research on the surface finishing in this work. Thus, mainly two surface roughness measurement methods have
been used during this work. For the tactile measurements, Talysurf from Taylor Hobson was used, whereas
Alicona Infinitefocus and Leica DCM 3D were used for the optical measurements. In order to compare reliability of
the optical measurements, a comparison study was carried out using 8 different wire-EDM surfaces in dielectric oil,
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machined to different surface roughness on a hard metal workpiece. Fig. 3-43 presents the obtained results
indicating good repeatability of the two tactile measurement instruments. The measurements using the Alicona
microscope correlate well with the tactile measurement values for Ra < 0.1 µm. The main reason for the deviation in
the measured values for higher surface roughness is attributed to the characteristic length of the surface roughness
measurement and the chosen cut-off length. The measurements using Leica DCM 3D with 100x objective on the
other hand relate well with the tactile measurements in the chosen roughness range. In addition, Keyence optical
laser microscope was used to test the repeatability and reliability of the measured values for the sample 6, where
Ra value of 0.048 ± 0.003 µm was measured.
3.7 Miscellaneous methods
3.7.1

Confocal Raman spectroscopy

Confocal Raman spectroscopy offers a contact less method to characterise different carbon phases in micro
scale areas [201].

Although substantial information such as crystalline size and mechanical strength can be

derived using a Raman spectrum from thin samples, current work limits its application to discern the different
phases of carbon allotropes. A confocal Raman microscope (CRM 200) from WITec GmbH is used to characterise
the carbon allotropes. Raman spectra were acquired using a laser excitation of 532 nm (2.33 eV) with a laser spot
size having full width at half maximum (FWHM) < 0.5 µm, allowing characterisation of very small regions. The use
of incident power of 2 mW allowed heating effects during the measurements to be neglected.
3.7.2

Sample preparation

Before using the samples for measurements such as imaging, samples are cleaned in an ultrasonic bath.
Samples are placed in a glass beaker and submerged in 99.9% pure ethanol. After about 2-3 minutes of ultra-sonic
vibration cleaning, the samples are cleaned again using ethanol, followed by drying with compressed air. Due to
fragile nature of the graphite and copper micro-electrodes, only the workpieces were cleaned using this technique.
Microelectrodes were cleaned using ethanol and dried by the compressed air.
In order to analyse the re-solidified layer, a transverse cross section of the eroded surface needs to be
prepared. The sample is then embedded in a low melting point material such as Bakelite to ease the handling
during subsequent polishing steps. The eroded surface section is then ground and polished successively to
achieve fine surfaces using the parameters described in table 3-5. The final polished surface is then etched to
observe the re-solidified layer and microstructural change in the metal electrode. The used etching conditions and
solutions used are shown in Table 3-6.
Table 3-5: Parameters used for sample preparation using grinding and polishing.
Step
Grinding
Grinding
Grinding
Polishing
Polishing
Polishing

Time (min)
N [rpm]
1
300
2
300
2
300
Ultrasonic sample cleaning
2
6µm diamond
150
Ultrasonic sample cleaning
2
3µm diamond
150
Ultrasonic sample cleaning
2
Al2O3
150
Paper
320 SiC
500 SiC
1200 SiC

Force (N)
140
140
140

Lubricant
Water
Water
Water

35

Isopropanol

35

Isopropanol

35

Isopropanol
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Table 3-6: Etching solutions and parameters used for the re-solidified layer analysis are based on [260].
Material
Steel 1.2343 (X38CrMoV5-1)

Solution
Nital

Temperature (°C)
20

Time (sec)
10

Inconel 718 (nickel based alloy)

V2A
100 ml water
100 ml HCl acid
10 ml nitric acid

50

30

TiAl6V4 (titanium based alloy α + β phase)

80 ml water
15 ml H2O2 (30%)
4g 12 ml 40% ig
potassium hydroxide

20

15

3.7.3

Focused ion beam machining (FIB)

Since generating a cross-section of the graphite microelectrode is complex using the manual polishing, focused
ion beam machining (FIB) is used to analyse the effect of EDM process on the sub-surface structure. A Zeiss
Nvision 40 crossbeam with FIB and high-resolution field emission SEM is used to analyse the subsurface structure
of graphite electrodes after erosion. Water stream is used to reduce re-deposition on the detector and platinum
deposition is generated on the graphite electrode surface where a trench is machined using FIB. Coarse cutting of
the trench if performed using 13 nA and fine cutting is performed using 3 nA. Tilt correction is used to measure XY
dimensions from the acquired images.
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In this section, electric discharges in small gaps used for EDM are analysed. Graphite and copper are used as
anode materials and Steel 1.2343, Inconel 718 and TiAl6V4 are used as cathode materials. Current 20 A and 5 A
with pulse duration up to 300 µs are consistent with the typical values used in the roughing operation, thus also
consistent with the multi-discharge process analysis. The gas bubble and light emission regions are observed
using high-speed imaging. Discharge plasma characterisation is performed using time-resolved light emission
spectroscopy. Plasma-material interactions have been analysed through the heat conduction simulations and
validated using the measured erosion crater geometries, both for cathode and anode. In the end, the
understanding gained from the analysis of discharge plasma and plasma-material interactions is summarised.
4.1 Discharge plasma
4.1.1

Gas bubble and plasma expansion

4.1.1.1 Characterisation method
In order to measure the expansion rates of plasma region and the gas bubble surrounding it, high-speed
imaging (100,000 - 200,000 fps) of the single discharges has been performed using the setup described in chapter
3.3.3. The cine format videos are converted into TIFF images, which are then used for distance measurements
through a programmed MATLAB subroutine. The use of telecentric lens attached to the high-speed camera allows
direct distance measurement from the images without geometric distortions. The camera sensor pixel width is 20
µm, whereas the pixel width of 18.6 µm is calculated in the acquired images, where the calibration is made using
the known electrode diameter or side length. This difference in the represented pixel width is attributed to the
differing angle of refraction of media in the optical path, such as dielectric oil and a transparent glass plate. While
the distance measurements for gas bubble diameter or plasma region can be automated using a programmed
MATLAB sub-routine based on the image processing tool, the process interferences such as gas bubble and
reflection of external light by the gas bubble reduces the accuracy and precision of the measurements. Thus, the
sub-routine offers the functionality of distance measurement using mouse clicks by the user.
While the measurement of gas bubble diameter is less challenging due to a clear contrast from the back-light
illumination, the measurement of plasma region is a complex task. While considering the light emission region as
the plasma region is ambiguous as suggested by [269], Descoeudres [54] used the band-pass filter with Hα
wavelength range to observe the real plasma region generated in a hydrocarbon dielectric and concluded that the
light emission region and the plasma region are almost identical. Although this method is effective to differentiate
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the plasma region from the light emission region, the longer discharge durations used in current work result in the
large gas bubbles which considerably inhibit the light collection by the camera sensor. Thus, no band-pass filter is
used during this work and the light emission region is assumed to be same as the plasma region. At least three
repetitions have been made for each parameter set due to the stochastic nature of discharges. It must be noted
that the presented measurements are selected based on the quality of the images and discharge craters. Plasma
expansion has also been analysed using the autograph technique, where the discharge craters are observed to
determine the plasma radius as presented in section 4.2.
Mainly two electrode configurations have been used for this study, namely point-plane and plane-plane
electrode arrangement. While the former represents the micro erosion scenario in EDM, the latter is an example of
meso-macro scale erosion. Since a discharge may occur randomly on any location of a plane electrode, a micro
peak is used as shown in fig. 4-1 in order to facilitate the discharge breakdown along the central axis of electrode.
Here, a micro peak may cause a slightly different behaviour of the gas bubble and plasma channel due to larger
gap width.
Micro
electrode

Macro electrode with co-axial tip

Electrode reflection on cathode
1mm

1mm
Bubble diameter

Plasma
region

Bubble diameter

Plasma region

Fig. 4-1: The electrode arrangement for gas bubble and plasma expansion characterisation. Left: point-plane electrodes; Right:
plane-plane electrode configuration.

4.1.1.2 Effect of current
The gas bubble and plasma diameters have been analysed for 20 A and 316 µs long discharges generated
using Ø1 mm graphite anode on steel 1.2343 cathode and the results are shown in fig. 4-2 (left). An electrode with
0.5 mm diameter is used to generate the discharges using 5.4 A and the results are shown in fig. 4-2 (right). It can
be seen that while the gas bubble expands during the discharge time in the case of 20 A, oscillations of gas bubble
take place for 5.4 A discharge within the measurement period. The gas bubble expansion process can be
compared with the spring-mass system, where the discharge energy dissipated into the dielectric through plasma
exerts force on the surrounding dielectric liquid [109]. When the reaction forces become equal to the kinetic energy
through gas bubble expansion, the gas bubble undergoes contraction. It is seen that the second oscillation has the
similar maximum diameter and duration, upon which the damping is stabilised due to termination of the plasma
channel. Thus, the pressure exerted by the discharge plasma channel is much higher for 20 A compared to 5.4 A.
Compared to a 5.4 A discharge, maximum gas bubble and plasma diameter are larger by about 2.5 times for 20 A.
Also it is seen that the plasma expansion takes place mainly during the first 20 µs - 40 µs after the discharge
breakdown, followed by a mostly constant diameter for the micro scale anode geometries.
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Fig. 4-2: Measured gas bubble and light emitting plasma region for 316 µs discharge between graphite anode and steel
cathode. Left: anode diameter is 1 mm and current is 20 A. Right: anode diameter is 0.5 mm and applied current is 5.4 A.

4.1.1.3 Effect of cathode materials
The effect of cathode material on the gas bubble and plasma region expansion has been analysed by
generating 20 A discharges between micro scale graphite - Inconel 718 and graphite - TiAl6V4 as shown in fig.
4-3. It can be seen that the gas bubble contraction takes place after about 100 µs for Inconel 718 as the cathode
material, whereas the gas bubble diameter reaches above 3.5 mm at about 200 µs for TiAl6V4 as the cathode
material.
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Fig. 4-3: Measured gas bubble and light emitting plasma region for 316 µs discharges with 20 A generated using Ø1 mm
graphite electrode (anode). Left: cathode material is Inconel 718; Right: cathode material is TiAl6V4.

4.1.1.4 Effect of anode materials
In order to analyse the effect of anode material on the discharge, the gas bubble and plasma expansion have
been measured for the single discharges between copper anode and steel cathode. As shown in fig. 4-4, the gas
bubble expansion for discharge with 20 A is considerably lower for copper as anode material compared to the
graphite (see, fig. 4-2). Also, the gas bubble contraction and oscillations during the discharge have been observed,
which are absent when using the graphite anode. For the 5.4 A discharge, a slightly smaller gas bubble is observed
compared to the 20 A discharge. The use of current mode 0 for the 20 A discharge, where the used current rise of
0.5 A/10 µs may be responsible for this effect. Here, the discharge current in the beginning is about 6 A for the 20
A discharge. Also, the gas bubble and plasma region diameters are similar for the 5.4 A discharges generated
using the graphite and copper as anode materials.
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Fig. 4-4: Measured gas bubble and light emitting plasma region for a discharge between copper anode and steel cathode. Left:
anode diameter is 1 mm and applied current is 20 A. Right: anode diameter is 0.5 mm and applied current is 5.4 A.
Fig. 4-5 shows the measured gas bubble and light emission region for 20 A discharges generated between
micro copper anode and different cathode materials. It can be seen that the discharges between copper Inconel718 electrodes and copper - TiAl6V4 electrodes result in smaller gas bubble diameters for the given pulse
duration, when compared to the graphite as anode material.
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Fig. 4-5: Measured gas bubble and light emitting plasma region for the discharges with 20 A generated using Ø1 mm copper
anode. Left: cathode material is Inconel 718; Right: cathode material is TiAl6V4.
Since the bubble expansion is caused by the plasma energy released into the liquid dielectric and its resulting
pressure, it can be inferred that the energy released through radiation and convection due to joule heating of the
plasma channel is lower for copper anode compared to the graphite anode. Similar observation can be made for
the cathode materials, where the energy dissipated into the dielectric is highest for the TiAl6V4, followed by steel
and Inconel in case of the graphite anode. In order to explain this behaviour, one may consider the plasma
properties and the electrode material properties. Assuming similar plasma properties, one may infer that the energy
dissipated into the electrodes is different. A part of the energy dissipated into the electrode is used for melting and
evaporation of a crater and the rest is conducted into the electrode bulk. Thus, melting and boiling point
temperatures, enthalpies for vaporisation and fusion and thermal conductivity may influence the energy balance,
hence the gas bubble dynamics.
Due to its higher thermal conductivity and lower boiling point, higher energy may be dissipated into copper
compared to the graphite. Also, with lower heat conductivity and higher boiling point, more energy is dissipated into
the dielectric in case of the TiAl6V4 compared to the other cathode materials.
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4.1.1.5 Effect of electrode projection area
The effect of the electrode projection area is analysed on the gas bubble and plasma expansion by using a
plane-plane electrode configuration. Fig.

4-6 shows the gas bubble and plasma expansion along the pulse

duration for 20 A and 5.4 A discharges generated between Ø5 mm graphite anode and steel plane cathode. A
similar analysis for the copper as anode material is presented in fig. 4-7. It is observed that while the measured
light emitting region is only slightly higher for the macro scale anodes compared to the micro scale anodes, the gas
bubble diameter increases considerably in comparison with micro scale anode. As shown in fig. 4-8, the gas
bubble is of a hemi-spherical form for the micro anode configuration. On the other hand, for the macro scale anode,
the gas bubble expands between the two plane electrodes resulting in a restricted height of the gas bubble and
thus larger radius for the same volume. However, the effect of anode projection area is more pronounced for the
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Fig. 4-6: Measured gas bubble and light emitting plasma region of the discharges generated between Ø5 mm graphite anode
and steel plane cathode. Applied current is 20 A (left) and 5.4 A (right).
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Fig. 4-7: Measured gas bubble and light emitting plasma region of the discharges generated between Ø5 mm copper anode
and steel plate cathode. Applied current is 20 A (left) and 5.4 A (right).
A comparison of the gas bubble expansion for different anode projection areas shows the different expansion
rates for the graphite (fig. 4-9) and copper (fig. 4-10) anodes. It can be seen that the gas bubble expansion is a
logarithmic function of time for the micro scale graphite anodes compared to a power function for the macro scale
anodes. Also, the gas bubble expansion until about 200 µs pulse duration is a power function of time for the macro
copper anodes, followed by a contraction towards the end of the discharge. With decreasing anode diameters, the
gas bubble undergoes contraction followed by the oscillations when using copper anodes.
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Fig. 4-8: The effect of anode diameter on the gas bubble and light emission regions for 20 A discharges generated between
graphite anode and steel cathode.
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Fig. 4-9: Comparison of gas bubble and plasma region radius for different diameters of graphite electrode (anode) and steel
plane cathode for 20 A discharges.
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Fig. 4-10: Comparison of gas bubble radius for different diameters of copper anode and steel cathode for 20 A discharges.
The gas bubble expansion velocities have been calculated from the presented measurements and shown in fig.
4-11. It can be seen that the expansion velocities of above 60 m/s are reached in the beginning of a discharge. The
expansion velocity falls linearly for 20 A discharges generated between plane-plane electrodes with copper and
graphite as the anode materials. On the other hand, for the micro scale graphite anode, the fall in the velocity is of
logarithmic nature. The expansion velocities during the first 10 µs are ignored as they must be analysed using
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imaging with higher frame rate due to very high expansion velocities. Here, the use of a streak camera is one of the
Gas bubble expansion velocity (m/s)

possible methods, which has been used for the measurements of streamers for the discharges in large gaps [125].
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Fig. 4-11: The gas bubble expansion velocities for 20A discharges. The gas bubble expansion velocity drops linearly for the
macro scale anode when using copper and graphite as the anode materials. The drop in the expansion velocity is logarithmic
for the micro scale graphite anode. The gas bubble contraction is indicated by the negative values.
4.1.2

Plasma characterisation

Time-resolved light emission spectroscopy of the single discharges is performed in order to understand the
discharge plasma behaviour under different process conditions. The plasma characterisation methods have been
described in chapter 3.4.
4.1.2.1 Effect of pulse duration
A time integrated spectrum of a 316 µs duration single discharge with 20 A generated between Ø1 mm graphite
anode and steel cathode is shown in fig. 4-12. The spectral lines of the main elements of the cathode material
(steel) have been identified and shown in the spectrum. It can be seen that the Hα peak at 656.3 nm has the
highest relative intensity in the measured wavelength range. The Fe spectral lines originating from the steel
cathode have relatively lower intensity compared to the Hα peak intensity.
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Fig. 4-12: A time integrated spectrum of a 316 µs long 20 A single discharge generated between Ø1 mm graphite anode and
steel cathode.
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Fig. 4-13: Time resolved spectra of a 316 µs long 20 A single discharge generated between Ø1 mm graphite anode and steel
cathode at the different pulse durations.
Time resolved spectra acquired using 20 µs interval time for the same discharge as described above are shown
in fig. 4-13. It can be seen that while the Hα peak is broad at the discharge beginning, FWHM of the peak
decreases with increasing pulse duration. An enlarged view of the Hα peak region is shown in fig. 4-14. Since the
electron density of the plasma is defined by FWHM of the H α peak as described in chapter 3.4.4, it can be inferred
that the electron density is highest during the discharge begin, as also presented by Descoeudres for the multiple
discharges [54]. In fact for the typical example shown, the calculated electron density decreases rapidly after a few
microseconds from the discharge breakdown, but increases again after about 150 µs as shown in fig. 4-16. The
calculated electron density using Eq. (3.3) in order of 10

17

cm

-3

for the discharges generated between Ø1 mm

graphite anode and steel 1.2343 cathode is consistent with the values obtained by Descoeudres [54]. Thus, it can
be said that the electron density decreases from 10

18

-3

cm to 10

17

-3

cm or lower within a few microseconds after the

discharge breakdown. The broadening of Hα peak with increasing density has been simulated using the
PrismSPECT software, as discussed in chapter 3.4.5. Assuming the plasma temperature of 10,000 K, the obtained
spectra of hydrogen plasma with zero size and different electron densities are shown in fig. 4-15. From the
measured broadening of Hα spectral line and the simulated spectrum with different electron densities, it can be
inferred that the electron density decreases with increasing pulse duration. The calculated electron temperature
using Eq. (3.1) in order of 5000 K remains more or less constant along the pulse duration. Here, two Fe spectral
lines have been used for the calculations using the two-line method as discussed in chapter 3.4.4.
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Fig. 4-14: Hα peak region of the 316 µs long 20 A single discharge plasma spectra shown in the figure above. It can be seen
that the peak is broadened in the beginning of the discharge.
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Fig. 4-15: Simulated spectra of hydrogen plasma with 10000 K temperature and different electrode densities.
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Fig. 4-16: Calculated electron density ne using Eq. (3.3) and electron temperature T e using Eq. (3.1) of the 20 A discharge.
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Fig. 4-17: Simulation of hydrogen plasma spectra at different electron temperatures for ne: 1×1017 cm-3.
For the measured electron density of 10

17

-3

cm , hydrogen plasma spectra have been simulated for different

temperatures. It can be seen in fig. 4-17, that the simulated Hα peak is only seen for the temperatures above 8000
K, which is the value consistent with that found by Descoeudres [54]. However, the calculated temperature of about
5000 K in this work is considerably lower. Since the electron temperature calculations are based on the relative
intensities of metallic spectral lines, the simplified plasma model must include the metallic elements of the plasma,
e.g. iron (Fe). The simulation may then help to identify the ionisation levels of the plasma elements and validate the
measured plasma properties.
The relative intensities of the spectral lines along the pulse duration have been plotted in fig. 4-18, where the
time resolved spectra are normalised to the Hα peak. It can be seen that the metallic lines originating from cathode
material (steel) have lower relative intensity compared to the Hα peak in the discharge beginning, however at about
200 µs from the discharge breakdown, the relative intensity of Fe spectral lines become higher than the Hα spectral
line, followed by a decline mainly due to the termination of discharge current. A contour map of the spectra is
shown in fig. 4-19, where apart from the broadening of Hα peak in the discharge begin, increasing intensity of the
metallic lines from the cathode material is evident.
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Discharge duration TON (µs)

Fig. 4-18: Time resolved spectra of the 20A single discharge, acquired at 20 µs interval and normalised to H α peak.

Wavelength (nm)

Fig. 4-19: Contour map of the element evolution over the discharge duration for the 20 A discharge generated between
graphite anode and steel cathode.
From the above presented results, it can be inferred that the cathode metal vapour content increases in the
discharge plasma with increasing pulse duration, typical for a vacuum or arc discharge plasmas. This may indicate
the transition phase from spark to a more stable arc with higher metallic content and electron density.
Understanding of this transition is crucial for energy balance in the gap region, since the energy dissipation into the
electrodes is higher in the case of arc discharges. The lower temperature T e and the increase in electron density n e
may be attributed to the higher metallic vapour within the plasma. The metal vapour in plasma may provide
additional cooling effect due to increased radiative emission losses as observed by [5, 13, 288]. The temporal
change in the electron density ne may be caused by the bubble contraction and thus further analysis is needed
using the concurrent imaging and spectroscopy of a single discharge. Also, high metal vapour density in the
plasma may cause increased electron density due to the low excitation energies of metallic elements, thus metal
vapour density also need to be determined using spectroscopy.
The plasma coupling parameter Γ for the presented discharge ranges between 0.35 and 0.25 as shown in fig.
4-20. Descoeudres [54] found the Γ to be 0.45 at the discharge beginning and 0.33 in average, whereas a slightly
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higher value of 0.475 is calculated by Nagahanumaiah et al. [243] for the plasmas in micro EDM. Although the
calculated electron density is lower compared to [54] and [243], the lower calculated plasma temperature leads to a

Plasma coupling factor Γ

similar plasma coupling factor value.
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Fig. 4-20: Calculated plasma coupling factor Γ for 20A discharge between Ø1 mm graphite anode and steel cathode.
In order to understand the effect of pause duration between two consecutive discharges on the discharge
plasma, double pulse discharges are generated with the different interval times as shown in fig. 4-21. It can be
seen that the discharge spectra are identical for the consecutive discharges for longer pause duration, whereas a
difference in the spectra is seen when using shorter pause durations (< 200 µs). A higher base line continuum is
observed for the subsequent discharge for the shorter pause durations. While the origin of this continuum remains
ambiguous, relative intensities of the Fe spectral lines compared to the Hα peak increase considerably for the
second discharge. Since the second discharge occurred inside the gas bubble from the previous discharge, the
metallic vapour in the plasma is dominant. Also, almost no recognisable difference is found in the calculated
electron density or temperature between the two discharges with a short interval time. It must be noted that the
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Fig. 4-21: Two consecutive 20A discharges with 154µs duration between Ø1mm graphite anode and steel cathode with pause
duration of 350µs (left) and 200µs (right).
4.1.2.2 Effect of current
In order to understand the effect of discharge current on plasma, spectroscopic analysis is performed for 5.4 A
discharge plasmas with mode M10 and M11 and the spectrum are shown in fig. 4-22 and fig. 4-23 respectively. It
can be seen that the time integrated spectra are identical to the 20 A discharge plasma, however a spectral line
peak at 588.6 nm appears with a high intensity. It can also be observed that the metallic lines have higher relative
intensity compared to the Hα peak for M11. The time resolved spectra shown in fig. 4-24 show difference between
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two current modes. The metallic spectral lines originating from workpiece material have higher intensity compared
to the Hα peak for M11 and increases with increasing pulse duration, whereas only the spectral line at about 588.6
nm has higher intensity compared to the Hα peak for M10. Here, spectra simulation may be used in future to
understand the origination of the spectral lines and the degree of ionisation the metallic elements.
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Fig. 4-22: Time integrated spectrum of a 316µs long 5.4A single discharge with current mode 10 between Ø0.5 mm graphite
anode and steel cathode.
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Fig. 4-23: Time integrated spectrum of a 316 µs long 5.4 A single discharge with mode 11 between Ø0.5 mm graphite anode
and steel cathode.

Fig. 4-24: Time resolved spectra of a 5.4 A single discharge with mode 10 (left) and mode 11 (right), acquired at 20 µs
intervals and normalised to Hα peak.
The calculated electron density and electron temperature are shown in fig. 4-25 and fig. 4-26 for M10 and M11
respectively. It is seen that the density and temperatures are identical with the 20 A discharges. A slightly lower
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electron temperature is noted for the M10 apart from the lower relative intensity of the metallic lines, which relate to
the contamination originating from the workpiece material. Since the spectral information is available only after
about 20 µs from the discharge breakdown, the effect of lower current in the discharge beginning for current M10 is
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Fig. 4-25: Calculated electron density ne and electron temperature T e for 5.4 A discharge with mode 10 generated between
Ø0.5 mm graphite anode and steel cathode.
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Fig. 4-26: Calculated electron density ne and electron temperature Te for 5.4 A discharge with mode 11 generated between
Ø0.5 mm graphite anode and steel cathode.
4.1.2.3 Effect of cathode material
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Fig. 4-27: Time integrated spectrum of a 316µs long 20A discharge between Ø1 mm graphite anode and Inconel 718 cathode.
Inconel 718 and TiAl6V4 have been used to characterise the effect of cathode material on the discharge
plasmas. Fig. 4-27 shows the time integrated spectrum of a 20 A discharge generated between Ø1 mm graphite
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anode and Inconel 718. It can be seen that the spectral lines from the nickel based alloy are evident along with the
Hα peak, originating from the hydrocarbon dielectric breakdown.

Fig. 4-28: Time resolved spectra (20 µs interval time) of a 20A discharge generated between graphite anode and Inconel 718.
Although a slightly higher intensity of the Cr spectral lines is seen in the time integrated spectrum, the time
resolved spectra of the same discharge reveal lower relative intensity of the metallic lines at the discharge
beginning, which gradually increases in intensity over pulse duration. While the calculated electron density values
as shown in fig. 4-29 are similar to steel 1.2343 as the cathode material, the rise in electron density occurs sooner
for Inconel 718 compared to steel 1.2343. On the other hand, the electron temperature is slightly lower when using
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Inconel 718 as cathode compared to steel 1.2343.
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Fig. 4-29: Calculated electron density ne and electron temperature T e for 20A discharge generated between Ø1 mm graphite
anode and Inconel 718 cathode.
Time integrated spectrum of a 20 A discharge generated between Ø1 mm graphite anode and TiAl6V4 cathode
is shown in fig. 4-30, where apart from the metallic lines from the cathode and the Hα peak from dielectric, possibly
a carbon peak from the anode material is also observed. This may be attributed to the high affinity between Ti and
C. The time resolved spectra plotted in fig. 4-31 show higher intensity of the metallic lines in the discharge
beginning compared to the Hα peak, followed by lower intensity and again an increase in the intensity after about
180 µs. The calculated electron density and temperature however decrease with increasing pulse duration. While
the electron density is similar to other analysed cathode materials, higher electron temperature is observed when
using TiAl6V4 as the cathode material. Also, no rise in the electron density is observed for the analysed pulse
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duration of about 300 µs. Thus, one may infer that the thermal properties of the cathode material play an important
role in the temporal properties of the discharge plasma.
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Fig. 4-30: Time integrated spectrum of a 316 µs long 20 A discharge generated between Ø1 mm graphite anode and TiAl6V4
cathode.
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Fig. 4-31: Time resolved spectra (20 µs interval time) of the 20 A discharge between graphite anode and TiAl6V4 cathode.
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Fig. 4-32: Calculated electron density ne and electron temperature T e for the 20 A discharge generated between Ø1 mm
graphite anode and TiAl6V4 cathode.
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4.1.2.4 Effect of anode material
In order to analyse the effect of anode material, copper anode is used to generate discharges with similar
parameters used for the graphite anode. Time integrated spectrum of a 20 A discharge generated between Ø1 mm
copper anode and steel 1.2343 cathode plate is shown in fig. 4-33. It can be seen that unlike the C spectral lines in
the infrared regime, the copper spectral lines are visible in the chosen spectral range of about 400 nm - 700 nm.
Also, the metallic lines from both cathode and anode have relatively lower intensity compared to the Hα peak.
However, time resolved spectra of the same discharge shown in fig. 4-34 gives a clear picture of the plasma
species evolution. It is seen that the copper spectral lines have higher intensity relative to H α peak in the discharge
begin, followed by a decline of their intensities. On the other hand, Fe lines have a slight increase in the intensity
over the pulse duration. This may indicate higher removal on the anode at the discharge begin. While the
calculated electron density is in the same order as when using graphite anode, electron temperature is slightly
higher when using copper as anode. Also, the electron density is seen to be decreasing with pulse duration for the
selected discharge duration of about 300 µs. The plasma coupling parameter Γ is about 0.25, lower than that
estimated by Descoeudres [54] and calculated for the graphite anodes.
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Fig. 4-33: Time integrated spectrum of a 316µs long 20A single discharge between Ø1 mm copper anode and steel cathode.

Fig. 4-34: Time resolved spectra (20µs interval time) of the 20 A discharge between copper anode and steel cathode.
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Fig. 4-35: Calculated electron density ne and electron temperature T e for 20 A discharge generated between Ø1 mm copper
and steel cathode.
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Fig. 4-36: Calculated plasma coupling factor Γ for the 20 A discharge between Ø1 mm copper anode and steel cathode.
Apart from steel 1.2343, Inconel 718 and TiAl6V4 have been used to analyse the discharge plasma behaviour
when using copper as anode material. Fig.

4-37 shows the time integrated spectrum of a 20 A discharge

generated between Ø1 mm copper anode and Inconel 718 cathode. It can be seen that the Cr spectral line has
high relative intensity compared to the Hα peak. The time resolved spectra of the same discharge in fig. 4-38 show
high intensities of Cu spectral lines and their decline after about 20 µs from the breakdown. On the other hand, Cr
and Ni spectral lines originating from the cathode are seen to be increasing in intensity especially after 100 µs.
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Fig. 4-37: Time integrated spectrum of a 316 µs long 20 A single discharge between Ø1 mm copper anode and Inconel 718
cathode.
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Fig. 4-38: Time resolved spectra (20 µs interval time) of the 20 A discharge between copper anode and Inconel 718 cathode.
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Fig. 4-39: Calculated electron density ne and electron temperature T e for the 20 A discharge generated between Ø1 mm copper
anode and Inconel 718 cathode.
Fig. 4-40 shows the time integrated spectrum of a 20 A discharge between copper anode and TiAl6V4 cathode.
It can be seen that intensity of Ti spectral lines is higher compared to H α, where a similar trend is observed in the
time resolved spectra of the same discharge, as shown in fig. 4-41. One may not compare the spectral line
intensities of metallic elements compared to the Hα peak intensity in a single spectrum, because the metallic
elements have lower excitation energies. Thus, in order to map the evolution of the metallic content in plasma,
comparisons need to be made for the same element in the time-resolved spectra.
The calculated electron density remains almost constant over the selected discharge duration of 300 µs, as
shown in fig. 4-42. The electron temperature is in the same range as in the case of graphite anode, even though
the copper spectral lines are used for electron temperature calculations, as opposed to electron temperature
calculation using the Ti spectral lines in case of the graphite anode and TiAl6V4 cathode. In fact, almost the same
electron temperature is calculated for all three selected cathode materials when using the copper as anode, where
copper spectral lines are used for the electron temperature calculation. Thus, one may argue that the plasma
species used for the electron temperature calculation may influence the results.
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Fig. 4-40: Time integrated spectrum of a 316 µs long 20 A single discharge between Ø1 mm copper anode and TiAl6V4
cathode.
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Fig. 4-41: Time resolved spectra (20 µs interval time) of the 20A discharge between copper anode and TiAl6V4 cathode.
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Fig. 4-42: Calculated electron density ne and electron temperature Te for the 20A discharge generated between Ø1 mm copper
anode and TiAl6V4 cathode.

4.1.2.5 Effect of electrode projection area
As it is clear that the electrode configuration affects the gas bubble expansion, it may also influence the
discharge plasma characteristics. Thus, plane to plane electrode configuration is used to determine the effect of
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electrode projection area, which may also provide information if the plasma conditions are different for the micro
and macro EDM for the similar discharge parameters. A time integrated spectrum of a 20 A discharge with 316 µs
duration between Ø5 mm graphite anode and steel cathode is presented in fig. 4-43. It can be seen that the
spectral line at 588.6 nm has the highest peak intensity compared to the other spectral lines. The observation of
time resolved spectra of the same discharge in fig. 4-44 shows a higher intensity of the metallic lines in the
discharge beginning following relatively lower intensity, especially the ratio of the intensities of Hα and the metallic
lines decreases. It must be noted that the spectral line at 588.6 nm is designated as Fe spectral line same as for
the 5.4 A discharges, though it remains ambiguous as it could depend on the degree of ionisation, temperature,
density or a second order line. Spectrum simulations are needed to identify the origin of this spectral line. As shown
in fig. 4-45, the calculated electron density is decreasing with pulse duration and it is in the same range as for
micro graphite anodes, however no rise in the electron density is observed till about 300 µs. Electron temperature
and plasma coupling factor for the macro anode are found to be similar to the micro scale anodes (see fig. 4-45
-1

-1

right and fig. 4-46 left). The electrical conductivity is seen in fig. 4-46 (right), where the values within 2000 Ω ·m -1

-1

-1

-1

3000 Ω ·m are obtained for all the analysed discharges compared to 5000 Ω ·m as per [54].
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Fig. 4-43: Time integrated spectrum of a 316µs long 20A single discharge between Ø5 mm graphite anode and steel cathode.

Fig. 4-44: Time resolved spectra (20 µs interval time) of the 20 A discharge between Ø5 mm graphite anode and steel
cathode.
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Fig. 4-45: Calculated electron density ne and electron temperature Te for the 20A discharge generated between Ø5 mm
graphite anode and steel cathode.
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Fig. 4-46: Calculated plasma coupling factor Γ and electrical conductivity of the 20 A discharge generated between Ø5 mm
graphite anode and steel cathode.
Fig. 4-47 shows time integrated spectrum of a 20 A discharge generated between macro scale copper anode
and steel 1.2343 plate. It can be seen that the metallic lines have relatively lower intensity compared to the H α
peak, whereas a spectral line at 588.6 nm is also observed. Time resolved spectra of the same discharge in fig.
4-48 show high copper spectral line intensity at the discharge beginning followed by a drop in the intensity after
about 20 µs. While the electron density is in the same range for the micro scale copper anode, a rise in the density
is observed after about 150 µs as seen in fig. 4-48. The plasma coupling factor of about 0.20 - 0.25 is similar to the
one observed for micro copper anode, as seen in fig. 4-49. Also, one may see the omitted data points in the
calculated properties due to the poor signal to noise ratio of the spectrum at those pulse duration values.
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Fig. 4-47: Time integrated spectrum of a 316 µs, 20 A discharge generated between Ø5 mm copper anode and steel cathode.
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Fig. 4-48: Time resolved spectra (20µs interval time) of the 20 A discharge between macro copper anode and steel cathode.
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Fig. 4-49: Calculated electron density ne and electron temperature T e of the 20A discharge generated between Ø5 mm copper
anode and steel cathode.
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Fig. 4-50: Calculated plasma coupling factor Γ of the 20 A discharge generated between Ø5 mm copper anode and steel.
Mean electron densities ne and temperatures Te calculated from at least 5 repetitions of the discharges with
different anode and cathode materials are presented in table 3, where it can be inferred that the average plasma
properties do not change significantly. The mean values obtained by repetitive discharges have a standard
deviation of less than 20% as shown in Table 4-1. This signifies the importance of single discharge analysis
compared to the averages derived from the multiple discharges, where the temporal changes in the plasma
properties may not be clearly identified due to the stochastic nature of the discharges.
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Table 4-2: Overview of the measured electron density and electron temperature for different electrode materials and
dimensions.
Anode

Density ne
17
-3
x10 (cm )

20

1.72 ± 0.14

5310 ± 600

0.46 ± 0.10

0.29 ± 0.06

5.4

1.64 ± 0.20

4712 ± 710

0.41 ± 0.10

0.34 ± 0.13

TiAl6V4

20

1.75 ± 0.10

5400 ± 120

0.47 ± 0.01

0.28 ± 0.01

Inconel 718

20

1.68 ± 0.20

4100 ± 700

0.38 ± 0.10

0.30 ± 0.10

Steel 1.2343
(Plane-to-Plane)

20

1.62 ± 0.23

6520 ± 1200

0.56 ± 0.21

0.24 ± 0.10

Steel 1.2343

20

1.58 ± 0.13

6250 ± 550

0.54 ± 0.10

0.24 ± 0.03

TiAl6V4

20

1.69 ± 0.19

5960 ± 750

0.51 ± 0.10

0.28 ± 0.05

Inconel 718

20

1.52 ± 0.21

5930 ± 600

0.51 ± 0.05

0.25 ± 0.03

Steel 1.2343
(Plane-to-Plane)

20

1.43 ± 0.20

5480 ± 330

0.47 ± 0.06

0.27 ± 0.04

Steel 1.2343
Graphite

Copper

Temperature Te
K
eV

Current
(A)

Cathode

Coupling factor
Γ

It can be seen from the above presented analysis that the anode and cathode materials considerably affect the
temporal discharge plasma properties. The increase in the metal vapour density in plasma from the electrode
materials occurs at different time scales depending on the electrode materials. Thus, the role of thermal properties
of the electrode materials in the plasma behaviour is evident. Also, the increase in the electrode density and low
electron temperature may results from the increased metal vapour content of the plasma, which needs further
analysis. The interdependence of the plasma and electrode material properties make it difficult to form a conclusive
theory, where the boiling of the metals affects the plasma and the plasma affects the energy fractions into the
electrodes leading to their boiling.
4.2 Plasma-material interactions
The heat generated due to the discharge plasma breakdown is conducted into the discharge surrounding,
namely dielectric, cathode and anode. The heat dissipation into electrodes either through radiation or conduction
results in high temperatures leading to crater generation. In this section, the craters generated by single discharges
are analysed, whereas multiple discharge process analysis is presented in chapter 5 for the cathode and chapter 6
for the anode.
4.2.1

Erosion craters on the cathode

4.2.1.1 Effect of current
Since the energy of a discharge is proportional to the pulse duration and discharge current, the erosion craters
generated on cathode for different pulse durations are analysed. Fig. 4-51 shows the measured crater radius and
maximum depth in steel 1.2343, generated by single discharges with 20 A using Ø1 mm graphite anode. It can be
seen that the crater radius increases logarithmically with increasing pulse duration, whereas the crater depth
increases linearly. The crater volume measurements are performed using 3D optical microscopy (described in
chapter 3.6.2.2), where the eroded crater volume V- increases linearly with increasing pulse duration, as shown in
fig. 4-51. An example of a crater generated by a 20 A, 316 µs discharge on steel cathode using a Ø1 mm graphite
anode is shown in fig. 4-52.
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Fig. 4-51: Geometric measurements of the craters generated on steel cathode by discharges with 20 A using Ø1 mm graphite
anode.
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Fig. 4-52: Characterisation of a crater generated on steel 1.2343 using 20 A, 316 µs duration discharge with Ø1 mm graphite
anode. The crater volume is designated by V-, whereas the re-solidified volume around the crater is shown as V+.
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Fig. 4-53: Etched cross section of a crater generated on steel cathode by a discharge with 20 A and 316 µs duration. The resolidified layer with an average thickness below 5 µm is contrasted from the base material by chemical etching.
Apart from the removed crater volume V-, the re-solidified material volume is also analysed as shown in fig.
4-53. It can be seen that the re-solidified layer, distinguished by the change in microstructure of the base steel
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material due to heating and the rapid cooling effect, has an average thickness below 5 µm. Also, the rim generated
around the crater is re-solidified material. Thus, a part of the molten volume remains attached to the cathode,
forming a rim around the crater with volume V+ as depicted in fig. 4-52 and compared in fig. 4-51 (right).
It can be observed from the presented results in fig. 4-51 (right) that the re-solidified volume around the crater
is considerably large, reaching about 30% of the eroded crater volume with increasing pulse duration. A large
variation observed in the presented crater geometries shown in fig. 4-51 is attributed to the stochastic nature of the
discharge phenomena and the discharge location on the micro anode. The craters generated using the similar
conditions have slightly differing geometries as shown in fig. 4-54. The re-solidified layer thickness increases with
increasing pulse duration as shown in fig. 4-55, where less than 2 µm average thickness is observed for a 20 µs
discharge compared to up to 10 µm thickness for a 300 µs long discharge with 20 A. Here, sliding of the discharge
plasma over the electrode surface during the pulse duration is seen in some of the craters shown in fig. 4-54.

Fig. 4-54: Variation in the crater geometries for 5 repetitions of discharges with pulse duration of 20 µs, 75 µs, 150 µs and
300 µs. The discharges are generated between steel cathode and Ø1 mm graphite anode with 20 A.
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Fig. 4-55: Tilted images of crater cross sections generated using 20 A discharges on steel 1.2343 with a graphite anode. The
re-solidified layer thickness is seen to be increasing with increasing pulse duration.
Although similar discharge conditions are used for the analysis, the electrode movement is controlled using a
servo control for the shown measurements. Thus, in order to determine if the changing gap width may lead to
variation in the discharge crater geometries, the effect of different gap width between anode and cathode is
analysed. As shown in fig. 4-56, a gap width ranging from 5 µm to 25 µm in a step of 5 µm is set using a
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mechanical setup to generate discharges with 20 A and 300 µs pulse duration. In order to generate a discharge in
relatively clean dielectric oil, 250 V open voltage is used in order to enable discharge breakdown for the gap width
as large as 30 µm. It can be seen that despite the change in gap width, no difference in the crater geometries is
found. While the discharge crater radius and maximum depth remain more or less constant, high variation in the
measured crater volume is observed. The non-symmetric geometries of the re-solidified rims around the craters
and the crater geometries as shown in fig. 4-57 could be caused due to ejection of the molten metal by the gas
bubble implosion, which may also cause difference in the eroded crater volume V-.
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Fig. 4-56: Effect of gap width on the crater geometry. The craters are generated between steel cathode and Ø1 mm graphite
anode with 250 V open voltage and 20 A with 316 µs pulse duration.
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Fig. 4-57: The effect of gas bubble implosion on the discharge crater geometry and re-solidified rim shape around the crater.
In order to analyse the effect of current on crater formation, craters are generated by 5.4 A discharges using a
Ø0.5 mm graphite anode. The crater geometry measurements are shown in fig. 4-58. The maximum depth of the
craters increases linearly with the pulse duration and is about 15 µm for 316 µs pulse duration. In terms of crater
volume, the eroded volume V- and the re-solidified rim volume V+ increase linearly with increasing pulse duration.
However, it can be observed that the measured re-solidified rim volume is similar to the eroded volume. While the
rim volume cannot exceed the eroded volume theoretically, the roughness of the sample plane influences the
measurements for the used measurement method. Fig. 4-59 shows the discharge craters generated using 5.4 A
discharges. It can be seen that the re-solidified rim region is smaller than the eroded region, though the sample
surface roughness may influence the volume integration results. Fig. 4-60 presents the etched cross section of a
crater generated using 5.4 A and 316 µs discharge. It can be seen that apart from the smaller crater depth, the rim
around the crater is considerably large. Also, the re-solidified layer thickness of less than 3 µm is observed. The
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lower re-solidified layer thickness and lower eroded crater volume may imply lower discharge energy fraction
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Fig. 4-58: Geometric measurements of the craters generated on steel cathode by discharges with 5.4 A using Ø 0.5 mm
graphite anode.
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Fig. 4-59: Discharge craters generated by 5.4 A discharges on steel cathode by Ø 0.5 mm graphite anode.
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Fig. 4-60: Etched cross section of a crater generated using 5.4 A discharge with 316 µs pulse duration on steel cathode.
4.2.1.2 Effect of cathode material
In order to analyse the effect of cathode material on crater formation, craters generated on Inconel 718 (fig.
4-62) and TiAl6V4 (fig. 4-64) by 20 A discharges using Ø1 mm graphite anode are analysed. It can be seen in fig.
4-61 that the crater radius is higher for Inconel 718, compared to the crater radius on steel 1.2343 (fig. 4-51) for
the similar discharge parameters, especially the discharge energies. However, the maximum crater depth is lower,
resulting in lower eroded crater volume V-. On the other hand, the craters generated on TiAl6V4 for similar
discharge parameters results in smaller crater radius and low crater depth, leading to significantly lower eroded
crater volume V- as shown in fig. 4-63. In fact, shallow craters are obtained on TiAl6V4 cathode despite of longer
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pulse durations of 316µs as seen in fig. 4-64. This behaviour can be explained by the thermal properties of the
analysed materials, where TiAl6V4 has significantly higher melting temperature (~1750°C) and specific heat,
whereas Inconel 718 has lower melting temperature (~1370°C). The wrinkled surface texture of the craters
generated in TiAl6V4 (see fig. 4-65) may indicate the effect of thermal residual stresses originating from the rapid
heating and cooling effects.
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Fig. 4-61: Geometric measurements of the craters generated on Inconel 718 cathode by discharges with 20 A using Ø1 mm
graphite anode.
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Fig. 4-63: Geometric measurements of the craters generated on TiAl6V4 cathode by discharges with 20 A using Ø1 mm
graphite anode.
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Fig. 4-64: Discharge craters generated by 20 A discharges on TiAl6V4 using Ø1 mm graphite anode.
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Fig. 4-65: Surface texture of the craters generated by 20 A discharges on TiAl6V4 using Ø1 mm graphite anode.

4.2.1.3 Effect of anode material
The effect of anode material on the crater formation on the cathode is analysed by using Ø1 mm copper anode.
Fig. 4-66 shows the measured crater radius and depth as a function of pulse duration for the craters generated on
steel cathode using a copper anode with 20 A discharges. It can be seen that the cathode crater radius and
especially the depth are much lower when using copper, compared to the graphite anode (see fig. 4-51), also
resulting in lower crater volume V-. Observation of the sample craters are shown in fig. 4-67, which reveal that
shallow craters generated on steel cathode when using the copper anode. Also, the plasma affected region is seen
around the discharge crater rim, which was absent for the discharges generated using the graphite anode for 20 A
discharges. Fig. 4-68 shows the analysis of the re-solidified layer, where the maximum thickness of 5 µm -10 µm
depending on the pulse duration. This is consistent with the craters generated on steel by the graphite anode. It
may be concluded that the energy fraction into cathode and plasma flushing efficiency are lower when using the
copper anode. Furthermore, discharge craters on Inconel 718 (fig. 4-70) and TiAl6V4 (fig. 4-72) are analysed for
the copper anode. Fig. 4-69 shows the geometric measurements of the craters generated on Inconel 718. It can
be seen that the craters are larger, compared to the craters generated on steel cathode. On the other hand, the
craters are much smaller compared to the craters generated when using the graphite anode. Also, a smaller
plasma affected region is observed around the craters, compared to the craters on steel 1.2343. The craters
generated on TiAl6V4 using the copper anode with 20 A discharges have similar geometry compared to the craters
on Inconel718 up to the discharge duration of 154 µs, as shown in fig. 4-71. However, for discharges with 316 µs
pulse duration, much larger crater is observed. In fact, the crater volume for 316 µs discharge is higher compared
to when using the graphite anode. Thus, it can be inferred that apart from the cathode material properties, the
anode material considerably affects the cathode crater geometry. This can be explained by the energy distribution,
where higher thermal conductivity and lower boiling temperature of copper anode absorbs more energy compared
to graphite, resulting in a lower cathode and dielectric energy fractions.
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Fig. 4-66: Geometric measurements of the craters on steel 1.2343 made by 20 A discharges using Ø1 mm copper anode.
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Fig. 4-68: Tilted images of crater cross sections generated using 20 A discharges on steel 1.2343 using a copper anode.
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Fig. 4-69: Geometric measurements of the craters generated on Inconel 718 cathode by discharges with 20 A using Ø1 mm
copper anode.
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Fig. 4-70: Discharge craters generated by 20 A discharges on Inconel 718 using Ø1 mm copper anode.
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Fig. 4-71: Geometric measurements of the craters generated on TiAl6V4 cathode by discharges with 20 A using Ø1 mm
copper anode.

Fig. 4-72: Discharge craters generated by 20 A discharges on TiAl6V4 using Ø1 mm copper anode.

4.2.2

Erosion craters on the anode

While the craters generated on the cathode constitute material removal in EDM, the craters generated on the
anode represent tool wear. Discharge craters on copper are analysed at first. The craters generated on the
graphite anode are difficult to analyse due to the texture of graphite, smaller eroded volume per discharge and dark
surface of the graphite. Thus, the mean crater volume per discharge is calculated by dividing the eroded volume of
the anode with the total number of good sparks which occur during the erosion.
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4.2.2.1 Copper as anode material
Single discharges with 20 A and 316 µs duration are generated between copper plane anode and steel cathode.
Fig.

4-73 shows the geometric measurements of the craters generated on copper and fig. 4-74 shows the

discharge craters. It can be observed that unlike on the cathode, the discharge craters on the copper anode are
smaller with increasing pulse duration. In fact, for pulse duration of 316 µs, tiny craters are observed in addition to
the carbon precipitated on the surface with about 250 µm diameter. Thus, in order to reduce the electrode wear,
longer pulse duration is required for copper as anode material. Fig. 4-75 shows the mean eroded volume per spark
during erosion with 20 A for the copper electrode. Here, 10 mm deep cavities are eroded in steel 1.2343 using
copper electrodes with different projection areas ranging in macro, meso and micro scale. It can be observed that
the calculated eroded volume per spark is much lower than the eroded volume measured for the single discharges.
Also, depending on the electrode projection area, eroded volume behaviour along the pulse duration is different.
While for the macro scale electrodes lower eroded volume per spark is observed, the eroded volume per spark for
the micro scale electrodes increases with increasing pulse duration. This effect can be explained by the fact that
heat conduction into the electrode bulk is higher in the macro scale electrodes, whereas higher temperatures are
reached in the micro electrode surface due to limited volume conducting heat into the bulk material. The negative
wear indicates generation of a protective carbon layer, which is already evident around the single craters on copper
anode shown in fig. 4-74.
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Fig. 4-73: Geometric measurements of the craters generated on copper anode by discharges with 20 A using Ø1 mm steel
1.2343 cathode.
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Fig. 4-74: Discharge craters generated by 20 A discharges on copper anode using a Ø1 mm steel cathode.
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Fig. 4-75: Average crater volume per spark of copper anode using 20 A discharges for the erosion of 10 mm deep cavities
steel 1.2343.

4.2.2.2 Graphite as anode material
Since the craters generated by single discharges on graphite anode could not be identified, only the mean
eroded volume per spark is calculated. Using graphite electrodes with different projection areas, 10 mm deep
cavities are eroded in steel 1.2343 using 20 A. Fig. 4-76 shows the calculated mean crater volume per spark for
graphite electrodes (anode). It can be seen that the crater volume decreases with increasing pulse duration
reaching a near zero value at about 130 µs. Furthermore, negative volume is calculated meaning an increase in the
electrode volume for the pulse durations longer than 130 µs. Since graphite has a high sublimation temperature of
3650°C, with increasing pulse duration the heat conduction into electrode results in condensation of the sublimated
material. Also, due to its high sublimation temperature, one may explain the lower crater volume per discharge
when compared to the copper as anode material. The increase in volume of the graphite electrodes with increasing
pulse duration is further analysed in chapter 6. Interestingly, the crater volume is much lower for micro scale
electrodes compared to the macro scale electrodes for shorter pulse durations. While this behaviour is opposite to
that for the copper anode, the effect of heat conduction into the electrode bulk is insufficient to explain the observed
behaviour, thus requiring an in-depth analysis of the graphite electrode wear behaviour for the multi-discharge
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process, which is presented in chapter 6.2.5.3.
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Fig. 4-76: Average crater volume per spark on graphite anode using 20 A discharges during the erosion of steel 1.2343.
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4.2.3

Simulations of eroded craters

In order to understand the effect of different parameters, simple heat conduction simulations are performed
using the simulation tool described in chapter 3.5. At first, the effect of heat source expansion is analysed, followed
by simulations of the crater geometries on cathode and anode.
4.2.3.1 Heat source expansion
Since the heat source (plasma channel) radius rp increases with increasing pulse duration, especially for
discharges longer than a few microseconds, the heat source expansion may play a crucial role in crater formation.
From the crater measurements shown above, current density passing through the cathode crater is calculated
along with the energy density on the cathode spot as shown in fig. 4-77. The calculated current densities at the
cathode spot fall below 1×10

10

2

A/m within a few microseconds after the breakdown, where ion-bombardment is

considered the primary crater formation mechanism, as opposed to joule heating used for current densities above
10

10

2

A/m [223]. The heat source expansions based on the measured crater radius and based on the constant

cathode boiling temperature condition as used by Pandey and Jilani [253] are considered. It is assumed that the
channel growth rate is limited by a minimum surface temperature inside the heat source, in order to evaporate
metal during the entire pulse duration. As it has been observed that the cathode spot temperature remains nearly
constant and equal to the boiling temperature T b of the cathode material [351], it is considered that in EDM, the
cathode spot temperature remains equal to the boiling temperature, leading to Eq. (4.1) from [253]. Eq. (4.2) is
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Fig. 4-77: Calculated average current density (left) and energy density (right) at the cathode spot for 20 A and 5.4 A
discharges between Ø1 mm graphite anode and steel cathode.
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Here, Tb is boiling point temperature, Q is energy per volume, r p is heat source radius, k is thermal conductivity,
a is thermal diffusivity, E is total discharge power and F c is cathode energy fraction. Assuming that the heat source
region is identical with the discharge crater [409], heat source radius for 20 A and 5.4 A discharges is calculated for
different Fc values according to Eq. (4.2) and shown in fig. 4-78. It can be seen that for around 45% of the total
discharge energy entering into workpiece, one may correlate the heat source radius with the measured discharge
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crater radius for 20 A and 30% energy fraction for 5.4 A discharges. The calculated heat source expansion is
further analysed for different cathode materials as shown in fig.

4-79. In fact, Eq. (4.2) gives a logarithmic

expansion of the heat source radius rp. Fig. 4-80 shows the simulated and measured crater radius of the craters
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Fig. 4-78: Comparison of the measured and simulated crater radius on steel 1.2343 generated by 20 A (left) and 5.4 A (right)
discharges using Ø1 mm graphite anode.
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Fig. 4-80: Comparison of the measured and simulated crater radius on steel 1.2343 generated by 20 A discharges using Ø1
mm copper anode.
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4.2.3.2 Cathode craters
In order to examine the influence of heat source expansion for crater simulations, different heat source
expansion rates have been considered as shown in fig.

4-81. Cathode energy fraction of 0.45 and 0.35 is

considered for the constant boiling temperature condition according to Eq. (4.2). Also, constant melting
temperature condition is assumed in Eq. (4.2) with Fc of 0.45. The simulated heat source radius using Eq. (4.2) is
compared with the logarithmic fitting of the measured crater radius for 20 A discharges on steel, generated by 20 A
discharges using Ø1 mm graphite anode. Melting point temperature isotherm or melt front is used as the simulated
crater boundaries. A comparison between the simulated eroded crater volume V- and the measured crater volume
is presented in fig. 4-82 for different heat source expansion rates and Fc values. It can be seen that using different
Fc values, the heat source expansion rate derived from Eq. (4.2) result in good agreement between the measured

Heat source radius rp (µm)

and simulated eroded crater volume V- (fig. 4-82) and also for the crater radius and depth as shown in fig. 4-83.
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Fig. 4-81: Different heat source expansion rates considered for the simulations of discharge craters generated on steel 1.2343
cathode using Ø1 mm graphite anode and 20 A.
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Fig. 4-82: Comparison of the simulated and measured radius and depth of the craters generated on steel cathode by Ø1 mm
graphite anode using 20 A discharges.
The simulated temperature distribution near the heat source in steel cathode is shown in fig. 4-84 for the
different heat source expansion rates. It can be observed that the isothermal contour at melting temperature of the
workpiece material (at about 1510°C) has a similar profile for the simulations based on the measured crater
expansion rate and the expansion based on constant cathode boiling temperature condition shown by Eq. (4.2).
Also, the regions between the melting temperature and the phase change temperature above 700°C are smaller
than a few micrometres over the surface. However, temperature simulations based on the constant melting
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temperature condition show different crater profiles and the mentioned region between the melting temperature and
phase transformation temperature is relatively large. The crater volume for the short durations is overestimated.
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Fig. 4-83: Comparison of the simulated and measured radius and depth of the craters generated on steel cathode by Ø1 mm
graphite anode using 20 A discharges.

Fig. 4-84: Temperature distribution in steel 1.2343 cathode induced by 20 A discharge, simulated according to the different
heat source expansion rates and the resulting crater cross section profiles, i.e. the melt front.
The simulated surface temperature and temperature along the crater depth is plotted in fig.

4-85 for the

constant cathode boiling temperature condition and in fig. 4-86 for the measured crater radius expansion rate. It
can be seen that for the former condition, the temperature in the cathode workpiece does not rise above the boiling
temperature of steel, as governed by Eq. (4.2), whereas for the heat source expansion based on the measured
crater radius, the calculated temperature reaches values well above the boiling temperature of the material.
Although it is assumed that the plasma flushing efficiency (PFE) is constant at 100% in order to determine the
energy fraction Fc, the Fc values calculated based on the measured crater expansion, PFE calculated as the
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difference between the measured and simulated crater volume V- is shown in fig. 4-87. It is seen that the flushing
efficiency is highest for about 20 µs – 40 µs discharge duration, followed by a steady drop indicating an increase of
the re-solidified layer thickness. Here, the latent heats of vaporisation and melting have not been considered for the
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Fig. 4-85: Simulated temperature in steel along the radial direction on surface (left) and along the crater depth (right) from
central axis induced by a 20 A discharge expanding according to the constant cathode boiling temperature condition.
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Fig. 4-87: Calculated plasma flushing efficiency (PFE) as a difference between the simulated and measured eroded crater
volume V- for 20 A discharge on steel. Heat source expansion is according to the measured crater radius and Fc is 0.44.
Erosion craters generated by 5.4 A discharges between Ø0.5 mm graphite anode and steel cathode are
simulated, where using the measured crater expansion rate and Fc = 0.2, one may correlate the simulated crater
radius, depth and eroded crater volumes with the measured values as shown in fig. 4-88 and fig. 4-89. It is seen
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that the simulated depth and thus the eroded crater volume values are higher than the measured values. This can
be explained by a lower plasma flushing efficiency for lower currents [59]. Thus, it can be assumed that both
energy fraction into the cathode and the plasma flushing efficiency may reduce for lower currents. In terms of the
effect of cathode material, eroded crater volume simulations for Inconel 718 and TiAl6V4 are presented in fig. 4-90
along with the measured values. It is seen that the simulated and measured eroded crater volume for Inconel 718
correlate well with Fc = 0.25. On the other hand, difference between the simulated and measured crater volume
increases with increasing pulse duration for TiAl6V4, suggesting decreasing PFE. Also, for similar discharge
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parameters, used Fc is 0.45 for steel 1.2343, followed by 0.25 for Inconel 718 and 0.15 for TiAl6V4.
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Fig. 4-88: Comparison of the simulated and measured dimensions of craters created by 5.4 A discharges on steel 1.2343,
generated using Ø0.5 mm graphite anode.
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Fig. 4-89: Comparison of the simulated and measured eroded crater volume V- by 5.4 A discharges on steel 1.2343, generated
using Ø0.5 mm graphite anode.
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Fig. 4-90: Comparison of the simulated and measured eroded crater volume V- in Inconel 718 (left) and TiAl6V4 (right)
generated by 20 A discharges using Ø1 mm graphite anode.
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In the case of copper anode, it can be seen in fig. 4-91 that the measured and simulated crater radius of
erosion craters on steel cathode correlate well, whereas the predicted crater depths are higher than the measured
values. The lower cathode anode energy fraction F c in the case of copper anode compared to the graphite anode
confirms the earlier assumption that higher energy fraction enter into the copper anode compared to graphite
anode. Thus, the cathode and dielectric energy fractions are lower in the case of copper anode. This also may lead
to lower gas bubble pressure gradients and thus lower PFE. Here, instead of assuming the 100% PFE, integrating
the precise information of the re-solidified layer with the simulation results may further provide definitive
conclusions regarding PFE and Fc.
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Fig. 4-91: Comparison of the simulated and measured dimensions of erosion craters generated by 20 A discharges on steel
1.2343 cathode using Ø1 mm copper anode.
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Fig. 4-92: Comparison of the simulated and measured eroded crater volume V- in steel 1.2343 generated by 20 A discharges
using Ø1 mm copper anode.
4.2.3.3 Anode craters
Erosion craters generated by 20 A discharges on copper anode when using steel cathode are analysed. Heat
source expansion according to the constant electrode boiling condition as shown in Eq. (4.2) is used for copper and
shown in fig. 4-93. The simulated crater volume has been compared to the measured crater volume V- as shown
in fig. 4-94, where a good correlation is achieved using Fc of 0.3. The simulated crater radius and depth have been
compared with the measured values as shown in fig. 4-95. It may be argued that the sudden energy released
during the discharge beginning through a contracted heat source is quickly spread over a larger area due to the
rapid heat source expansion combined with high thermal conductivity of copper, resulting in cooling of the molten
material. The simulated results show that the crater radius becomes nearly zero at the pulse duration of 300 µs for
copper anodes, which is due to the simulated temperature in anode falling below the copper melting temperature.
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Fig. 4-93: Heat source radius expansion over pulse duration on copper anode for 20 A discharge with Fa 0.5.
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Fig. 4-94: Comparison of the measured and simulated eroded crater volumes on copper anode for 20 A discharges.
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Fig. 4-95: Comparison of the measured and simulated eroded crater radius and depth in copper anode for 20 A discharges.
A similar analysis as the copper anode is performed for the graphite anodes, however due to the lack of
availability of discharge crater data, simulations are validated using the average values of eroded crater volume
derived from the multiple discharge experiments. The heat source expansion as shown in fig. 4-96 is derived from
the light emission region near the graphite anode and measured using high speed imaging. Since graphite boiling
point / sublimation temperature is very high, heat source radius obtained using Eq. (4.2) is more like a point heat
source of 10 µm radius. The comparison of simulated eroded crater volume with the measured average values is
presented in fig.

4-97. It can be seen that the simulated temperature rise in the graphite anode above its

sublimation temperature begins after about 30 µs, which does not correspond to the calculated average eroded
crater volume. However, the pulse duration at which the simulated eroded crater volume reaches zero value
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corresponds well with the measurements. Also, the simulated crater depth of only 1.5 µm may explain the difficulty

Heat source radius rp (µm)

in identifying and analysing the single discharge craters on a graphite anode.
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Fig. 4-96: Heat source radius expansion over pulse duration on graphite anode for 20 A discharge derived from high speed
imaging of the light emission region near the graphite anode.
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Fig. 4-97: Comparison of the simulated eroded crater volume with calculated average crater volume for 20 A discharges on
graphite anode.
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Fig. 4-98: Simulated crater radius and depth for 20 A discharges on the graphite anode.
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4.3 Summary of the electric discharge analysis
A coherent overview of the post-breakdown phase of low current electric discharges in micro-gaps filled with a
liquid hydrocarbon dielectric is provided through a systematic investigation of discharge plasma and erosion
craters. A few millijoule energy pulse discharges are generated in point-to-plane electrode configuration, where
graphite and copper are used as point anode materials and steel, Inconel 718 and TiAl6V4 are selected as plane
cathode materials. The following insights may be derived from the presented results:
The thermal properties of the electrode materials influence the energy balance and hence the temporal
characteristics of the single discharges.
Higher gas bubble volumes are observed in the case of graphite anodes compared to the copper anodes. This
may be attributed to the higher anode energy fraction for copper due to its lower boiling point temperature and
higher thermal conductivity. Also, lower thermal conductivity and higher boiling temperature of TiAl6V4 may result
in higher dielectric energy fraction compared to steel and Inconel 718, leading to larger gas bubble volumes.
The average plasma properties such as electron density and electron temperature do not change significantly
for different investigated anode and cathode materials. However, using the single discharge analysis, temporal
changes in the plasma properties and the plasma species have been observed based on the electrode materials.
Effect of the gas bubbles oscillations and metal vapour density on the electron density of the plasma needs to be
evaluated using concurrent imaging and plasma spectroscopy.
Simulation of the visual emission spectra can be a powerful tool to investigate interesting features of the EDM
discharge plasma. It can be used to precisely identify the spectral lines and validate the plasma properties obtained
from spectroscopy measurements. In addition, plasma opacity and the degree of ionisation of elements can be
analysed.
The erosion craters on cathode are affected by the anode material properties. Higher crater volume on steel
cathode is observed in case of the graphite anode compared to copper anode. This may be attributed to higher
energy dissipation into copper anode due to its lower boiling temperature and higher thermal conductivity. Also, the
erosion craters on steel cathode are larger compared to Inconel 718 and TiAl6V4 as the cathode materials. Since
the thermal conductivity of steel is considerably higher than Inconel 718 and TiAl6V4, higher energy dissipation into
steel cathode may be expected. The re-solidified layer thickness has been found to be increasing with the
discharge duration and found to be similar for the tested cathode materials.
Simulations of the erosion craters using the heat source expansion using the constant cathode boiling
temperature condition show good agreement with the observed craters. Also, the cathode energy fraction values
differ based on the cathode and anode material properties. The cathode energy fraction is highest for steel,
followed by Inconel 718 and TiAl6V4. A precise analysis of the re-solidified layer is required to separately
determine energy fraction values and plasma flushing efficiencies for different discharge conditions and electrode
materials.
An overview of measured crater geometry for 316 µs discharges with different anode and cathode combinations
is shown in table 4-3 along with the used energy fraction values for simulations.
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Table 4-3: Overview of the measured cathode crater geometries for 316 µs discharges and the used energy fraction Fc values
to simulate the crater sizes.
Anode

Current
(A)
20

Energy
fraction Fc
0.45

Eroded crater
3
volume V- (mm )
0.003

Crater radius
(µm)
150

Max. crater depth
(µm)
75

5.4

0.20

0.00005

60

15

TiAl6V4

20

0.15

0.0008

130

35

Inconel 718

20

0.25

0.002

200

40

Steel 1.2343

20

0.20

0.0003

110

15

Cathode
Steel 1.2343

Graphite

Copper

Further in-depth investigations are required using the same and different material pairs for anode and cathode
in order to construct a coupled quantitative model of the energy balance in the discharge region. Similar analysis of
the electric discharges with nanosecond durations and micro-Joule energies which are used for surface finishing
and precision in EDM is also sought.
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Most of the material removal in EDM is performed during the roughing operation, where successive single
discharges contribute to the material removal. Here, a tool electrode is used as anode and workpiece as cathode.
As it is seen from the single discharge analysis, the eroded cathode crater volume increases with increasing pulse
duration. In this chapter, the material removal behaviour for a multiple discharge process is analysed. After the
process parameter analysis, material removal simulations are performed for the multiple discharge process,
followed by interpretations of the results.
5.1 Process parameter analysis
The effect of main process parameters such as current, pulse duration, electrode materials and workpiece
materials on the material removal rate is investigated. The analysis is carried out using graphite and copper
microelectrodes. The material removal rate (MRR) is calculated by dividing the eroded cavity volume by the total
erosion time. In order to determine the eroded cavity volume, the cross section area of the eroded cavity is
multiplied by the actual erosion depth. Here, the actual erosion depth is the difference between the programmed
depth of erosion and frontal wear of the electrode. Also, a simplification is used, where the cavity is considered to
be a perfect cylinder or a sharp cornered box by ignoring the worn profile of the electrode corners and edges.
5.1.1

Graphite electrodes
2

2

Electrodes with cross section of 0.73 mm × 0.73 mm (A p: 0.533mm ) and 0.46 mm × 0.46 mm (Ap: 0.212mm )
have been used for erosion using 20 A and 5.4 A respectively. The erosion depth of 10 mm is used for the
experiments with 20 A and 5 mm depth for erosion with 5.4 A. A large pause duration of 1000 µs has been used in
order to facilitate a stable process and for comparison with the single discharge experiments.
5.1.1.1 Effect of current and current mode
The effect of pulse duration on the material removal rate has been analysed for erosion of 10 mm deep cavities
in steel 1.2343 using 0.73 mm x 0.73 mm cross section graphite electrodes. The applied current is 20 A and two
different current modes M1 and M2 (see chapter 3.2.2) are used. Here, M1 refers to current rise as 3A/10µs and
M2 refers to 8A/10µs. As shown in fig. 5-1, the highest material removal rate is achieved for pulse duration of
about 20 µs, after which the material removal rate decreases with increasing pulse duration. Also, the use of M1
results in higher material removal rate compared to M2. The lower initial current for M1 reduces the heat flux into
the workpiece, especially when the plasma channel radius is small, compared to M2 having higher flux density.
Also, a slight rise in the material removal rate is observed after pulse duration of 100 µs. It is also seen that the
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oversize of the machined cavity increases with increasing pulse duration, whereas the current mode has only a
limited influence on the oversize. It can be seen in fig. 5-2 that a similar behaviour is observed when eroding with
2

5.4 A with the electrode projection area of 0.212 mm , where higher material removal rate is observed for M11
compared to M10. While the current specific material removal rate remains almost constant, lower oversize of the
machined cavity is observed when using 5.4 A. The optimal pulse duration value remains between 20 µs - 30 µs for
5.4 A, similar to -0.4
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Fig. 5-4: Effect of graphite with different average grain size (G1: <10 µm, G3: <5 µm) on MRR and oversize of the machined
cavities. Electrode projection area Ap is 0.212 mm2 and 5.4 A is used for 5 mm deep erosion.
5.1.1.3 Effect of cathode materials
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Fig. 5-5: Effect of current mode (M: 10, 11) and pulse duration on MRR and oversize of the eroded cavities in different
materials using 5.4 A. Electrode projection area is 0.212 mm2 and erosion depth is 5 mm.
The effect of cathode material on the material removal rate is analysed during erosion with 5.4 A and presented
in fig. 5-5. It can be seen that the overall behaviour of the material removal rate and oversize of the machined
cavities are similar for the different analysed workpiece materials. The highest material removal rate is achieved
when eroding aluminium, whereas the lowest material removal rate is observed for erosion of TiAl6V4. Since most
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other tested materials have a similar melting temperature, one may infer that the material removal rate depends on
the melting temperature of the workpiece material. Interestingly, the optimal pulse duration value at which the
highest material removal rate is obtained remains around 20 µs - 30 µs for the tested workpiece materials.

Material removal rate MRR (mm3/min)

5.1.1.4 Effect of electrode projection area
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Fig. 5-6: Effect of graphite electrode projection areas Ap (micro: 0.57 mm2, meso: 9 mm2, macro: 25 mm2) on MRR for
erosion of 10 mm deep cavities in steel 1.2343 using 20 A.
2

2

2

Electrodes with different projection areas in micro (Ap: 0.57 mm ), meso (Ap: 9 mm ) and macro (Ap: 25 mm )
scale have been used to machine 10 mm deep cavities in steel 1.2343. For the sake of comparison, erosion
parameters have been kept the same for all the experiments. Fig. 5-6 shows the material removal rates, where a
clear shift in the optimal pulse duration required to obtain high material removal rate is seen depending on the
electrode projection area Ap. While the highest material removal rate is achieved at about 20 µs pulse duration for
the micro scale electrodes, the optimal pulse duration values are about 75 µs and 150 µs for the meso and macro
scale graphite electrodes respectively. This effect is unaccounted for from the single discharge analysis. This shift
in the optimal pulse parameter values according to the electrode projection area is considered as a scaling effect in
EDM.
5.1.1.5 Effect of depth of erosion
In order to understand whether the depth of erosion plays a role in the scaling effects, the effect of erosion
depth on the material removal rate has been analysed for different electrode projection areas as shown in fig. 5-7.
Here, the erosion depth of 10 mm is divided into four parts, thus measurements are performed for the sections of
2.5 mm erosion depths. It can be seen that the depth of erosion has almost no effect on the material removal rate
for different pulse durations when using the macro and meso scale electrodes. However, relatively high material
2

A part of the presented results in this chapter from this section onwards have been published in Maradia et al. [220].
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removal rate is observed for erosion using the micro scale electrodes for the first 2.5 mm of erosion depth, whereas
the material removal rate remains more or less constant for 2.5 mm to 10 mm depth of erosion. Also, the difference
in material removal rate in the first 2.5 mm deep erosion is more pronounced for short pulse durations. Thus, it can
be inferred that the depth of erosion has higher influence on the micro scale erosion, where the material removal
rate decreases considerably after a few millimetres of erosion depth. It must be noted that the cylindrical electrodes
are used for this analysis compared to the square cross section electrodes for the previously mentioned
experiments, resulting in a slight variation (see fig. 5-6 and fig. 5-7) in the absolute material removal rates, despite
of the same electrode projection areas.
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Fig. 5-7: Effect of depth of erosion on material removal rate during erosion of 10 mm deep cavities in steel 1.2343 using 20 A
for the different graphite electrode projection area Ap.
5.1.2

Copper electrodes

5.1.2.1 Effect of electrode projection area
The process parameter analysis using copper electrodes is limited to analysis of the scaling effects. Copper
2

2

2

electrodes with different projection areas in micro (Ap: 0.78 mm ), meso (Ap: 9 mm ) and macro (Ap: 25 mm ) scale
have been used to machine 10 mm deep cavities in steel 1.2343 with 20 A. It must be noted that M2 is used for
these experiments, whereas mode M0 (0.5A / 10µs) is used for the single discharge analysis, which must be taken
into account when making any comparison. Also, the electrode projection area of the micro copper electrode is
slightly larger than the graphite microelectrodes. The measured material removal rates are shown in fig. 5-8,
where a shift in the optimal pulse durations required to obtain high material removal rates is seen, similar to when
using the graphite electrodes. While the highest material removal rate is achieved at about 30 µs pulse duration for
the micro scale electrodes, the optimal pulse duration values are about 150 µs and 300 µs for the meso and macro
scale electrodes respectively.
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Fig. 5-8: Effect of the copper electrode projection area Ap (micro: 0.78 mm2, meso: 9 mm2, macro: 25 mm2) on MRR for the
erosion of 10 mm deep cavities in steel 1.2343 using 20 A.
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Fig. 5-9: Effect of the depth of erosion on material removal rate during erosion of 10 mm deep cavities in steel 1.2343 using
20 A for different copper electrode projection area Ap.
The effect of erosion depth on material removal rate has been analysed for different copper electrode projection
areas as shown in fig. 5-9. It can be seen that the depth of erosion has almost no effect on the material removal
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rate for different pulse durations when using macro scale electrodes. While a similar effect is seen for the meso
scale electrodes up to about 150 µs pulse duration, relatively higher material removal rate is observed for the first 5
mm erosion depth for the longer pulse durations. Relatively high material removal rate is observed for erosion with
the micro scale electrodes for first 2.5 mm of erosion depth, whereas the material removal rate remains more or
less constant for 2.5 mm to 10 mm depth of erosion. In fact in case of the micro copper electrodes, material
removal rate during the first 2.5 mm erosion depth increases with pulse duration up to about 150 µs, followed by a
decrease in MRR for longer pulse durations. Thus, one may observe that the erosion depth indeed plays a role in
the observed scaling effects, especially for the meso and micro scale copper electrodes.

5.1.3

Summary of the effect of process parameters



The highest material removal rate is achieved with the pulse duration of about 20 µs to 30 µs, irrespective
of the current, current mode, workpiece materials and electrode materials for micro scale erosion.



In general, higher material removal rate is obtained when using the pulses without rising current slopes
(M11) as opposed to the pulses with current slopes (M10).



MRR depends on the melting temperature of the workpiece material.



The tested graphite grain sizes have almost no influence on the material removal rate.



The application of copper electrodes results in a higher material removal rate compared to the graphite
electrodes for the used parameters.



The optimal pulse duration value to obtain a high material removal rate depends on the electrode projection
area and is termed as scaling effect in EDM.



A higher material removal rate is observed when eroding at depths below 2.5 mm for micro scale erosion.
The material removal rate decreases considerably for the erosion depths higher than 2.5 mm and remains
more or less constant up to 10 mm erosion depth.

5.2 Material removal simulations
While the craters generated on the cathode by single discharges have already been analysed, the material
removal is simulated for a multiple discharge process in this section. Using the same boundary conditions as in
case of single discharges, the energy fraction Fc entering into the workpiece (cathode) has been determined in
order to simulate the mean eroded crater volumes for multiple discharge process. Also, the effect of different
electrode projection areas has been considered in order to understand the origins of the observed scaling effect.
5.2.1

Graphite electrodes

5.2.1.1 Discharge frequency
Since one may not explain the observed scaling effect completely based on the effect of erosion depth, the
discharge frequency during the erosion is analysed. It is possible that a higher discharge frequency is obtained for
the macro scale erosion compared to micro scale erosion, because a larger surface area is available for a
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probabilistic discharge occurrence. Since open pulses do not contribute to material removal as the current does not
flow in the gap region, the percentage of good sparks of the total applied pulses is analysed. (left). Here, good
sparks are defined as discharges where current flows for the defined pulse duration resulting in material removal.
Thus, good sparks, short sparks and arcs are considered as the good sparks. As shown in fig. 5-10, the discharge
frequency remains at about 20% - 25% irrespective of the electrode projection area and pulse duration. Also, the
percentage of good sparks is similar for different erosion depths. The total numbers of good sparks during the
erosion are also counted as shown in fig. 5-10 (right). It is seen that while the total number of good sparks are
almost similar for the micro scale electrodes, a considerably large number of sparks are required for the erosion
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Fig. 5-10: Calculated discharge frequencies (left) and total number of good sparks (right) for different projection areas of
graphite electrode during erosion of 10 mm deep cavities in steel 1.2343.
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Fig. 5-11: Calculated mean material removal per spark V m for different projection areas and erosion depth.
It can be inferred that the assumption of differ discharge frequencies according to the electrode projection area
to explain the observed scaling effects is incorrect. Using the measurements of total number of good sparks,
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material removal per spark Vm is calculated by dividing the eroded cavity volume by the total number of good
sparks Ng. The material removal per spark Vm for micro, meso and macro scale electrodes is shown in fig. 5-11. It
can be seen that the material removal par spark in fact resembles the observed scaling effects in the material
removal rate. Hence, one may argue that the average material removal capability of a spark is reduced for the
micro scale erosion, instead of other factors such as different discharge frequencies for different projection areas.
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Fig. 5-12: Measured eroded crater volume V- and simulation results using different Fc for steel 1.2343. The erosion craters on
steel cathode are generated using the macro, meso and micro scale graphite electrodes with 20 A.
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Fig. 5-13: Effective eroded crater volume Ve and simulation results using different Fc for erosion of macro to micro scale
cavities in steel 1.2343 with graphite electrodes and 20 A.
As it is clear from the above presented results that the material removal capability of the discharges depends on
the electrode projection area, the average material removal per spark is compared to the eroded crater volume by
single discharges. The single discharges are generated using different electrode projection areas in macro to micro
scale and the eroded crater volume V- has been compared to the simulated eroded crater volume using different Fc
values, similar to the simulations presented in chapter 4.2.3. As shown in fig. 5-12. It can be seen that the
discharge craters generated using different electrode projection areas are almost similar. The discharges
generated using the micro scale electrode result in cathode craters with a slightly larger radius but smaller depths
compared to the craters generated using the macro scale electrode. It must be noted that a micro peak in the
centre of macro and meso scale electrode is used in order to generate the discharges on the central axis. The
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micro peak may result in a slightly larger gap in the vicinity of the discharge ignition point, and thus lower crater
radius but higher depths. It can be seen that using energy fraction F c of 0.35 - 0.40, one may correlate the
measured eroded crater volume V- with the simulated results. However, in order to make the comparison of single
discharge analysis with the multiple discharge process, the re-solidified rim around the crater needs to be taken
into account. The re-solidified rim around the crater must be removed by the subsequent discharges in order to
erode further. Thus, effective material removal per discharge is in fact lower than the eroded crater volume V-.
Hence, effective eroded crater volume Ve is calculated, where the re-solidified rim volume V+ is subtracted from the
eroded crater volume V-, as shown in fig. 5-13. It can be seen that in order to validate the calculated effective
crater volume Ve, the energy fraction Fc is reduced to 0.25 - 0.30 from about 0.35 - 0.40. Thus, it would be
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Fig. 5-14: Mean eroded crater volumes per spark Vm and simulation results using different Fc values for erosion of steel
1.2343 using micro (left) and meso-macro scale (right) graphite electrode projection areas and 20 A.
In order to simulate the mean crater volume per spark Vm, different energy fractions into cathode F c have been
used. It can be seen in fig. 5-14 that Fc of about 0.080 - 0.085 is required to correlate the simulation results with
the measured crater volume per spark Vm for the micro scale erosion. On the other hand, Fc between 0.10 - 0.15 is
required for the simulation of the mean crater volume per spark when using meso - macro scale graphite
electrodes. While the Fc value is interesting for the simulations, in physical sense one may argue that either the
energy entering into the cathode is reduced or the plasma flushing efficiency is reduced when using micro scale
electrodes as opposed to the meso-macro scale electrodes. Also, irrespective of the electrode projection area,
material removal per spark is reduced in the actual erosion conditions when compared to the single discharge
analysis results. Further discussion on the reason for the observed scaling effects is presented in section 5.3.

5.2.2

Copper electrode

5.2.2.1 Discharge frequency
Discharge frequencies during erosion using the copper electrodes have been analysed. The percentage of good
sparks of the total applied pulses are analysed and shown in fig. 5-15 (left). It is seen that the discharge frequency
remains between 20-25% for the micro scale electrodes and decreases with increasing pulse duration. Also,
slightly higher discharge frequencies between 25-30% are observed for the meso and macro scale electrodes.
Thus, discharge frequency may contribute to the observed scaling effect. The total number of good sparks during
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the erosion are counted and shown in fig. 5-15 (right). The material removal per spark Vm for the micro, meso and
macro scale electrodes is shown in fig. 5-16. It can be seen that the material removal par spark does not directly
resemble the observed scaling effects when using the copper electrodes. However, the overall material removal
capability of a spark decreases with the decreasing electrode projection area. Thus, while mainly the material
removal capability of a spark governs the scaling effect when the graphite electrodes are used for the erosion of
steel, the discharge frequency and erosion depth also play an important role when using the copper electrodes.
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Fig. 5-15: Percentage of good sparks from the total number of applied pulses (left) and counted total number of good sparks
(right) during erosion of steel 1.2343 using different copper electrode projection areas and 20 A.
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Fig. 5-16: Calculated mean material removal per spark V m for different copper electrode projection areas and erosion depths.
Similar to the material removal simulations in the case of graphite electrodes, simulations are performed when
using the copper electrodes for erosion. Fig. 5-17 shows the measured eroded crater volume V- for macro and
micro scale copper electrodes. It can be seen that for Fc values ranging from 0.15 - 0.20, one may correlate the
simulated and measured results for eroded crater volumes. As explained earlier, for a multiple discharge process
one must consider the effective crater volume Ve, which is the difference of eroded crater volume V- and re-
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solidified rim volume V+. It can be seen in fig. 5-18 that using Fc of 0.10 - 0.15, one may validate the simulated
crater volume with the effective crater volume. Also, it is seen that for craters generated using the micro copper
electrodes with pulse durations longer than 200 µs, the re-solidified volume is nearly similar to the eroded crater
volume. So the net material removal capability of such discharges is lower, leading to a lower overall material
removal rate. Thus, one may partially explain the drop in material removal rate after 200 µs pulse duration for the
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Fig. 5-17: Measured eroded crater volume V- and simulation results using different Fc values for macro and micro scale
copper electrode projection area.
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Fig. 5-18: Effective eroded crater volume Ve and simulation results using different Fc values for macro and micro scale copper
electrode projection area.
In order to simulate the mean crater volume per spark Vm for micro scale copper electrodes, Fc of about 0.10 0.125 is required as shown in fig. 5-19 (left). On the other hand, Fc between 0.15 - 0.25 is required for the
simulation of the mean crater volume per spark when using the meso - macro scale graphite electrodes. In fact,
one may observe that the calculated mean crater volume per spark in case of the macro copper electrodes is
higher than both the effective crater volume Ve and the eroded crater volume V-. This may be partially explained by
the fact that different current modes are used for the single discharges (M1) and the multiple discharge process
(M2) in case of the copper electrodes. Also, a higher material removal rate is observed for macro scale copper
electrodes compared to graphite electrodes, where apart from higher discharge frequency in case of the copper
electrodes, one must also consider the electrode wear. Additionally, the ratio of arcs and short sparks in the
considered good sparks is unknown due to the limitations imposed by the RTA tool (see chapter 3.3.2), which is
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used for discharge counting. In order to improve the process understanding, the influence of good sparks, arcs and
shorts must be separately analysed. This may further enable the understanding of material removal capability of
different types of sparks and the effect of process parameters on their occurrence. Also, the time dependent values
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Fig. 5-19: Mean eroded crater volume per spark V m and simulation results using different Fc values for micro (left) and mesomacro scale (right) copper electrode projection areas.

5.3 Scaling effects
In this section, the possible origination of the observed scaling effect has been discussed. As it is shown, the
eroded crater volume by a single discharge is larger than the calculated mean crater volume per discharge from
the multiple discharge process, especially when using the graphite electrodes. This effect can be simulated by
assuming a lower energy fraction entering into the workpiece and considering the effective crater volume.
However, the underlying physics is sought here, where gas bubble dynamics and discharge plasma states are
hypothesised to affect the energy fractions and the plasma flushing efficiencies in a multiple discharge process.
5.3.1

Gas bubble dynamics

The gas bubble dynamics during the multiple discharge process has been analysed using high-speed imaging
(50,000 fps) in the quasi-real erosion conditions as shown in fig. 5-20. It is seen that the discharges may take
place in the liquid, gas bubble or at its interface, as also reported by Kitamura et al. [156]. However, it is seen in the
quasi-real erosion conditions that a gas bubble implosion mostly does not take place in micro cavities. The reason
for this effect is attributed to the volume of the gas bubble which occupies most of the machined cavity and
depending on the pulse duration, may also grow outside of the machined cavity. The removal of the bubble then
takes place instead of the implosion at the discharge origin due to the fluid dynamic effects, such as the buoyancy
forces and discharge forces.
Since the gas bubble implosion also contributes to the material removal due to cavitation like effects, lower
material removal during the multiple discharge process can be partially explained by the lack of it. On the other
hand, since the volume in the discharge cavity is higher for the meso-micro scale electrodes, the gas bubble
remains in the discharge region for longer pulse durations as depicted in fig. 5-21, eventually growing out of the
discharge region, at which point the material removal per spark decreases. The longer pulse duration results in a
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further growth of the gas bubble and thus leads to decreased events of the bubble implosion. For the discharges
occurring on the corners of the meso-/macro scale electrodes, lower material removal per spark may be expected
due to the mentioned effect where the gas bubbles accumulate in these regions. However, the plasma generated in
the gas bubble and in the dielectric liquid may also differ, resulting in differing material removals per spark.
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Fig. 5-20: Discharges occurring in dielectric liquid and inside a gas bubble from previous discharges for micro scale erosion
(left) and macro scale erosion (right) in the quasi-real erosion conditions.
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Fig. 5-21: Depiction of the gas bubble dynamics in case of discharges on workpiece surface (left), inside the eroded micro
scale cavity (centre) and inside a macro scale cavity (right).
5.3.2

Quasi-real erosion condition

In order to verify if the gas bubble dynamics and specifically the lack of gas bubble implosion inside a micro
cavity may lead to lower material removal per spark, single discharges have been generated in quasi-real erosion
conditions. As shown in fig. 5-22, Ø1.5 mm holes are drilled through a 5 mm thick steel 1.2343 plate. This plate is
then clamped on a polished 1.2343 steel plate. A micro graphite electrode with Ø1 mm is then placed in the centre
of the hole and 20 A single discharges are generated on the polished face of the bottom steel plate. Thus, eroded
cavity with a suitable undersize (see fig. 5.1) has been emulated. For a number of repetitions, mainly two distinct
types of erosion craters are observed. It can be seen in fig. 5-22 that while the craters are similar for short
discharge duration of 21 µs, both shallow and deep craters are observed for the discharges with longer durations.
Similar analysis is performed using the micro copper electrodes and the results are shown in fig. 5-23. It can be
seen that the difference in the craters for the same discharge duration is less pronounced for the copper electrodes
compared to the graphite.
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Fig. 5-22: Craters formed on steel 1.2343 inside a Ø1.5 mm and 5 mm deep cavity by 20 A discharges using Ø1 mm graphite
electrode. The crater depths are much lower compared to the craters generated on the top surface shown in fig. 4-54.

Fig. 5-23: Craters formed on steel 1.2343 inside a Ø1.5 mm and 5 mm deep cavity by 20 A discharges using Ø1mm copper
electrode. The crater depths are slightly lower compared to the craters generated on the top surface shown in fig. 4-67.
The effective crater volume Ve is measured for the discharges shown above, where the effective eroded crater
volume for the deep craters is designated as H and for the shallow craters L. Fig. 5-24 shows the comparison of
the effective crater volume Ve of the craters generated on workpiece top surface, the effective crater volume for the
craters generated in quasi-real erosion condition as explained above and the calculated mean material removal per
spark Vm. It can be seen that while the crater volume for the craters generated on the top workpiece surface is
highest, for longer discharge durations, the volume of the craters generated inside a micro cavity is much lower.
The mean material removal per spark calculated for the multiple discharge process is the lowest. For a closer
correlation between the simulated and measured crater volumes, lower Fc values are needed for simulation,
assuming 100% PFE. Thus, the craters generated inside the micro cavity as in the case of quasi-real erosion
conditions may be more suitable to estimate the mean material removal per spark, instead of the craters generated
on the workpiece top surface where the bubble implosion is usually unhindered. Similar comparison has been
made for the craters generated using copper electrodes as shown in fig. 5-25. Table 5-1 presents an overview of
the used cathode energy fraction values to simulate the crater geometries under different conditions.
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Fig. 5-24: Comparison of crater volumes generated by micro graphite electrode on workpiece top surface (Ve), quasi-real
erosion condition (H, L) and the mean material removal per spark Vm calculated from multi-discharge process with 20 A.
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Fig. 5-25: Comparison of crater volumes generated by micro copper electrode on workpiece top surface (V e), quasi-real
erosion condition (H, L) and the mean material removal per spark Vm calculated from multi-discharge process with 20A.
Table 5-1: Overview of the cathode crater geometries for 300 µs discharges and used energy fraction F c values for simulations.
Anode

Graphite
(micro)

Copper
(micro)

Cathode

Steel 1.2343

Steel 1.2343

Current (A)

20

20

Crater volume

Energy fraction Fc

Eroded volume V-

0.40

Effective volume Ve

0.20

Mean crater volume Vm

0.09

Near real erosion condition: H, L

0.20, 0.10

Eroded volume V-

0.20

Effective volume Ve

0.13

Mean crater volume Vm

0.11

Near real erosion condition: H, L

0.13, 0.10

One may partially explain the observed scaling effects through the gas bubble dynamics, where the gas bubble
implosion instances are reduced in the micro scale erosion. Since no gas bubble generation takes place for the
discharges occurring in air as dielectric, one may analyse the craters generated in air to further explore the role of
gas bubble implosion in the material removal mechanism. Craters generated with 20 A discharges by Ø1 mm
graphite electrode on steel cathode plane with air as dielectric are shown in fig. 5-26. It can be seen that the
craters generated are shallow, similar to the craters generated inside a micro cavity filled with dielectric oil. In fact,
more than one crater is generated by a single discharge in air with longer pulse duration due to plasma channel
movement on the electrode surface. A direct comparison of the craters generated in air and the craters generated
inside a micro cavity filled with the dielectric liquid cannot be made, since the oxygen in air may contribute to an
additional material removal, resulting in larger eroded crater volumes [399].
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Fig. 5-26: Craters generated on steel cathode plane by 20 A discharges using Ø1 mm graphite electrode with air as dielectric.

5.3.3

Origin of the scaling effects

In order to correlate the simulated material removal by a single discharge and for the multiple discharge
process, one may consider differing plasma flushing efficiencies (PFE) and energy fractions Fc into cathode. The
implosive forces contributing to remove the molten metal from the discharge spot at or after the discharge end may
be lower due to the reduced instances of gas bubble implosion. This would cause a thicker re-solidified layer, as
most of the molten material remains at the discharge spot. Fig. 5-27 shows the topography of the eroded surfaces
in micro and macro scale with the same process parameters. The eroded frontal surface in the macro scale clearly
shows distinct erosion craters along with a re-solidified rim around them, similar to that seen for the single
discharges. However, discharge craters in the micro scale cavity are rather shallow and have a convex shape.

Fig. 5-27: Surface topography after erosion with 20A using graphite electrode with micro (left) and macro (right) scale area.
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Fig. 5-28: Re-solidified layer on the frontal surface of the eroded cavity in steel 1.2343 using 20A, Ø1 mm graphite electrode
in different magnifications.
In fact when analysing the re-solidified layer on the frontal surface of the eroded micro cavity with 20 A using Ø1
mm graphite electrode, a re-solidified layer with a thickness between 10 µm - 30 µm and micro-cracks in the
eroded surface is generated as can be seen in fig. 5-28. Some micro-cracks protrude slightly into the bulk material
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as well. While the surface cracks and the re-solidified layer are not uncommon for macro scale erosion, they are
more pronounced in case of the micro scale erosion for the same parameters. Thus, lower plasma flushing
efficiency in case of the micro scale erosion compared to the macro scale erosion seems to be due to the gas
bubble dynamics.
A number of factors may influence the energy fraction Fc entering into workpiece. While the workpiece and
electrode material properties are shown to influence the energy balance in the gap as described in chapter 4, the
energy released into dielectric may also differ for oil and gas. Also, the convection from the workpiece surface into
the dielectric would be different in case of gas and oil. However, since these factors are similar also for the macro
scale erosion where the gas bubble diameter may reach several millimetres based on the current and pulse
duration, one must also consider the discharge plasma apart from the gas bubble. It is well known that both the
discharge breakdown and discharge propagation processes are different for dielectric oil compared to gases. In
fact, the discharge plasmas in short gaps filled with gaseous dielectric are similar to the discharge plasmas
generated in vacuum [45, 321]. Thus, the possibility of differing discharge plasmas occurring in micro scale erosion
needs to be considered, where most of the discharges take place inside the gas bubbles, as observed during the
process analysis using high-speed imaging.
Increasing metallic content of the discharge plasma with decreasing electrode surface area and increasing
pulse durations has been observed in section 4.1.2. In order to verify whether the electrode surface area affects the
discharge plasmas generated during multiple discharge process, light emission spectroscopy of a multiple
discharge process is performed in the quasi-real erosion conditions as shown in fig. 5-29. Here, the spectrum
integration time is 1 second, the pulse duration 154 µs and pause duration 1000 µs. Discharges with 20 A are
generated in dielectric oil between the graphite electrode and the steel workpiece. It can be seen in fig. 5-30 that
the discharge plasma generated during the erosion using a meso scale electrode inside a 4 mm deep cavity shows
a high Hα / Fe intensity ratio in the plasma spectrum, compared to the discharges occurring during the erosion
using micro scale electrodes on the workpiece surface. The H α / Fe intensity ratio becomes lower than 1 for erosion
inside the cavity when using a micro scale electrode. The metallic spectral lines from the workpiece indicate metal
vapour partially forming the discharge plasma. Thus, higher metallic content in the discharge plasma indicates
dominantly metal plasma compared to gaseous plasma. It can also be seen that the base continuum increases
when eroding with a micro electrode, compared to the electrodes with a larger surface area. While the origin and
interpretation of the base continuum remains unclear, it must be noted that the intensity of the different spectral
lines must be measured from the base continuum.
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Fig. 5-29: Setup of light emission plasma spectroscopy in the quasi-real erosion conditions for the multi-discharge process.
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Fig. 5-30: Time integrated EDM plasma spectra (normalised to H α peak) acquired during the erosion using a micro electrode
on surface, in quasi-real erosion condition at a depth of 4 mm and using a meso electrode in a quasi-real erosion condition. The
integration time is 1 second and the current is 20 A. Discharges are generated between the graphite electrodes and steel
workpiece.
It is known from Gray [90] that the discharge voltage of the plasma differs with for the different plasma states,
such as metal and gas phase plasmas. Thus, the mean discharge voltage U e of the sparks during the multidischarge process was measured for erosion using graphite (see fig. 5-31) and copper electrodes (see fig. 5-32).
In case of erosion using graphite electrodes, it is seen that during erosion in micro scale, the mean discharge
voltage remains near 22.5 V with a standard deviation of ±1.3 V. The mean discharge voltage of the sparks for
erosion in meso-macro scale differs considerably with increasing pulse duration. For meso scale erosion, the
discharge voltage falls from about 32 V to 22.5 V, similar to the micro scale erosion with increasing pulse duration.
Similar drop in the discharge voltage for erosion using a macro scale electrode is also observed, where the values
do not drop to about 22.5 V until the used 154 µs pulse duration.
A similar trend in the measured discharge voltage values is seen for erosion using copper electrodes. It can be
seen in fig. 5-32 that for the micro scale erosion, the discharge voltage drops from about 20 V for 21 µs pulse
duration to about 15 V for 300 µs pulse duration. For the meso scale erosion, the values drop from about 25 V to
20 V with increasing pulse duration. In fact, a sudden drop in the discharge voltage value is seen at about 154 µs
duration for the meso scale erosion. The measured discharge voltage within the given range of pulse durations for
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Fig. 5-31: Measured mean discharge voltage Ue and discharge delay time T d during the multi-discharge process. Discharges
with 20 A are generated between a graphite electrode and steel 1.2343 to erode the depth of 10 mm.
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Fig. 5-32: Measured mean discharge voltage Ue and discharge delay time T d during the multi-discharge process. Discharges
with 20 A are generated between a copper electrode and steel 1.2343 to erode the depth of 10 mm.
Since the gas phase discharges have a higher mean discharge voltage compared to the metal phase
discharges, the decreasing mean discharge voltage with increasing pulse duration suggest that the metallic content
in the discharge plasma increases with time. The metal phase discharges are mostly found in vacuum or gas with
electrode-workpiece separation in the order of a few micrometres. This can be explained by observations from
high-speed imaging, where most of the discharges in case of micro scale erosion take place inside the gas bubbles
from the previous discharges in the cavity. Thus, higher metallic content in the discharge plasma is expected in
case of the micro scale erosion. On the other hand, for macro - meso scale erosion and for short discharge
durations, the gas bubble volumes are smaller, thus the discharges are primarily gaseous. For longer discharge
durations, larger volumes of gas bubbles quickly fill the gap region with gas bubbles, resulting in a higher number
of discharges taking place inside the gas. In fact, the inference from the discharge voltage values suggesting
different plasma states matches the spectrum analysis from fig. 5-30.

An alternative explanation for the different discharge voltages is the differing gap width between tool electrode
and the workpiece. The smaller gap width results in a lower length of the plasma channel, thus lower mean
discharge voltage and vice versa. Discharge delay time T d is a known indicator of the gap width between tool
electrode and workpiece [189]. It can be seen in fig. 5-31 and fig. 5-32 that the discharge delay time Td mostly
remains constant along the different discharge durations. The delay time varies slightly with increasing pulse
duration for erosion using micro scale graphite electrodes. The small variations in the delay time compared to the
mean discharge voltage and the fact that they do not directly depend on each other further suggests that, different
plasma states are formed according to the electrode projection area. Thus, it is proposed that the observed scaling
effects in material removal rate originate from the interdependence of the gas bubble dynamics and the dominant
phase of the discharge plasma, i.e. gaseous or metallic.
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6 Electrode Wear
Electrode wear during the roughing operation affects the required number of electrodes both for the roughing
and finishing operations. It is seen from the single discharge analysis that the eroded anode crater volume
decreases with increasing pulse duration for graphite and copper electrodes. In this chapter, the electrode wear
behaviour for the multiple discharge process is analysed. From the understanding of tool wear behaviour, low wear
strategies are conceptualised. The low wear mechanism has been explained using a simplified thermal model.
6.1 Process parameter analysis
Although the electrode wear considerably changes the shape of the electrode shape during the erosion, for
simplifications in the measurements, the electrode wear is characterised as frontal wear and lateral wear, as shown
in fig. 6-1. To simplify the lateral wear measurements, simple geometries of the electrodes such as square or
circular cross sections are used during the experimental analysis. The lateral wear is the difference between the
electrode diameter and the electrode tip formed during the erosion. It is measured in 2D using an optical
microscope, whereas the frontal wear of the electrode is measured more precisely on the EDM machine Form
1000 (see chapter 3.6.1). The deviations in the on-machine measurements are attributed to the tool wear effects,
causing uneven surfaces and in some cases leading to static arc discharges by the point effect of the electrode tip
during the electrical contact based measurements.
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Fig. 6-1: Electrode wear characterisation: frontal wear and lateral wear of a cylindrical (Ø0.8 mm) electrode and an electrode
with square cross section 1 mm x 1 mm.
6.1.1

Graphite electrodes

6.1.1.1 Effect of electrode projection area
Since the low wear strategies for macro scale erosion have recently been well-established, the effect of different
2

2

2

projection areas, namely macro (Ap: 25 mm ), meso (Ap: 9 mm ) and micro scale (Ap: 1 mm ) on the electrode wear
is analysed. Using 20 A and 1000 µs pause duration, 9 mm deep cavities are eroded in 1.2343 steel. It is seen in
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fig. 6-2 that electrode wear decreases with increasing pulse duration, reaching a near zero value at about 75 µs for
positive electrode polarity. With a further increase in the pulse duration, a carbonaceous build-up on the edges and
corners of the meso and macro scale electrodes is observed. A relatively more pronounced build-up on the micro
electrode occurs over the complete frontal surface. The carbonaceous build-up causes an increase in the electrode
length during the erosion. The build-up might be only on the corners and edges or over the complete electrode
frontal surface. An in-depth analysis of the carbonaceous build-up is presented in section 6.2.5.3.
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Fig. 6-2: Graphite electrode wear behaviour over the pulse duration for the macro to micro scale electrode projection areas
after the erosion of 9 mm deep cavities in steel 1.2343 using 20 A and 1000 µs pause duration.

6.1.1.2 Effect of current and mode
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Fig. 6-3: Quantitative effect of current mode (M: 1, 2) and pulse duration on the frontal and lateral wear of the electrodes (Ap:
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Fig. 6-4: Qualitative effect of pulse duration (T ON) on the shape of graphite electrode after erosion for M1 and 20 A.
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6.1 Process parameter analysis
In order to analyse the effect of pulse duration and current mode on the electrode wear, the electrodes with
2

cross section 0.73 mm x 0.7 3mm (Ap: 0.533 mm ) are used for the erosion of 9 mm deep cavities using 20 A and
1000 µs pause duration. Two different current rising slopes (M1, M2) are used and the pulse duration values
between 10 µs to 154 µs are used. Fig. 6-3 shows the effect of pulse duration on both the frontal and lateral
electrode wear. It can be seen that the frontal wear decreases with increasing pulse duration, reaching zero value
at about 40 µs - 60 µs depending on the used current mode. Beyond this pulse duration, a carbonaceous build-up
is obtained. On the other hand, lateral wear also decreases with increasing pulse duration; however it reaches the
zero value after about 120 µs pulse duration. In terms of comparing the effect of rising current modes, both the
frontal and lateral wear reach near zero values for a slightly shorter pulse durations when using M1 compared to
M2. It can be observed in fig. 6-4, that from a conical shape caused by the wear using short pulses, the electrode
assumes a near original shape, followed by a slight lateral expansion with increasing pulse duration.
It is clear that for the erosion using 20 A in the micro scale, increasing the pulse duration results in the reduction
of electrode wear and eventually leads to a build-up on the electrode. Furthermore, electrodes with cross section of
2

0.46 mm x 0.46 mm (Ap: 0.212 mm ) are used to erode 5 mm deep cavities in steel 1.2343 using 5.4 A and 1000
µs pause duration. The effect of pulse duration and current modes (M: 10, 11 and 12, see fig. 3-12) on the
electrode wear is evaluated, as shown in fig. 6-5. It can be seen that similar to the current values above 8 A, the
electrode wear decreases with increasing pulse duration. However, a significant difference in the wear behaviour
and material removal rate is observed for different current modes for lower currents (I < 8 A). Both the frontal and
lateral wear reach near zero values when using M10 and the pulse duration of about 32 µs. When using M11, the
frontal wear reaches a near zero value at about 40 µs, however a considerable amount of lateral wear is still
present. In fact when using M11, the lateral wear of the electrode reaches near zero value beyond 100 µs. Here,
M12 can be considered as a middle-path, as it combines the trade-off between electrode wear and material
removal rate. While the lateral wear becomes near zero at about 75 µs when using M12, the frontal build-up at this
pulse duration value is nearly 100 µm. It is clear from fig. 6-5 and fig. 6-6 that the rising current slopes (M10)
result in a lower electrode wear and a faster build-up on the graphite electrodes. While longer pulse durations (>
100 µs) with M10 result in a considerably high frontal build-up (> 0.3 mm), it also causes lateral growth of the
electrode front, thus producing an overcut in the machined cavity. Despite of the lower material removal rate, M10
pulses with a pulse duration between 30 µs - 50 µs result in a near zero frontal and lateral wear of the electrode.
However, the build-up can be generated also without the current slopes (M11) for longer pulse durations.
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Fig. 6-6: Qualitative effect of current mode (M: 10, 11) and pulse duration on the shape of electrodes after erosion with 5.4 A.
6.1.1.3 Effect of pause duration
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Fig. 6-7: Effect of pause duration P on the electrode wear behaviour and the associated instabilities after erosion using 20 A.
After analysing the effect of pulse duration and current modes on the electrode wear behaviour with a pause
duration P of 1000 µs, the effect of pause duration is analysed during the erosion of 4 mm deep cavities with Ø0.8
2

mm graphite electrodes (Ap: 0.533 mm ). Applied current is 20 A with M2 and the pulse duration is set to 56 µs.
Although the pause duration is considered an unproductive time and thus undesirable in EDM, it is found that by
reducing the pause duration for the erosion using the graphite microelectrodes, especially for high currents (I > 8
A), the erosion time increases considerably (see fig. 6-7). While the lateral wear decreases with a reduction in
pause duration, the frontal build-up on the electrode increases in general, as shown in fig. 6-7 (examples 1-3). The
lower value of build-up for the pause duration of 237 µs compared to 422 µs is due to the process instability, which
is encountered when using the shorter pause durations for higher currents, especially in the micro scale. These
instabilities are further exemplified in fig. 6-7 (examples 4-6), where a large amount of build-up on the electrodes is
observed, either due to a small pause duration (example 4) or due to the larger time durations between the
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electrode jump cycles used for flushing (example 6). A large amount of cylindrical build-up is achieved on the
electrode (example 5) compared to the test 6 for the same erosion parameters. With the other parameters being
constant, the known difference between the tests 5 and 6 is the different sizes of the dielectric work tank volume,
where almost four times the size of work tank is used for test 5 compared to test 6.
The effect of pause duration for 5.4 A with different current modes on the process outputs is shown in fig. 6-8.
For M10, the pulse duration is set to 49 µs, whereas 100 µs long pulses are used for the erosion using M11. It can
be seen that the frontal build-up on the electrodes increases with decreasing pause duration. However, a decrease
in the pause duration below 500 µs causes a rapid lateral growth of the build-up, resulting in the process instability
and an overcut. It is deduced from the experiments that a long pause duration in the order of 500 µs - 1000 µs is
desirable for the micro erosion when using the current values above 5.4 A to ensure process stability and high
material removal rates.
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6.1.1.5 Effect of workpiece material
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Fig. 6-10: Quantitative effect of pulse duration and mode (top: M10, bottom: M11) on the frontal and lateral wear of the
graphite electrodes (Ap: 0.46 x 0.46 mm2) for the erosion of 5 mm deep cavities in different workpiece materials using 5.4 A.
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Fig. 6-11: Quantitative effect of current mode (M: 10, 11) and pulse duration on the frontal and lateral wear of the electrodes
(Ap: 0.212 mm2), material removal rate (MRR) and oversize of the 5 mm deep eroded cavities in TiAl6V4.
The graphite electrode wear behaviour analysis for the erosion of hot-working steel 1.2343 is further extended
to the other engineering metals. Fig. 6-10 shows the results of graphite electrode wear for the erosion of difficult to
cut engineering metals, mainly nickel based alloys, stainless steel and titanium alloy. The graphite electrode with a
2

cross section of 0.46 mm x 0.46 mm (Ap: 0.212 mm ) are used to erode 5 mm deep cavities with 5.4 A and modes
M10, M11. It can be seen that when using M10 (fig. 6-10 top), most of the tested metals reach the near zero
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frontal wear values at about 30 µs, whereas the lateral wear reaches near zero values at the pulse durations
ranging from 32 µs - 75 µs, depending on the workpiece material. On the other hand, it is seen that using M11 (fig.
6-10 bottom), the frontal wear reaches the near zero values at the pulse duration of about 40 µs. The lateral wear
reaches near zero values at the pulse durations longer than 75 µs when using M11. A clear exception to these
results on the electrode wear behaviour is observed when eroding TiAl6V4 (titanium based alloy) and Aluminium.
The results of the process outputs for machining of TiAl6V4 are shown in fig. 6-11. It is seen that compared to the
other tested engineering metals, a longer pulse duration is required to reach the near zero frontal and lateral wear
values when eroding TiAl6V4. Also, a carbonaceous build-up on the electrodes could not be observed in this case.
6.1.2

Copper electrodes

6.1.2.1 Effect of electrode projection area
It is well known from Patel et al. [255] and Kunieda and Kobayashi [184] that the longer pulse durations result in
a lower tool wear when using copper as the electrode material. Within current work, the effect of electrode
projection area is analysed using the copper electrodes for the erosion of 10 mm deep cavities in steel 1.2343
using 20 A and M2. It can be seen in fig. 6-12 that with increasing pulse duration, the frontal wear reaches a near
zero value after the pulse duration of about 275 µs for the macro and meso scale copper electrodes. However,
unlike the graphite electrodes, the micro scale copper electrodes incur higher wear, despite of the longer pulse
durations.
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Fig. 6-12: Copper electrode wear along the pulse duration for the macro to micro scale electrode projection areas after the
erosion of 10 mm deep cavities in steel 1.2343 using 20 A, mode M2 and 1000 µs pause duration.
6.1.2.2 Effect of current and mode
In order to find the low tool wear parameters for the micro scale copper electrodes, different current modes are
used for 20 A. It is found that when using a current rise of 0.5A/10µs, one may achieve near zero wear also for the
micro scale electrodes. Fig. 6-13 shows the frontal wear behaviour of the micro copper electrode with 1 mm x 1
2

mm cross section (Ap: 1 mm ) for the erosion of 5 mm deep cavities in steel 1.2343 using 20 A. Fig. 6-14 shows
the results of wear behaviour of the micro electrodes with the different projection areas and applied current. Also,
2

the cross section of the eroded cavities using 0.5 mm x 0.5 mm electrode (Ap: 0.25mm ) and 0.3 mm x 0.3 mm
2

electrode (Ap: 0.09 mm ) using 3 A are shown. It is found that with the pulse duration value between 170 µs - 315
µs, the pause duration between 300 µs - 1000 µs and the rising slopes for current between 2.5 A - 20 A, near zero
frontal and lateral wear can be achieved for erosion using the meso-micro scale copper electrodes. It is also seen
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that during the erosion process, a thin black layer is generated over the copper electrode frontal surfaces, which is
discussed in section 6.2.5.3.
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Fig. 6-13: Effect of pulse duration on the frontal wear of the 1 mm x 1 mm cross section copper electrodes (Ap: 1mm2). Mode
1 is used where the current rise is 0.5A/10µs.
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Fig. 6-14: The wear behaviour of copper electrodes having different projection areas. Also, cross sections of the eroded
cavities using 0.5 mm x 0.5 mm (Ap: 0.25 mm2) and 0. 3mm x 0.3 mm (Ap: 0.09 mm2) electrodes are shown.
6.1.2.3 Process instability
The main challenge when using the meso-micro scale copper electrodes (and in some cases also the graphite
electrodes) is the process instability, as shown in fig. 6-15. This process instability leads to the overcuts in the
machined cavities. Also, these overcuts are only visible in the longitudinal cross sections and not from the top view
of the eroded cavities. It is found that this instability results when using the discharge current values below 6 A.
Although at first, the large pulse durations were considered to be the main cause, similar defects have been also
observed by Murray et al. [242] for a short pulse duration of 15 µs. In order to understand the unstable part of the
erosion process, process analysis is carried out where the Z-axis position and the mean discharge voltage U e of
the sparks are recorded using RTA (see chapter 3.3.2). It is seen that along the depth of erosion, when a defect is
found in the workpiece, the Z-axis (electrode axis) movement becomes erratic and at the same time, the mean
discharge voltage Ue during the erosion rises from about 18 V - 20 V to 36 V - 40 V. Thus, it is assumed that the
sparks with the high discharge voltage values cause the observed overcuts in the eroded cavities.
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electrode

Fig. 6-15: Process instability causing the overcuts in the workpiece during the erosion using the micro scale copper electrodes.
The Z-axis position and the mean discharge voltage Ue during the erosion process are correlated with the depth at which an
overcut is observed.
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Fig. 6-16: High-speed images of an unstable discharge generated between a micro copper electrode and steel workpiece with
the concurrent electrical signal measurements showing a voltage rise. The erosion crater analysis shows a cathode spot
formation on the right side of the initial discharge crater at a distance of about 300 µm - 500 µm. The discharge parameters are
5.4 A and 316 µs pulse duration.
In order to analyse the effect of such discharges, the single discharge experiments using the Ø0.5 mm copper
and graphite electrodes have been performed with 5.4 A. High-speed imaging (200,000 fps) concurrent to the
electrical signal measurements yielded the results shown in fig. 6-16 and fig. 6-17 for the copper and graphite
electrodes respectively. It can be seen from the discharge craters that after the normal discharge phase, the
unstable phase begins within the same discharge, where a new erosion spot is created on the cathode at a
distance of about 300 µm - 500 µm from the original spot from the discharge breakdown on the electrode. The
original spots on the electrodes for both the cases were on the electrode corner. During the instability phase of a
discharge, a stronger light emission region is seen in addition to the more than double volume of the gas bubble
compared to the normal discharge phase. Also, as opposed to the bubble implosion at the begin spot of the
discharge, the gas bubble collapse take place at the new spot on the cathode, removing the material at some
distance from the original crater. By correlating the craters, voltage signal and visual observation of the sparks, a
relationship between the high mean discharge voltage of sparks and the overcut in the workpiece can be affirmed.
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500 µm
workpiece
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Fig. 6-17: High-speed photographs of an unstable discharge formed between a micro graphite electrode and steel workpiece
with the concurrent electrical signal measurement showing a voltage rise. The erosion crater analysis shows a new cathode spot
formed on the left side of the initial discharge crater at a distance of about 300 µm - 500 µm. The discharge parameters are 5.4
A and 316 µs pulse duration.
One of the explanations for the observed effect is sliding of the discharge spot from the corner to the side of the
electrode and also on the workpiece. Since the electric discharge plasma channel has a certain resistivity, a longer
plasma channel will result in a higher measured discharge voltage according to the Ohm’s law. Also, the geometric
fall in the anode region due to diffuse anode anchoring may be considered, which occurs when the anode surface
area is very small, as discussed by Raizer [269]. For these types of discharges, similar to the carbon arc having a
total 36 V fall in the discharge gap, 16 V is considered as the geometric component and 20 V fall is from the region
of negative space charge. The crackling sound during the discharges causing the overcut, compared to the
discharges during the normal erosion with a smooth sound may also suggest a different type of discharge
phenomena such as diffuse anchoring. In any case, it is seen that the possibility of a discharge turning into the
unstable discharge is higher when the discharge breakdown occurs on the corners of the electrode. While the
origination and the underlying mechanism of these unstable discharges remain unclear, a method to avoid such
instability during the erosion process is presented in chapter 7.3.2.4.

6.1.3

Summary of the effect of process parameters



Pulse duration and a rising slope of current (mode) are the two main process parameters for achieving
lower electrode wear for a given surface area, current and materials.



With increasing pulse duration, both the frontal and lateral wear of the electrode are reduced, reaching the
near zero values depending on the used current mode. A further increase in the pulse duration leads to a
carbonaceous build-up on the tool electrode.



The reduction in wear with increasing pulse duration is explained by the re-solidification of molten material
due to heat dissipation into electrode bulk, where with increasing duration, the heat flux density reduces
due to the plasma channel expansion. The current modes, i.e. rising slopes help reduce the wear as the
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plasma channel is relatively small in the discharge beginning, leading to a lower heat flux density. The
reduction in the heat flux density also results in low workpiece material removal rate.


The carbonaceous build-up obtained for the long pulse durations and its uncontrolled growth leading to the
build-up of more than twice the original electrode volume is unexplained. Further analysis is thus required.



The rising current slopes lead to a faster build-up process on the tool electrode, however the build-up can
also be achieved without using the rising current slopes, especially for current I < 8 A (see fig. 6-18).



For the current pulses without rising slope, the pulse duration value at which the frontal wear reaches near
zero value, the lateral wear is still present. The pulse duration value at which the lateral wear becomes zero
leads to a higher build-up on the frontal face (discharge region) of the tool electrode, as shown in fig. 6-18.



For the current pulses with rising slope, not only the frontal wear reaches a near zero value for the short
pulse durations (TON: 30 µs – 50 µs), but also the lateral wear reduces to a near zero value.
No or steep rising slope
Current (I)

Current (I)

Rising slope or curves

Pulse duration (µs)



Effect on electrode wear / build-up

Pulse duration (µs)

Effect on electrode wear / build-up

Fig. 6-18: Depiction of the electrode wear (or build-up) behaviour with increasing pulse duration for micro scale erosion,
especially for the low current pulses (I < 8A) with or without rising slopes.


Mostly, for the pulses with or without rising current slopes, the long pause durations (> 500 µs) result in a
better process stability compared to the shorter pause durations.



It can be seen that the material removal rate is reduced when the build-up process on the electrode
intensifies.



A ‘middle-path’ using mode 12 is developed which delivers a trade-off between the faster build-up process
on the tool electrode and a higher material removal rate compared to the pulses with mode 10.



For the pulse duration values required to achieve near-zero electrode wear, a larger oversize of the eroded
cavities is observed when compared to the short pulse durations resulting in wear. While this is an obvious
disadvantage, it has been overcome by the reduction in side gap through the lateral spark suppression as
elaborated in chapter 7.3.2.
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6.2 Low wear strategies
From the understanding derived by the process parameter analysis concerning the electrode wear, the low wear
or zero-wear strategies are formulated and discussed, namely single pulse (SP) and intelligent pulse packets
(iPac). Characteristics of the strategies are compared and their repeatability has been examined.
6.2.1

Singe pulse (SP)

The single pulse strategy consists of the erosion parameters based on a single set of parameters, such as a
definite pulse duration and pause duration values without any adaptive control of these parameters. With this
simple strategy, the definite process parameter values are defined according to the electrode projection area and
the depth of erosion. Thus, the pulse duration value at which the near zero frontal wear is achieved, is used for the
erosion with respective current and pause duration values. Fig. 6-19 shows the qualitative results of the low
electrode wear after the erosion of a 9 mm deep cavity in 1.2343 using a Ø0.8 mm graphite electrode and 20 A
2

(test 1). Furthermore, the electrodes with cross section of 0.46 mm x 0.46 mm (Ap: 0.212 mm ) are used for the
erosion of 5 mm deep cavities using 5.4 A (tests 2, 3) and 2.5 A (test 4).
Before
erosion

After
erosion

Experiment #

1 (20A)

Before
erosion

After erosion

2

3

4

Fig. 6-19: Results of the low electrode wear using the single pulse (SP) technology for currents 20 A, 5.4 A and 2.5 A. The
experimental parameters and the quantitative results are presented in table 6-1.
The main input process parameters used for the experiments along with the results of the electrode frontal
build-up and the erosion time are presented in table 1. It can be seen in fig. 6-19 (test1) that for Ø0.8 mm graphite
electrode, the single pulse strategy with the chosen process parameters allows the erosion with near zero frontal
wear as opposed to a high tool wear as shown in fig. 6-1 for the similar erosion conditions. However, the lateral
wear leads to the conical shape of the tool electrode during the erosion, the mirror shape of which is produced in
the workpiece. On the other hand, for lower current (< 8 A) and M10, both the frontal and lateral wear can be
reduced to near zero for the erosion of a cavity with a similar aspect ratio (L/D > 10). When using M10, the build-up
profile in the form of a rim on the tool electrode as shown in fig. 6-20 (for experiments 2-4) results in a slight
overcut of the edges in the eroded cavity. While the origination of such rim is discussed in section 6.2.5.3, the builtup layer thickness of less than 100 µm can be used as an advantage, as further described in section 6.2.4. It can
be inferred from the presented results that the single pulse technology with the appropriate process parameters
offers low wear in the meso-micro scale erosion for currents ranging from 20 A - 2.5 A. Despite the simplicity of this
strategy, the lateral electrode wear is a disadvantage. This drawback of the single pulse strategy can be overcome
using the adaptive process control presented in chapter 7.3.2.
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Table 6-1: Process parameters and results of the frontal build-up and erosion time of the test results shown in fig. 6-19.
Experiment no.

1

2

3

4

Pulse duration TON (µs)

56

32

49

32

Pause duration P (µs)

562

1000

1000

1000

Current I (A)

20

5.4

5.4

2.5

Mode M

2

10

10

11

Depth of erosion (mm)

9

5

5

5

131

249

243

1140

0.017

0.014

0.104

0.085

Erosion time (min.)
Frontal build-up on the
electrode (mm)
100 µm

Build-up
cross-section

Fig. 6-20: Build-up profile on the electrode with a cross section of 0.46 mm x 0.46 mm, generated during the erosion with the
single pulse (SP) strategy with 5.4 A, M10 and 32 µs pulse duration.
Fig. 6-21 shows the example of the micro-erosion using 2 A for the electrode with a cross section of 0.2 mm x
2

0.2 mm (Ap: 0.04 mm ). The depth of the eroded cavity in steel 1.2343 is 3 mm. It can be seen that near zero-wear
or build-up is obtained during the erosion on the 8 mm long graphite electrode. However, due to the electrode
vibration, an overcut is observed in the machined cavity (dark region). Also, the electrical resistivity of such long
electrodes is very high, leading to the joule heating of the electrodes and bending of the graphite electrodes. The

1mm

Machined cavity:
0.27 x 0.27 x 3 mm3

After erosion

Before erosion

heating of the binder material may cause the dislocation of the graphite grains, leading to the electrode bending.

Ap: 0.2 mm x 0.2 mm

Fig. 6-21: Low electrode wear achieved during the erosion using 2 A. The electrode projection area is 0.04 mm 2 and the
erosion depth in steel 1.2343 is 3 mm.
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6.2.2

Intelligent pulse packets (iPac)

The frontal wear of the graphite electrode reduces with increasing pulse duration for M11, eventually leading to
a build-up on the frontal face (discharge region) of the electrode, as shown in fig. 6-22 (left). However, it is seen
that the pulse duration value at which the zero frontal wear is achieved, is different from the pulse duration required
for the near zero lateral wear, especially for the pulses without a rising current slope or for current above 8 A. In
order to achieve both the near-zero frontal and lateral wear, an intelligent pulse packet strategy named iPac is
formulated.
G1

G2

-0.10

-0.4
-0.2
0

0.2

10

0.4

Lateral wear (mm)

Build-up

-0.6

Wear

Frontal wear (mm)

-0.8

0.00

0.10
0.20
10
0.30

11

11

0.6
0.40

0.8
10

21
32
49
75
Pulse duration TON (µs)

10

100

21

32

49

75

100

Pulse duration TON (µs)

Fig. 6-22: Definition criterion for group 1 (G1) pulses causing wear and group 2 (G2) pulses causing build-up, separated by
dashed vertical line (for M10) or solid vertical line (for M11).
In the iPac strategy, wear neutral pulse packets are applied between the electrode and workpiece, consisting of
at least one long duration pulse causing build-up on the electrode (G2) and at least one short pulse causing wear
of the tool electrode (G1). The pulse durations and the number of group 1 and group 2 pulses within a pulse train
(packet) are chosen such that the collective effect on the electrode is near zero wear. Thus, the group 1 or group 2
values are based on the pulse duration, either decided based on the frontal wear or lateral wear, for a chosen
current mode, current, pause duration, flushing jump interval time and other process parameters. As shown in fig.
6-22, for steel 1.2343 workpiece, group 1 and 2 are separated by a dashed vertical line for M10 and a solid vertical
line for M11, based on either the frontal wear or lateral wear. By applying a series of such packets as shown in fig.
6-23 separated by long pause duration during the entire roughing operation, near zero frontal and lateral wear of an

Current I (A)

electrode can be achieved.
1 long

4 short

Long pause

Next pulse train

Duration (µs)

Fig. 6-23: An example of the wear-neutral pulse packets containing the long and short duration current pulses.
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Electrode: Ø 0.42 x 10.8 mm3
Long pulse: 100µs; Short pulse: 10µs

Pause duration: 1000µs
Current: 5A, M10 (with Hyperspark)
Frontal build-up: 0.553 mm
Erosion time: 8 hours 30 min.

Current (I)

Machined cavity:
Ø 0.56 x 11.4 mm3

1 mm
iPac with current spikes
Before erosion

After erosion

Machined cavity

Fig. 6-24: Example of micro erosion (L/D > 20) using iPac with 5 A current and Hyperspark (current spikes).
Since the short pulses are used for wearing out the build-up on the electrode within a packet, the dynamics in
the erosion region immediately after a spark are different due to the presence of the gas bubbles, causing a lower
wear per pulse. To keep the wear neutral pulse trains with the fewest possible pulses, a current spike (Hyperspark)
is added on the short pulses to obtain high wear per pulse, thus reducing the cumulative build-up over the entire
roughing operation. An example of erosion using this concept is presented in fig. 6-24. Furthermore, a single
electrode with multiple features having different projection areas in micro scale is used to erode a 5 mm deep
cavity in steel 1.2343 workpiece using 5.4 A current. The achieved results using the optimised process technology
for iPac are shown in fig. 6-25. While a wear neutral pulse packet contains the short duration pulses (10 µs - 20
µs) to cause wear, they also contribute to a higher material removal rate, as seen in fig. 5-5. The short duration
pulses also contribute to the process stability along with the longer pause durations. Further aspects on the
formation of the pulses within a packet or the possibilities to use different pulse packet configurations depending on
the process inputs such as the erosion depth and the electrode geometry are described in Maradia et al. [218].
After erosion (M11)

Before erosion

After erosion (M10)

1mm

Electrode side length (mm):
Frontal wear (mm):
Erosion time:

0.935

0.650

0.455

0.270

- 0.057

-0.050

-0.074

-0.076

5 hours 8 min.

0.009

0.001

0.001

0.473

9 hours

Workpiece (top view)
Not to scale

Fig. 6-25: Example of the erosion using iPac, where the micro electrode comprises of a multiple micro scale features.
Since high current results in a high material removal rate, the roughing operation in EDM is mainly performed
using the highest current value, restricted mainly by the electrode projection area and the electrode undersize
requirements. Fig. 6-26 shows the steering curve for the maximum current to be used according to the electrode
projection area for the mentioned low electrode wear strategies in the micro scale erosion. The maximum
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applicable current values are derived experimentally and interpolated according to the surface area of the
electrodes. Thus, by correlating the results shown in fig. 6-25 with the steering curve, one observes that the
maximum current for an electrode with 0.270 mm side length is limited at about 3 A. Using a current higher than
that described by the steering curve may lead to high electrode wear or the electrode breakage. It is seen in fig.
6-26 that the maximum current value for the micro scale erosion is set at 20 A, whereas 2 A value is the lower limit,
which governed by the pulse re-opening phenomenon. The pulse re-openings are caused due to the weak plasma
channels with current below 2 A and the switching noise from the generator, as further explained in chapter 8.2.1.
The pulse re-openings result in the current pulses with the random durations within the set pulse duration time,
leading to a high electrode wear. Thus, present applicability of the low wear strategies is limited to the electrodes
2

with the smallest dimension of 0.25 mm or above (Ap ≥ 0.05 mm ).
Maximum pulse current according to the electrode area
for low electrode wear strategies

11.5

8
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0.01
1

0.9
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0.7
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0.1

0

Electrode diameter (mm)

Fig. 6-26: The maximum applicable pulse current for the low wear strategies according to the electrode diameter or projection
area.
6.2.3

Effect of depth of erosion and process repeatability

The effect of the depth of erosion on the process outputs and the process repeatability using the low wear
2

strategies is analysed using 0.49 mm x 0.49 mm cross section graphite electrodes (Ap: 0.24 mm ) to erode 10 mm
deep cavities in steel 1.2343 using 5.4 A. The build-up on frontal face of the electrode (discharge region), erosion
time and material removal rate are measured after each 1 mm depth of erosion, as shown in fig. 6-27, fig. 6-28
and fig. 6-29 respectively. The results from the single pulse (SP) strategy with M10 are compared with the iPac
strategy results for M10 and the M11 with current peaks (Hyperspark). The used pulse current is 5.4 A, whereas
the used time related parameters are optimised for the 5 mm depth of erosion. It can be seen in fig. 6-27 that the
build-up increases steadily with increasing depth of erosion, for both M10 and M11. The repeatability of the frontal
build-up value is within ± 10 µm on average for each step of 1 mm depth of erosion. The repeatability of the
process technology is further ascertained by the required erosion times (see fig. 6-28). From fig. 6-29, it is seen
that the material removal rate decreases with the increasing depth of erosion, especially for the iPac strategy. More
interestingly, when using M11 with Hyperspark, the material removal rate is considerably higher for the first few
millimetres of erosion, clearly indicating the effect of erosion depth and poor flushing conditions on the material
removal rate. Finally, it must be noted that for the micro scale erosion, the material removal rate for the iPac
strategy is slightly lower when using the current spikes, compared to the pulses without current spikes.
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Mode 10
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Fig. 6-27: Electrode frontal build-up along the depth of erosion for single pulse (M10) and iPac strategy (try 1-3) with M10
(left) and the M11with Hyperspark (right). The electrode projection area Ap is 0.24 mm2 and used current is 5.4 A.
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Fig. 6-28: Erosion time over the depth of erosion for single pulse (M10) and iPac strategy (try 1-3) with M10 (left) and the
M11with Hyperspark (right). The electrode projection area Ap is 0.24 mm2 and used current is 5.4 A.
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Fig. 6-29: Material removal rate at each depth of erosion step for single pulse (M10) and iPac strategy (try 1-3) with M10
(left) and the M11with Hyperspark (right). The electrode projection area A p is 0.24 mm2 and used current is 5.4 A.
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Sheath
(build-up
protective layer)

II
Stealth
(wearing away
protective layer)

After dressing

I

After roughing

Sheath-stealth mode

Before erosion

6.2.4

Fig. 6-30: Example of the roughing using iPac (sheath mode: protective layer), followed by the stealth mode (wearing away
protective layer) to achieve the desired form of the rough machined cavity using just one electrode.
It can be seen from the presented results that the low frontal and lateral wear are achieved by generating a
build-up on the complete frontal face of the tool electrode, which is the actual discharge region. However, the
thickness of this built-up layer may create an undesirable overcut. In order to avoid this, a sheath-stealth mode is
conceptualised, an example of which is presented in fig. 6-30. For the erosion of a cavity with dimensions 0.9 x 0.9
3

x 5 mm , the erosion is performed using 3 A till the depth of 4.5 mm with the iPac strategy, resulting in a 0.073 mm
frontal build-up on the electrode. The build-up (protective layer) generated over the electrode face during the
roughing (sheath mode) is then removed by applying the pulses causing high tool wear of approximately 100 µm,
called the stealth mode. Due to the high wear on the electrode, the build-up generated during the roughing is
removed to regain the original form of the electrode and thus also of the eroded cavity in the workpiece. The form
conformity of the resulting cavity in the workpiece after the roughing operation (sheath + stealth) is also shown.
During the stealth mode, the short duration pulses with low currents can also be used, similar to the semi-finishing
operations. The machined cavity can be finally finished using a second electrode to achieve the desired accuracy
and surface finish. Thus, high aspect ratio structures can be precision machined with a lower number of tool
electrodes by using the low electrode wear strategies (relative wear < 1%), concurrently offering a higher material
removal rate. The first electrode used for the roughing operation may be used subsequently for semi-finishing of
the same cavity or roughing of a new cavity, thus increasing the resource efficiency.
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6.2.5

Comparison of the strategies

6.2.5.1 Micro electrodes
Fig. 6-31 presents a comparison of the process outputs for the two mentioned low electrode wear strategies
and a standard zero-wear technology for the macro scale erosion from the machine manufacturer. For the erosion
of 5 mm deep cavities in steel 1.2343 with 20 A and M2, using Ø0.8 mm graphite electrodes, it can be seen that
while the zero wear strategy for the macro erosion results in a high frontal and lateral tool wear when used for the
micro scale erosion, the aforementioned two low wear strategies result in a lower frontal and lateral wear.
Additionally, the lateral wear can be reduced to a near zero value using the iPac strategy.

Fig. 6-31: Comparison of the different low wear strategies for the micro scale erosion using 20 A.

6.2.5.2 Micro rib electrodes
In spite of the electrode projection area in the meso or macro scale, the smallest dimension of the rib electrodes
to erode the micro slots may fall below 1 mm. Thus, micro scale slots with at least one cross-section dimension in
micro scale have been eroded to analyse and compare the performance of the low wear strategies. Fig. 6-32
2

shows the micro rib electrodes (0.35 mm x 5 mm, Ap: 1.75mm ) after the erosion of 5 mm deep cavities in steel
1.2343 using the single pulse (SP) and the iPac strategies for 20 A. Fig. 6-33 shows the results of the micro rib
2

electrode (0.2 mm x 5 mm, Ap: 1 mm ) wear behaviour for 5.4 A. Fig. 6-34 shows the results achieved for the
2

erosion of a 5 mm deep slot using a micro rib electrode (0.115 mm x 5 mm, Ap: 0.575 mm , L/D > 40) with 3 A and
the iPac strategy. It is clear from the results of the erosion using the micro rib electrodes that the low electrode
wear and high material removal rates are achieved using the iPac compared to the single pulse (SP) strategy.

Fig. 6-32: Micro rib electrode (0.350 mm x 5 mm, Ap: 1.75 mm2) wear behaviour for 5 mm deep erosion using 20 A.
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Fig. 6-33: Micro rib electrode (0.200 mm x 5 mm, Ap: 1 mm2) wear behaviour for 5 mm deep erosion using 5.4 A.

Fig. 6-34: Micro rib electrode (0.115 mm x 5 mm, Ap: 0.575 mm2) wear behaviour for 5 mm deep erosion using 3 A and M10.

6.2.5.3 Multiple micro features

3

Before erosion

After erosion

1mm

1.0
mm

0.75
mm

0.50
mm

0.30
mm

Standard machine parameters

Fig. 6-35: Erosion of 5 mm deep micro cavities with different feature cross sections in micro scale using a graphite electrode.
The standard EDM machine technology parameters for 1.5 A which are suitable for the projection area of 0.25 mm 2 are chosen
for the erosion.
Features with the micro scale dimensions are machined on a graphite electrode and used for the erosion of 5
mm deep cavities with the standard machine technology. Fig. 6-35 shows the obtained results, where the high tool
wear of about 3.7 mm is measured on the smallest feature with the erosion time of 344 min. On the other hand,
using the iPac strategy consisting of the wear neutral pulse packets as described in chapter 6.2.2, near zero wear
3

The presented results in this subsection have been partially published in Maradia et al. [217].
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is achieved for the erosion with 5.4 A. The inner corner radii of about 140 µm ±5 µm are obtained using only two
electrodes, whereas one achieves the inner corner radii of 45 µm ± 5 µm after the five electrodes (see fig. 6-37).
Oversize of the cavities is 150 µm ± 5 µm and the depth of the eroded cavities is 4990 µm ± 10 µm, with the final
surface roughness Ra ~ 0.3 µm. The roughing step performed to erode the 4.8 mm deep cavity using 5.4 A results
in a frontal build-up/wear as shown in table 6-2. Following the roughing step, stealth mode (see chapter 6.2.4) is
applied to wear away the build-up. Thus, build-up generated on the micro features is reduced considerably. Same
electrode is used for the semi-finishing step. For the subsequent semi-finishing and finishing steps to reach the 5
mm depth, new electrodes are used. From the total erosion time of 592 min, roughing time is 370 min, semifinishing time is 110 min and finishing time is 90 min.
Electrode # 1

Before erosion

Electrode # 5

Electrode # 2

1mm
1.0
mm

0.75
mm

0.50
mm

0.30
mm

After roughing

After finishing

After semi-finishing

Fig. 6-36: Low electrode wear achieved for the micro scale erosion and the resulting cavities using the iPac strategy.
Achieved MRR during the roughing is about 0.035 mm3/min and during the finishing is 0.00045 mm3/min.

1 mm
100 µm
100 µm

Fig. 6-37: Inner corner radius and form of the cavities after using five electrodes for the erosion.
Table 6-2: Successive electrode wear and machining time after the each machining step / electrode.
Machining step

Feature side length and frontal wear
1 mm
0.75 mm
0.5 mm
0.3 mm

Roughing

-0.069

-0.060

-0.035

Stealth

-0.023

-0.033

Semi-finish

-0.024

-0.005

Semi-finish

0.013

Finishing

Time
(min)

Electrode
(EL)

0.037

370

1

-0.029

0.055

17

1

-0.031

0.084

30

1

0.009

0.005

0.027

81

2

0.009

0.015

0.016

0.008

60

3

Finishing

0.016

0.019

0.003

0.012

20

4

Finishing

0.018

0.009

0.004

0.023

14

5

592

5

Total
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6.2.6

Challenges to the industrial implementation

The proposed low wear methods for meso-micro EDM relies on the precisely controlled pulse packets which
generate a build-up on the electrodes and successively remove the generated build-up. However, any imbalance
due to the external process influences such as the electrode geometry or the depth of erosion may lead to a higher
build-up or an uncontrolled build-up on the lateral sides as shown in fig. 6-38. Although no such instances were
observed when using the iPac strategy, any such possibility of an unstable process is unacceptable in the industrial
applications. Thus, iPac must be analysed further to check the repeatability and stability of the process, especially
using the different electrode geometries. The real-time process observation, especially the Z-axis position and the
mean discharge voltage Ue may be useful to avoid or detect any process instabilities. Also, for the non-optimised
parameters, a marginal frontal electrode wear may result in a considerable lateral wear of the electrode as shown
in fig. 6-39. Here, although the electrode after the erosion in one side view seems to have incurred almost no
lateral wear, by turning the electrode by 90°, one observes a conical shape due to the lateral wear. It must be noted
that no lateral spark control was used for the erosion depth of 18 mm (L/D ~ 30). Thus, it is crucial to analyse the
combined effect of the lateral spark control (see chapter 7.3) with the iPac strategy for the industrial suitability of
meso-micro EDM. It has also been observed that the pause duration needs to be adapted to the electrode
geometry where a high pause duration should be chosen to ensure the process stability and to avoid any
uncontrolled build-up on the electrode.

Z – axis
position
1mm
Discharge
voltage Ue

Fig. 6-38: Examples of the uncontrolled build-up on the electrode. It must be noted that the intelligent pulse packets (iPac)
were not used for the shown examples.

After erosion (0° view)

Before erosion

Work-piece

Electorde: Graphite Φ 0.62x18mm
P:1000µs, M:223, I: 5A

iPac: 95-5-5-5 µs
Tool wear: 0.165 mm

Erosion time: 18 h 22 m

Ø 0.800 x 17.770 mm

Fig. 6-39: An example of micro erosion with the aspect ratio of 30 using the iPac strategy. The depth of erosion is 18 mm and
a lateral spark suppression mechanism is not used.
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6.3 Low wear mechanism
The carbonaceous build-up on the graphite and copper electrodes is observed during the erosion with low wear
settings. Additionally, the layer generation during the erosion is found to be occurring during the erosion of various
engineering metals such as iron and nickel based alloys. Mohri et al. [234] explained the electrode wear process
and mentioned the turbostratic graphite layer generation during the erosion process based on a catalytic effect of
the workpiece material. Kunieda and Kobayashi [184] clarified the mechanism of carbon layer generation over the
copper electrode for the long duration pulses, through the spectroscopic measurements of the copper vapour
density. Marafona [221] investigated the black layer generated over the electrode surface to conclude its
contribution to the low electrode wear. However, none the mentioned studies investigated the layer structure and
its generation method in detail. Due to the importance of low tool wear and the lack of understanding thereof, an indepth analysis of the carbonaceous layer is performed. Furthermore, a preliminary model is presented for the
generation of such layer and the low wear pulse durations have been simulated. The simulated pulse duration
values to achieve zero wear have been correlated with the experimentally determined values, shown in section 6.1.
6.3.1

Characterisation of carbonaceous build-up

6.3.1.1 Microstructure

Fig. 6-40: Cross section of a graphite electrode with the protective layer generated during erosion with 20 A. A carbonaceous
layer with an average thickness of 20 µm - 30 µm is seen on the electrode boundary. The contrasted images to identify the
layer are shown in the bottom row.

50µm

100µm

100µm

Fig. 6-41: Cross section of a build-up generated on a corner of a square graphite electrode during the erosion with 20 A. Left:
SE image; Centre: BSE image; Right: optical microscope image.
A polished cross section of a meso scale electrode frontal region is analysed after the erosion using 20 A, as
shown in fig. 6-40. It can be seen that the layer thickness on the average lies within 20 µm - 30 µm for 20 A. For the
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erosion using the meso scale electrodes with 20 A and long pulse duration (TON: 154 µs), a considerable amount of
build-up in the form of a peak is generated on the corners. The polished cross section of a peak generated on the
corner is shown in fig. 6-41. It can be seen that the build-up generated on the peaks has the thickness as high as
100 µm. Fig. 6-42 shows the build-up layer generated on the frontal region of a meso scale electrode. The
generated carbonaceous layer is compared to the base graphite material. It can be seen that the layers of carbon
with some porosity compose the build-up (see fig. 6-43). Also, a transition in the carbon phase is seen, where the
larger pockets are seen near the electrode boundary region compared to the inner region, which also differ from
the base graphite material. Thus, the effect of heat in the graphite material is evident, similar to the metallic
electrodes.
Base electrode
material

Generated
layer

50µm

Generated
layer

50µm

30µm

Fig. 6-42: Comparison of the microstructure of the base graphite material with porosity (left) and the microstructures of s
carbonaceous build-up on the frontal face of the electrode generated during the erosion of steel 1.2343 with 20 A.

3µm

5µm

Fig. 6-43: Magnified SE images of the carbonaceous build-up showing porous structure generated using 20 A discharges.

10µm

5µm

5µm

Fig. 6-44: SE images of the carbonaceous build-up showing the disoriented structure and porosity, generated using 5.4 A.
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Fig. 6-45: Left: different microstructures of the build-up where a dense carbon build-up is followed by the porous carbon.
Right: the dense carbon layer on the electrode boundary and a crack in the built-up layer extending into the base material.
While different microstructures of the generated carbonaceous layer are observed in a high magnification using
the SEM, it is still difficult to determine the definite thickness of the actual layer by distinguishing from with the base
material. However, the effect of heat conduction through the electrode and thus the heat affected zone in the
graphite electrodes with the thickness as high as 100 µm is ascertained. Fig. 6-44 shows the typical microstructure of the generated build-up using 5.4 A in detail. The thermal effect for the layer generation is further
evident by the observed cracks in the build-up region (see fig. 6-45 right), similar to that observed in the resolidified layers of the metallic workpiece materials. Also, the thermal boundaries and the effect of temperature on
the built-up microstructure generated with 20 A is seen in fig. 6-45 (left), where the region shown in the image is
generated build-up on a Ø0.8 mm graphite electrode. Here, a dense carbon build-up on the electrode boundary is
followed by a layer with the sub-micron thick porosity. Also, micro cracks are observed on the boundary between
the dense carbon layer and the stacked porous layers. Thus, one may infer that along with the layer generation, the
temperature effects also change the microstructure of the carbon layer.

In addition to analysis of the layer generated on the meso scale electrodes, the build-up produced on the micro
scale electrodes is analysed. Focused ion beam (FIB) machining is used to generate a polished micro scale cross
section of the built-up layer generated using 20 A, as shown in Fig. 6-46 (right). It can be seen that the complete
polished section is the built-up layer containing the micro scale metallic particles ejected from the workpiece (bright
spots) and embedded in the layer. Also, the size of the particles increases in the inner regions of the layer,
whereas the boundary region of the layer is composed of a relatively dense carbon film.

100µm

10µm

3µm

Fig. 6-46: Cross section of the build-up generated on the micro scale electrode during the erosion using 20A and M2 is
prepared using the focused ion beam machining (FIB). Left: electrode frontal region with a hemispherical build-up; Centre:
FIB machined trench; Right: build-up cross section with a thin platinum deposition on the top layer.
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In case of the erosion using 5.4 A and rising current slopes (M10), a rim like build-up is generated along the
electrode contour as seen in fig. 6-47. The FIB polished section of the rim shows that the complete rim is made of
the carbon generated during the erosion with the embedded metallic debris. Additionally, the carbon layer in the
lower region of the cavity on the electrode is analysed as shown in fig. 6-48. It can be seen that while the large
metallic debris are deposited on the electrode surface, the submicron particles are embedded in a porous stacked
5 µm thick layer. After the protective layer, the base graphite material is visible with a larger porosity.
100µm

4µm

Fig. 6-47: Analysis of the build-up generated during erosion with 5.4 A and rising current slope (M10) as a contour rim on the
micro scale electrode. 50 µm deep cross section cut using FIB confirms the rim made completely of the built-up carbon with
the micro and sub-micron sized metallic particles ejected from the workpiece during erosion.
40µm

2µm

1µm

Fig. 6-48: Analysis of cross section of electrode in the deeper region generated during the erosion with 5.4 A and M10. Left:
deeper region surrounded by a rim on the frontal region of the graphite electrode; Centre: cross section cut using FIB showing
the metallic deposits on the top surface followed by a layered build-up and finally the base graphite material with large
porosity along the depth; Right: magnified SE image of the build-up showing the stacked carbon layers with nano-scale
porosity and particles.
6.3.1.2 Material composition
Using the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) by FEI Quanta 200F, the protective layer in the discharge region
of the graphite electrode after the erosion process with 20 A is analysed. While topography of the layer is shown in
fig. 6-49(a), the bright spots and the dark regions in the layer using the back scattered electron imaging (BSE) are
seen in fig. 6-49(b). In this BSE image, the dark region is carbon whereas the bright spots are the metallic particles
having sub-micrometre dimensions. The Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) of a small region (shown in
white window) reveals Iron Fe and Chromium Cr elements from the workpiece material in the analysed zone along
with Carbon C, as shown in fig. 6-49(c). Fig. 6-50(a) shows a BSE image of the electrode discharge region after
the erosion of steel 1.2343 using 20 A. It can be seen that the metal deposition on the electrode is inhomogeneous
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for high currents, where the larger deposits of the metallic debris (see fig. 6-50b) are spattered from the workpiece
material, and confirmed through EDS shown in fig. 6-50(c). The workpiece deposition effect is further exemplified
when eroding TiAl6V4 material using the graphite electrodes, where a strong deposition is seen on the electrode,
as shown in Fig. 6-51. The EDS of the metallic deposition on the electrode shows traces of Carbon (C) along with
base Titanium (Ti). The absence of other workpiece material elements and the presence of carbon indicate
formation of TixCy during the erosion process due to a strong affinity of Titanium with Carbon, which may lead to the
different electrode wear behaviour (see fig. 6-10), compared to the other tested workpiece materials.

Fig. 6-49: A protective layer generated on the electrode after erosion with 5.4 A, (a) secondary electron SE scan; (b) backscattered electron image BSE of the same region; (c) EDS spectra of the region shown in the window in image b.

Fig. 6-50: (a) BSE image of the electrode after erosion of steel 1.2343 with 20 A; (b) magnification of the deposited metal
(bright region); (c) EDS spectra of the deposited metal shown by the window region in image b showing elements of steel
1.2343.
(a)

(b)

Ti

(c)

C

Ti

500µm

50µm

Fig. 6-51: (a) BSE image of a graphite electrode after the erosion of TiAl6V4 with 20 A; (b) Magnification of the deposited
metal (bright region); (c) EDS spectra of the deposited metal shown by the window region in image b.
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Soni and Chakraverti [311] have already reported the migration of workpiece material on the electrode, whereas
Murray et al. [242] analysed the workpiece debris deposition on the tool electrode through the secondary
discharges using EDS analysis in micro-EDM. The present analysis shows a similar phenomenon, where the
workpiece material debris are found on the graphite electrode discharge region after the erosion. On the other
hand, the carbon deposition has been scarcely found on the workpiece surface. The physiochemical process of the
material deposition through the discharges is mainly affected by polarity, current and pulse duration. A circular
shaped metallic deposition on the base graphite electrode as shown in fig. 6-51 suggests the material transfer
taking place during the discharge itself. On the other hand, the deposition of the smaller metallic debris (see fig.
6-49, fig. 6-50) may be occurring during the discharge itself and during the gas bubble collapse, which ejects the
molten metal debris from the workpiece, which may eventually condense on the electrode surface along with the
carbon vapour. The observed results correlate well with the cross sectional analysis of the build-up microstructure,
also showing the metallic deposits.

Fig. 6-52: (a) secondary electrons SE scan; (b) back-scattered electron BSE image of a copper electrode after erosion; (c)
magnified image of three distinct regions. EDS of wire-eroded region 1, region after low wear erosion 2 and region after high
wear erosion settings 3 are shown in bottom row.

Fig. 6-53: Left: topography of a copper electrode after erosion; right: bright shaded region indicates metallic elements whereas
the dark shaded regions indicate carbon deposition on the base copper electrode.
A similar analysis of a thin deposited layer on the copper electrodes is performed. Here, a wire-eroded copper
electrode is used for the erosion. At first, the low wear technology parameters with long pulse duration are used.
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Following this, a high wear technology with short pulse duration is used for the erosion, thus forming three distinct
regions on the electrode, as shown in fig. 6-52 (b). The EDS of the region 1 (wire-eroded region) shows traces of
the wire material on the workpiece apart from the base copper. Region 2 affected by the low wear erosion settings
shows high intensity of Carbon C, whereas the carbon C content is reduced to a negligible level in the region 3,
which experienced a high wear and is mainly composed of the base copper material. This indicates that, while
using the low wear settings for the erosion, a carbonaceous layer is formed on the electrode surface. Since there is
no carbon present in the base electrode material as well in the workpiece material (nickel alloy), it can be confirmed
that this carbon is generated from the decomposition of hydrocarbon (-Cx-Hy-) dielectric oil, both for the copper and
graphite electrodes. As shown in fig. 6-53 along with BSE scan (right), the carbon layer generation on the copper
electrode (dark shaded region) is evident. Copper material is re-deposited over this carbon layer during the erosion
due to its lower boiling temperature. As opposed to the graphite electrodes, almost no traces of the workpiece
material (1.2343) have been found on the copper electrode after the erosion, neither for the low wear settings nor
for the high wear settings. Fig. 6-54 shows the cross section of a copper electrode after erosion with 20 A.

Carbonaceous layer

Copper electrode

Fig. 6-54: Tilted cross section of a macro scale copper electrode after erosion using 20A and 316µs duration. Left: BSE scan
showing the base copper electrode and dark shaded carbonaceous layer; Centre: magnified BSE scan of the discharge surface
section; Right: magnified SE scan of the discharge surface cross section.
6.3.1.3 Carbon allotropes
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Fig. 6-55: Raman spectra of the micro regions on the protective carbonaceous layer generated over the commercial EDM
graphite material Poco EDM3 (spectrum 1) under different erosion conditions: single pulse 5 A (spectrum 2), iPac 5 A
(spectrum 3), iPac 20 A (spectrum 5) and commercial zero-wear technology for macro erosion (spectrum 4). Three main peaks
in the regions G, D and 2D are highlighted.
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It is seen that the built-up layer primarily consists of carbon C, thus analysis has been performed to identify the
carbon allotropes in the deposited layer. Confocal Raman spectroscopy is used to identify the carbon allotropes in
the protective layer generated under different erosion conditions. The spectra shown in fig.

6-55 have the

acquisition time of 1 second and are normalised to the maximum G-peak value. The described peak position
values and its correlation to literature takes into account the laser excitation frequency, which leads to the peak
shifts. Fig.

6-55 shows the spectrum of the base electrode material Poco EDM3, a polycrystalline graphite
-1

(spectrum 1), where it can be seen that the G-peak (Graphite) intensity at the Raman shift of 1580 cm is highest
-1

-1

compared to the D-peak (Diamond) intensity at 1344cm and a second order D-peak (2D) intensity at 2694cm , a
spectrum typical for the disordered graphite as explained by Reich and Thomsen [275]. While the sharp symmetric
2D peak shape and the peak position indicate a turbostratic graphene like structure as suggested by Ferrari [74], a
higher intensity of the G-peak and the presence of the D-peak confirms disoriented turbostratic graphite structure
as per Ferrari et al. [75]. In a turbostratic graphite structure, the adjacent planes of graphene are disoriented and
have a higher interlayer spacing, which can be considered as a crystalline defect of the graphite. The intensity of
the D-peak increases and the intensity of the 2D peak decreases after the erosion using the pulses with 5 A and
rising slopes (spectrum 2). The presence of a graphene like clusters with the carbon layers seen by the sharp 2D
peak in the base graphite is broadened along with the increase in D´-peak on a higher wavenumber side of the Gpeak, suggesting hydrogenation resulting in a graphane like structure, as noted by Elias et al. [69], Kompan and
Krylov [168]. The hydrogen in the protective layer is embedded through the decomposition of hydrocarbon
3

dielectric oil by the discharge plasma. Also, the peak intensity ratio (I D/IG) becomes higher, indicating sp bonding
and diamond like carbon structure of the generated layer over the base graphite material as suggested by Ferrari
and Robertson [76]. Further increasing the pulse duration for the same current pulses with the iPac strategy,
merging of the D and G-peaks is observed due to their broadening, indicating the increasing diamond like sp

3

bonds similar to the diamond like carbon (DLC) as shown by Scheibe et al. [287]. With a further increase in the
peak current to 20 A, for the micro (spectrum 5) and macro (spectrum 4) scale electrodes, the low wear technology
parameters generate the protective layer with a Raman spectra typical for the hydrogenated tetrahedral amorphous
3

carbon (ta-C:H) films with a high concentration of sp bonds. Also, the background photoluminescence (spectra 3,4
and 5) indicates increasing hydrogenation (%H content) [40] and fluorescence from the increasing sub-micro sized
metallic particles embedded in the carbon layer when using high currents (I> 8A).
Thus, it can be concluded that the protective layer is composed mainly of diamond like carbon (DLC). The
3

increase of sp bonds in the protective carbon layer such as in ta-C:H or amorphous carbons with high D-peak to
G-peak (ID/IG) intensity ratios increase the hardness of the layer as found by Ziebert et al. [408]; Robertson [280]
compared to the base turbostratic graphite material. Although the thermal properties of these materials have been
vastly analysed for the thin films, Balandin [17] presents an overview of the thermal properties of carbon allotropes,
3

where it is shown that, with increasing sp bonds in graphite or diamond like carbon films, the thermal conductivity
-1

-1

decreases. The typical thermal conductivity of EDM graphite ranges from 110 W mK - 40 W mK , which may be
-1

-1

reduced to less than 15 W mK - 0.1 W mK for the diamond like carbon and amorphous carbons. Further precise
characterisation of the generated carbonaceous protective layer is suggested using UV Raman imaging, to
3

overcome the photoluminescence effect. In addition, changing the laser source wavelength to confirm the sp bond
structure through non-shifting of the D-peak and the thermal effect analysis due to the incident power on the
samples during the measurements is also recommended.
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6.3.1.4 Microhardness
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Fig. 6-56: Microhardness measurements (Vickers hardness HV) of base graphite and protective layer with carbon and metallic
regions, using nanoindentation with 5mN force over 20sec.
A Fischerscope HM2000 from Helmut Fischer GmbH with a nanoindentor was used for measuring the
microhardness of the protective layer generated during the erosion with different conditions. The measurement
settings were a maximum load of 5 mN with loading and unloading times of 20 s. At first, three different types of
commercial graphite materials, namely Poco EDM1, Poco EDM3 and R8650 are tested (see chapter 3.2.3). As
seen in fig. 6-56, a large variation in the measured values is seen, which is found to be originating from the sample
preparation method. For the surfaces prepared using turning (EDM3, R8650), a lower hardness is measured
compared to the surfaces of the sintered electrode bulk material (EDM1). On the other hand, the hardness of the
carbon regions on the protective layer is found to be higher on average for the different erosion conditions,
confirming the observations from the micro-Raman analysis. Since nanoindentation can be done only once at a
single location and owing to the inhomogeneity of protective layers, a large variation is observed in the measured
values. Additionally, the mean microhardness values of the deposited metallic particles in the protective layer are
also shown, indicating a much higher hardness. The hardness values as high as 1140 HV are observed during the
measurements, suggesting the martensitic phase of the steel. The high hardness may suggest extremely fine
structure to amorphous phase of the deposited workpiece material, caused by the quenching effect. The higher
hardness of the protective layer is also supported by the microstructure observations of the layers showing the submicron sized porosity and the sub-micron metallic particles.
6.3.2

Function of the carbonaceous layer

Based on the presented analysis of the carbonaceous layer, it can be inferred that the layer is mainly composed
2

3

of diamond like carbon with varying ratio of sp and sp bonds. The amorphous carbon such as diamond like
carbon forming the layer contributes to its lower thermal conductivity [17]. Also, sub-micron particles are embedded
in the built-up layer. The matrix of a relatively dense carbon layer compared to the base graphite material and the
quenched metallic particles increase the overall hardness of the built-up layer.
Since graphite sublimates at about 3650°C and copper melts at about 1083°C, the pulse duration value at which
the electrode surface temperature in contact of the plasma channel falls below these values, low wear may be
expected for the respective materials. For a short pulse duration (<30 µs), high flux density owing to the small
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plasma channel radius causes high temperatures in the electrode leading to wear through melting, vaporisation or
sublimation. Patel et al. [255] have simulated heat distribution in the anode, where after a certain pulse duration the
receding melt fronts are observed due to the heat conduction effects for copper material. Thus, when influx heat
into the electrode from plasma channel is higher than the heat conduction into the electrode, thermal wear occurs
through melting and vaporisation. It is believed that the amorphous carbon or diamond like carbon layer with its
lower thermal conductivity provides thermal shielding to the base electrode material.
Apart from the high temperatures, the lateral sparks may also be causing tool wear leading to a conical shape of
the electrode. The lateral sparks (secondary discharges) also cause electrode vibrations, leading to an unstable
process. Also, the mechanical abrasion may result from the flushing cycles, where the electrode retracts from and
enters the machined cavity at high velocity and acceleration (up to 3m/min, 6m/s

2

respectively). Since the

protective layer generated during the erosion has overall higher hardness mainly due to the sub-micron metallic
3

particle deposits and diamond like sp bonds, the region with the protective layer withstands the erosion process
forces. Together with the lateral sparks, this may also partially explain the lateral wear and conical shape of the tool
electrode for the low pulse duration settings, compared to the low wear settings with a protective layer over the
complete frontal surface of the electrode. Thus, the protective carbonaceous layer may also serve as a shield
against the abrasion due to its high hardness, reducing both the frontal and lateral wear of the electrode.

6.3.3

Carbonaceous layer formation

It is clear from the analysis of the build-up that it is formed in the discharge region of the electrode and is mainly
composed of the disoriented pyrolytic graphite, diamond like carbon, amorphous carbon and the workpiece
material debris. It is mainly dependent on the used pulse current along with the pulse shape, pulse duration and
current density. A simplified model of the build-up formation is described here followed by the simulations of
temperature distribution in the electrodes to validate the proposed theory.
6.3.3.1 Simplified model
Mohri et al. [234] indicated the influence of workpiece elements such as carbon, iron, nickel and chromium
acting as catalyst for the precipitation of turbostratic carbon, which acts as a protective layer. Marafona [221]
affirmed the catalyst effect and introduced an equivalent carbon number relating to the low electrode wear.
However, the thermal nature of the layer generation and the effect of the thermal properties of the materials have
not been considered. Since the electric discharge plasma is a well-known source of pyrolysis and hydrocarbon
decomposition as shown by [171, 280], it is a well-established theory that the build-up on the electrode is carbon
decomposed from the synthetic hydrocarbon dielectric oil. Given the high complexity of the electric discharge
process, in addition to the related carbon deposition processes, a simplified qualitative model at multi-time scales is
presented here. It is proposed that the carbon generation in EDM is a type of physiochemical vapour deposition
process, where the carbon ions and condensation of the carbon vapour are the main deposition sources. To
simplify the model, only the carbon vapour generation is considered and the ion bombardment as a potential
source for the carbon deposition process is excluded. Also, the chemical phenomena considering the catalytic
effect from the workpiece elements such as iron Fe and nickel Ni have been excluded, thus only a thermal model is
used to describe the carbonaceous layer generation.
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At micro-seconds scale, fig. 6-57 presents the proposed concept of the protective layer generation by a single
discharge for a micro scale electrode. Initially, till about 20 µs after the breakdown (a), heat flux from the plasma
channel causes temperatures above the melting point or sublimation point in the local regions of the electrode and
workpiece. With a further increase in the pulse duration (b), the plasma channel expands through heating and
vaporisation of the dielectric oil in vicinity, mainly through radiation. A temperature rise in the dielectric oil near the
plasma region leads to vaporisation of the hydrocarbon oil, resulting in a bubble mainly consisting of the hydrogen
gas and carbon vapour. Through ionisation of this gas, plasma region expands, mainly consisting of the charged
hydrogen Hα as observed in chapter 4.1.2 and by Descoeudres et al. [55]. Due to the conduction of heat in the
electrode and workpiece along with reduced heat flux due to the plasma expansion, high temperature generated in
the electrodes near the plasma region gradually decreases with increasing pulse duration, resulting in the values
below the electrode sublimation or melting temperatures. At this pulse duration, near zero frontal wear can be
expected.
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Fig. 6-57: The proposed qualitative model of the protective layer generation at microsecond scale; clockwise: (a) gap region
in initial 20 µs after the breakdown; (b) the plasma channel expansion and temperature distributions in the electrode and
workpiece; (c) carbon layer generation over the complete frontal surface of the electrode; (d) end of current pulse and begin of
the bubble contraction; (e) the bubble implosion leading to the removal of molten metal pool of the workpiece; (f) gap region
after a sufficient interval time.
As it is proposed that the carbon layer on the electrode is generated through condensation of carbon vapour,
when the temperature over the electrode surface in the discharge region is above the dielectric vaporisation
temperature and below the electrode melting or sublimation temperature, the carbonaceous layer can be generated
in this region of the electrode. For the micro scale electrodes, in order to generate the layer over the complete
surface using a single discharge, temperature over the complete electrode surface need to be between the
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sublimation / melting temperature and the dielectric vaporisation temperature. While the sub-micrometre metallic
particles ejecting from the molten pool of the workpiece region splash over the electrode surface, carbon film is
generated by condensation during and at the end of discharge due to its high sublimation point (c). At this pulse
duration, current is stopped, leading to extinguishing of the plasma channel and contraction of the gas bubble due
to the pressure exerted by surrounding compressed dielectric fluid (d). Upon collapse of the gas bubble, molten
metal pool of the workpiece is removed partially, leaving some debris spattered over the electrode surface, where
carbon vapour condenses due to the cooling effect from dielectric (e). Thus, a carbonaceous film is generated over
the electrode surface through carbon vapour condensation, consisting of the sub-micrometre and larger metallic
debris from the workpiece material. The deposited carbon phase is dependent mainly on the plasma channel and
gap region properties, such as hydrogen content, plasma temperature, electrode and workpiece surface
temperatures and gap pressure.
For a few hundred micro-seconds time scale, at the end of a discharge, average temperature rises in the
workpiece material, electrode and dielectric in the discharge region. If a subsequent discharge is generated within
a short interval time (P), the temperature may rise relatively faster over the electrode-workpiece surface, leading to
a further carbon deposition. Since this discharge would take place near the location of the previous discharge, due
to the micro surface area of the electrode, the spark discharge may transit to a metallic or an arc discharge. An arc
discharge, also known as a static discharge is a known source of carbon deposition, but may also lead to the
defects in workpiece. Thus, a higher amount of carbon may be deposited when the short pause durations P
between two consecutive discharges are used, but may lead to the arc discharges or the process instability. Thus,
it is advantageous to keep longer pause durations to achieve the process stability and repeatable results.
At the milliseconds scale, a minimum average current during the erosion is to be maintained (indirectly the
temperature) in the discharge region, in order to achieve a homogenous carbon build-up by each discharge. By
looking at the erosion process on an even larger time-scale of a few hundred milliseconds, both the average
temperature and concentration of the debris in the dielectric increase with the erosion time, thus emulating the
effect of the short pause durations. Thus, flushing is performed, mainly by rapidly retracting the tool electrode from
the discharge region and advancing it again towards the discharge region at an appropriate gap distance. This
flushing cycle removes most of the dielectric in the discharge region, and allows fresh new dielectric from the tank,
which is continuously filtered and cooled. For Aluminium as workpiece material, pulse durations as long as 200 µs
do not result in a carbonaceous build-up over the complete electrode surface. High heat capacity of Aluminium
might restrict the temperature rise in the discharge region above that of dielectric decomposition temperature.
Thus, erosion was performed without the flushing cycles to gradually increase the temperature in the discharge
region due to the lack of renewed cool dielectric in the discharge region. This method resulted in a non-uniform
build-up on the electrode surface for the discharge duration as low as 10 µs. This behaviour further underlines the
influence of discharge region temperature on the carbon build-up process. By effectively controlling the pulse
duration, pause duration and flushing cycle period, one may achieve the stable and repeatable results for the
generation of a protective carbonaceous layer.
The carbon build-up profile on the electrode surface during the erosion mainly depends on the current, mode
and pulse duration. A hemispherical build-up on a Ø0.8 mm graphite electrode is observed after the erosion of
Inconel 718 using 20 A, as shown in fig. 6-58 (left). On the other hand, for the same diameter, 3.5 A current
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produced ‘burn-berries’, a non-uniform cluster of build-up spots as shown in fig. 6-58 (right). The rim like electrode
contour shaped build-up when using the lower currents and current slopes as shown in fig. 6-47 is considered as a
series of such clusters formed by the controlled process. This build-up is formed on the electrode edges because
the temperature rise is higher in the corners and edges of the electrode, facilitating the carbon build-up for the
relatively shorter pulse durations. An additional consideration is the arc type discharges occurring on the corners
and edges, also aiding the carbon deposition process. The size of build-up cumulatively increases with increasing
depth of erosion (see fig. 6-27), where different volume of the build-up over the depth of erosion is attributed
mainly to the sparking frequency and gas bubble dynamics. During the initial few millimetres of erosion depth, since
the flushing conditions are relatively more efficient, a higher number of good sparks occur compared to the shorts
and arc discharges.

Fig. 6-58: Build-up profile on Ø0.8 mm graphite electrodes after the erosion of Inconel 718 using 20 A (left) and 3.5A (right).
6.3.3.2 Low wear simulations
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Fig. 6-59: Schematics of the electrode geometry considered for heat conduction simulations. A carbon layer is considered in
the discharge region with the thermal conductivity similar to that of diamond like carbon (DLC).
In order to validate the proposed low wear model, temperature simulations in the electrode are performed. By
observing the duration at which the temperature in the electrode falls below the sublimation or melting temperature
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of the graphite and copper electrodes respectively, one may find the pulse duration range in which the low frontal
wear can be expected. Since the carbon layer is generated by the first few discharges from the erosion start, a
carbon layer is considered in the micro electrode geometry in the discharge region. Fig.

6-59 shows the

schematics of the electrode geometry considered for the temperature simulations in the micro scale graphite
electrode. The temperature simulations for the graphite electrodes have been performed for Ø0.73 mm electrode
with 20 A and Ø0.4 mm electrode with 5.4 A. The parameters considered for the carbon layer are presented in fig.
6-59. Temperature dependent thermal properties of base graphite (Poco EDM3) are considered for the simulations
and shown in fig. 3-15. The density of the graphite and the carbon layer are assumed to be the same. The heat
source, i.e. plasma is considered to be expanding with time and the constant heat flux Fa having an equilibrium
profile is applied. The heat source expansion is derived from the light emission region measurements performed
using high-speed imaging and shown in fig. 6-60.
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Fig. 6-60: The measured light emission region of the discharge plasma generated by Ø0.8 mm graphite electrode with 20 A
and Ø0.5 mm graphite electrode with 5.4 A. The heat source radius rp is a logarithmic function of time t for the 20 A discharge
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Fig. 6-61: Temperature evolution over the pulse duration along the radial r and axial z direction from the electrode centre. The
electrode radius is 0.365 mm for 20 A and results are shown in the step of 25 µs till 160 µs duration from 10 µs after the
discharge breakdown. The energy fraction into the electrode Fa is 0.45.
Using the above mentioned parameters, the temperature evolution in the discharge region of the electrode is
simulated. The temperature evolution in radial r and axial z direction over the pulse duration of 300 µs is presented
in fig. 6-61 for 20 A discharge. It can be seen that the temperature on the electrode centre after 10 µs reaches
above 8000 K, slowly decreasing with the pulse duration. The energy fraction into the electrode Fa is considered
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0.45 for the presented simulation results. It is seen that the temperature in the electrode centre falls below 4000 K
after 60 µs pulse duration. However, with a further increase in the pulse durations, the temperature over the
complete electrode surface in the discharge region remains above 1000 K. While observing the temperature
distribution along the axial or longitudinal direction z in the electrode, a sudden shift in the temperature values is
seen for all the pulse durations due to the carbon layer. The considered 25 µm thick carbon layer influences the
temperature distribution in the electrode in both radial and axial directions. For the simulations with the chosen
layer thickness and the material properties, after several iterations with the different dielectric vaporisation
temperature values, dielectric vaporisation temperature is considered to be 400°C. Since the graphite sublimation
temperature of 3650°C and the dielectric vaporisation temperature of 400°C are important to derive the pulse
durations at which low wear is achieved, isothermal contours of the mentioned temperatures are simulated.
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Fig. 6-62: Isothermal radius on the electrode surface at the graphite sublimation temperature (3650°C) and the dielectric
vaporisation temperature (400°C) for the different anode energy fraction Fa values.
Fig. 6-62 shows the isotherm radius on the electrode surface at the graphite sublimation temperature and the
dielectric vaporisation temperature for the different energy fraction Fa values. According to the proposed low wear
model, when the temperature in the electrode discharge region falls below sublimation point, low frontal wear is
expected. Thus, the pulse duration value at which the 3650°C isotherm radius becomes zero, near zero frontal
wear for graphite electrodes is achieved. On the other hand, in order to have the carbon layer generation over the
complete electrode surface, the complete electrode surface temperature must be above 400°C. Thus, the pulse
duration value at which the 400°C isotherm radius becomes equal to the electrode radius, a carbon layer over the
complete electrode surface is expected. Fig. 6-63 shows the temperature evolution in the electrode over the pulse
duration as isotherm surfaces. The 400°C isotherm contour shown by a white line is seen to be expanding radially
and axially with increasing pulse duration. The faster radial expansion compared to the axial direction is attributed
to the heat source expansion rate and the differing carbon layer properties. Since the pulse duration values for the
low wear differ according to the considered energy fraction F a, the simulated and measured pulse durations are
compared for achieving near zero frontal and radial wear. It is found that for Fa = 0.45, a good agreement between
the measured and the simulated pulse duration value can be achieved, as shown in fig. 6-64.
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Fig. 6-63: Temperature distribution in the discharge region of a micro graphite electrode with 0.365 mm radius, 20 A and Fa
of 0.45. The white contour indicates the isotherm contour at 400°C and the green contour indicates 3650°C isotherm contour.
The measured and simulated pulse duration values for the low wear in case of Ø0.4 mm graphite electrode with
5.4 A are shown in fig. 6-65. For Fa of 0.5 and 10 µm carbon layer thickness, it can be seen that the simulated
3650°C isotherm radius reaches zero at about 40 µs and the frontal wear becomes near zero at about 35 µs. The
pulse duration value at which the measured carbon layer reaches the electrode radius is at about 100 µs, whereas
the simulated 400°C isotherm radius reaches near electrode radius after 150 µs. Thus, although the simulated
pulse duration value for the frontal wear is comparable with the measured results, the simulated pulse duration for
the low lateral wear is overestimated. It is proposed that the axis dependent thermal properties of graphite must be
considered for the precise simulations, as the thermal conductivity is much higher in the radial direction of the
electrode compared to the axial direction, where a dense carbon layer is generated using 20 A compared to the
stacked carbon layers using 5.4 A (see fig. 6-48 c). Such a consideration would cause faster heat conduction in
the radial direction and lower in the axial direction, thus reducing the pulse duration value for the radial expansion
and increasing the duration for frontal wear. Nonetheless, it can be inferred that a pulse duration range can be
simulated for achieving near zero frontal and lateral wear based on the proposed model for a given electrode
geometry and used current. Fig. 6-66 shows the simulated pulse duration values for achieving low wear when
using the graphite electrodes of the defined dimensions with 20 A and 5.4 A. The simulated pulse durations may
serve as a range to experimentally identify the precise pulse duration values at which zero frontal and lateral wear
may be achieved, reducing the required experimentation.
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The copper electrodes require longer pulse durations to achieve low wear as presented in chapter 6.1.2. Since
a carbon layer of a negligible thickness is generated over the copper electrodes, the carbon layer is ignored for the
heat conduction simulations in the micro scale copper electrode. The heat source expansion is derived from the
plasma expansion equation based on constant cathode boiling point temperature condition defined by Eq. (4.2)
and shown in fig. 6-67. Considering the 1083°C melting point of copper, isotherm radius at this temperature is
simulated to determine the pulse duration value at which low wear is expected. Fig. 6-68 shows the 1083°C
isotherm radius evolution along the pulse duration for Ø1mm copper electrode and 20 A. Since the measured pulse
duration values at which near zero copper electrode wear lie between 275 µs – 315 µs as shown in fig. 6-68, with
the energy fraction into the electrode Fa between 0.28 - 0.3, a good agreement between the simulated and
measured pulse duration value for low copper electrode wear can be achieved, as also shown in chapter 4.2.3.3.
On the other hand, about 200 µm diameter carbon layer may be formed around the discharge centre, derived from
the 400°C isotherm radius, which is in good agreement with the measured carbon layer diameter of 0.25 mm
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Fig. 6-67: Heat source expansion for Ø1 mm diameter copper electrode with 20 A. The radius rp expansion over time t is
derived using the constant cathode boiling temperature conditions using Eq. (4.2).
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Fig. 6-68: Left: copper melting point 1083°C isotherm radius over the pulse duration for different Fa suggesting the low wear
pulse duration near 300 µs; Right: dielectric vaporisation temperature 400°C isotherm radius for the carbon layer formation.
From the presented simulations, it can be inferred that the proposed low wear model effectively predicts the
pulse duration range in which low frontal and lateral wear can be achieved for both the graphite and copper
electrodes in the micro scale. Here, a trade-off between the required experimentation to determine the precise
pulse duration value and the suitable parameters and boundary conditions for the simulations must be considered.
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The form accuracy and precision of the machined cavity are dependent on the electrode wear. However, for the
same technology parameters, the electrode wear is different for the different surface areas, such as on the cornersedges and the frontal surfaces areas in the micro and macro scales. Thus, applying the suitable parameters
depending on the spark location is necessary. Here, a spark location detection method is proposed, followed by the
explanation of the underlying mechanism and the achieved benefits on the eroded form accuracy.
7.1 Spark location detection
In order to visually locate each spark on the electrode during the steady state process conditions, high-speed
imaging technique described in chapter 3.3.3 is extended for the discharge characterisation in the multiple
discharge process. A combination of the visual and electrical information is analysed for spark location detection.
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Fig. 7-1: Left: the method of spark location characterisation using the acquired video with 50,000 fps, electrical signals and the
programmed MATLAB routines. Right: method of spark characterisation based on delay time, current and voltage thresholds.
Using the high-speed imaging method described in chapter 3.3.3, one may achieve the images of a discharge
and the corresponding voltage and current signals. However, during the erosion process, thousands of discharges
are generated. Depending on the memory capacity of the high-speed camera, one may capture a few seconds of
the erosion process, either on the surface or the in quasi-real erosion conditions. However, analysing each
discharge manually from a video or images is time consuming task. Thus, different routines have been
programmed using MATLAB to derive the statistics of the spark characteristics occurring on the different regions of
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an electrode, as shown in fig. 7-1 (left). Using the voltage and current signals, sparks in the acquired process
duration are detected. The good sparks are then sorted out from the detected sparks based on the defined delay
time, voltage and current thresholds, as shown in fig. 7-1 (right). Also, the mean discharge voltage Ue and delay
time Td of each detected good spark are calculated.
Based on the elapsed time from trigger till the breakdown of a detected good spark, a routine programmed
using MATLAB identifies the images of each identified good spark from the image dataset of the whole captured
video. Thus, an 8.4 GBs large video or corresponding image data is reduced to about 200 MBs - 300 MBs of image
data, which depends on the number of identified good sparks. Different regions on the specified electrode are then
defined manually, e.g. corner regions, frontal region and lateral sides of the electrode. In order to further automate
the analysis, using the MATLAB image processing tool, categorisation of each good spark according to its
breakdown location is performed, as explained in fig. 7-2. Here, contrast of the images of a spark is changed to
clearly mark out a bright region, i.e. spark. A measurement window of defined m1 x n1 pixels scans the image to
identify the region, in which at least 80% of pixels have the intensity higher than the defined threshold value. The
measurement window then expands until the entire pixel region has at least 80% pixels having the intensity higher
than the defined threshold. The central x-axis location of the new measurement window m2 x n2 is considered to be
the discharge location. The discharge is then categorised as belonging to one of the defined regions based on its
determined location on the electrode.
1
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Step 1: Based on the elapsed time from Step 2: Contrast of the image is changed to
trigger, image is fetched for the spark ‘X’
reduce bubble reflection

Step 3: Fixed size window scans the image to Step 4: Once light source is detected, window
find a high light intensity region (spark expands to cover entire illuminated region for
plasma)
the given threshold to find the centre of spark

Fig. 7-2: Automatic assignment of the spark location to one of the defined regions (corners: 1, 3; frontal: 2) using the image
processing tool of MATLAB. In the presented case, the spark occurs in region 2.
In order to analyse the robustness of the automatic location recognition algorithm, an additional sub-routine is
programmed to manual assign the electrode region to each good spark. The routine presents the images of each
spark on the screen, where by a mouse click on the spark centre the respective region value is assigned. The
comparison of the results achieved by the automatic and manual spark sorting indicates a slight shift in the
histogram peaks towards the measurement window scan direction. For current work, on an average about 200-300
good sparks within each video are identified and all the spark location region classification is done using the
manual sorting tool. The semi-automatic algorithm is only suggested where the number of sparks to be located are
considerably large. Once all the detected good sparks are classified, for each region, the histograms of the spark
characteristics such as the mean discharge voltage Ue and delay time Td are generated. The mean discharge
voltage is calculated after 20 µs from the breakdown for 75 µs measurement window duration.
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7.1.2

Electrode configurations

The erosion experiments for the spark location detection method are performed in the quasi-real erosion
condition as described in chapter 3.3.3.2, where the discharge region and eroded cavity are tightly sealed between
the two glass plates. Three different electrode configurations are used, namely micro rib, micro electrode and
combination electrode comprising of a micro and a meso scale feature, as shown in fig. 7-3. Table 7-1 shows the
main parameters used for the high-speed imaging for the respective electrode configuration. The images are
acquired at an interval of 20 µs with an exposure time of 19 µs. With the used 50,000 frames per second (fps), 5
images of a spark with pulse duration of 100 µs are acquired. The oscilloscope time resolution is set at 0.5 µs to
record 5 seconds of voltage and current signal data. Pulse duration of the sparks is chosen between 50 µs to 100
µs, with the pause duration of 1000 µs, similar to the low wear parameters. Using a constant current source
generator, spark current ranging from 5 A to 20 A is applied with 100 V positive electrode polarity. The servo
control is based on the discharge voltage of the sparks. The discharge region is externally illuminated from the front
and back windows of the erosion chamber. The acquired images for each electrode configuration are presented in
fig. 7-4 along with the defined regions on the electrode.
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Fig. 7-3: Different electrode configurations used for the spark location detection technique, in the quasi-real erosion
conditions; (a) micro-rib electrode; (b) micro electrode; (c) combination electrode with a micro and a meso scale feature.

Fig. 7-4: Images of the different electrode configurations in the quasi-real erosion conditions, (a) micro-rib electrode; (b)
micro electrode; (c) combination electrode.
Table 7-1: High-speed camera settings for the different electrode configurations.
Camera settings

Micro rib

Micro

Combination

Pixel region

304 x 160

48 x 224

512 x 152

Frames per sec.

50,000

50,000

50,000

Video duration

1.8 sec.

3.7 sec.

1.4 sec.
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7.1.3

Statistical analysis results

7.1.3.1 Micro rib electrodes
2

A micro rib electrode with a cross section of 0.2 mm x 5 mm (Ap: 1mm ) is used to erode a 0.3 mm thin steel
plate at the depth of 5 mm in the quasi-real erosion condition, as shown in fig. 7-4(a). Fig. 7-5 shows the
histograms of the calculated mean discharge voltage Ue of the sparks occurring on the different regions of the
electrode. It is seen in fig. 7-5 that the sparks occurring on the corners have Ue lower or at the lower end of 22 V,
compared to the sparks occurring on the frontal side (Ue: 22 V - 30 V). The sparks occurring on the lateral sides
have the highest mean discharge voltage (Ue > 30 V). On the other hand, the discharge delay time T d histograms
for the sparks occurring on the different regions of the electrode show no definitive pattern, as shown in fig. 7-6. It
is seen that most of the sparks have the delay time near zero. This behaviour may be attributed to the chosen
servo control method, which in this case uses the mean discharge voltage as the reference, instead of the
conventionally used delay time Td.
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Fig. 7-5: Mean discharge voltage Ue histograms of the sparks occurring on the different regions of a rib electrode. The defined
regions of the electrode are lateral sides (Regions 4, 5), corners (Regions 1, 3) and frontal side (Region 2). Current: 12 A.
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7.1.3.2 Micro electrodes
2

A micro electrode with a cross section of 0.25 mm x 0.25 mm (Ap: 0.0625 mm ) is used to erode a 0.3 mm thin
steel plate at the depth of 4 mm in quasi-real erosion condition, as shown in fig. 7-4(b). Fig. 7-7 shows the
calculated mean discharge voltage Ue of the sparks occurring in the frontal and lateral regions of the micro
electrode. It is seen that most of the sparks occurring on the frontal region have a relatively lower mean discharge
voltage (Ue < 32 V) compared to the sparks occurring on the lateral sides (Ue > 32 V).
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Fig. 7-7: Mean discharge voltage Ue histograms of the sparks occurring on the different regions of a micro electrode. The
defined regions of the electrode are frontal (Region 2) and lateral sides (Region 1). Current: 8 A.

7.1.3.3 Combination electrode
2

A combination electrode having a micro feature with a cross section of 0.5 mm x 0.5 mm (Ap: 0.25 mm ) and a
2

meso scale feature with 3 mm x 3 mm cross section (Ap: 9 mm ) is used to erode steel plates (thickness of 0.6
mm, 3.2 mm respectively) at the depth of 3 mm, see fig. 7-4(c). The calculated mean discharge voltage Ue of the
sparks occurring on the combination electrode suggest that most of the sparks occurring on the meso scale feature
have a mean discharge voltage Ue between 20 V - 32 V (see fig. 7-8). A peak around 20 V in fig. 7-8 (right) may
indicate the sparks occurring on the corner regions of the meso feature. Here, most of the sparks on the micro
scale feature of the electrode were on the lateral sides with Ue > 32 V (region 1).
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Fig. 7-8: Mean discharge voltage Ue histograms of the sparks occurring on the different regions of a combination electrode.
The defined regions of the electrode are a micro scale (Region 1) and a meso scale feature (Region 2). Current: 14 A.
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The following conclusions may be derived from the shown results:


A method using high-speed imaging is able to locate the discharges occurring on the different electrode
regions in the quasi-real erosion conditions for the meso-micro scale erosion.



The dependence of mean discharge voltage Ue / current (based on the generator type) of a spark on its
instantaneous surface area or geometric location on the electrode is established.



The sparks occurring on the corners or edges of the meso-macro scale electrodes have a lower mean
discharge voltage Ue compared to the sparks which occur on the frontal erosion region.



The sparks occurring on the lateral faces of the electrode have the highest mean discharge voltage Ue.



The sparks occurring on the micro scale features have a lower mean discharge voltage Ue compared to the
sparks occurring on the frontal region of a meso or a macro scale electrode.



For the used servo control based on the mean discharge voltage Ue of the sparks, no correlation with the
delay time Td of the sparks with their geometric location on the electrode could be ascertained.

7.1.4

Spark location based adaptive control method

Based on the understanding derived from previous results, the spark location could be determined based on its
measured discharge voltage Ue and a real-time process control may be conceptualised. The process control may
adapt the parameters of the spark and subsequent sparks in order to achieve optimal output based on the
electrode feature area at which it is taking place. The probabilistic spark location based adaptive control method is
further described below:


Based on the statistical results for the given erosion parameters such as applied current and electrode
geometry, one may define at least two distinct voltage threshold values, namely Ref1 and Ref2 (see fig.
7-9).



The sparks with the mean discharge voltage Ue higher than the Ref1 value are considered to have occurred
on the lateral sides of the electrode.



The sparks with the mean discharge voltage Ue lower than the Ref2 value are considered to have occurred
on the micro scale electrode features, including the corners and edges of the electrodes.

Voltage (V)

Pulse duration Pause duration
(TON)
(P)

Measurement
window

Ref1
Ref2

Fig. 7-9: Measurement method of mean discharge voltage of a spark and definition of two reference levels: Ref 1 and Ref 2.
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Once the probabilistic spark location on an electrode region is attributed, the process technology for the
considered spark can be changed within a few microseconds through the FPGA control. If required, also the
parameters of the subsequent sparks may be changed. Although the corrective process parameters mainly depend
on the electrode material, current and other process parameters, a generalised scheme is shown in fig. 7-10.
Apply pulse

Measure average discharge voltage (Ue) for
a few microseconds
Other
parameters

Electrode
material

Stop the pulse
current immediately
Unwanted

Ue < Ref 2

Ue

Ref 1 > Ue > Ref 2

Ue > Ref 1

Set new parameters for
the on-going pulse (T, P,
I, etc.) or insert a predefined pulse train
Micro

Continue standard
technology
Meso - Macro

Fig. 7-10: Flow chart of spark location adaptive process control based on the measured discharge voltage Ue of each spark.
A simplified spark location adaptive control method is shown as a flow chart in fig. 7-10. The sparks with the
mean discharge voltage between the two defined reference voltage levels (Ref 1, 2) are considered to be occurring
on the macro and meso scale surfaces and the default erosion parameter set is applied or continued. Only if the
mean discharge voltage value of the spark falls outside of this range, one takes a corrective action. It must be
noted that depending on the electrode geometry complexity, one may define more than two levels, indicative of the
different electrode projection areas. The spark location based adaptive control method for the sparks occurring on
the micro scale features is presented in 7.2 and for the sparks occurring on the lateral sides is shown in 7.3.
7.1.5

Underlying mechanism

7.1.5.1 Dependence of discharge voltage on the spark location
The method proposed for the spark location detection relies on analysing the changes in the discharge voltage
of the sparks in the real erosion process. In this section, an explanation and the reliability of this correlation is
sought. In order to clarify the dependence of discharge voltage/current on the spark location, Valentinčič and
Junkar [357] have proposed changes in the gap width depending on the electrode projection area. It is suggested
that a higher number of sparks are required on a larger or curved surfaces compared to the micro scale surfaces.
Thus, lower gap width is expected between the micro scale feature and workpiece compared to the macro scale
surfaces. For lower gap widths, length of the plasma channel is short, leading to lower measured discharge
voltage, if the discharge plasma resistivity is constant. However, it is well-known that the dirt accumulation is higher
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in the micro scale areas and corners, leading to a decreased electrical conductivity in the discharge region, thus
leading to a higher gap width. Also, the electric field would be stronger on the corners and micro scale areas due to
the point effect, compared to the frontal surfaces, requiring a larger gap width for the same open voltage. Thus,
another consideration is proposed, where the different types of discharges taking place according to the
instantaneous area over which the spark breakdown occurs is considered.
The EDM plasma states such as gaseous phase or metallic phase as indicated by Inoue [122], having a
different electrical resistivity may cause a change in the measured discharge voltage and frequency components of
the voltage/current. The dielectric fluid in the vicinity of the micro scale discharge region is limited as opposed to
the macro scale region, where dominantly the gaseous discharges may occur from the continual dielectric
breakdown. Thus, plasmas with a higher metallic content are generated in case of the micro scale erosion, as
discussed in chapter 5.3.3. The time-integrated spectra of the plasma (see fig. 5-30) for the erosion using the
meso electrode revealed higher intensity of the Hα spectral line compared to the metallic Fe spectral lines,
signifying a dominantly gaseous phase of the plasma owing to the hydrocarbon (-Cx-Hy-) dielectric breakdown. On
the other hand, a higher relative intensity of the Fe lines is observed during the erosion with a micro scale
electrode. This behaviour is typical for the discharges in gas or vacuum, causing the lower discharge voltages [34,
90, 122]. Thus, the metallic discharges are expected in the micro regions with a high probability, compared to the
gaseous discharges occurring on the macro scale regions. Depending on the electrode projection area, the
gaseous phase discharges eventually transit to the metallic and subsequently to the arc discharges. For the micro
scale regions, this occurs within 20 µs, whereas for the macro scale areas, this may happen well after 150 µs pulse
duration for the graphite electrodes. Thus, the gap width and the different plasma states are believed to influence
the discharge voltage, in order to correlate it to the electrode projection area.
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7.1.5.2 Determination of the reference values
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Fig. 7-11: Measured mean discharge voltage Ue for the different electrode diameters and currents in the macro-meso (left) and
the micro scale (right) for the graphite electrodes.
Since the method of spark location detection relies on the discharge voltage of the sparks, the change in the
mean discharge voltage Ue values for the different electrode projection areas and currents is analysed, as shown in
fig. 7-11. It can be seen that the mean discharge voltage values U e are considerably higher for the macro scale
electrodes compared to the meso and micro scale electrodes. For the micro scale, one observes a sudden rise in
the Ue for the electrode diameters less than 0.4 mm, as the current applied (>3 A) to such a small surface areas is
too high, leading to the process instability. Apart from this, the difference in the mean discharge voltage U e values
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for the micro scale surfaces decreases to less than 1 V with decreasing current. At this stage, the process

Reference voltage (V)

parameters applied to the electrode are anyways similar and thus the spark location detection is less useful.
35
33
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Ref2 5A
Ref1 3A
Macro
10

9

8

7
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4
3
Electrode diameter (mm)
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2

Micro
1

Ref2 3A

0

Fig. 7-12: Example of the reference values for the spark location adaptive control (Ref1, Ref2) for the different graphite
electrode diameters and current.
Based on the measured discharge voltage values for the given materials and other erosion conditions, one may
define the reference levels (Ref1, Ref2) for the spark location adaptive control. Fig. 7-12 shows an example of
such calibration curves for the reference values according to the electrode diameter and used current. Since during
a machining step the current remains unchanged, the reference values do not overlap.
7.1.5.3 Auto-tuning of the reference values
The discharge voltage values for the similar electrode surface areas may vary slightly or significantly with the
different machine types, electrode-workpiece materials, dielectric, depth of erosion, contamination of dielectric, etc.
If the constant values are used despite of these variables, the spark location adaptive control may cause
undesirable process outputs. Thus, these values need to be adapted for the optimal performance. An auto-tuning
method is conceptualised here based on the test-electrode geometry, in order to calibrate the reference voltage
values automatically. The fixed electrode geometry has the features with the different surface areas. With an
algorithm, one may measure and analyse the discharge voltage values during the erosion, compare it with the
default reference values, and adapt them accordingly. Thus, higher precision and repeatability may be expected
despite of the changing machine types, materials, dielectric, erosion depth, contamination of dielectric, etc.

Fig. 7-13: A sample electrode geometry with the 4 distinct regions to calibrate the reference levels dependent on the surface
area. Each region is used separately for the erosion using the chosen current and materials.
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The test geometry is presented in fig. 7-13, where the four distinct regions are defined. At first, region 1 is used
for the erosion with the selected machining specifications such as used current. The peak of the region 1 feature
gives the information on the discharge voltage in the micro regions. With increasing depth of erosion and thus
known electrode projection area, one may correlate the measured mean discharge voltage U e values. The method
requires either zero wear technology or the use of a touch-probe fixed on the machine table in order to periodically
measure the wear. Subsequently, the erosion programme engages region 2 to a new location on the workpiece.
Using the calibration values derived through erosion of region 1, one performs the erosion of the feature in the
region 2 and compares the measured values with the default values for further fine tuning. Region 3 is then used
for the calibration based on the depth of erosion. Region 4 can be used in order to calibrate the reference values
for the micro dimensions, and thus with the maximum current limited to 20 A.

7.2 Sparks on micro regions
The sparks occurring on the micro scale surfaces refer mainly to the sparks occurring on the corners and edges
of the meso-macro scale electrodes, which may cause high wear on these features. Additionally, the sparks
occurring on the micro scale electrodes are distinguished from the sparks occurring on the meso or macro scale
electrodes. Apart from the changing surfaces area of the electrode in XY plane, change in the surface area along
the depth of erosion is also detected using the proposed method, which is useful for the conical shaped and step
electrodes. The main benefits along with the proposed process control counteractions have been summarised fig.
7-14. The corrective actions depend mainly on the electrode material, where the effect of process parameters on
the electrode wear (see chapter 6) need to be considered.
Corner / edge sparks

Sparks on different electrode area

Micro

Workpiece

Workpiece

Macro / Meso
feature

Workpiece

Workpiece
Meso - Macro

Current (I)

Voltage (U)

Voltage (U)

Macro / Meso
feature

Workpiece

Workpiece

Workpiece

Combination

Micro

Electrode

Macro

Micro
Micro

Macro

Workpiece

Current (I)

Electrode

Micro

Electrode

Micro

Combination

Meso - Macro
Electrode

Macro

Micro
Micro

Macro

Fig. 7-14: The sparks occurring on the micro scale regions of the electrode causing high tool wear and the suggested process
control measures, mainly based on the pulse and pause duration of the spark. The arrows show the counteraction on the pulse
duration if discharge voltage is found to be below Ref2, as described in section 7.1.4.
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7.2.1

Conical electrodes

Since a conical electrode has varying surface area with the increasing depth of erosion, a conical electrode as
shown in fig. 7-15 is used for the erosion of steel 1.2343 using the spark location adaptive process technology with
20 A. Since the spark breakdown is of stochastic nature, a spark could occur on a larger surface of the cone and
the subsequent spark may occur on the apex of the cone. Depending on the location of a spark, ranging from the
apex point (Ue: 16.5V) to the largest diameter of 7 mm (Ue: 26V), pulse parameters can be modified. The input for
process control are 20 V mean discharge voltage reference (Ref1) and the measurement window of 20 µs duration,
beginning after 20 µs from the discharge breakdown. If for a given spark the measured mean discharge voltage U e
is found to be below 20 V, pause duration of 1 ms is added at the end of the considered discharge. The electrode
after the erosion shows build-up of a peak with a nose radius smaller than 0.25 mm and no frontal wear. Although
similar experiments have been reported through a surface area adaptive control by Valentincic et al. [358], the
presented spark location adaptive control offers higher precision through the regulation of pulse parameters of
each spark, during the spark duration itself. The measurement of discharge voltage at 1 ms interval performed
during the erosion shows beginning value of 16.5 V (at electrode tip), steadily increasing to 26 V with increasing
depth of erosion, thus the electrode projection area.
Ø 7 mm

7 mm

Depth of erosion

26V

16.5V

Electrode after erosion

0.25 mm

Mean discharge
voltage (Ue)

Fig. 7-15: Example of a conical electrode having a built-up apex during the erosion using the adaptive control with 20 A.

7.2.2

Corners and edges

The effectiveness of the spark location based process technology is further exemplified by shaping the edge of
a Ø4.62 mm graphite electrode during erosion with 20 A. As shown in fig. 7-16 (left), the pulse duration for the
sparks occurring on the edges of the macro electrode are adapted, ranging from the shortest pulse duration of 20
µs (example 1) to the longest pulse duration of 130 µs (example 3). A carbonaceous build-up on the electrode edge
can be achieved (fig. 7-16 right) for the erosion with the long duration pulses (example 3), compared to a high
wear on the corners for the erosion using short pulse durations. Since the sparks occurring on the macro-meso
scale electrodes can be distinguished by a lower mean discharge voltage Ue, the spark location adaptive process
control allows shaping of the corners and edges of the macro electrodes, while achieving zero frontal wear. Similar
results can be achieved when using the copper electrodes, where the corner radius depends on the used pulse
duration as shown in fig. 7-17. When using the shorter pulse durations, the copper electrodes incur high wear,
which can be reduced by using the longer durations, affecting the inner corner radius of the eroded cavity.
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1. High corner wear
2. Low corner wear
3. Edge build-up

Electrode

1

2
150µm

Workpiece

3

Fig. 7-16: Left: corner form of the eroded cavities using 4.62 mm diameter graphite electrodes with 20 A. (1) Ue Ref2: 26 V,
TON: 20 µs; (2) Ue Ref2: 24 V, TON: 20 µs; (3) Ue Ref2: 22 V, TON: 130 µs; Right: edge build-up on the electrode and a typical
worn form shown with red dashed line.

Fig. 7-17: Corner form of the eroded cavities and 5 mm diameter copper electrodes after the erosion with 20 A. (1) TON: 20
µs; (2) TON: 154 µs; (3) TON: 274 µs.
7.2.3

Combination electrodes

The capability of the proposed spark location detection based on the changing surface area of the electrode is
2

2

2

2

analysed by eroding macro (Ap > 10 mm ), meso (Ap: 10 mm -1 mm ) and micro (Ap < 1 mm ) scale features using
a single electrode. The electrode dimensions are shown in fig. 7-18, where two erosion process control strategies,
namely standard adaptive control from the machine tool manufacturer and the spark location adaptive control have
been compared for 15 mm deep erosion using 20 A. The threshold value derived from fig. 7-8 (Ref2: 22V) are
used with the similar measurement window settings as mentioned in fig. 7-14. The measured frontal wear of the
macro-meso scale surfaces is below 10 µm for both the process control methods. However, the micro feature (A p:
2

0.44 mm ) incurs 2.3 mm frontal wear when using the standard adaptive control compared to 0.12 mm frontal buildup when using the spark location adaptive control. During the spark location adaptive control, the current density is
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immediately reduced by increasing the pause duration to 1000 µs when a spark occurs on the micro region,
resulting in near zero tool wear. On the other hand, the standard control applies high current density also on the
micro regions resulting in a higher wear and the process instability in the micro regions. The erosion time for both
the strategies is 5 hours. Fig. 7-19 shows the form accuracy achieved using the proposed adaptive control. It can
be seen that sharp inner corners are achieved in addition to the straight lateral sides due to the low corner wear.
The lateral wear on the micro scale feature results in a conical shape of the tip, which can be overcome using the
counteraction method described in section 7.3 and further integrating the iPac strategy (see chapter 6.2.2) with the
spark location dependent process control.

Fig. 7-18: Combination electrodes consisting of the macro to micro scale features with L/D > 20. Comparison of the results
achieved using the standard low wear technology for the macro erosion and the spark location adaptive technology with 20A.

1 mm

2 mm

Fig. 7-19: The form accuracy achieved using the spark location adaptive process control for a combination electrode and 20A.
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7.3 Sparks on lateral surfaces
The sparks occurring on the lateral or the side surfaces of the electrodes result in a number of undesirable
effects in the machined features. While on one hand these sparks increase the overcut during the erosion, they
also induce lateral forces on the electrode which may affect the process stability for the high aspect ratio
electrodes, reducing the achievable precision as analysed by Klocke et al. [158]. Thus, the efficacy of the spark
location process control proposed in section 7.1.4 to supress the lateral sparks is tested. Since the lateral sparks
are mostly undesirable and have no obvious advantage, irrespective of the materials and machining specifications,
the presumed lateral sparks are immediately terminated upon the detection.

7.3.1

Macro - Meso scale electrodes

7.3.1.1 Side gap
2

The macro scale square cross section graphite electrodes with 5 mm side length (Ap: 25 mm ) are used to
machine 9 mm deep cavities in steel 1.2343. With the focus on analysing the effect of terminating the sparks with
the measured discharge voltage Ue > Ref1, different values for Ref1 are used for the comparison on the process
outputs such as the side gap, frontal wear of electrode and erosion time. Table 7-2 shows the results achieved for
the erosion tests performed using discharge duration T ON of 154 µs and pause duration of 1000 µs. For the
standard technology from the machine, the discharge duration is 116 µs and pause duration of 37 µs. It can be
seen that the mean side gap without any adaptive process control intervention is 0.36 mm for 20 A, whereas the
side gap is 0.325 mm when using the standard process technology and control for 20 A. Clearly, the standard
technology results in a lower erosion time, mainly due to the shorter pause duration. However, using the proposed
spark location adaptive control with Ref1 32 V, the side gap is reduced by 40% to 0.215 mm. The erosion time
when using 32 V reference value (Ref1) increases by 68%. However, for the erosion using Ref1 34 V, 36%
reduction in the side gap is achieved with a 25% increase in the erosion time. In order to reduce the trade-off effect
between the lower side gap and erosion times, 25 A current and Ref1 34 V are used with the other parameter
unchanged. It can be seen that while the side gap reduces by 24%, the erosion time is reduced by 18% as well.
For the similar erosion parameters with 30 A, 30% reduction in the side gap and 25% reduction in the erosion time
are achieved. For Ref1 36V and 30 A, a similar side gap and erosion time to that of the standard technology
parameters and control are achieved. Here, for the erosion with 30 A, the large pause duration of 1000 µs
compared to the 37 µs for the standard technology shows the effectiveness of the proposed lateral spark control.
Table 7-2: Process output results using the spark location adaptive control for the lateral sparks with different Ref1 values.
Current (I)

20A

20A

20A

25A

30A

30A

20A

(V)

No kill

32

34

34

34

36

Std. Tech

Mean side gap

(mm)

0.360

0.215

0.230

0.275

0.255

0.340

0.325

Erosion time

(min)

146

245

182

119

108

84

85

Frontal wear

(mm)

-0.009

-0.015

-0.014

-0.015

0.019

0.007

-0.013

%

100

60

64

76

71

94

90

40↓

36↓

24↓

29↓

5↓

10↓

100

168

125

82

74

58

58

68↑

25↑

18↓

26↓

42↓

42↓

Ref 1

% Side gap
% Erosion time

188

%
%
%
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Referring to the fig. 5-1, one may observe that the side gap of 0.215 mm achieved using the process control is
similar to that produced by 20 µs long discharges with 20 A, compared to the 0.35 mm side gap resulted by 154 µs
duration discharges. The 12 µs discharge voltage measurement window is initiated 8 µs after the discharge
breakdown, upon which the decision for a counteraction is taken. Thus, it can be inferred that the spark location
adaptive control efficiently detects the lateral sparks and reduces their pulse duration to 20 µs - 30 µs. Using the
optimised technology parameters, such as lower pause duration (e.g. 250 µs) and the proposed adaptive control
using Ref1, one may achieve considerably lower erosion time and side gap. It was also observed that this effect is
less pronounced when using the macro scale copper electrodes for the erosion. In fact, for erosion using 20 A and
5 mm diameter copper electrode, 41% rise in the erosion time is observed for a 15% reduction in the oversize for
10 mm deep cavities in steel 1.2343 with Ref1: 34 V.

Fig. 7-20: Top view and the transverse cross sections of the machined cavities with the process parameters mentioned in Table
7-2. The graphite electrode cross section is 5 mm x 5 mm and the depth of erosion is 9 mm.

7.3.1.2 Surface quality
Since the discharge durations of the lateral sparks is reduced to about 20 µs – 30 µs using the adaptive control,
the surface quality resulted from the lateral spark suppression is expected to be similar to the erosion using short
pulse durations. While one may clearly see the different surface topographies of the machined frontal surfaces
compared to the lateral surfaces in fig. 7-20, the magnified images of the lateral surfaces eroded with and without
the use of lateral spark control for the graphite electrodes are presented in fig. 7-21, clearly indicative of the
different discharge durations of the lateral sparks. Also, the re-solidified layer is reduced on the lateral surfaces
when using the lateral spark suppression as shown in fig. 7-22.
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100 µm

20A No Kill

100 µm

20A 32V Kill

Fig. 7-21: Comparison of the surface quality of the lateral surfaces eroded without (left) and with the lateral spark adaptive
control (right). It can be seen that much larger craters similar to the frontal surfaces are generated without the adaptive process
control. Also, the micro cracks in the machined surfaces are visible in the left picture.

Fig. 7-22: Comparison of the form accuracy and the re-solidified layer of the cavities eroded with the graphite electrodes
using 20 A without (left) and with (right) the lateral spark location adaptive process control.

7.3.1.3 Form accuracy
Upon analysing the form of the eroded cavities, it is observed that the form precision when using the spark
location adaptive control to supress the lateral sparks results in a lower corner wear in the XY (transverse) plane of
the workpiece (see fig. 7-23) resulting in a high form accuracy. It must be noted that the lower corner radius
achieved in the Z direction of the machined cavity as shown in fig. 7-16 uses Ref2, whereas the lower corner
achieved in the XY plane results from the control based on Ref1. Fig. 7-24 shows the comparison of the corner
form of the cavities eroded without and with the adaptive control. Thus, form precision in 3D is improved using the
adaptive control method.
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Fig. 7-23: Top view of the machined cavities using 20 A standard technology parameters (left) and using the spark location
adaptive control for 20 A with Ref1 set to 32 V (centre) and 30 A with Ref1 set to 36 V (right).

1
2
3

Workpiece (XY)

100 µm

Fig. 7-24: Corner form of the eroded cavity in XY plane for the different process control strategies using 20 A. (1) No
adaptive control; (2) Ue Ref1: 34 V; (3) Ue Ref1: 32 V. It is seen that the form accuracy of a square cavity is best for the
sample 3.

7.3.1.4 Surface burrs
Surface burrs as termed in the conventional metal machining processes are also prominent in EDM. The burrs
are undesired as they hinder the proper sealing, assembling or alignment of the machined parts and thus are
removed using the costly deburring techniques such as polishing, sand blasting, electrochemical polishing, etching
or ion beam, as a post-cutting process. It has been observed during the analysis of the spark location adaptive
control that by terminating the sparks with a mean discharge voltage Ue above Ref1 also results in the significantly
lowers surface burrs. Additionally, the surface burrs generated during the process regulated by the adaptive control
have a lower volume, as shown in fig. 7-25. It has been observed that whenever the electrode approaches the
erosion cavity after the flushing cycle jump, a high number of discharges take place on the lateral faces including
the top contour-edge of the machined cavity. These sparks, although taking place on the electrode corners and
lateral faces, have a higher discharge voltage probably due to the sufficient liquid dielectric available on the
workpiece top surface.
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100 µm

20A No Kill

20A 32V Kill

Fig. 7-25: Comparison of the surface burrs produced on the initial zero-plane of the cavities eroded using Ø5 mm graphite
electrodes. Current is 20 A and pulse duration is 154 µs. Left: no adaptive control; Right: spark location adaptive control with
Ref1 32 V.

7.3.2

Micro scale electrodes

7.3.2.1 Side gap and form precision
The capabilities of the lateral spark adaptive control are further analysed for the erosion using the micro scale
electrodes. With Ø0.9 mm graphite electrodes, 9 mm deep cavities are eroded in steel 1.2343 using 20 A and 154
µs pulse duration with 1000 µs of pause duration. A comparison of the process outputs for the erosion with Ref1 32
V and the erosion without the adaptive control using 20 A is presented in table 7-3. It can be seen that the lateral
spark suppression algorithm with Ref1 32 V results in 26% lower side gap from 0.32 mm to 0.235 mm. At the same
time, the erosion time is decreased by 13% from 255 min. to 222 min. On the other hand, the erosion of 10 mm
deep cavity using Ø1 mm copper electrode is performed with 316 µs pulse duration. With Ref1 30 V, the side gap
is reduced by 27%, whereas the frontal wear is reduced by about 50%. Unlike the graphite micro electrodes, a
slight increase in the erosion time is observed when using the lateral spark suppression for the copper
microelectrodes. Fig. 7-26 and fig. 7-27 show the top view of the eroded cavities using the graphite and copper
micro electrodes respectively. It can be seen that the cavities produced using the adaptive control (right) have a
higher circular form precision. Also, the reduced surface burrs are clearly visible as shown in fig. 7-28.
Table 7-3: Process output results for the micro erosion with and without the lateral spark adaptive control for the graphite and
copper micro electrodes.
Graphite
Copper
Current (I)
20A
20A
20A
20A
Ref 1
(V)
No kill
32
No kill
30
Mean side gap

(mm)

0.320

0.235

0.425

0.310

Erosion time

(min)

255

222

192

213

Frontal wear

(mm)

-0.094

-0.240

0.316

0.159

%

100

76

100

73

% Side gap
% Erosion time

192

26↓

%
%
%

100

74
13↓

27↓
100

111
11↑
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Workpiece top view (XY)

20A, No Kill

20A, Ref1: 32V

250µm

Fig. 7-26: Top view of the cylindrical eroded cavities without (left) and with (right) the lateral sparks suppression. The
graphite electrode diameter is 0.9 mm and the depth of erosion is 9 mm. 20 A with pulse duration of 154 µs is used for the
erosion.
250µm

20A, No Kill

20A, Ref1: 30V

Fig. 7-27: Top view of the cylindrical eroded cavities without (left) and with (right) the lateral sparks suppression. The copper
electrode diameter is 1 mm and the depth of erosion is 10 mm. 20 A with pulse duration of 316 µs is used for the erosion.
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20A No Kill

100 µm

20A 32V Kill

Fig. 7-28: Comparison of the surface burrs and form precision produced on the initial zero-plane of the cavities eroded using
Ø1 mm copper electrodes. Current is 20 A and pulse duration is 316 µs. Left: no adaptive control; Right: Spark location
adaptive control with Ref1 30 V.
7.3.2.2 Surface quality and surface burrs
Apart from the higher form accuracy, the surface quality of the eroded lateral surfaces is improved, especially
when using the graphite electrodes. Fig. 7-29 (left) shows the comparison of the surface burrs produced during the
erosion with the graphite micro electrodes. It can be seen that in addition to the low burrs, sharp corners in the
entry region of the cavity are produced. While the higher surface quality through the process control is identifiable
in fig. 7-30, the re-solidified layer (seen as black region) on the lateral sides is negligible for the cavity eroded
using the adaptive process control compared to the cavity without the lateral spark suppression (see fig. 7-29
right).
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20A , Ref1 32V

20A No kill

Fig. 7-29: Comparison of the form accuracy (centre), surface burrs (left), surface and sub-surface (right) quality of the 9 mm
deep eroded cavities using Ø0.9 mm graphite electrodes with (Ref1 32 V) and without the lateral spark adaptive control.

0.5 mm

Fig. 7-30: Comparison of the surface topography of the eroded micro cavities without the adaptive control (left) and with the
adaptive control (right). Applied current is 20 A for Ø0.9 mm graphite electrode and 9 mm depth of erosion in steel 1.2343.

Fig. 7-31: Comparison of the form accuracy (centre), surface burrs (left), surface and sub-surface (right) quality of the 10 mm
deep eroded cavities using Ø1 mm copper electrodes with (Ref1 30 V) and without the lateral spark adaptive process control.
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7.3 Sparks on lateral surfaces
Similar results have been achieved when using Ø1 mm copper electrodes for the erosion using 20 A, as shown
in fig. 7-31. It can be seen that while the sharp edges are achieved on the initial workpiece surface, the eroded
cavity without the lateral spark suppression has a negative taper. This shape may be resultant from the electrode
vibration produced due to the discharge forces. Due to a higher ductility of the high aspect ratio micro copper
electrodes compared to the graphite electrodes, poor form of the machined cavity is resulted in the transverse and
longitudinal directions. Also, the corner wear and frontal wear are higher, compared to the eroded cavity where the
lateral spark adaptive control is employed. Thus, it can be inferred that the lateral spark adaptive control is effective
for the micro erosion using both the graphite and copper electrodes.

7.3.2.3 Electrode vibration
While the micro or high aspect ratio electrodes incur vibrations from the EDM machine itself, the vibrations from
the discharge process are also considerable. Since a high aspect ratio electrode cross section is similar to a beam,
the forces applied by the lateral discharges cause deflection of the electrode. The deflection reduces the side gap
between the opposite side of the workpiece and electrode, prompting a short spark or another lateral spark. This
cycle causes the large deflections in the machined cavity and higher tool wear, resulting in a conical shape of the
micro electrodes, and in some instances breakage of the graphite electrodes. However, with the proposed lateral
spark suppression method, one may stop the lateral sparks within a few microseconds, thus considerably reducing
the discharge forces on the electrode and its deflection. Fig. 7-32 and fig. 7-33 show the graphite and copper
microelectrodes respectively. For the graphite electrodes with an aspect ratio of 10, a conical shape at the
electrode tip is obtained without the adaptive control, characterised as the lateral wear. However, when the spark
location based adaptive control with Ref1 32 V for 20 A is used, a negligible lateral wear occurs. The higher form
accuracy of the eroded cavity is also attributed to the near zero lateral wear of the electrode. Owing to the lower
erosion times, smaller side gap and high surface quality, one may infer that the lateral discharges causing the
electrode vibration and high lateral wear are efficiently restrained using the proposed lateral spark adaptive control.

After erosion

20A 32V Kill

After erosion

20A No Kill

Before erosion

2 mm

Fig. 7-32: Effect of the lateral sparks on the Ø0.9 mm graphite electrodes, where suppression of the lateral sparks (right)
results in a lower lateral and corner wear of the graphite electrodes.
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After erosion (Ref1: 30V)

After erosion (no kill)

After erosion (Ref1: 30V)

After erosion (no klil)

7 Form Accuracy

1 mm

Fig. 7-33: Effect of the lateral spark suppression resulting in a lower lateral and corner wear of the Ø1 mm copper electrodes.
A slightly negative taper form of the cavity (left) in the longitudinal direction is observed for the normal erosion, whereas the
cylindrical form is observed (right) when the lateral spark adaptive control is used during the erosion.

7.3.2.4 Overcut
It is observed in chapter 6.1.2.3 that the overcut produced when using low currents for the micro scale copper
electrodes is caused by the discharges with a higher mean discharge voltage Ue (>34 V). Since the discharge
voltage value is higher than the discharge voltage measured during the stable process, one may utilise the lateral
spark adaptive control to restrain these unstable sparks and stabilise the process. Fig. 7-34 shows the comparison
2

of 4 mm deep cavities eroded in steel 1.2343 using 0.5 mm x 0.5 mm (Ap: 0.25mm ) cross section copper
electrodes and 5.4 A. Since the process instability is a stochastic phenomenon, it can be seen that without the
unstable spark suppression, the eroded cavity may be normal (left) or containing the defects (centre). On the other
hand, the unstable spark suppression using Ref1 leads to a cavity with smaller oversize and without any defects
resulting from to the process instability (right). Thus, the spark location adaptive control facilitates the process
stability in the micro scale erosion. Also, no wear is observed when the pulse duration is reduced to 10 µs for such
abnormal discharges.

Fig. 7-34: Effect of the unstable spark suppression based on Ref1. Left: eroded cavity without the adaptive control. Centre:
eroded cavity without the adaptive control but with the defect caused by the process instability. Right: eroded cavity using the
unstable spark suppression (Ref1 32 V).
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7.3 Sparks on lateral surfaces
7.3.3

Overview of the benefits

 Lateral discharges have a high probability to have a higher mean discharge voltage Ue.
 Through the adaptive control based on Ref1 mentioned in section 7.1.4, the lateral sparks can be effectively
supressed a few microseconds after the discharge breakdown.
 Lower side gap can be achieved for the same current using the proposed method.
 For similar side gap, higher current can be applied during the roughing, thus reducing the erosion times.
 High surface quality in terms of the surface roughness and the lower re-solidified layer thickness are achieved.
 Higher form accuracy is achieved in both the XY plane and the Z direction of the machined cavity.
 Low or minimal surface burrs are produced when eroding using the proposed method, especially in the micro
scale.
 Electrode vibrations and the process instability caused by the lateral sparks are reduced, resulting in a higher
form precision, lower erosion times and near zero lateral wear.
 The difficult to detect overcuts produced during the erosion with the micro scale copper electrodes and lower
currents can be prevented, thus resulting in a stable micro scale erosion process.
 Overview of the benefits are summarised in fig. 7-35.
Surface
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Fig. 7-35: Overview of the advantages achieved using the lateral spark adaptive control, where the discharges with the mean
discharges voltage Ue > Ref1 are supressed within a few microseconds from the discharge breakdown.

7.3.3.1 Precision machining

4

A combination electrode having the macro to micro scale features as shown in fig. 7-36 is used for the erosion
using the standard low wear technology with 20 A. While a near zero frontal wear is achieved on the macro - meso
scale features as shown in table 7-4, the micro scale feature is broken during the erosion due to the high average
current applied during the erosion. On the other hand, using the spark location adaptive control using Ref2 and the
same technology parameters, the current density is reduced by applying the long pause duration of 1000 µs when
the sparks are determined to be occurring on the micro scale features, corners or edges. It can be observed that
while the micro scale feature has a frontal build-up, there is a lateral wear causing the conical shape of the
4

The presented results in this subsection have been partially published in Maradia et al. [217].
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electrode and thus the eroded cavity. However, using the spark location adaptive control where a long pause
duration of 2000 µs is added for the sparks occurring on the micro scale surfaces, including the edges and corners
and additionally the sparks occurring on the lateral sides are also killed, near zero frontal and lateral wear during
the roughing is achieved as shown in fig. 7-37. The high form conformity achieved after roughing using just one
electrode results in a near zero wear for the finishing operation using the second electrode to the reach surface
roughness Ra~ 0.25 µm, as shown in table 7-5. After using two electrodes, the inner corner radii of 140 µm ± 5 µm
are achieved for 10 mm erosion depth and 0.4 mm oversize of the cavities. The form precision of the final cavity is
shown in fig. 7-38. The total erosion time of 383 min is required to machine the final cavity, where 163 min
required for the roughing using the adaptive control is 30 min less than the erosion using the standard low wear
3

technology. Thus, the achieved material removal rate MRR during the roughing is about 3.5 mm / min and 0.03
3

mm / min for the finishing.
Before erosion

After erosion

After erosion

Ø5 mm
Ø10 mm
2 mm
Ø0.75 mm

Ø5 mm

Standard technology

iQ Combi

Fig. 7-36: Comparison of the standard technology and the spark location adaptive technology to control the parameters of
sparks occurring on the micro scale features including the corners and edges.
After Roughing

After Finishing

2 mm

EL 1: Roughing

EL 2: Finishing

Fig. 7-37: Erosion of the cavities using the spark location adaptive control, where the parameters for the sparks occurring on
the micro scale features and the lateral sparks are adapted to achieve the optimal process output during the roughing. The
precise cavities along with the surfaces with Ra~ 0.25 µm are achieved using two electrodes.
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Table 7-4: Measured frontal wear and erosion times for the adaptive control technology.
Wear (mm)

Strategy

Time

Micro

Macro

Standard

-

-0.015

3 h 12 min

iQ combi

-0.245

-0.035

3 h 20 min

Table 7-5: Measured frontal wear and erosion time for the different erosion steps using the spark location adaptive control.
Machining

Wear (mm)

Electrode

Micro

Macro

Time

Roughing

1

-0.274

-0.026

2 h 43 min

Stealth

1

0.0028

0.0534

10 min

Semi-finishing

1

0.0164

0.053

1 h 25 min

Finishing

2

0

-0.003

2 h 10 min

Fig. 7-38: Form precision of the eroded cavity after the erosion using two combination electrodes for roughing and finishing.
7.3.3.2 Challenges to the industrial implementation
If the reference voltage values used in the spark location adaptive control are not optimal, it may considerably
deteriorate the process efficiency. Hence, choosing the correct reference levels for the spark location based
adaptive control is crucial. Since the discharge voltage values depend on a number of factors such as the electrode
geometry, materials, dielectric, used current, pulse duration, etc.; an automatic reference level calibration may be
required for the wide-spread industrial implementation of the adaptive control technology. Also, since EDM is used
for the die and mould machining where the same job may be performed a number of times or for long periods of
time, a concept of a slider may be useful in the user-interface of the machine. The slider may provide an option to
the machine operator for making a demo test where one may choose the intended balance between the erosion
times, side gap, etc. Another shortcoming of the spark location adaptive control is seen for the erosion using low
currents, where the change in discharge voltage values is marginal. On the other hand, since low currents cause
low wear, a further analysis is needed in order to understand whether the spark location based adaptive control
may improve the form precision for currents < 3 A and the capacitance pulses with the negative electrode polarity.
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8 Surface Finishing
The surfaces of the eroded cavities by the roughing operation are usually not suitable for most of the
applications. During the roughing operation discussed so far, the main focus is on achieving high productivity, thus
high discharge energies are used. In this chapter, semi-finishing, finishing and super-finishing stages in mesomicro EDM are analysed. Since the discharge energies are low and mostly the negative electrode polarity is used
during the finishing, an in-depth analysis of such discharges is needed, which is beyond the scope of this work.
8.1 Surface finishing method
8.1.1

Layer by layer removal

Mostly layer by layer removal is performed during the surface finishing operations in EDM. As shown in fig. 8-1
(left), the pulse energy is reduced gradually to reduce the roughness of the eroded surface. The surface finishing
operation may be divided into the semi-finishing and finishing operation depending on the achieved surface
roughness. Also, another aspect is the type of the discharges used for the erosion. Here, low current discharges (I:
2 A - 3 A) with positive electrode polarity are used to erode the surfaces with roughness up to VDI 20 (Ra~ 1 µm).
Beyond this, the capacitive type discharges having a lower discharge energy with the negative electrode polarity
are used, where the surfaces with roughness as low as VDI 1 (Ra~ 0.11 µm) can be eroded.

-Z

Roughing
Impulse 1

VDI 24

Impulse 2

VDI 20

Impulse 3

VDI 14

Impulse 4

VDI 10

Semi-finishing &
finishing

Impulse 5

VDI 7
VDI 4

(last ~250µm)

Work piece

Fig. 8-1: The layer by layer removal approach used in EDM. Starting with the high energy discharges for roughing, the pulse
energy is decreased successively in order to reach the desired surface roughness.

8 Surface Finishing
8.1.2

Electrode orbiting

Since the low energy discharges are used during the finishing operations, the erosion craters are smaller
compared to the roughing pulses. Thus, in some cases, the electrode topography is mirrored on the workpiece
surface (see fig. 8-2 left), limiting the achievable workpiece surface roughness by the electrode roughness. Thus,
electrode orbiting is employed in order to superimpose the valley and peaks of the electrode surface in order to
generate finer surface on the workpiece. Mostly, the planetary orbiting strategy is employed, where an electrode
moves around the central axis along a defined contour as shown in fig.

8-2. The electrode orbiting is also

employed for form correction of the eroded cavity and has been expanded into the EDM-milling technology to
machine contours using a simple shaped electrodes [407].

Fig. 8-2: Electrode orbiting is used to reduce the effect of electrode surface roughness on the eroded workpiece surface. A
typical planetary electrode orbiting movement of an electrode in the XY plane [160].
8.2 Semi-finishing
8.2.1

Pulse re-opening phenomenon

In order to generate the surface roughness Ra in the range of about 1.6 µm to 1.0 µm (VDI 24-20), one uses the
semi-finishing pulses. In order to use the transistor type pulses to generate such surface roughness, current value
below 2 A are required. However, due to the switching noise from the transistor type generator, the current may fall
below 1 A. The plasma channel with such low current and longer durations may not sustain any more, leading to a
phenomenon called the pulse re-opening or spark re-opening, as shown in fig. 8-3. The current values at which the
re-openings begin depend on the electrode area, e.g. it may already occur at 3 A for the macro scale electrodes (Ap
2

Voltage (V)

Current (I)

< 2A

OCP (V)

Pulse reopenings

Current (I)

Pulse reopenings

Voltage (V)

> 25 mm ), whereas it may occur at 2 A for micro scale electrode for similar discharge durations.

Time (µs)

Time (µs)

Source: AgieCharmilles SA

Fig. 8-3: Pulse re-opening phenomenon encountered in the transistor type pulses for the positive electrode polarity and current
below 2 A - 3 A.
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2A

1.5A

1A

Fig. 8-4: Pulse re-openings observed during the erosion with Ø10 mm copper electrode with positive polarity. The examples
of the electric signals show single pulses with the re-openings for 21 µs pulse duration.
The frequency of the pulse re-opening increases with decreasing current as seen in fig. 8-4. Also, the reopenings increase with increasing electrode projection area. The rising edges of current caused by the re-openings
lead to increased electrode wear. Due to this reason, the negative polarity capacitance pulses are currently used
for the semi-finishing. While these pulses deliver a higher material removal rate and low surface roughness, they
also cause a very high electrode wear. Also, the zero wear technology is still unavailable for such negative polarity
pulses. Thus, in current work, an additional generator unit (R-L circuit) developed by AgieCharmilles SA is used to
condition the current pulses in order to reduce the switching noise. This may lead to reduced re-openings and
eventually also low or near zero wear during the semi-finishing. Fig. 8-5 shows the results obtained by using the
additional current smoothing circuit, where almost no pulse re-openings are observed up to 1.5 A. For 1A, only a
few re-openings have been observed when using Ø10 mm copper electrodes. However, for current below 1 A, the

2A

1.5A

1A

Current
(I)

Voltage
(V)

re-openings could not be reduced and the process was found to be unstable.

Fig. 8-5: Reduced pulse re-openings observed during the erosion with Ø10 mm copper electrode for different currents due to
the additional R-L circuit generator unit. Pulse duration is 21 µs for the shown examples.
8.2.2

Copper electrodes

The effect of pulse re-openings and the effectiveness of the additional RL circuit element to smoothen the
current pulses have been analysed for semi-finishing using 2 A, 1.5 A and 1 A. Using Ø10 mm copper electrodes,
0.2 mm deep cavities in steel 1.2343 are eroded. Fig. 8-6 shows the wear measurement results for the erosion
without the additional RL circuit element, thus with a higher occurrence of the pulse re-openings and with the RL
circuit to reduce the pulse re-openings. It can be seen that with decreasing pulse current, both the frontal and
corner wear increase. On the other hand, since the re-openings are reduced using the additional RL circuit
element, near zero wear is achieved for current as small as 1 A. In terms of the machining time, current specific
erosion time is presented in fig. 8-7 along with the measured surface roughness of the workpiece. The machining
time increases slightly when using the RL circuit element, especially for the erosion using 1 A. This can be
explained by the longer pulse durations compared to the short durations resulting from the pulse re-openings. Also,
the surface roughness Ra as low as 0.5 µm is achieved by the erosion using 1 A with a near zero electrode wear.
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Fig. 8-6: Frontal wear and corner wear of the Ø10 mm copper electrodes after the erosion using 2 A, 1.5 A and 1 A. Steel
1.2343 is used as workpiece material and the erosion depth is 0.2 mm.
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Fig. 8-7: Current specific time and workpiece surface roughness for the erosion with the Ø10 mm copper electrodes using 2 A,
1.5 A and 1 A. Steel 1.2343 is used as workpiece material and erosion depth is 0.2 mm.
In order to recoup the lost erosion speed, the adaptive current control during semi-finishing is analysed, where
the discharges with discharge voltage Ue above Ref1 are terminated. Fig. 8-8 shows the effect of the adaptive
control, where it can be seen that for the erosion using 2 A, near zero wear is achieved when using Ref1 28 V and
the RL circuit. However, for the erosion using 1.5 A, a slightly higher wear is observed. The current specific
machining time is reduced when using the adaptive control in addition to the RL circuit for 2 A, as seen in fig. 8-9.
While the adaptive control is shown to enhance the process outputs from 20 A - 2 A, the reason for its inefficacy for
the current values below 2 A may be attributed to the spikes in the voltage signal as seen in fig. 8-5. Further
analysis is needed by using a filter for the discharge voltage Ue measurements for current below 2 A, in order to
avoid killing the pulses with voltage spikes.
0.015
1.5A
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Fig. 8-8: Frontal wear and corner wear of the Ø10 mm copper electrodes after the erosion using 2 A and 1.5 A. Apart from the
RL circuit, comparison is made for the process control where the sparks with U e above Ref1 (26 V, 28 V) are killed.
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Fig. 8-9: Current specific time and workpiece surface roughness after the erosion using Ø10 mm copper electrodes with 2 A
and 1.5 A. Apart from the RL circuit, a comparison is made for the process control where the sparks with Ue above Ref1 (26 V,
28 V) are killed.
8.2.3

Graphite electrodes

While graphite is a preferable electrode material for the roughing, where low wear at high material removal rates
can be achieved, the surface finishing using graphite electrodes is challenging and the workpiece surface
roughness Ra below 0.3 µm is difficult to achieve, mainly due to the electrode wear. The grain structure of the
graphite electrodes is considered to be the main factor for its inability to obtain finer surfaces compared to the
copper electrodes. Thus, copper infiltrated graphite has been also developed (see chapter 3.2.3) by the
commercial electrode material manufacturers. In current work, the semi-finishing pulses with 2 A and positive
polarity are used to analyse the graphite electrode wear. Different current modes (M11, M10 and M20) as shown in
fig. 8-10 are used for the analysis. Using Poco EDM-3 graphite, 0.2 mm deep cavities are eroded in steel 1.2343.
The pulse duration is 21 µs, similar to the standard technology available in the machine tool. Fig. 8-11 presents the
electrode wear and erosion times. It can be seen that a considerably high electrode wear occurs when using
graphite electrodes compared to the copper electrodes. On the other hand, using the RL circuit and mode M20, the
electrode wear can be reduced to a few microns. The erosion time increases when using the RL circuit and M20
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due to the longer pulse duration and current slope. Also, a slight increase in the surface roughness is observed.
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Fig. 8-10: Electric signals of the pulses with 2 A and 21 µs, used for semi-finishing using the graphite electrodes.

With RL

Fig. 8-11: Frontal and corner wear of Ø10 mm graphite electrodes after the erosion of 0.2 mm deep cavities in steel using 2 A.
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8.3 Finishing
As mentioned earlier, mainly the negative electrode polarity and capacitance pulses as shown in fig. 8-12 are
used for the finishing operation, especially when using the copper electrodes. Since the capacitance pulses cause
high wear of the graphite electrodes, the transistor type pulses are used for the finishing using the graphite
electrodes. The pulse duration and the peak current of the pulses are defined by the used capacitor C, resistor R
and inductance I. While the capacitance mainly defines the discharge energy, resistor affects the peak current and
inductance affects the pulse duration. Ideally, the pulse duration should be shorter and peak current higher for fast
erosion speeds, however the electrode wear may also increase. On the other hand, long pulse durations and lower
peak current may result in a lower erosion speed and a higher re-solidified layer thickness. The typical electrode
wear and erosion time values for finishing using the standard machine technology are shown in table 8-1 and table
8-2. The surface finishing is performed in steel 1.2343 using Ø10 mm copper and graphite electrodes. A low

Current (I)

Voltage (V)

electrode wear strategy for the finishing operations is an active research topic and beyond the scope of this work.

1µs

IP: 3.5A

IP: 1.5A

TON: 1µs

IP: 0.5A

TON: 400ns

1A

TON: 100ns

Fig. 8-12: Capacitance pulses with negative electrode polarity used during the finishing operation with the resultant surface
roughness Ra of 1.26 µm, 0.50 µm and 0.16 µm respectively. Also, a persistence image of the finishing pulses shows the
variation in the discharge energy due to the capacitor charging time variation.
Table 8-1: Frontal wear and erosion times for the finishing operation using Ø10 mm copper electrodes for steel 1.2343.
Surface roughness
Ra (µm)

Peak current
I (A)

Electrode
polarity

Frontal wear
(mm)

Time
(min)

1.00
0.79
0.50
0.32
0.11
Total

4.7
2.6
1.3
1.1
0.6

-

0.014
0.012
0.010
0.003
0.004
0.043

9
2
3
13
69
96

Table 8-2: Frontal wear and erosion times for the finishing operation using Ø10 mm graphite electrodes for steel 1.2343.
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Surface roughness
Ra (µm)

Peak current
I (A)

Electrode
polarity

Frontal wear
(mm)

Time
(min)

1.26
1.00
0.79
0.63
0.40
0.22
Total

2
1.6
1.3
1.0
1.3
1.0

+
+
+
+
-

0.009
0.007
0.006
0.003
0.007
0.006
0.038

19
5
7
6
4
9
50

8.4 Super-finishing
8.4 Super-finishing

5

Super-finished surfaces (Ra < 0.1 µm) find an increasing application especially in the electronic components,
casing for consumer electronics, optics, tribology, micro mechanics and micro fluidics. With the disadvantages such
as high labour costs and achieved poor form accuracy in addition to the feasibility for machining complex shaped
features, especially in meso-micro scale, the conventional trend of manual polishing is declining. The alternative
finishing processes such as electron-beam machining, grinding or other abrasive processes and ECM fail to meet
the specifications such as accuracy and smallest inner radii of the contours, for example in the case of microconnector moulds and LED moulds. Since EDM is a well-established machining process to machine such dies and
moulds, it is desirable to achieve the final surfaces with the same process and on the same machine; thus reducing
the manufacturing costs, time and errors. Also, super-finishing using EDM may be desirable for the rough
machining of the moulds for optics in order to increase flexibility and productivity, which are then finished using the
diamond turning or cutting to achieve the desired optical functionality. In this work, the super-finished surfaces are
eroded in meso-micro scale without any additional equipment or additives.
8.4.1

Super finishing method

8.4.1.1 Stochastic orbiting strategy
As described in section 8.1.2, a planetary electrode orbiting movement is employed during the surface finishing.
The main advantage of such orbiting is the superimposition of micro peaks of the electrode and the workpiece
surface, where the peaks are removed by the small energy discharges. In current work, the electrode orbiting is
made stochastic within the given form contour. The electrode movement can be either restricted within the
undersize of the electrode, or it can be made to machine a contour as in the case of EDM milling or micro-EDM
milling. Compared to the conventional planetary orbiting movement, the stochastic movement of the electrode
brings random microscopic regions of the electrode and the workpiece in vicinity for machining. Also, it may

Electrode
movement

improve the flushing and debris distribution conditions in the machining gap.

Electrode

Electrode
movement

Planetary orbiting

undersize

Workpiece

Stochastic orbiting

Fig. 8-13: Stochastic orbiting movement of the electrode compared to a planetary orbiting movement in the XY plane.
As shown in fig. 8-13, for machining a square shaped cavity in the workpiece using a square electrode, the
electrode centre (represented by a black dot) is displaced within a square contour using a vector. This vector
randomly changes the magnitude and angle in the given XY (Z) plane in order to generate a stochastic movement
of the electrode. The rate of change in the vector magnitude and angle is influenced by a parameter, which controls
the orbiting cycles performed per minute.
5

A part of the presented results in this and the subsequent section 8.5 have been published in Maradia et al. [219].
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8.4.1.2 Low stray capacitance EDM power circuit
The pulse energy which affects the produced surface roughness is dependent on current, voltage and pulse
duration. The smallest pulse energy achievable on an EDM machine depends on the stray capacitance of the
electric circuit, also known as the parasitic capacitance. Within this work, a state-of-art power circuit is used for
generating the super-finishing pulses solely using the stray capacitance. Although measurement of the stray
capacitance is difficult, based on the calculated cable inductance and the obtained shortest pulse durations (refer,
fig. 8-14), the stray capacitance of the used power circuit is estimated to be below 3 nF.

Fig. 8-14: The smallest pulse energies achieved using the EDM machine. Here, pulse duration is below 50 ns and peak current
is 0.3 A.
8.4.2

Effect of process parameters

Copper electrodes are used to generate fine surfaces in steel 1.2343. Following the semi-finishing and finishing
steps, pulses with the smallest possible pulse energy as shown above are used for the super-finishing steps. The
depth of erosion for most of the machined cavities is 0.1 mm in order to ease the roughness measurements. The
copper electrodes are machined using turning and wire-EDM. No pre-treatment of the tool electrodes such as
polishing is carried out before the erosion.
8.4.2.1 Comparison of orbiting strategies
The conventional planetary orbiting strategy is compared to the novel stochastic orbiting strategy for finishing of
2

100 mm surface areas using copper electrodes. Both strategies are applied for the same finishing operation time
of 360 min. The square electrodes were prepared with the facing operation to achieve a fine frontal surface. The
surface roughness values of the electrodes before and after the erosion are presented in Table 8-3. The maximum
electrode movement for both the orbiting strategies is kept same as the undersize of the electrode, i.e. 0.2 mm. It
can be seen that the surface roughness at the end of the super-finishing operation increases when using the
planetary orbiting, compared to a decrease in the electrode surface roughness for the stochastic orbiting. For the
same process parameters, the surface roughness achieved on the workpiece is lower when using the stochastic
orbiting for super-finishing.
Table 8-3: Achieved surface roughness using two different orbiting strategies (cut-off length Lc: 0.25 mm).
Orbiting strategy
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Surface roughness
Ra (µm) Rz (µm)

Electrode roughness Ra (µm)
before erosion
after erosion

Planetary

0.078

0.681

0.077

0.195

Stochastic

0.054

0.422

0.068

0.051

8.4 Super-finishing
The finished surfaces are optically inhomogeneous in their appearance as seen in fig. 8-15, where the lightly
shaded regions have higher surface roughness compared to the dark shaded regions. This inhomogeneity results
from the dirt distribution over the surface during the erosion, which is further discussed in section 8.5.1. It is seen
that the stochastic orbiting improves the dirt distribution and homogeneity of the eroded surfaces.

2mm

2mm

Fig. 8-15: Comparison of 100 mm2 surface area finished using the normal planetary orbiting (left) and the stochastic orbiting
(right).
8.4.3

Super-finished surfaces

With some further improvements in the parameter values of the flushing cycle times, flushing speed, servo
control and an adaptive process control, the super-finishing of meso-micro scale surfaces using the stochastic
orbiting is optimised. Since it was not feasible to measure the surface roughness using the tactile methods for the
2

2

2

micro scale surfaces (1 mm , 0.25 mm and 0.09 mm ), surface roughness is measured using the Alicona
microscope. It can be seen in table 8-4 that the meso-scale surfaces with Ra <0.06 µm have been machined. For
the micro-scale surfaces, the measured Ra values vary highly depending on the used sample length and cut-off
length for Ra calculation. Although decrease in the surface area of the electrode results in a lower stray
capacitance, a higher surface roughness measured for the micro scale surfaces is attributed to a higher wear of the
micro-electrode.
Table 8-4: Achieved surface roughness for the respective surface areas using super-finishing (cut-off length Lc: 0.250mm).
* Cut - off length Lc: 0.080mm
Electrode surface area
2
Ap (mm )

Surface roughness
Ra (µm) σ <0.02 µm

Machining time
(min)

100

0.066

350

56

0.052

330

25

0.044

220

9

0.043

180

1

0.085*

120

0.25

0.100*

60

0.09

0.120*

60

As seen in fig. 8-16, the fine surfaces machined in meso-micro scale have the crater diameter below 5 µm, with
no surrounding rims, resulted from the extremely low energy pulses with pulse duration in the order of a few
nanoseconds. Because of the low discharge energies and ultra-short pulse durations, the process influence on the
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subsurface structure is reduced to the re-solidified layers of thickness less than 1 µm (see fig. 8-17). Also, the
consistent crater diameter, shape and minimal surface defects signify an efficient pulse generator circuit. The gap
width during the machining is estimated to be below 3 µm, however precise measurements are needed to validate
this value. Apart from the arithmetic average value Ra, average distance between the highest peak and lowest
valley in each sampling length represented by R z (DIN) indicate an average Rz value of 0.5 µm ± 0.2 µm or lower.

40µm

50µm

10µm

10µm

Fig. 8-16: SEM images (left: 500x; right: 2000x) of the super-finished surfaces eroded using low energy discharges and the
stochastic electrode orbiting strategy.
Re-solidified layer

Fig. 8-17: Polished cross section of a super-finished surface showing the re-solidified layer with an average thickness below 1
µm and absence of the micro-cracks.
8.5 Surface defects
During the surface finishing in EDM, a number of surface defects may occur such as black spots (shadowing),
arc spots (pitting), surface micro cracks and inhomogeneity. While on one hand, these defects are undesirable
concerning the aesthetic aspects of the final product, on the other hand, it may also adversely affect the life-time of
machined dies and moulds. Thus, it is necessary to completely avoid or minimise such defects in order to achieve
high surface quality. Thus, a number of encountered surface defects during this work have been analysed.
8.5.1

Inhomogeneity

8.5.1.1 Matt – Glossy surface
Conventionally the mirror or brilliant finish surfaces are machined using the transistor type pulses with negative
electrode polarity. Here, by melting the eroded surface results in a glossy surface finish, when re-solidified. Also, it
is well known that the surface roughness R a <0.05 µm yield optically functional surfaces with high light reflectivity,
which is atypical for the surfaces generated using EDM. During current research, two different types of surfaces
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have been produced using the same process technology parameters. While the difference in Ra values is marginal,
the surface shown in fig. 8-18 (left) has an optically matt finish compared to the surface shown in fig. 8-18 (right),
having a glossy finish and lower Ra.

2mm

2mm

Fig. 8-18: Surfaces achieved using the finishing pulses. Left: matt surface finish; Right: glossy surface finish.
The main difference in the machining of these two surfaces is the timed erosion strategy. The surface with a
matt finish is eroded without the time-bound erosion and the surface with the glossy finish is machined with the
time-bound erosion. Time bound erosion is a strategy where the maximum erosion time for the finishing process is
defined by the user, at the end of which the machining is stopped automatically. The underlying cause for the
optical difference in the surface finish is considered to be the crater shape and the surface topography. This can be
observed in fig. 8-19, where left image is SEM image of a matt finish surface and on the right side is SEM image of
a glossy surface. Here, the discharge craters consist of outer rims on the matt finish surface, whereas the glossy
finish surfaces have no or minimal discharge craters with the outer rims.

20 µm

20 µm

Fig. 8-19: SEM images showing the different crater characteristic for the surfaces shown in fig. 8-18. Left: matt surface
finish; Right: glossy surface finish.
8.5.1.2 Surface inhomogeneity

2mm

2mm

Fig. 8-20: Surface inhomogeneity observed during the super-finishing. The matt (light shaded region) and glossy (dark shaded
region) regions are eroded on the same surface during the erosion.
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While intentionally generating a completely matt or glossy finish surfaces is advantageous, this effect is further
exemplified in this work regarding the surface inhomogeneity. The matt and glossy regions are eroded on the same
surface during a machining leading to an optical effect of a cross in the case of a square electrode and a ring in the
case of a cylindrical electrode, as shown in fig. 8-20. In fig. 8-21, it can be observed that for the same technology
parameters, the crater shape in the matt region of the surface differs from that of the glossy region.

40µm

40µm

Matt

Glossy

Fig. 8-21: Magnified (1000x) surface topography of a matt region (left) and a glossy region (right) of a super-finished surface.
The optical effect is believed to be originating predominantly from the crater shape, compared to the slightly
differing surface roughness of the regions. Although the super-finished surfaces are achieved without using any
additives in the dielectric oil, a sub-micrometre thick dirt layer is generated over the surface during the finishing
operations. This layer of dirt mainly consists of a fine dielectric decomposition product and the electrode materials.
In fact, it is this layer because of which the super-finish surfaces may be generated using sinking EDM. It is
believed that a part of the discharge energy dissipated in the work-piece is shared by this dirt layer, reducing the
crater volume. For the super-finishing operations, if this dirt layer is not distributed homogeneously, the end
machined surface shows inhomogeneity regarding the surface roughness and optical appearance, e.g. a cross like
appearance mainly due to the fluid flow induced transportation of the debris. It is in these regions that one observes
the glossy effect and a lower surface roughness. On the other hand, the matt regions have a relatively thinner layer
of the dirt during the erosion, resulting in higher energy dissipation into the workpiece material and thus the
different crater shape, surface roughness and optical appearance. Fig. 8-22 shows the polished and etched cross
section of the matt region, where a slightly thicker and irregular re-solidified layer can be observed. Also, a surface
micro crack in the re-solidified layer is observed. Thus, a higher fraction of the discharge energy entering into
workpiece or the effect of debris on the heat dissipation may be hypothesised to cause the surface inhomogeneity.

Re-solidified layer

Surface crack

Fig. 8-22: Polished and etched cross section of a matt region of the eroded surface showing an irregular re-solidified layer
with a micro crack.
Using the simple fluid dynamic simulations by COMSOL Multi-physics as described in chapter 3.5.3, it is found
that the cross or ring like inhomogeneity are dependent on the electrode shape and the typical dirt distribution over
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the surface is caused by the fluid dynamic effects. During the flushing operation, when the electrode jumps out of
the machining region, the submicron sized dirt particles are arranged over the surface according to the fluid velocity
vectors. The simulated fluid velocity vectors for the square and circular cross section electrodes are presented in
fig. 8-23.

Fig. 8-23: Simulated fluid velocity vectors during the flushing cycles for the square and circular cross section electrodes. The
pattern of the fluid velocity vectors resemble the observed dirt distribution pattern causing the inhomogeneity in the eroded
surfaces, where a cross or a ring like effect is seen.
The schematics of dielectric fluid flow and debris movement observed using high-speed imaging is presented in
fig. 8-24. It can be seen that during the erosion, the erosion forces from the discharges and the expanding gas
bubbles push the dielectric and debris away from the electrode central axis. Thus, during the erosion of shallow
surfaces, the debris is pushed away from the discharge region. On the other hand, during the upward flushing jump
movement of the electrode, the debris is slightly pulled towards the electrode axis. During the erosion in deeper
cavities, the debris is pushed towards the edges and corners of the eroded cavity, whereas the flushing jump
movement removes the debris out of the discharge region. Thus, flushing is effective for the debris removal when
eroding at the depth of more than about 0.2 mm.
Fluid – debris flow
during erosion
Electrode

Fluid – debris flow
during flushing jump
Electrode

Electrode

Electrode

Work piece

Work piece

Fig. 8-24: Depiction of dielectric fluid and debris flow during the erosion (left) and during the upward flushing jump
movement of the electrode (right).
It has been found that the surface inhomogeneity is mostly prevalent only when machining at the shallow depths
such as 0.1 mm depth. When machining at the depth of 1 mm or more, no such inhomogeneity is found in the
super-finished surfaces, except in the regions where electrode wear is high, such as on the corners and the edges.
Examples of the super-finished surfaces generated at the depth of 0.2 mm and at the depth of 5 mm are shown in
fig. 8-25. It can be seen that the eroded surface at 5 mm depth has lower surface inhomogeneity, especially
around the edges. From the debris movement explanation above, it can be inferred that a slightly thicker dirt layer
is generated on the edges due to the erosion forces and the gas bubble expansion, resulting in a slightly lower
roughness in these regions.
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2mm

2mm
10 mm (5mm depth)

10 mm (0.2 mm depth)

Fig. 8-25: Super-finished surfaces generated at the depth of 5 mm (left) and 0.2 mm (right). A faint cross like effect on the
shallow surface (right) is absent in the eroded surface of the 5 mm deep cavity.
8.5.2

Surface cracks

Surface micro cracks is one of the biggest challenges for the eroded surfaces and a considerable amount of
dedicated literature can be found, especially due to its importance in machining of the aerospace parts,
deterioration in the aesthetic appearance and lower tool life. The main reason for the surface cracks in EDM is the
thermal residual stresses induced due to the rapid cooling and heating cycles. It is observed that the surface cracks
after the super-finishing operation are much larger compared to the surfaces with a higher surface roughness. In
fig. 8-26 left, a magnified image of a surface with Ra 1.03 μm is shown, where a micro crack can be identified
within the yellow box. On the other hand, much larger cracks are visible on a super-finished surface (see fig. 8-26
right). This may indicate the higher thermal residual stresses in case of the poorly selected process parameters,
especially the pulse shape. A higher inductance in the power circuit causes a longer pulse duration and lower peak
current for the same discharge energy, leading to the surface cracks as shown in fig. 8-27. The Long pulse
durations and lower peak current result in the material melting as opposed to its evaporation. The mirror polished
surfaces with Ra < 0.1 µm have been generated by exploiting this effect (see fig. 8-28), however a further analysis
is needed to avoid the micro cracks through the residual stress simulations and pulse shaping.

100µm

Current (I)

Voltage (V)

Fig. 8-26: Comparison of the surface cracks visible in a surface with Ra 1.03µm (left) and a surface with Ra 0.052µm (right).

1µs

Peak 1

Peak 2

Fig. 8-27: Micro surface cracks in a super-finished surfaces are supposed to be occurring due to a higher inductance of the
power circuit causing longer discharge durations, leading to high residual thermal stresses.
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Abbott-Firestone curve
Sk : 0.6µm

1mm

Fig. 8-28: A mirror finish surface with very high reflectivity eroded using the long duration and low peak current capacitance
pulses. The bearing curve of the surface can be used to determine the crater shape, which is convex in this case.
8.5.3

Black spots and arc spots

The black spots, also known as the shadow effect in EDM are the dark spots in an eroded surface as shown in
fig. 8-29 (left), which are generated during the semi-finishing and finishing steps. While it is unclear which type of
discharges cause such spots, it is believed that a series of discharges concentrated in a single region embed or
melt the dirt layer into the workpiece material giving the effect of black spots. The arc spots (see, fig. 8-29 right)
are generated when several successive discharges occur on a single spot. Also, for ultra-short pulses such as in
the case of super-finishing, it is difficult to control the spark to arc transition as shown in fig. 8-30, which may lead
to damage in the eroded surface. While an adaptive process control is available on the machine tool to avoid such
effects, its effectiveness is currently limited and remains an active topic of research.

Black spots

Arc spots
20µm

1mm

2mm

2mm

Current (I)

Voltage (V)

Fig. 8-29: Left: black spots (shadowing) on a semi-finished and a finished surface. Right: arc spot on a fine finished surface.

Normal
discharge

50ns
Abnormal
discharge

Fig. 8-30: An abnormal or an arc discharge(s) encountered during the super-finishing stage, where the normal discharges are
seen using persistence of the waveform.
While the severity or the acceptability of the surface defects mainly depend on the application of the surfaces, a
qualitative depiction of the occurrence of the surface defects according to the electrode projection area is shown in
fig. 8-31. The surface inhomogeneity and the black spots are often encountered during the erosion of large
surfaces, mainly due to the concentration of successive discharges in a single region and the flushing effects
leading to the inhomogeneous debris concentration on the surface. Also, a higher electrode wear in the micro scale
during the finishing leads to inhomogeneity, especially on the corners and edges.
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Fig. 8-31: Qualitative depiction of the occurrence and severity of the surface defects according to the electrode projection
area.
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9 Conclusions and Outlook
The work carried out to fill the gap in research in die-sinking EDM of the meso-micro scale features is
summarised and the potential directions for future technical and scientific work are outlined. Fig. 9-1 shows an
overview of the state-of-art before the beginning of current research (shown in grey), which was mainly available
for the macro scale erosion. While considerable research was carried out previously in 3D micro-EDM domain as
shown in light red, the literature mostly referred to the micro-EDM milling. In this work, most of the technical and
scientific research is aimed at the roughing operation in meso-micro scale EDM, utilising the current in the range of
3 A to 20 A (shown in green) and some basic work is carried out for the semi-finishing using current as small as 1 A
with the positive electrode polarity (shown in light green). Also, the super finishing of surfaces is carried out using
extremely small pulse energies. The potential areas for further progress of meso-micro EDM and precision in EDM
are marked in red shades, which mainly deal with the low energy pulses and negative electrode polarity.
Macro
Ap > 10mm2

20
5
3

Positive polarity

Max. current (A)

Meso
10mm2 - 1mm2

0.5

Negative

2

130

Micro
1mm2 - 0.1 mm2

Micro

100

< 0.1 mm2

20
10

Pulse duration (µs)

150

60

State-of-art
Contribution of this
work

Future work

1
0.5
0.1

Fig. 9-1: Overview of the state-of-art at the beginning of this work, contribution of this work and future work needed in diesinking EDM. Macro to micro scale domains defined by the electrode projection areas are on the horizontal axis, whereas
applied current and pulse duration are used as the vertical axes.

9.1 Scientific contributions of this work
Since the aim to implement die-sinking EDM in meso-micro machining is accompanied by the scientific
investigations, the knowledge gained through the analysis of the single discharges and the multiple discharge
process is summarised along with the possibilities for extension of the scientific work. The conventional electrode
and workpiece materials and the process parameter values used for roughing operation are used for the analysis.

9 Conclusions and Outlook
9.1.1

Process analysis methods

The process analysis using high-speed imaging enabled visual observation of the EDM process in a new light,
mainly due to the use of near real erosion conditions. By synchronising the electrical signals of the sparks with the
visual observations, a correlation between the geometric location of a spark and its electrical signals is established.
Apart from observation of the single discharges, fluid dynamics during the erosion and flushing has been observed
to track the movement of debris, which is important for surface finishing. Also, gas bubble dynamics has been
observed for the single discharge and the multiple discharges under near-real erosion conditions. The process
analysis setup also facilitates the discharge plasma characterisation for the near-real erosion process conditions.
The possibility to acquire the concurrent information of a single discharge, such as visual observation, electrical
signals, plasma spectrum and analysis of the erosion craters can be utilised to understand the interrelation of
various discharge phenomena and for the modelling and simulations.
9.1.2

Discharge plasma

The average plasma properties of the millijoule pulse discharges are found to be similar for the different process
variables such as current and electrode materials. However, time resolved spectroscopy of the single discharges
enables precise mapping of the plasma properties evolution over the discharge duration. Since the discharges are
of non-repetitive nature, analysis of the multiple discharges delivers only average values. However, time-resolved
spectroscopy of single discharges offers better insight into the discharge phenomena. It has been found that the
electrode materials affect the temporal characteristics of a discharge. Apart from the different gas bubble
expansion rates and volume, it is seen that the cathode material content of the plasma increases with increasing
pulse duration, whereas the anode metallic content is highest in the initial phase of a discharge. This information is
however lost in the time-integrated spectrum of a single discharge. Thermal properties of the electrode materials,
such as boiling temperature, thermal conductivity and specific heat may significantly affect the energy balance in
the gap region, thus also the discharge plasma, gas bubbles and erosion craters. A rise in the electron density of
discharge plasma with time is found to depend on the electrode materials, and the role of metal vapour in the
plasma needs further investigations. The light emission spectroscopy is an important tool for the EDM plasma
analysis; however interpretation of the acquired plasma spectrum is remains a challenge. Here, spectrum
simulations may aid the plasma analysis to determine the electron density, electron temperature, optical properties
of plasma, degree of ionisation of the elements and clearly identify the spectral lines by comparison of simulated
and measured spectrum. While a basic analysis of the single discharges with the millijoule energies is performed,
such analysis for the micro-Joule energies remains a challenge due to the low light emission from the low current
plasmas. A dedicated spectroscopy camera is suggested for the plasma spectroscopy of the low energy
discharges.
9.1.3

Plasma-material interactions

Erosion crater analysis for both the anode and cathode is carried out in order to understand the plasma-material
interactions. This is an important factor for EDM as it relates to the material removal and electrode wear. Material
removal on the cathode is mainly affected by the thermal properties of anode and cathode materials. The cathode
crater volume increases with increasing pulse duration. Also, the re-solidified layer of a cathode crater is found to
be lower than 15% of the crater depth. In terms of the erosion craters on anode, for copper anode, the crater
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volume decreases with increasing pulse duration. A similar trend is observed for the graphite anodes; however
spotting the erosion crater on a graphite electrode is challenging due to the low crater volume and surface texture
of the graphite. An in-depth analysis of the energy fractions entering into the cathode and anode and the plasma
flushing efficiency is required through the precise evaluation of the erosion crater geometry and the re-solidified
layer thickness. Such analysis may help to better describe the energy balance and its dependency on thermal
properties of the electrode materials. Also, the effect of plasma state and the gas bubble dynamics on the erosion
craters is evident and needs further analysis.
The erosion craters generated using the single discharges are simulated using the heat conduction theory.
Using disc heat source expansion based on the constant cathode boiling temperature conditions, good correlation
between the measured and simulated results is obtained. The only fitting parameter used is the energy fraction into
cathode and anode, while assuming 100% PFE. The energy fraction values could be quickly estimated using the
heat source expansion equation and measured crater radii. Here, temperature dependent material properties are
used for the simulations by FEM and the latent heats of vaporisation and melting have been neglected. A similar
analysis for the low energy discharges is needed, which may be useful for the finishing operations in EDM.
A consolidation of the different energy fraction values used in literature is sought through the erosion crater
observations for the single and multiple discharge process. It is shown that the cathode energy fraction for the
single discharges cannot be compared directly to the multi-discharge process, mainly due to the gas bubble
dynamics which may affect both the energy fractions from the plasma channel and the plasma flushing efficiency.
For the 20 A single discharges, the measured crater volume is simulated using Fc = 0.40, whereas for the multiple
discharge process, this value can be as low as Fc = 0.08 for the micro scale erosion and Fc = 0.15 to Fc = 0.18 for
the macro scale erosion of steel 1.2343 using the graphite electrodes. However, when using the copper electrodes,
only a marginal change in the cathode energy fraction values for the cathode crater simulations is required for the
single and multiple discharge process. The lower gas bubble volumes in the case of copper anode compared to the
graphite does not significantly affect the erosion craters in the multiple discharge process.
A simple thermal model is proposed to explain the carbon deposition on the anode in the EDM process. It is
proposed that the carbon vapour generated from the hydrocarbon dielectric oil ionizes and condenses on the
anode surface. The physical vapour deposition through ion bombardment and chemical reactions by considering
the effects of catalyst are excluded in this simple model. Temperature distribution in the anode is simulated in order
to predict the pulse duration values required to deposit the carbon layer over the complete surface of the micro
scale electrodes. The pulse duration values found experimentally for the low frontal and lateral wear are in good
agreement with the simulated values. The inclusion of ion-bombardment or chemical reactions between
hydrocarbons may further provide a deeper insight into the complex plasma assisted carbon deposition process.

9.2 Technical contribution of this work
The technical advancements achieved during this research work are summarised below. The EDM process
2

efficiency in meso-micro scale has been improved for the electrode projection area as small as 0.1 mm . The
process analysis concerning the material removal and electrode wear are mainly focused on the roughing
operation using 20 A and 5.4 A.
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9.2.1

Machining of micro-electrodes

Machining of the microscale electrodes from graphite and copper is carried out. Using the loop around strategy
during milling, better form accuracy of the high aspect ratio graphite electrodes has been achieved. Electrodes with
a cross section as small as 0.050 mm x 0.035 mm and the length of 1 mm have been machined in fine grain
graphite. Milling of copper microelectrodes with high aspect ratio resulted in poor form accuracy and bending of the
electrodes due to the ductile behaviour of copper. Further analysis is required to find the optimal parameters for
copper micromilling with low burrs, which is required for the erosion of very fine details and fine surfaces.
9.2.2

Material removal

Using the multiple discharge process analysis, scaling effects in EDM are observed. It is seen that the optimal
pulse durations required to achieve high material removal rate differ according to the electrode projection area,
both for the graphite and copper electrodes. While the maximum material removal for the micro erosion is achieved
using 20 µs - 30 µs duration pulses, pulse durations of 150 µs or higher are required for the macro scale erosion. In
order to understand the origin of the scaling effect, discharge frequencies and the effect of depth of erosion are
analysed. It is seen that while the discharge frequencies are similar for the different electrode projection areas, the
effect of erosion depth is more pronounced during erosion using micro scale electrodes. In fact, it is found that the
material removal capability of the discharges depends on the electrode projection area. There is strong evidence
that most of the discharges in case of the micro erosion occur inside gas bubbles, causing metallic discharges
which have lower discharge voltage and also lower material removal capability. Additionally, the lack of gas bubble
implosions at higher depths in case of micro scale erosion contributes to the lower material removal rate. In fact the
removal per discharge inside the micro cavities is comparable to that of the removal by discharges in air.
9.2.3

Electrode wear

Process parameter analysis is carried out to understand the wear behaviour of meso-micro scale graphite and
copper electrodes. It is found that the pulse duration, current, rising current slopes and pause duration are the most
important parameters affecting the electrode wear. The electrode wear reduces with increasing pulse duration,
whereas for longer durations, a carbonaceous layer builds up on the discharge front of the electrode. While the
rising current slopes result in a faster build-up on the electrode, longer pulse durations are required to achieve both
low frontal and lateral wear without the use of rising current slopes.

While it is known from literature that a carbonaceous layer is generated on the electrode which results in lower
electrode wear, an in-depth analysis of the built up layer and its formation was lacking. Thus, microstructure of the
built up layer is analysed. It is seen that a dense carbon layer with microscale pockets is generated during the
erosion with 20 A. On the other hand, the stacked carbon layers separated by nanoscale porosity are built up
during the erosion with 5 A. The Raman spectra of the carbonaceous layer suggest the diamond like carbon DLC
3

2

with high sp / sp bond ratio. Also, sub-micron metallic particles ejected from the workpiece material are embedded
in this layer, increasing the overall hardness of the layer. A relatively thin layer is also generated on the copper
electrodes. It is proposed that the lower thermal conductivity and higher mechanical hardness of the diamond like
amorphous carbon layer provides a shielding effect against the wear during the erosion process.
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Using a simple single pulse strategy, low frontal wear is achieved for the erosion of cavities with projection area
2

as small as 0.1 mm and depth of 3 mm. A low wear strategy iPac comprised of wear neutral pulse packets is
conceptualised, where a combination of the long and short duration pulses is applied to reduce the frontal and
lateral electrode wear to near zero. The low wear capability has been demonstrated by the erosion of high aspect
2

ratio micro cavities with the surface area as small as 0.2 mm . Here, using a total of five graphite electrodes, inner
corner radii of 45 µm, erosion depth of 4.9 mm ± 10 µm and the smallest dimension of 0.450 mm are achieved.
Abnormal overcuts in form of pockets are observed in eroded cavities, especially when copper microelectrodes
are used. Using high-speed imaging and multiple discharge process analysis using real-time analysis of process
signals, the sparks with high discharge voltage have been identified to cause this instability. Sliding of the
discharge plasma channel over the electrode and workpiece surface has been proposed to cause the rise in
discharge voltage and overcut in the machined cavity.
In terms of low wear for the electrode dimensions below 0.2 mm, current values below 1.5 A are needed during
erosion. However, the pulse re-opening phenomenon for such low currents limits the low wear strategy
implementation for such small electrode dimension. Apart from the low wear during roughing, low wear is also
highly desirable during finishing operations. While it has been observed that a marginal carbonaceous build-up on
the electrode surface is feasible, when using negative electrode polarity and the capacitance pulses, further
process analysis is required to understand the conditions leading to low wear during finishing operations.

9.2.4

Form accuracy

A novel method using high-speed imaging is developed to characterise EDM sparks based on their geometric
location on the electrode under near real erosion conditions. The method allows process observations using
conventional electrode materials under steady state conditions. Dependence of the mean discharge voltage U e or
current I (based on the generator type) of a spark on its instantaneous surface area or geometric location on the
electrode is established. This effect is believed to be caused by a change in the gap width and the discharge
plasma state for different electrode surface areas. Based on this knowledge, a spark location based adaptive
control is conceptualised, where the process parameters can be changed for each spark, thus at micro-second
scale, which is unique amongst the known metal machining processes. The adaptive control enables shaping of
the corner or edges of the macro-meso scale electrodes to achieve smaller inner corner radii in the machined
cavities. Additionally, suppression of the lateral sparks using the adaptive control results in lower side gaps, lower
surface roughness, smaller re-solidified layer and lower surface burrs. Also, electrode vibrations and process
instability caused by the lateral sparks are reduced, resulting in higher form precision and near zero lateral wear.
Also, the erosion of precision cavities using combination electrodes having macro to micro scale features with low
or near zero tool wear is made possible, thus reducing the required number of electrodes to reach the desired form
accuracy and geometric errors induced by electrode changes.
In terms of increasing the form precision of the machined cavities, wear neutral pulse packet strategy iPac
needs to be integrated into the spark location based adaptive control. While currently, pause duration is increased
when the discharge is determined to be occurring on the micro surface, the results may be further enhanced by
applying iPac. This may result in lower build-up on the micro features and higher material removal rate.
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Furthermore, the feasibility of the spark location adaptive control for the capacitance pulses needs to be
analysed, which may further enhance the achievable form precision, such as the smallest inner corner radius. Also,
the reference voltage levels used in the adaptive control need to be floating values to adapt to the changing
conditions during the erosion process, such as the erosion depth. The self-adjusting reference voltage values are
required for example for the micro erosion with very small cross section graphite electrodes, where due to high
electrical resistivity; the voltage drop along the electrode may be very high.
9.2.5

Surface finishing

Low electrode wear during the semi-finishing operation for the positive electrode polarity is achieved using an
electrical circuit, which reduces the pulse re-opening phenomenon for currents below 3 A. Also, super-finished
surfaces having Ra <0.06 µm have been eroded using a novel stochastic orbiting strategy and a low stray
capacitance power circuit. The stochastic orbiting strategy reduces the necessary surface quality requirement of
the tool electrode. The surface roughness Ra values as low as 0.05 μm and evenly distributed re-solidified layer
with the thickness of less than 1 μm are achieved with the turned copper electrodes having Ra ≤ 0.2 μm. Due to the
absence of the dielectric additives and the small machining gap widths, sub-micrometre accuracy can be achieved
for the eroded features. In terms of the achievable smallest surface roughness, stray capacitance of the machine
tool need to be further reduced. By electrically isolating the tool electrode holder and directly supplying the current
to the holder may further reduce the capacitance and inductance from the machine tool axis. The resultant smaller
discharge energies may further push the super-finishing capability of die-sinking EDM.
The surface defects such as inhomogeneity, cracks and arc spots have been analysed. It is seen that a cross or
a ring like inhomogeneity is produced during the finishing, mainly due to the dirt distribution on the workpiece
surface during the erosion. In terms of further work, reducing the surface defects such as black spots and arc spots
to zero is necessary. Also, achieving homogeneous surfaces, especially for the large electrode areas is crucial, for
example for the display screen moulds for the electronic devices. Thus, an adaptive process control is needed to
develop a zero-defect surface machining. One approach may be to identify the discharges or process conditions
that lead to the surface defects using the high-speed imaging and electrical signal analysis.

9.3 Economic and energy efficiencies
9.3.1

Production and resource efficiency

It is evident that the advances from the work not only reduce the total number of required electrodes for
precision machining, but also results in the lower erosion times. Thus, a number of benefits are associated:


Electrode material: The reduced electrodes result in lower material costs. Also, the possibility to use the
graphite electrodes results in a lower environmental impact compared to the metallic electrodes typical for the
micro erosion such as copper, hard metal and tungsten carbide.



Electrode change: While the electrode change results in idle times of the machine, the geometric errors are
inevitably introduced during the electrode change, which are reduced due to the low wear and the use of
combination electrodes consisting of the multiple features on a single electrode.
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Electrode preparation: Since the electrodes are mostly prepared using milling, turning or WEDM, the lower
electrode requirements leads to lower electrode preparation time and costs. Here, tool costs can be reduced
significantly because the costly diamond cutters are used for graphite milling. Also, setup time on a milling
machine is reduced, apart from the occupation time of a milling machine for the electrode preparation.



Erosion times: It has been shown that the time for the erosion is reduced for both the micro and precision
erosion applications. The lower erosion times increase the productivity and reduce the cost of manufacturing.

9.3.2

Energy efficiency

In addition to the increased resource efficiency, energy consumption is reduced as discussed below:


Electrode machining: In the machining examples shown in Chapter 6.2.5.3, the electrodes are machined using
a precision milling machine. The roughing time required for micro electrodes using Ø2 mm cutter is 5 min and
finishing time required is 35 min using Ø1 mm cutter. For the combination electrodes shown in chapter 7.3.3.1,
roughing time is 5 min and finishing time is 15 min. The energy consumption of the used milling machine is
about 7.5 kW·h. In addition, the compressed air is required for the operation. Also, energy consumption of the
dust suction unit used for the graphite machining should be considered. Thus, to machine a precision micro
cavity, assuming a reduction from 8 electrodes (37.5 kW·h) to 5 electrodes (22.5 kW·h), 15 kW·h saving for
the electrode machining can be expected.



EDM machine: The energy consumption by the EDM machine during roughing process using 20 A is about 2.5
kW·h. Thus, energy consumption from the EDM machines is reduced due to the faster erosion speeds and the
lower electrode changing requirements. Assuming a reduction in the erosion time from 7 hours (14 kW·h) to 5
hours (10 kW·h), about 4 kW·h is saved. Adding up the savings from the electrode machining and erosion,
about 20 kW·h energy savings are achieved per machining job.
Thus, it can be seen that meso-micro EDM is an energy efficient micromachining process. The resource and

process efficiency achieved through the advancements from this work support the miniaturisation and the trend of
green or sustainable manufacturing practices.
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Appendices
A: Main erosion technology parameters 20A and steel 1.2343:
Graphite

Copper

Electrode
Undersize
DBase
Nr Impulse
T
P
I
MODE
U
Pol
SBOX
COMP
GAIN
OM
SM
UHPS

v.1
0.400
AGIEDB
020140023
variable
1000
20
variable
100
+
153
9.804
9
5
0
75

Electrode
Undersize
DBase
Nr Impulse
T
P
I
MODE
U
Pol
SBOX
COMP
GAIN
OM
SM
UHPS

v.1
0.400
AGIEDB
020140023
variable
variable
20
variable
100
+
153
10.980
12
3
13
75

MS
ACC
ACCX
ACO
ACOX
Timer
RTYPE
TML
TVF
TVB
TVPROF
Teros
TFLOAT
TMLD
TVFD
TVBD
TVPROFD
TPERIOD
TFLOATD
TAB
TAF
TJB
TJF
TABD
TAFD
TJBD
TJFD

0
4
1
32
0
mixed (1)
Automatic
10.0
15000
15000
1
0.2
0.020
300.0
15000
15000
1
10
0.020
0.500
0.200
20
10
0.500
0.200
20
10

MS
ACC
ACCX
ACO
ACOX
Timer
RTYPE
TML
TVF
TVB
TVPROF
Teros
TFLOAT
TMLD
TVFD
TVBD
TVPROFD
TPERIOD
TFLOATD
TAB
TAF
TJB
TJF
TABD
TAFD
TJBD
TJFD

0
4
1
32
0
mixed (1)
Automatic
10.0
15000
15000
1
0.2
0.020
300.0
15000
15000
1
10
0.020
0.500
0.200
20
10
0.500
0.200
20
10
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B: Main erosion technology parameters for graphite – steel 1.2343 with 5.4A
Electrode
Undersize
DBase
Nr Impulse
T
P
I
MODE
U
Pol
SBOX
COMP
GAIN
OM
SM

v.1
0.400
AGIEDB
020128023
variable
variable
5.4
variable
100
+
153
9.804
6
3
13

MS
ACC
ACCX
ACO
ACOX
Timer
RTYPE
TML
TVF
TVB
TVPROF
Teros
TFLOAT
TMLD
TVFD
TVBD
TVPROFD
TPERIOD
TFLOATD
TAB
TAF
TJB
TJF
TABD
TAFD
TJBD
TJFD

0
4
1
32
0
mixed (1)
Automatic
10.0
15000
15000
1
0.4
0.020
300.0
15000
15000
1
10
0.020
0.500
0.200
20
10
0.500
0.200
20
10
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D: Main erosion technology parameters for single discharges
Electrode
Undersize
DBase
Nr Impulse
T
P
I
MODE
U
Pol
SBOX
COMP
GAIN
OM
SM

v.1
0.400
AGIEDB
020140023
variable
na
variable
variable
100
+
153
9.804
12
5
13

MS
ACC
ACCX
ACO
ACOX
Timer
RTYPE
TML
TVF
TVB
TVPROF
Teros
TFLOAT
TMLD
TVFD
TVBD
TVPROFD
TPERIOD
TFLOATD
TAB
TAF
TJB
TJF
TABD
TAFD
TJBD
TJFD

0
4
1
32
0
without
Automatic
5.0
500
500
0
0.2
0.080
300.0
15000
15000
1
10
0.020
0.050
0.050
0
0
0.500
0.200
20
10
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E: Standard machine technology for Graphite – Steel 1.2343 with 20A: Macro erosion
Electrode
Undersize
DBase
Nr Impulse
T
P
I
MODE
U
Pol
SBOX
COMP
GAIN
OM
SM
UHPS
M(F)
2GAP(F)
M(L)
2GAP(L)
Inc F.
Kt

v.1
0.400
AGIEDB
010139012
133
37
20
8
100
+
0
30.980
15
3
0
75
0.3960
0.2520
0.3960
0.2520
0.222
0

MS
ACC
ACCX
ACO
ACOX
Timer
RTYPE
TML
TVF
TVB
TVPROF
Teros
TFLOAT
TMLD
TVFD
TVBD
TVPROFD
TPERIOD
TFLOATD
TAB
TAF
TJB
TJF
TABD
TAFD
TJBD
TJFD

0
71
32
32
0
mixed (1)
Automatic
10.0
15000
15000
2
0.4
0.020
300.0
15000
15000
2
10
0.020
1.000
0.500
30
20
1.000
0.500
30
20
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F: Standard machine technology for Graphite – Steel 1.2343: Micro erosion Ap: 0.25mm2
Electrode
Undersize
DBase
Nr Impulse
T
P
I
MODE
U
Pol
SBOX
COMP
GAIN
OM
SM
UHPS
M(F)
2GAP(F)
M(L)
2GAP(L)
Inc F.
Kt

v.1
0.150
AGIEDB
010116023
21
10
1.5
10
100
+
0
25.098
20
140
0
75
0.0220
0.0160
0.0220
0.0160
0.013
0

MS
ACC
ACCX
ACO
ACOX
Timer
RTYPE
TML
TVF
TVB
TVPROF
Teros
TFLOAT
TMLD
TVFD
TVBD
TVPROFD
TPERIOD
TFLOATD
TAB
TAF
TJB
TJF
TABD
TAFD
TJBD
TJFD

0
7
3
100
0
mixed (1)
Automatic
10.0
15000
15000
1
0.2
0.020
300.0
15000
15000
1
10
0.020
0.500
0.200
20
10
0.500
0.200
20
10
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F: Semi-finishing technology Steel 1.2343
Copper

Graphite

Electrode
Undersize
DBase
Nr Impulse
T
P
I
MODE
U
Pol
SBOX
COMP
GAIN
OM
SM
UHPS

v.1
0.200
AGIEDB
040124012
27
24
variable
variable
130
+
153
22.353
16
3
10
75

Electrode
Undersize
DBase
Nr Impulse
T
P
I
MODE
U
Pol
SBOX
COMP
GAIN
OM
SM
UHPS

v.1
0.250
AGIEDB
010122012
21
12
variable
variable
130
+
153
25.098
12
4
0
75

MS
ACC
ACCX
ACO
ACOX
Timer
RTYPE
TML
TVF
TVB
TVPROF
Teros
TFLOAT
TMLD
TVFD
TVBD
TVPROFD
TPERIOD
TFLOATD
TAB
TAF
TJB
TJF
TABD
TAFD
TJBD
TJFD

0
0
2
32
0
mixed (1)
Automatic
5.0
8000
8000
7
0.4
0.010
300.0
8000
8000
7
10
0.010
5.000
5.000
200
150
5.000
5.000
200
150

MS
ACC
ACCX
ACO
ACOX
Timer
RTYPE
TML
TVF
TVB
TVPROF
Teros
TFLOAT
TMLD
TVFD
TVBD
TVPROFD
TPERIOD
TFLOATD
TAB
TAF
TJB
TJF
TABD
TAFD
TJBD
TJFD

0
0
2
32
0
mixed (1)
Automatic
5.0
8000
8000
3
0.4
0.010
300.0
8000
8000
3
0
0.010
3.000
1.000
50
30
3.000
1.000
50
30
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